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Abstract 
 

Aluminium (Al3+) toxicity affects plant productivity on over 40% of the world’s arable land 

although the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity remains unclear.  Previous studies have 

shown that ectopic expression of magnesium (Mg2+) transport genes in yeast and plants 

increases tolerance to Al3+, suggesting that Al3+ may directly inhibit Mg2+ uptake.  The 

purpose of this study was to examine, using physiological, transgenic and genomic 

approaches, interactions between Mg2+ and Al3+ in Arabidopsis thaliana to determine how 

Mg2+ might be associated with the primary molecular mechanism of Al3+ toxicity in plants. 

     

The effects of Mg2+ starvation on plant growth, Mg2+ content, shoot chlorosis, root length and 

root morphology were distinct from those observed with Al3+ toxicity, suggesting that these 

two phenomena are not the same.  In contrast, low pH and low pH+Al3+ (Al3+) toxicity were 

morphologically alike and additive.  Mg2+-starved plants were highly sensitive to 

low pH/Al3+, while availability of media Mg2+ had few detectable mitigating effects.  

Therefore it appears that internal plant Mg2+ status is more important than short-term uptake 

of media Mg2+ in protecting against Al3+ stress.      

 

Transgenic Arabidopsis lines expressing Mg2+ transport genes from Escherichia coli (CorA) 

and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ALR1) were generated.  CorA plants had increased Mg2+ 

uptake, but reduced plant survival and growth phenotypes suggestive of disruptions to plant 

Mg2+ homeostasis.  CorA plants were highly sensitive to low pH/Al3+ and Mg2+-starved CorA 

root tips resembled those treated with low pH/Al3+.  Expression of a plant-optimized variant 

of ALR1, crALR1, resulted in plants with only mild phenotypes suggestive of altered Mg2+ 

transport; however these plants exhibited increased tolerance to low pH/Al3+.  Together, these 

data show that altering Mg2+ uptake and distribution in plants specifically affects Al3+ 

sensitivity and implicates a process involving Mg2+ in the primary mechanism of Al3+ 

toxicity. 

           

Microarray analyses revealed similarities in biotic stress responses between Al3+ toxicity and 

Mg2+ starvation.  Mg2+ and Al3+ differentially regulated genes associated with Ca2+ transport, 

pH homeostasis, auxin regulation and flavonoid biosynthesis.  Three possible mechanisms of 

Al3+ toxicity are proposed: increased low pH toxicity, activation of plant glutamate receptors 

(GLRs) and disruptions to intracellular Mg2+.  For each mechanism, Mg2+-regulated processes 

may be affected; initiating Ca2+-associated signal transduction cascades which alter plant 

development, particularly in the root tip.     
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1.1 Magnesium in biological systems 
 

Magnesium (Mg2+) is the most abundant divalent cation in living cells.  It is biologically 

unique due to its small ionic radius, high hydration energy, and low rate of water substitution 

in complex formation (reviewed in Maguire and Cowan, 2002).  Of the common biological 

cations, it has the smallest ionic radius and the highest charge density.  It is therefore strongly 

electrophilic and able to bind ionically and in some cases covalently to form stable complexes 

with the likes of oxygen and phosphate.  It is also able to bind water very tightly (3-4 orders 

of magnitude higher than other cations), giving it a hydration shell volume three times greater 

than any of the biological cations and 400 times larger than Mg2+.  This high hydration energy 

means that hydrated Mg2+ is very slow to lose its water ligands and as a result Mg2+ often 

retains its hydration sphere in many biological reactions (Black and Cowan, 1997), an unusual 

property amongst cations in the cell. 

 

Mg2+ is involved in numerous biological processes.  It is commonly required as a cofactor for 

enzyme function and is essential for the correct function of more than 300 intracellular 

enzymes, in particular those associated with energy transfer and phosphorylation or 

desphosphorylation.  Its requirement as a cofactor for ATP hydrolysis by ATPases gives it an 

essential role in energy-requiring processes such as glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation 

and it is important in glutathione-based reduction processes essential for combating oxidative 

stress.  Its involvement with correct ATPase function is also highlighted by its importance in 

maintenance of ion fluxes and correct cellular pH.  Mg2+ stabilizes the conformation of 

nucleic acids and allows aggregation of ribosomal subunits and it is required for the activities  
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Figure 1.1 Overview of the roles of Mg2+ in the plant cell 
Following Mg2+ entry into the plant cell it is involved in several key processes: (1) activating intracellular 
enzymes, (2) allowing cleavage of energy molecules ATP and pyrophosphate, (3) binding and stabilizing the 
carboxyl groups in nucleic acids, (4) stabilizing tRNA and the ribosome, (5) acting as a counter ion in 
photosynthesis and activating RuBisCO for carbon fixation, (6) acting as the central ion in the chlorophyll 
chelate and (7) maintaining cellular pH and acting as an osmoticum in the vacuole.  Figure adapted from 
Maathuis (2009) and reproduced with permission from Elsevier. 
 

 

 

of nucleic-acid specific enzymes, RNA synthesis and protein synthesis (Galling, 1963; 

Sreedhara and Cowan, 2002).  Its high-density positive charge is also important in stabilizing 

cell membranes.  In plants and other photosynthetic organisms, Mg2+ plays several crucial 

roles in photosynthesis.  Firstly, it is the central ion in the porphyrin ring of chlorophyll and is 

therefore essential for light energy capture.  Secondly, Mg2+ ions accumulate in the thylakoid 

lumen and, as the proton concentration increases during photosynthesis, these Mg2+ ions 

move to the stroma, thereby balancing the negative charge.  Thirdly, the increase in stroma 

Mg2+ activates RuBisCO, the key enzyme in carbon fixation. 

 

 

1.2 Mg2+ uptake and distribution in plants  
 

1.2.1 Mg2+ uptake from the soil 

 

The availability of Mg2+ for uptake into plants is dependent on its concentration in the soil 

(normally 125 µM to 8.5 mM, Barber, 1995), the soil conditions and the balance of other 

cations present.  Initially, transpiration draws Mg2+ and other cations to the root surface and 

the apoplastic space, where they are attracted to the negative charges on the cell walls and 
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membranes.  This process occurs rapidly, with a half-time of 3 min required to infiltrate the 

apoplastic cortex of spruce tree roots (Kuhn et al., 2000).  At high concentrations of Mg2+, 

this passive mechanism of uptake is the most measurable and is significantly affected by the 

concentrations of other cations (Kurvits and Kirkby, 1980).  Mg2+ is also taken up into the 

plant symplasm via active mechanisms which are most important at low soil concentrations of 

Mg2+.   

 

1.2.2 Intracellular Mg2+ distribution 

 

Cytoplasmic free Mg2+ in plants is tightly regulated at around 0.4-0.5 mM (Karley and White, 

2009; Maathuis, 2009), yet total Mg2+ concentrations approximate 15-25 mM (Moomaw and 

Maguire, 2008).  The remaining Mg2+ is bound with other cellular components or sequestered 

within intracellular organelles, most importantly the chloroplast and vacuole, to which Mg2+ 

is continually removed to maintain low cytosolic Mg2+.  The majority of Mg2+ is stored in the 

vacuole where it is involved in maintaining charge balance and turgor pressure and it is 

released into the cytosol as required (Stelzer et al., 1990). 

 

1.2.3 Tissue Mg2+ distribution  

 

Mg2+ is a highly mobile ion and is easily redistributed according to cellular and tissue 

requirements.  As plants grow and develop, the Mg2+ stores and requirements of different cell 

and tissue types change, therefore Mg2+ redistribution across tissues and developmental stages 

must be tightly regulated at a molecular level (described in the next section). 

 

The highest concentrations of Mg2+ are in the leaves, which contain 0.1-0.8% dry weight 

Mg2+ (Broadley et al., 2004).  Of this, 15-20% is associated with chlorophyll under 

Mg2+-replete conditions (White and Broadley, 2009; Marschner, 2012).   In order for Mg2+ to 

reach aerial parts of the plant, it must cross the casparian strip in the root cortex and be loaded 

into the xylem (Kuhn et al., 2000).  The Mg2+ concentration in the xylem sap is 0.5-1 mM, 

therefore Mg2+ translocation to the xylem from the root cortex symplasm must involve some 

form of active loading against the electrochemical gradient (Buxton et al., 2007).  It is 

uncertain what mediates this process, but Mg2+ and Ca2+ concentrations in the xylem and 

shoot tissues are closely correlated (Broadley et al., 2004; Buxton et al., 2007), suggesting 

that they are distributed to the shoot tissues in a similar manner through a combination of 

mass flow and cation exchange (Ferguson and Bollard, 1976; Marschner, 2012). 
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1.3 Molecular mechanisms of Mg2+ uptake and transport  
 

The first Mg2+ transport gene to be identified was CorA, which was identified from cobalt 

resistant mutants in Salmonella typhimurium by Hmiel and co-workers (1986).  Since then, 

over thirty genes have been identified which encode Mg2+ transport proteins in bacteria, yeast, 

plants, Paramecium and mammals, as summarized in Table 1.1.  Weak homology exists 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Family Protein  Ref Transport type Organism Localization Km Mg2+ Other ions 

CorA CorA 1 Channel Bacteria PM ≈15 µM Co2+, Ni2+ 

 Alr1/2 2 Channel Yeast PM unknown Co2+, Ni2+, Mn2+, 
Zn2+ 

 Mrs2 3, 4 Channel Yeast Mitochond unknown Ni2+, Co2+ 

 Mrs2 5 Channel Mammals Mitochond unknown unknown 
 Lpe10 6 Channel Yeast Mitochond unknown Mg2+ only 
 Mnr2 7 Channel? Yeast Tonoplast unknown unknown 

 AtMRS2 8, 9 Channel Plants Various* ≈15 µM Ni2+, Co2+, Fe2+, 
Mn2+, Cu2+ 

NCX AtMHX 10 
Mg2+/H+ 
exchanger 

Plants Tonoplast unknown Zn2+, Fe2+, Cd2+ 

 XNTA 11 Channel Paramecium PM unknown Ca2+  

MgtA/B MgtA/B 12 P-type ATPase Bacteria PM 10 µM Ni2+ 

MgtE MgtE 13 Channel Bacteria PM 25-50 µM Co2+ 

 SLC41 14 Carrier Mammals PM 0.7 mM various 

CNGC AtCNGC10 15 Channel Plants PM unknown Ca2+  

TPC AtTPC1 16 Channel Plants Tonoplast 40-90 µM Ca2+ , K+, Na+, 
NH4

+ 
TRP  TRPM6/7 17,18 Chanzyme Mammals PM unknown Ca2+ , various 
ACDP ACDP 19 Channel? Mammals PM 0.6 mM various 

MagT MagT,TUS3 20 Channel? Mammals PM 0.2 mM Mg2+ only 

NIPA NIPA1 21 Channel? Mammals PM 0.3 mM various 
 NIPA2 22 Channel? Mammals PM, endos 0.7 mM Mg2+ only 

 NIPA3/4 21 Channel? Mammals unknown 0.4/0.9mM various 

MMgT MMgT1/2 23 Channel? Mammals Golgi 0.6-1.5mM various 
HP14 HIP14/14L 24 Channel? Mammals Golgi 0.8 mM various 

MagC MagC 25 unknown Mammals unknown unknown various 

Claudin Paracellin-1 Claudin Mammals Paracellular unknown Ca2+  26 

 
 
Table 1.1 Mg2+ transport proteins identified to date 
Table showing each of the Mg2+ transport proteins identified to date, its primary reference (column labeled ‘Ref’, 
see list of references corresponding to numbering below), the type of transporter, the organism from which it 
originates, its subcellular localization (abbreviations: PM: plasma membrane; mitochond: mitochondrion; endos: 
endosome), its Michaelis-Menten constant for Mg2+ uptake (column labeled ‘Km Mg2+’) and any other ions it is 
known to transport.  For details of the subcellular localizations of the AtMRS2 proteins, see Section 1.3.5 
Figure 1.4  References: 1: (Hmiel et al., 1986); 2: (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998); 3: (Bui et al., 1999); 4: 
(Kolisek et al., 2003); 5: (Zsurka et al., 2001); 6: (Gregan et al., 2001a); 7: (Pisat et al., 2009); 8: (Schock et al., 
2000); 9: (Li et al., 2001); 10: (Shaul et al., 1999); 11: (Haynes et al., 2002); 12: (Hmiel et al., 1989); 13: (Smith 
et al., 1995); 14: (Wabakken et al., 2003); 15: (Guo et al., 2010); 16: (Peiter et al., 2005); 17: (Schlingmann et 
al., 2002); 18: (Nadler et al., 2001); 19: (Goytain and Quamme, 2005a); 20: (Goytain and Quamme, 2005b); 21: 
(Goytain et al., 2007); 22: (Goytain et al., 2008a); 23: (Goytain and Quamme, 2008); 24: (Goytain et al., 2008b); 
25: (Quamme, 2010); 26: (Simon et al., 1999). 
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between the members of the CorA superfamily, which typically have two transmembrane 

domains and a GMN motif (Drummond et al., 2006).  The MgtE-type proteins (bacterial 

MgtE and mammalian SLC41) exhibit around 15% identity with one another (Wabakken et 

al., 2003).  Besides the members of these two families, there is very little similarity in 

sequence, structure or selectivity among the remaining Mg2+ transport genes and the proteins 

they encode (reviewed in Quamme, 2010).  This lack of similarity accounts for the relatively 

slow speed at which Mg2+ transport and homeostasis in biological systems has been 

characterized over the past twenty-five years, since the majority of the Mg2+ transport genes 

have had to be identified through function rather than homology. 

 

1.3.1 Bacterial Mg2+ transport  

 

CorA 
 

CorA is the best characterized of the Mg2+ transport genes and encodes the main Mg2+ uptake 

system in Salmonella typhimurium, Escherichia coli and Methanococcus jannaschii (Hmiel et 

al., 1986; Smith et al., 1998a).  A number of genes from different organisms have weak 

homology to CorA (see Table 1.1) and all contain a GMN motif within their predicted 

transmembrane domains (Kehres et al., 1998).  CorA transports Mg2+ against its concentration 

gradient and CorA is sensitive to the membrane potential, with hyperpolarization activating its 

activity (Kehres and Maguire, 2002; Froschauer et al., 2004).  CorA is constitutively 

expressed and is not regulated by external Mg2+, although the structure of the CorA protein 

(described in Figure 1.2) suggests that it may be regulated by intracellular Mg2+ (Snavely et 

al., 1991; Chamnongpol and Groisman, 2002; Moomaw and Maguire, 2008).  Snavely et al. 

(1989) found that CorA is also essential for Mg2+ efflux in S. typhimurium, and Mg2+ efflux 

has also been observed with expression of the homologous yeast genes ALR1 and MRS2 (Liu 

et al., 2002; Kolisek et al., 2003).  Furthermore, the CorA-type protein ZntB (Worlock and 

Smith, 2002) has recently been shown to have very similar structure to CorA in its cytosolic 

domain (Tan et al., 2009) and is primarily responsible for Zn2+ efflux in S. typhimurium, 

suggesting that efflux may be an important feature of at least some CorA-type transporters.  

Besides Mg2+, CorA has also been shown to transport Co2+ and Ni2+ with affinities of 30 µM 

and 240 µM respectively, although in S. typhimurium and E. coli these ions are considered to 

be physiologically irrelevant (Hmiel et al., 1986; Gibson et al., 1991; Snavely et al., 1991). 

 

Phylogenetic analyses have shown that CorA is widely dispersed in Eubacteria and many 

species of Archea (Smith and Maguire, 1995; Kehres et al., 1998; Froschauer et al., 2004).  In 

2006, three separate groups published the crystal structure of CorA from the thermophillic 
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bacterium Thermotiga maratima, with 1.85-3.9 Å resolution (described in Figure 1.2, Eshaghi 

et al., 2006; Lunin et al., 2006; Payandeh and Pai, 2006).  Two of these groups described a 

hydrated cation, consistent with Mg2+, bound to the intracellular domain of CorA (Lunin et 

al., 2006; Payandeh and Pai, 2006), while the third group described binding of both Co2+ and 

Mg2+ intracellularly (Eshaghi et al., 2006).  Interestingly, recent attempts by Eschagi and 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Structure of CorA 
Diagram showing the structure of the bacterial Mg2+ transport gene CorA from Thermotiga maratima 
(reproduced from Figure 1, Eshaghi et al., 2006, with permission from AAAS).  The CorA protein (shown at 
left) has a large cytosolic N-terminal domain and two transmembrane domains which are connected at the 
periplasmic face (the structure connecting TM1 and TM2 is not resolved).  The GMN motif, conserved across 
members of the CorA superfamily (see Table 1.1) and essential for CorA function (Szegedy and Maguire, 1999), 
is located at the end of transmembrane domain 1 (TM1) near the periplasmic face and may act as a selectivity 
filter (Knoop et al., 2005).  CorA forms a homopentamer (shown at right) in which TM1 forms the inside of the 
closed pore, although there are no charged amino acids in either TM1 or TM2 suggesting that electrostatic 
attractions are not important for Mg2+ passage across the membrane (Moomaw and Maguire, 2008).  Moreover, 
the selective inhibition of CorA by cobalt(III)hexamine [Co(NH3)6]

3+ suggests that CorA interacts with the 
hydrated Mg2+ form (Kucharski et al., 2000).  Just inside the membrane on the cytosolic face lysine and arginine 
charges form a positively-charged basic ‘neck’ region which is thought to strongly prevent Mg2+ passage when 
the channel is in its closed state (Moomaw and Maguire, 2008; Svidova et al., 2011).  When the structures of 
CorA were solved, a hydrated cation was present within the large cytosolic funnel formed from the N-termini of 
CorA, most probably Mg2+ (Lunin et al., 2006; Payandeh and Pai, 2006).  It has been suggested that removal of 
this cytosolic Mg2+ might twist the large alpha helices to act like levers, opening the basic region located above 
them like an iris, and allowing Mg2+ passage into the cell (Moomaw and Maguire, 2008).  Interestingly, while 
cytosolic Mg2+ appears to stabilize CorA in its closed state, when Mg2+ is absent the conserved GMN periplasmic 
loop fulfils this role instead (Palombo et al., 2012). 
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co-workers to generate mutants with altered Mg2+ kinetics based on this structure have shown 

that in T. maratima CorA is intracellularly regulated by Co2+ and transports Co2+ with 

100-fold greater affinity than Mg2+ (Xia et al., 2011).  This shows that CorA, while conserved 

across bacteria, has differential selectivity according to species and extremophillic bacteria 

like T. maritima may have differences in their CorA sequence and structure due to a 

physiological preference for Co2+ instead of Mg2+ (Niegowski and Eshaghi, 2007; Xia et al., 

2011).   

 

MgtA and MgtB  

 

Three other Mg2+ transport proteins are known to exist in bacteria, which are unrelated to 

CorA.  Although they transport Mg2+ down its electrochemical gradient, MgtA and MgtB are 

P-type ATPases and MgtA and MgtB gene expression is up-regulated in response to low 

levels of extracellular Mg2+, via the PhoPQ system (Snavely et al., 1989; Snavely et al., 1991; 

Smith et al., 1998b; Groisman, 2001; Chamnongpol and Groisman, 2002).  PhoQ senses low 

extracellular Mg2+, phosphorylating PhoP, which in turn promotes MgtA/B gene expression 

(Groisman, 2001). MgtA also contains a stem-loop structure in its RNA 5’-untranslated 

region (5’-UTR) which has been shown to act as a riboswitch which senses intracellular 

concentrations of Mg2+ (Cromie et al., 2006).  Both MgtA and MgtB are up-regulated during 

infection with Salmonella typhimurium and although they are not required for pathogenicity, 

they improve pathogen survival, perhaps by compensating for the reduced Mg2+-uptake 

capacity of CorA under very low Mg2+ conditions (Moncrief and Maguire, 1998; Smith et al., 

1998b).  MgtA and MgtB have 50% identity and have slight differences in selectivity for 

Mg2+ and inhibition by other cations (Snavely et al., 1989).  Both proteins are found in a 

variety of bacterial species, with MgtA more common than MgtB (Blanc-Potard and 

Groisman, 1997). 

  

MgtE 

 

Unrelated to the other bacterial Mg2+ transport genes, MgtE was identified from genomic 

libraries of Providencia stuartii and Bacillus firmus by complementation of the 

S. typhimurium corA mgtA mgtB mutant MM281 (Smith et al., 1995; Townsend et al., 1995).  

The primary function of MgtE protein is unclear, although it has functional similarities to both 

CorA and MgtA/B (Kehres and Maguire, 2002).  Like CorA, MgtE is constitutively expressed 

and mediates Mg2+ and Co2+ influx (Snavely et al., 1989).  The crystal structure of MgtE 

revealed that it has five transmembrane domains and exists as a homodimer (Hattori et al., 
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2007).  Although CorA and MgtE are structurally distinct they also share several similarities; 

each has a total of ten TM domains forming a membrane pore, a large cytosolic domain and 

alpha helices which are thought to shift orientation upon the binding of intracellular Mg2+ 

(reviewed in Moomaw and Maguire, 2008).  Therefore it is thought that intracellular Mg2+ 

regulates the MgtE channel in a similar way to that expected for CorA.  However unlike 

CorA, intracellular Mg2+ also regulates MgtE RNA expression via a metal-induced RNA 

folding domain on its 5’-UTR similar to that observed for MgtA (Cromie et al., 2006; Dann et 

al., 2007). 

 

MgtE-domain containing proteins are found in Eubacteria and Archea, although they are not 

as widely distributed as CorA.  They have also been identified in Metazoa, in Caenorhabditis 

elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, mouse and humans (Wabakken et al., 2003).  The human 

MgtE gene, SLC41, is expressed in all tissue types, in particular the heart and testis 

(Wabakken et al., 2003).  Quamme and co-workers have shown that SLC41 mediates Mg2+ 

transport at physiological Mg2+ concentrations and its expression is up-regulated in response 

to low Mg2+ (Goytain and Quamme, 2005b, c). 

 

1.3.2 Yeast Mg2+ transport  

 

Alr proteins 

 

ALR1 and ALR2 were identified from a screen for genes conferring increased Al3+ tolerance 

when overexpressed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  Alr1 is 

localized to the plasma membrane and is required for yeast growth under normal 

(4 mM Mg2+) conditions and allows yeast growth on Mg2+ concentrations as low as 20 µM 

(Lee, 2006).  Besides Mg2+, Alr1 also transports Co2+, Ni2+, Mn2+ and Zn2+ and exhibits 

sensitivity to Ca2+, Cu2+ Al3+ and La2+ (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  

Electrophysiological work using patch-clamp of yeast protoplasts expressing ALR1 detected 

dual Mg2+ currents, suggesting that Alr1 may also mediate Mg2+ efflux (Liu et al., 2002).  

Yeast overexpressing ALR2 have similar growth to yeast with native ALR1 expression levels, 

which led to the suggestion that Alr2 may be a functionally redundant copy of Alr1 

(MacDiarmid, 1997).  However, more recent work by the same author suggests that Alr2 may 

modulate Alr1 activity depending on the yeast strain used (Pisat et al., 2009).  This may occur 

through protein interactions; Schweyen and co-workers found that Alr2 has a dominant 

negative effect on Alr1 activity, which is associated with the formation of hetero-oligomers 

containing both proteins (Wachek et al., 2006).  
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In S. cerevisiae, Alr1 and Alr2 are 859 and 858 amino acids in length respectively and have 

70% identity to one another (MacDiarmid, 1997).  Homologs to Alr1/2 are also present in 

Schizosacchromyces pombe and Neurospora crassa (Drummond, 2004).  Their C-terminal 

halves have homology with the 316-amino acid CorA protein and contain the CorA-type 

GMN motif (Drummond, 2004).  As for CorA, the GMN motif has been shown to be essential 

for Alr1 activity (Lee, 2006).  The function of the extended N-terminal region is unclear, 

since deletion of the first 239 residues of the N-terminal domain of Alr1 does not affect its 

Mg2+ uptake activity (Lee and Gardner, 2006).   

 

Early work using C-terminally tagged Alr1-HA suggested that Alr1 was down-regulated by 

endocytosis and vacuolar degradation following Mg2+-resupply to Mg2+-starved cells 

(Graschopf et al., 2001).  However, failure to reproduce these results using native and 

N-terminally-tagged Alr1 suggests that this internalization was an artifact of epitope tagging 

and ALR1 mRNA and protein expression levels are not regulated by Mg2+ (Lim et al., 2011).  

Recent work on nonsense-mediated degradation (NMD) has found that control of Mg2+ 

homeostasis is important for NMD activity and regulation of an upstream open-reading frame 

in the 5’-UTR of ALR1 down-regulates Alr1 expression (Johansson and Jacobson, 2010).  

This result shows that although ALR1 mRNA and protein expression may not be regulated by 

Mg2+ directly, its expression can be regulated by cellular processes which are 

Mg2+-dependent.  In yeast mnr2 mutants (described later in this section), which are thought to 

have reduced vacuolar Mg2+ efflux and thereby reduced cytosolic Mg2+, Mg2+ uptake 

mediated by Alr1 is 9-fold greater than in wild-type (WT) yeast (Pisat et al., 2009; Lim et al., 

2011).  This confirms that intracellular Mg2+ availability regulates Alr1 activity.   

  

When Alr1 is electrophoresed, two sizes of monomeric protein are frequently observed 

(125 kDa and 100 kDa, Graschopf et al., 2001; Lee and Gardner, 2006; Wachek et al., 2006; 

Lim et al., 2011).  The larger product is degraded by proteases, suggesting that is a 

phosphorylated form of Alr1 (Wachek et al., 2006) and consistent with the observation that 

Alr1 contains several phosphorylated residues (Bodenmiller et al., 2007).  When yeast are 

grown with Mg2+ concentrations greater than 10 µM, the phosphorylated form is more 

abundant, while yeast grown in low Mg2+, Mg2+-starved yeast and mnr2 mutants have mostly 

the more mobile 100 kDa protein (Lim et al., 2011).  Therefore it is likely that the 

phosphorylation of Alr1 modulates its activity. 

 

Besides phosphorylation, the Alr proteins may also be regulated by structural interactions 

with Mg2+, as suggested for CorA (Moomaw and Maguire, 2008).  Although the structures of 
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the Alr proteins have not been determined, both have intracellularly-located termini, with the 

GMN motif located close to the C-terminus (Wachek et al., 2006).  Mutations in the GMN 

motif affect the specificity of Alr1, suggesting that it is located within the transmembrane 

pore, as for CorA (Eshaghi et al., 2006; Lee and Gardner, 2006; Lunin et al., 2006; Payandeh 

and Pai, 2006).  Alr1 and Alr2 both form multimeric proteins, with cross-linking studies 

identifying proteins corresponding with the expected sizes of dimeric, tetrameric and possibly 

larger multimeric homo-oligomers (Wachek et al., 2006).  Recent single particle analysis 

suggests that Alr1, like CorA, forms a pentameric protein (K. Ly, this laboratory, personal 

communication).  Furthermore, the increased Alr1 activity observed when intracellular Mg2+ 

is low is consistent with the idea that Mg2+ may play a regulatory role by binding an 

intracellular domain similar to that of CorA (Eshaghi et al., 2006; Lunin et al., 2006; 

Payandeh and Pai, 2006; Lim et al., 2011).   

 

Mrs2, Lpe10  

 

Mrs2 is essential for group 2 intron splicing in yeast and was first identified as a suppressor of 

a mitochondrial RNA splicing gene mutation which exhibited homology to CorA (Bui et al., 

1999).  Mrs2 mutants have reduced mitochondrial Mg2+, as do mutants of LPE10, a 

homologous gene with 32% identity (Bui et al., 1999; Gregan et al., 2001a, b), while 

overexpression of MRS2 confers increased mitochondrial Mg2+ (Kolisek et al., 2003).  Both 

Mrs2 and Lpe10 are localized to the inner mitochondrial membrane (Bui et al., 1999; Gregan 

et al., 2001a) and single mutants of either can be partially complemented by CorA fused to 

the Mrs2 mitochondrial leader sequence (Bui et al., 1999; Gregan et al., 2001a).  

Overexpression of Lpe10 does not complement the mrs2 mutant, although overexpression of 

Mrs2 weakly complements the lpe10 mutant (Gregan et al., 2001a).  Lpe10 is associated with 

maintaining membrane potential, however it does not mediate any Mg2+ influx on its own 

(Sponder et al., 2010), unlike Mrs2.   Together, these data suggest that Mrs2 is the main Mg2+ 

uptake system in yeast mitochondria and Lpe10 modulates its activity.  Expression of a 

human homolog of MRS2 has also been shown to complement the yeast mrs2 mutant and it is 

localized to the mitochondrial membrane when expressed in mouse cells (Zsurka et al., 2001). 

 

Mnr2 

 

Recently, a fifth yeast CorA homolog, Mnr2, has been described which localizes to the 

tonoplast (Pisat et al., 2009).  Yeast vacuolar Mg2+ accumulation has previously been shown 

to be associated with an as-yet uncharacterized Mg2+/H+ antiport system which is driven by 
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vacuolar H+-ATPase activity (Borrelly et al., 2001; Eide et al., 2005).  Mnr2 mutants have an 

elevated requirement for Mg2+, although their cellular Mg2+ contents are raised.  Moreover, 

combination of the mnr2 mutant with a vacuolar H+-ATPase mutant, tfp1, abolishes these 

effects, suggesting that when vacuolar Mg2+ accumulation ceases, cellular requirements for 

Mnr2 activity cease also.  Together, these data are consistent with Mnr2 mediating Mg2+ 

efflux from the yeast vacuole to maintain cytosolic Mg2+ homeostasis. 

 

1.3.3 Paramecium Mg2+ transport 

 

Homologs of mammalian Na+/Ca2+ exchangers (NCXs) and K+-dependent Na+/Ca2+ 

exhangers (NCKXs) have also been shown to transport Mg2+ in Arabidopsis and Paramecium 

(Shaul et al., 1999; Haynes et al., 2002).  AtMHX is an Mg2+/H+ exchanger that sequesters 

Mg2+ to the plant vacuole (described further in next section, Shaul et al., 1999) while XntA is 

an Mg2+-selective channel in Paramecium that may have evolved from an exchanger protein 

(Haynes et al., 2002).   A prolonged membrane depolarization and rise in intracellular Ca2+ 

allows Mg2+ influx via XntA, which causes backward swimming in Paramecium.  XntA has 

similar selectivity to CorA family proteins (Preston, 1998), however dependence on 

intracellular Ca2+ levels is not observed among the CorA-type Mg2+ transport proteins.  There 

is also evidence supporting the existence of mammalian Mg2+/H+, Ca2+/Mg2+ and Na+/Mg2+ 

exhangers in various tissue types (reviewed in Romani, 2007), as well as a Mg2+/H+ 

exchanger in the yeast vacuole (Borrelly et al., 2001), although the genes responsible have not 

yet been identified. 

 

1.3.4 Mammalian Mg2+ transport 

 

In recent years rapid advancements have been made in identifying mammalian Mg2+ transport 

genes (for a comprehensive review see Quamme, 2010).  Paracellin-1 was identified by 

mapping genetic mutations in human patients suffering from hypomagnesemia (Simon et al., 

1999).  Paracellin-1 is a claudin and mediates Mg2+ transport through tight junctions in the 

renal epithelium, allowing selective reuptake of Mg2+ in the kidney.  TRPM6 and TRPM7 are 

a subgroup of the transient receptor potential melanostatin (TRPM) superfamily of cationic 

channels that transport Mg2+ in addition to Ca2+ and trace levels of other ions (reviewed in 

Schlingmann et al., 2007).  TRPM7 is ubiquitiously expressed, while TRPM6 is restricted to 

intestinal and renal epithelial cells (Nadler et al., 2001; Schlingmann et al., 2002).  Neither 

protein can functionally substitute for the other (Schmitz et al., 2005), although TRPM7 is 

required for TRPM6 targeting to the plasma membrane and TRPM6 modulates TRPM7 via 
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phosphorylation (Schmitz et al., 2003; Chubanov et al., 2004)  Both proteins comprise an 

unusual combination of a channel domain and an alpha-kinase domain and are termed 

‘chanzymes’.  Intracellular Mg2+ and Mg2+-ATP regulate both chanzymes and, although the 

role of the alpha kinase domain is unclear, evidence suggests it may play a role in 

Mg2+/Mg2+-ATP sensing and/or phospholipase C (PLC) signalling (Runnels et al., 2001, 

2002; Penner and Fleig, 2007). 

 

The observation that Mg2+ availability regulates transcription in kidney epithelial cells led 

Quamme and co-workers to use microarray analysis to identify putative Mg2+ transport genes 

which they then tested in Xenopus oocytes for membrane currents and Mg2+ flux (Dai and 

Quamme, 1991; Goytain and Quamme, 2005b).  They identified six previously 

uncharacterized families of Mg2+ transport genes which are unrelated to one another except by 

function: ACDP, MagT, NIPA, MMgT, HP14 and MagC, as well as the SLC41 homolog of 

MgtE (see Table 1.1 for individual genes and references).  These genes are expressed in 

various different cellular and tissue locations and the proteins they encode transport a variety 

of cations, but only two proteins, MagT1 and NIPA2, are selective for Mg2+ (Quamme, 2010).  

The ACDP family has homologs outside Metazoa; in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Mam3 

protein is localized to the tonoplast and is associated with Mn2+ homeostasis (Yang et al., 

2005), while in Salmonella typhimurium the ACDP homolog is CorC, which is associated 

with Mg2+ efflux via CorA (Smith et al., 1993).  It is unclear at this stage whether Mam3 or 

CorC transport Mg2+. 

 

1.3.5 Plant Mg2+ transport  

 

AtMRS2 family 

 

The AtMRS2 family of plant Mg2+ transport genes was identified and characterized by two 

independent groups at around the same time (Schock et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001).  Schock et 

al (2000) identified AtMRS2-1 by searching EST databases for homology to yeast MRS2 and 

found that it complemented the mrs2 mutant, while Li et al (2001) identified AtMRS2-11 by 

screening a plant cDNA library for genes complementing the yeast alr1alr2 mutant.  Both 

groups identified the remaining family members (nine genes and two pseudogenes) by 

database searches for protein sequence homology and found that they had weak homology to 

the CorA superfamily of Mg2+ transport genes.  Although expression of only three of the 

AtMRS2 genes complement the yeast alr1alr2 mutant (AtMRS2-1, 2-10 and 2-11, Drummond 

et al., 2006), more recently it has been confirmed that expression of all nine genes (except the 
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two pseudogenes AtMRS2-8 and AtMRS2-9) can complement the yeast mrs2 mutant (Gebert 

et al., 2009).  Therefore the AtMRS2 proteins are assumed to be fuctionally involved in Mg2+ 

transport in plants. 

 

Figure 1.3 summarizes the tissue localizations which have so far been characterized for the 

nine functional AtMRS2 proteins.  Several of the proteins overlap in terms of expression, 
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Figure 1.3 Tissue localization of AtMRS2 Mg2+ transport proteins in Arabidopsis 
Summary of AtMRS2 expression in mature Arabidopsis plants (A), flowers (B), seed (C) and 2-week-old 
seedlings (D) using promoter-GUS fusions (based on Table 1 from Gebert et al., 2009, for simplicity the 
‘AtMRS’ prefix has been removed).  Gene transcripts detected as enriched by Schmid et al. (2005) in 
developmental expression profiling microarrays (as summarized in Waters, 2011) are indicated with an asterisk.  
For more details of tissue-specific expression patterns see Gebert et al. (2009).   
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although in many cases finer differences in localization were detected within each tissue type; 

for example, 2-7 localizes to the quiescent zone of the emerging root tip, while 2-10 is 

expressed in the remainder of the root (Gebert et al., 2009).  Differences in the subcellular 

localizations of most of the AtMRS2 proteins have also been described and are presented in 

Figure 1.4; 2-5 and 2-10 localize to the plasma membrane (Li et al., 2001; Alexandersson et 

al., 2004), 2-1 and 2-5 localize to the tonoplast (Carter et al., 2004; Whiteman et al., 2008; 

Conn et al., 2011a), 2-4 and 2-6 localize to the mitochondrion (S. Conn, unpublished results, 

Li et al., 2008) and 2-11 and 2-7 localize to the chloroplast and endosome respectively 

(Drummond et al., 2006; Gebert et al., 2009).  The sub-cellular localizations of 2-2 and 2-3 
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Figure 1.4 Intracellular Mg2+ distribution in planta 
Diagram showing the sub-cellular localizations and activities of the Mg2+ transport genes characterized to date 
together with the Mg2+ concentration and pH of each cellular location (modified from Bose et al., 2011a).  The 
AtMRS2 transporters and the AtMHX exchanger are shown in green, other cation channels in blue, ATP and 
pyrophophatase (PPi)-driven proton pumps in brown and possible locations of as-yet uncharacterized Mg2+ 
transport mechanisms in grey.  Note this diagram represents a hypothetical plant cell and does not take into 
account differences in tissue localization between the genes; therefore not all transporters may be functionally 
important in specific tissues and cell types (see Figure 1.3 for a summary of AtMRS2 tissue-specific expression). 
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have not yet been determined, although an abortive pollen phenotype observed for 2-2 

mutants is similar to that of 2-6 mutants and suggests that 2-2, like 2-6, may localize to the 

mitochondrion (Chen et al., 2009).  AtMRS2-10 and 2-11 have high affinities for Mg2+, 

similar to that of CorA (about 15 µM, Li et al., 2001; Drummond et al., 2006), while 2-2 and 

2-7 have been shown to have low affinities in the submillimolar range (Mao et al., 2008; 

Chen et al., 2009).  Interestingly, AtMRS2-6 has a dual affinity and mediates high-affinity 

Mg2+ influx when cytosolic Mg2+ is low (µM) and Mg2+ efflux when cytosolic Mg2+ is 

elevated (mM), suggesting that it may be important for maintaining equivalent Mg2+ 

concentrations between the mitochondrion and the cytosol (Li et al., 2008). 

 

None of the AtMRS2 genes have been detected as up-regulated in response to low Mg2+ 

(Hermans et al., 2010a), which may explain why the specific Mg2+ transport roles of each of 

the proteins they encode remains elusive.  A knock-out (KO) mutant of 2-7 has impaired 

growth in low Mg2+ media consistent with its high expression in root tissue and a possible 

role in root Mg2+ uptake (Gebert et al., 2009).  However, single mutants of 2-1, 2-5, 2-10 and 

double mutants of 2-5/2-1, 2-5/2-10 grow normally on low Mg2+, while homozygous mutants 

of the remaining gene family members could not be obtained (Gebert et al., 2009).  This 

suggests that a number of the AtMRS2 proteins are crucial for early development, and that in 

cases where mutants can be obtained, they may be compensated for by other members of the 

family with similar expression profiles and close homology (for example, AtMRS2-1, 2-5 and 

2-10 all group into the same clade, Li et al., 2001).  Ectopic expression of AtMRS2-10 in 

tobacco increased the Mg2+ content of plants but confered a stunted growth phenotype (Deng 

et al., 2006), while the 2-7 mutant was unable to germinate under low Mg2+ conditions 

(Gebert et al., 2009).  These results are consistent with the hypothesis that correct Mg2+ 

transport and homeostasis are important for plant development. 

 

AtMHX 

 

Cellular ion homestasis in plants is largely controlled by pH differentials across cellular 

organelles, with a higher pH maintained in the cytosol than in the vacuole, the primary site of 

metal storage in plants.  The Mg2+/H+ proton exchanger, AtMHX, stores Mg2+ in the vacuole 

in Arabidopsis and regulates long-distance metal transport and metal homeostasis (Shaul et 

al., 1999; David-Assael et al., 2006), with recent work suggesting that AtMHX drives plasma 

membrane Mg2+ fluxes (Conn et al., 2011a).  AtMHX is expressed in all plant tissue but is 

most abundant in the vascular regions of tissues with photosynthetic potential.  AtMHX is not 

regulated by Mg2+ or any of the other cations it transports (Zn2+, Fe2+, Cd2+) but its induction 
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by auxin and abscissic acid (ABA) suggest that it is developmentally regulated (David-Assael 

et al., 2006).  No AtMHX mutants have been obtained, suggesting it is essential for plant 

development.   

 

When AtMHX is ectopically overexpressed in tobacco, plants subjected to elevated 

concentrations of Mg2+, Zn2+ or Cd2+ have increased vacuolar H+-ATPase activity, appear 

stunted and have necrotic lesions, even though their ion contents are the same as WT plants 

(Berezin et al., 2008a).  The necrotic lesions are similar to those observed when the bacterial 

proton pump, bacterio-opsin, is expressed in plants, which allows passive proton movement 

from the apoplasm to the cytosol (Mittler et al., 1995).  Berezin et al. (2008a) suggested that 

overexpression of AtMHX causes perturbed pH homeostasis due to the excessive requirement 

for protons to balance Mg2+ translocation into the vacuole.  If so, then AtMHX must be tightly 

regulated to avoid disruptions to pH homeostasis when the availability of Mg2+ is high in WT 

plants.  The cause of the stunted growth phenotype in plants overexpressing AtMHX is 

thought to be due to a reduced vacuolar proton motive force that reduces K+ influx, and in 

turn water influx into the vacuole required for cell expansion (Berezin et al., 2008b). 

 

 AtCNGC10 

 

The Arabidopsis cyclic nucleotide gated channel family (AtCNGC) contains 20 members, 

which have been proposed as voltage-independent non-selective cation channels (NSCCs, 

reviewed in Maser et al., 2001; Demidchik et al., 2002a).  Family members are implicated in 

Ca2+-mediated plant development, pollen development, seed germination, programmed cell 

death (as part of the hypersensitive response) and tolerance to lead and salt stress (see 

references in Guo et al., 2010).  One of these, AtCNGC10, transports K+ and has highest 

expression in the root, where it is associated with with gravitropism and cell enlargement, 

while antisense lines have reduced starch accumulation in their leaves, a symptom of Mg2+ 

deficiency (Hermans et al., 2005; Borsics et al., 2007; Christopher et al., 2007).  Recently, it 

was shown that antisense AtCNGC10 lines have reduced H+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ influxes in the 

root meristem and distal elongation zone and reduced Mg2+ and Ca2+ content in shoot tissues 

(Guo et al., 2010).  A decrease in cytosolic pH was also observed in root cells, suggesting that 

Mg2+ and Ca2+ influx via AtCNGC10 may be important for regulating K+ transport and pH 

homeostasis in plants as well as long-distance transport of Mg2+ and Ca2+ to shoot tissues. 
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AtTPC1 

 

Numerous electrophysiological studies have described a slow vacuolar, Ca2+-dependent, Ca2+ 

release channel in plants (known as the SV channel, reviewed in Pottosin and Schonknecht, 

2007).  This activity has been genetically identified as the two-pore channel AtTPC1 

(Furuichi et al., 2001; Peiter et al., 2005).  This voltage-dependent channel releases Ca2+ from 

the vacuole during positive tonoplast potentials (membrane depolarization) and may also be 

important for maintaining K+ homeostasis.  It has also been shown to mediate Mg2+ and Na+ 

transport under physiological conditions, although whether it plays a significant role in the 

movement of these ions is unknown (Pottosin et al., 2001).  Interestingly, physiological 

concentrations of cytosolic Mg2+ sensitize AtTPC1, reducing the voltage threshold for its 

activation and maintaining the channel in its open state, while vacuolar Mg2+ has opposing 

effects (Pei et al., 1999; Carpaneto et al., 2001).  A similar depolarization-activated Ca2+ 

current with Mg2+ permeability has been described in planar lipid bilayers prepared from 

wheat plasma membrane vesicles (White et al., 2000), although the genetic identity of this 

channel and whether it is also regulated by Mg2+ have not been determined. 

 

Unidentified Mg2+ transport genes 

 

Other Mg2+ currents have been identified electrophysiologically but have not been 

characterized.  These include a fast-acting chloroplast channel (FACC) which mediates Mg2+ 

uptake into the chloroplast and may be involved in maintaining stroma pH (Pottosin et al., 

2005), a channel in the thylakoid membrane which allows charge balance during 

photosynthesis (Pottosin and Schonknecht, 1996) and a putative Mg2+/H+ exchanger in the 

plasma membrane (Shabala and Hariadi, 2005).  In addition, the mechanisms by which Mg2+ 

uptake into the thylakoid lumen and Mg2+ efflux from the cell occur have not yet been 

described.  These observations, combined with the known complexity of the roles played in 

cells by Mg2+, suggest that it is likely that further plant Mg2+ transport genes remain to be 

identified. 

 

 
1.4 Mg2+ deficiency 
 

Mg2+ deficiency in plants is common, and can be induced not only by insufficient Mg2+ in the 

soil but also by competition with other cations for the negative charges on the root apoplasm 

(Marschner, 2012), Mg2+ transport genes and intracellular Mg2+ target sites.  When Mg2+ 
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availability is restricted, plants redistribute Mg2+ from older tissues to actively growing tissues 

with higher Mg2+ requirements (Laing et al., 2000).  As such, deficiency symptoms appear 

first in the older tissues such as the lower leaves and gradually spread to encompass the entire 

plant as the deficiency worsens.  Severe Mg2+ deficiency leads to multiple phenotypes: 

reduced RNA and protein synthesis, increased oxidative stress and reduced stress tolerance, 

destabilization and loss of chlorophyll (chlorosis), impaired carbon partitioning and reduced 

growth (Hermans and Verbruggen, 2005; Karley and White, 2009; Ze et al., 2009; Marschner, 

2012).   

 

1.4.1 Cation competition 

 

The binding strength of hydrated Mg2+ at the exchange sites of the cell walls and plasma 

membrane is low in comparison with other cations (Marschner, 2012).  This weak binding 

allows other cations to displace Mg2+ such that it has reduced access to the cell wall and 

uptake sites.  Displacement is exacerbated when Mg2+ concentrations in the soil are low, for 

example in soils prone to leaching.  Conversely, when concentrations of other ions are 

elevated, for example due to the use of Ca2+ or K+ fertilizers or in soils with altered ion 

profiles, cation competition increases and the relative availability of Mg2+ is reduced 

(Marschner, 2012).  The main species involved in cation competition with Mg2+ are H+, Al3+, 

Mn2+, Ca2+ and Na+.  Acidic soils are primarily responsible for high levels of H+, Al3+ and 

Mn2+, whilst calcareous and saline soils give rise to Ca2+ and Na+ competition, respectively. 

 

1.4.2 Cation interactions with Mg2+ transport proteins 

 

The majority of Mg2+ transport proteins are non-selective and can transport other divalent 

cations; for example, the plant AtMRS2 proteins transport Ni2+, Co2+, Fe2+, Mn2+ and Cu2+ in 

addition to Mg2+ (Li et al., 2001).  Therefore, in addition to competition for exchange sites, 

divalent cations can directly compete with Mg2+ for transport.  Elevated uptake of divalent 

cations can also cause intracellular competition for Mg2+ target sites.  For example, Mn2+, 

Co2+, Ni2+ and Zn2+ have all been shown to bind certain enzymes with a higher affinity than 

Mg2+ and even small changes to intracellular Ca2+ concentrations can affect the activity of 

many Mg2+-dependent enzymes (reviewed in Cowan, 1995) . 
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1.4.3 Mg2+ interactions with Ca2+ 

 

The cellular activities of Ca2+ and Mg2+ are closely intertwined, and a correct ratio of the two 

is required for normal plant growth.  Small elevations in cytosolic Ca2+ affect many 

Mg2+-dependent processes and enzymes.  Hydrated Ca2+ is only 25 times larger than its 

unhydrated ion; therefore it has a much smaller hydration sphere than Mg2+ and can more 

rapidly substitute its water of hydration.  This property, together with its stronger binding 

affinity, enables Ca2+ to bind target sites such as enzymes, ATP and nucleic acids more 

effectively than Mg2+.  Conversely, recent studies in a variety of organisms suggest that Mg2+ 

plays a crucial role in regulating Ca2+ signalling and disruptions to this signalling may be the 

main effect of altered Ca2+: Mg2+ ratios (Cowan, 1995). 

 

In mammalian studies, Mg2+ modulates Ca2+ currents from a range of ion channels (reviewed 

in Murphy, 2000), while extracellular Mg2+ determines the pattern of intracellular Ca2+ 

oscillations in cortical neurons (Dravid and Murray, 2004).  In yeast, removal of extracellular 

Mg2+ causes an immediate increase in free cytosolic Ca2+ (Wiesenberger et al., 2007) which is 

dependent on the concentration of extracellular Ca2+.  The same study used microarray 

analysis to reveal that genes which are up-regulated by high Ca2+ and Na+, including the 

calmodulin-regulated Crz1p/calcineurin pathway, are also up-regulated by Mg2+ deficiency.  

Soybean microarrays have also shown that calmodulin responses are up-regulated in the 

absence of external Mg2+ in plants (Duressa et al., 2010a).  Furthermore, leaves from 

Mg2+-deficient Arabidopsis have up-regulated plasma membrane and tonoplast Ca2+ transport 

genes (CAX calcium exchangers and ACA autoinhibited Ca2+-transporting ATPases, Hermans 

et al., 2010b).  Together these results suggest that Mg2+ regulates intracellular Ca2+ and that 

reduced Mg2+ availability leads to elevated cytosolic Ca2+ and alterations in Ca2+ transport. 

 

Recently it has been suggested that plant glutamate receptors, AtGLRs, play a pivotal role in 

plant Ca2+ signalling (reviewed in Dietrich et al., 2010).  This large family of NSCCs consists 

of 20 members and is homologous to mammalian ionotropic glutamate receptors, iGluRs 

(Lam et al., 1998; Lacombe et al., 2001).  The expressions of various AtGLR genes are 

associated with large inward Ca2+ currents, membrane depolarization and regulation of Ca2+ 

oscillations in plants (Dennison and Spalding, 2000; Cho et al., 2009; Vincill et al., 2012).  

Patch clamp studies in Arabidopsis roots have found that the large Ca2+ current associated 

with GLR activity appears to be biphasic, with instantaneous voltage-independent GLR 

activation, Ca2+ influx and membrane depolarization, and then activation of a second Ca2+ 

current, possibly a voltage-dependent depolarization-activated Ca2+ channel (Demidchik et 
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al., 2004).  Interestingly, the mammalian ionotropic glutamate receptor, NMDA, is gated by 

Mg2+ and membrane depolarization removes this Mg2+ block, allowing Ca2+ influx under 

stimulatory conditions (Reynolds, 1990).  Furthermore, removal of extracellular Mg2+ alters 

cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations and favours NMDA-mediated Ca2+ influx in cultured rat cortical 

neurons (Robinson et al., 1993).  To date it has not been investigated whether Mg2+ gates any 

of the plant AtGLR homologs, although a weak voltage dependence was observed for 

glutamate-activated GLR conductance at very negative voltages (Demidchik et al., 2004).  

Whether this voltage dependence might be sufficient to release a Mg2+ block (if one exists) is 

unclear. 

 

 

1.5 Mg2+ toxicity  
 

Mg2+ toxicity in plants is an infrequent occurrence.  Elevated extracellular Mg2+ typically 

causes cation competition and deficiencies of other cations, rather than elevated intracellular 

Mg2+.  For example, Mg2+ toxicity occurs on serpentine soils, which have high levels of Mg2+ 

and low levels of Ca2+, which typically causes Ca2+ deficiency in sensitive plant varieties.  

Plants adapted to serpentine soils cannot grow on normal soils and vice versa, suggesting that 

their adaptations to serpentine soils confer a disadvantageous phenotype on normal soils 

(Kruckeberg, 1951).  Some plant ecotypes tolerant to serpentine soils have polymorphisms in 

the AtMRS2 genes, namely 2-2, 2-6 and 2-7 (Turner et al., 2010).  These polymorphisms may 

reduce Mg2+ uptake affinities or improve Mg2+ partitioning under high Mg2+ growth 

conditions.   

 

Interestingly, mutants of the vacuolar Ca2+/H+ CAX exchangers exhibit increased tolerance to 

Mg2+ concentrations which are similar to the Mg2+ concentrations found in serpentine soils 

(Bradshaw, 2005; Turner et al., 2010; Conn et al., 2011b).  The tonoplast is important for 

controlling plasma membrane fluxes and it has been suggested that the activity of CAX 

exchangers drives Ca2+ uptake via a NSCC which also mediates Mg2+ uptake (Bradshaw, 

2005).  Cax1 mutants have reduced leaf Mg2+ accumulation under normal growth conditions 

(Bradshaw, 2005), while cax1/cax3 double mutants have an elevated requirement for Mg2+ for 

optimal growth and have increased AtMRS2-1, 2-5, 2-10 and 2-11 gene expression 

(Bradshaw, 2005; Cheng et al., 2005; Conn et al., 2011a).  Mg2+ also directly regulates CAX3 

gene expression, with transcriptional up-regulation in response to low Mg2+ (Kamiya et al., 

2011).  Combined, these results suggest that the CAX exchangers may play an important role 

in driving Mg2+ uptake and regulating Mg2+ homeostasis.   
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Ectopic expression of CAX1 increases sensitivity to high concentrations of Mg2+ and K+ and 

induces necrotic lesions similar to those observed when the AtMHX exchanger gene is 

overexpressed (Hirschi, 1999; Berezin et al., 2008b), while overexpression of the root 

localized exchanger gene, CAX4, increases sensitivity to auxin (Mei et al., 2009).  In addition, 

reduced vacuolar H+-ATPase activity is observed in cax1/cax3 mutants, along with increased 

sensitivity to ABA, sugar and ethylene during germination, Na+ and Li+ stress and low pH 

(Conn et al., 2011a, b).  Together, these results suggest that the CAX exchangers may 

regulate metal ion homeostasis, pH and developmental processes, in similar ways to AtMHX. 

 
 
1.6 Aluminium and biological systems 
 

Aluminium is the most abundant metal on earth and the third most abundant element.  It has a 

small ionic radius and high charge density, making it highly reactive, especially with organic 

molecules containing oxygen groups.  Despite its abundance, aluminium is not required for 

any known biological process and it is usually neutralized by binding to oxides and silicates 

such that it is not biologically available.  When aluminium exists in its ionic forms 

(henceforth referred to as Al3+) it is highly toxic to living organisms, including bacteria, yeast, 

mammals, fish and plants (reviewed in Rengel, 2004).   

  

Al3+ toxicity arises when the pH is low, for example in acidic soils and waterways.  Acid soils 

comprise 40% of the world’s arable land and may occur naturally, as a result of heavy rainfall 

and resultant leaching, or may arise as a result of human practices.  In areas subject to high 

rainfall such as the tropics, leaching is often exacerbated by deforestation.  Intensive 

agriculture can also increase soil acidity; through the use of ammonium-producing fertilizers 

which, when oxidized, produce acid, as well as through industrial practices which produce 

sulfur and nitrogen oxide gases and acid rain (reviewed in von Uexküll and Mutert, 1995).  

 

As soil becomes acidified its nutrient composition changes.  Basic cations such as Mg2+, Ca2+ 

and PO4
3- (Pi) become more easily leached, thereby not only limiting their nutritional 

availability to plants but also reducing their buffering capacity in the soil system and 

exacerbating the acidification process.   Whilst the concentrations of basic ions diminish, 

metals such as Mn2+, Fe2+ and Al3+ become enriched.  In particular, Pi normally binds Fe2+ 

and Al3+; its depletion increases the availability of these heavy metals to more readily interact 

with biological systems.  For Al3+, several mononucleated and polynucleated forms exist at 

pH values below 5.0, the most abundant of which are Al(H2O)6
3+, Al(OH)2+ and Al(OH2)

+ 
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(Kinraide, 1991).  Al(H2O)6
3+ (otherwise known as Al3+) is the most reactive of these and its 

activity increases with decreasing pH, therefore it is thought to be primarily responsible for 

Al3+ toxicity to plants (Kinraide, 1991). 

 

Besides Al3+ toxicity itself, a number of other stresses can affect plants subject to acid soil 

conditions.  These include proton (low pH) toxicity, mineral deficiencies, drought stress, 

temperature stress, air pollution and pathogen attack (Poschenrieder et al., 2008).  These 

stresses can exacerbate Al3+ toxicity stress responses (Poschenrieder et al., 2006; Menon et 

al., 2007).  As the effects of resource limitation and climate change are increasingly felt in 

industrialized and developing countries and exposure to plant stressors increases, the impact 

of Al3+ toxicity upon global agriculture is likely to increase as well (Lynch and St Clair, 

2004). 

 

 
1.7 Physiological effects of Al3+ on plants 
 

The primary site of Al3+ toxicity is the root tip (Ryan et al., 1993), where it causes rapid 

inhibition of root growth within minutes of exposure to micromolar levels of Al3+ (reviewed 

in Kochian et al., 2004).  The majority of Al3+ (88%) is found in the root apoplasm, while the 

remainder enters the symplasm and preferentially accumulates at sites of cell division and 

elongation in the root tip (Nowak and Friend, 2005).  In maize, the distal part of the transition 

zone (DTZ), in which recently divided cells transition from isotropic to anisotropic growth 

(see Figure 1.5, reviewed in Baluska et al., 1996; Verbelen et al., 2006), is the most sensitive 

region to Al3+, with localized exposure to this region necessary and sufficient to induce Al3+ 

inhibition of root growth (Sivaguru and Horst, 1998; Sivaguru et al., 1999).  Al3+ treatment of 

the DTZ also increases membrane depolarization in comparison to other regions of the root 

and these cells exhibit internalization of Al3+ into endosomes and the vacuole (Illes et al., 

2006).    

 

Although Al3+ initially inhibits cell elongation, longer exposure to micromolar amounts of 

Al3+ also affects the meristematic cells of the root apex, causing inhibition of cell division and 

alterations in root cell patterning (Doncheva et al., 2005).  These processes affect not only the 

primary root tip but also the tips of lateral roots and root hairs.  With time, roots appear 

stunted and brittle, with swollen tips, narrowed elongation zones and few root hairs. 
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Figure 1.5 Arabidopsis root morphology 
Light microscope image of a 7-day old Arabidopsis root, indicating the different growth zones and tissue types.  
 

 

  

Small amounts of Al3+ are also translocated to the aerial parts of the plant (approximately 1% 

in a variety of non-accumulating species, Bartlett and Riego, 1972).  This suggests that Al3+ 

may have physiological effects throughout the plant, although a number of species 

preferentially store Al3+ in aerial tissues in order to neutralize its activity (see Section 1.10.7).  

At a cellular level, Al3+ has been shown to accumulate in many locations, including the cell 

wall, plasma membrane, nucleus and cytoskeleton and interactions with numerous cell wall 

components, phospholipids, nucleic acids and cellular enzymes have been detected.  The next 

section describes the molecular effects observed with Al3+ toxicity in plants. 

 

 

1.8 Molecular features of Al3+ toxicity 
 

A myriad of molecular effects are induced by Al3+ toxicity (reviewed in Kochian et al., 2005; 

Ma, 2007).  These various effects are summarized in Figure 1.6 and described in the 
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remainder of this section.  Although there is extensive physical and biochemical research 

implicating the involvement of each of these processes in the Al3+ toxicity syndrome in plants, 

it remains unclear which, if indeed any, of these represents the principal cause of Al3+ toxicity 

or which are instead indirect effects. 
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Figure 1.6 Al3+ toxicity in plants 
Diagram illustrating the main molecular effects observed in plants with Al3+ toxicity.  Adjacent cells are 
connected by plasmodesmata at the right of the diagram.  Each cell is surrounded by the apoplast (black dotted 
region), which is comprised of the cell wall, middle lamella and intercellular space (not distinguished here).  The 
molecular effects of Al3+ include:  A: interactions with the cell wall; B: callose formation; C: disruption of 
membrane transport or the plasma membrane itself; D: disorientation of the microtubular cytoskeleton; 
E: mitochondrial dysfunction leading to oxidative stress; ROS production and lipid peroxidation; F: interactions 
with PI and Ca2+ signal transduction pathways; G: inhibition of polar auxin transport; H:  disruptions to 
Ca2+-associated processes; and I: inhibition of Mg2+-associated processes (more detail of the Mg2+-associated 
processes are illustrated in Figure 1.7).  The mitochondrion is shown in beige, vacuole in blue, endosome in 
purple and the cytoskeleton in grey.  Dots represent H+ (low pH, black), Al3+ (red), Ca2+ (blue), Mg2+ (green) and 
callose polysaccharides (grey).  Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are shown by yellow stars.  See text for 
descriptions of PIN1, PLC, IP3, DAG, TPC1 and H+-ATPase. 
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1.8.1 Cell wall interactions 
 

The first site of interaction between Al3+ and the plant root tissues occurs in the apoplasm at 

the cell wall (Figure 1.6 A).  Here, 77-99% of Al3+ accumulates, depending on the species and 

cell type (Clarkson, 1967; Rengel and Reid, 1997; Chang et al., 1999; Ma et al., 2004).  In 

whole plant roots, Al3+ is accumulated primarily in the peripheral cells of the epidermis and 

outer cortex (Ma et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2006) and is known to bind to negatively charged 

sites such as the galacturonic side chains in pectin, displacing other cations such as Ca2+ 

(Ostatek-Boczynski et al., 1995; Postma et al., 2005).  Increased abundance of pectin and low 

methylation increases the density of negative charges in the cell wall and susceptibility to 

Al3+-modulated inhibition of root extension (Schmohl and Horst, 2000; Eticha et al., 2005).  

Moreover, Al3+ changes the composition of the cell wall by stimulating pectin and 

hemicellulose synthesis (Tabuchi and Matsumoto, 2001; Eticha et al., 2005; Hossain et al., 

2006) which may reflect increased requirements for these polysaccharides due to partial 

sequestation by Al3+. 

 

For plant roots to elongate, a combination of cell wall loosening and synthesis is required.  As 

loosening of the cell wall takes place, new cell wall components are synthesized and 

deposited.  Studies by two groups have shown that Al3+ reduces viscous and elastic 

extensibility in root cell apices as well as increasing the brittleness of root cell walls as 

indicated by a reduction in break load (Tabuchi and Matsumoto, 2001; Ma et al., 2004).  

Additionally, Al3+ impairs elongation only when cells are actively growing (Ma et al., 2004), 

suggesting that the interaction of Al3+ with newly exposed negative charges in the remodeling 

cell wall may lead to the aforementioned alterations in its composition and thereby cause 

changes in its physical properties. 

 

1.8.2 Callose formation 

 

Callose formation occurs rapidly following exposure to Al3+, with enhanced deposition in the 

regions most sensitive to Al3+ (Sivaguru and Horst, 1998, see Figure 1.6 B; Jones et al., 

2006).  Callose is spatially and temporally associated with the presence of Al3+ in root tissues 

(Jones et al., 2006) and is frequently used as a marker for Al3+ toxicity in plants.  Plasma 

membrane depolarization and a rise in cytosolic Ca2+ are associated with its formation 

(Sivaguru et al., 2005)  Callose is synthesized in the cell wall and blocks plasmodesmata and 

leads to cell wall thickening, which may contribute to rigidification of the cell layers most 

infiltrated with Al3+ and impaired solute transport (Jones et al., 2006).  However, inhibition of 

callose synthesis does not prevent Al3+-mediated inhibition of root elongation (Yamamoto et 
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al., 2001), suggesting that callose is not essential for Al3+ toxicity to occur.  Following Al3+ 

exposure, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are formed and elevations in cytosolic Ca2+ are 

detected (Jones et al., 2006) suggesting that these precede callose formation.  Callose 

formation is observed in response to a number of other biotic and abiotic factors, including 

wounding, infection, ABA and metal exposure (reviewed in Chen and Kim, 2009).  Therefore 

it is likely that callose formation is a cellular response to stress rather than a primary effect of 

Al3+ toxicity. 

 

1.8.3 Plasma membrane disruptions 

 

In addition to the negative charges in the cell wall, Al3+ tightly binds with the negatively 

charged phospholipid head groups in the plasma membrane, reducing the surface potential of 

the root apex within minutes of exposure (Akeson et al., 1989).  This depolarization effect is 

greatest at the cells of the DTZ, which is also the site most sensitive to Al3+ toxicity (Illes et 

al., 2006).  Al3+ also induces lateral phase separation and decreased membrane fluidity 

(Deleers et al., 1985, 1986), and triggers iron-mediated lipid peroxidation of the membrane 

via ROS formation (Oteiza, 1994).  These membrane alterations potentially affect the 

structures and functions of membrane proteins such as the secondary messenger PLC and 

membrane transporters (Jones and Kochian, 1997; Peixoto et al., 2001, see Figure 1.6 C; 

Gunse et al., 2003).  For example, Al3+ inhibits plasma membrane H+-ATPases (Ahn et al., 

2002) as well as K+ and Ca2+ cation channels (Pineros and Kochian, 2001).  Inhibition of 

H+-ATPases may disrupt the proton gradient across the membrane that drives secondary ion 

transport, which would consequently disrupt cellular homeostasis of a range of other ions 

(reviewed in Kochian et al., 2005), while disruptions to K+ and Ca2+ could affect cell division, 

growth and signalling.  In addition to its affects on the membrane itself, some Al3+ enters the 

symplast, possibly via endocytosis or some unknown transport mechanism. 

 

1.8.4 Cytoskeleton disruptions 

 

Al3+ interacts with microtubules and actin filaments of the cytoskeleton, both of which are 

involved in root cell elongation (Frantzios et al., 2005).  Several studies have shown that 

microtubules are depolymerized or otherwise disrupted in the root elongation zone, transition 

zone and root cortex cells (Sivaguru et al., 1999; Schwarzerova et al., 2002; Sivaguru et al., 

2003a) and that the DTZ is most sensitive to these effects (Sivaguru et al., 1999, see 

Figure 1.6 D).  Moreover, because microtubules bind PLC, alterations to either microtubules 

or the membrane polarity could interfere with PLC activity (Sivaguru et al., 2003b).  The 
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cytoskeleton is also involved in vesicular trafficking; therefore it may play an important role 

in auxin transporter recycling and Al3+ internalization (reviewed in Section 1.8.7). 

 

1.8.5 Oxidative stress, ROS formation and lipid peroxidation 

 

Al3+ rapidly triggers mitochondrial repression, with reduced electron flow and decreased 

potential in the inner mitochondrial membrane (Yamamoto et al., 2001).  This repression 

causes oxidative stress and ROS production (see Figure 1.6 E), as well as decreased ATP 

synthesis and growth (Yamamoto et al., 2001; Darko et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2006).  

Increased expression of a number of antioxidant enzymes, including superoxide dismutase 

(SOD), glutathione-S-transferase (GST) and peroxidase (PER) reduces ROS activity and 

increases Al3+ tolerance (Basu et al., 2001; Ezaki et al., 2001; Darko et al., 2004).  ROS can 

oxidize fatty acid side chains in the cell membrane, causing lipid peroxidation and, if 

unchecked, this causes cell death via apoptosis (Cakmak and Horst, 1991; Pan et al., 2001).  

However, inhibition of root growth occurs even when plants are treated with a lipophilic 

antioxidant, suggesting that increased lipid peroxidation is a secondary effect of Al3+ toxicity 

rather than a cause (Yamamoto et al., 2001).  Reactive oxygen species have also been shown 

to increase cytosolic Ca2+ through the activation of the tonoplastic AtTPC1 channels (Kawano 

et al., 2004), and external application of H2O2 to root epidermal cells mediates Ca2+ influx via 

hyperpolarization-activated Ca2+ channels in the plasma membrane (Demidchik et al., 2007). 

 

1.8.6 Interactions with signal transduction pathways 

 

Al3+ affects the phosphatidylinositol (PI) and Ca2+ signalling pathways in plants 

(Figure 1.6 F), thereby potentially interfering with many aspects of environmental perception, 

growth and development.  In the PI pathway, Al3+ acts on PLC, inhibiting the formation of 

inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) from phosphatidylinositol 

4,5 bisphosphate (Jones and Kochian, 1995; Ramos-Diaz et al., 2007).  Reduced IP3 

formation potentially disrupts subsequent Ca2+ signalling, while reduced DAG available for 

phosphorylation to phosphatidic acid could affect stress signalling (Testerink and Munnik, 

2005; Ramos-Diaz et al., 2007).  Synthesis of nitric oxide (NO), another important plant 

signalling molecule, is decreased in response to Al3+ prior to observable root growth 

inhibition (Tian et al., 2007).  Interestingly, NO regulates endocytosis and vesicular 

trafficking in neuronal cells and it has been proposed that reduced NO in the DTZ may impair 

these processes in plants as well (Illes et al., 2006). 
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1.8.7 Alterations to polar auxin transport 

 

Auxin is synthesized in meristems and travels via the phloem to the stele of the root apex, 

from whence it is unloaded into the cortical and epidermal cells and is distributed basipetally 

back up the root (Estelle, 1998).  Vesicle recycling is involved in auxin secretion and 

vesicular trafficking is important for correct root growth (Schlicht et al., 2006; reviewed in 

Yao and Xue, 2011).  High concentrations of auxin stimulate cell division (for example in the 

apical meristem), while lower concentrations stimulate cell enlargement (for example in the 

elongation zone, Campanoni and Nick, 2005).  Inhibition of basipetal auxin flow leads to 

uncontrolled periclinal cell divisions in the root meristematic zone which resemble the root 

cell patterning and morphology observed following Al3+ treatment (Blancaflor and 

Hasenstein, 1995; Blancaflor et al., 1998; Doncheva et al., 2005).  Al3+ treatment of the DTZ 

of maize roots increases auxin concentrations in the root apex and acropetal auxin transport is 

favoured (Hasenstein and Evans, 1988; Kollmeier et al., 2000), suggesting that Al3+ blocks 

basipetal auxin movement (Figure 1.6 G).  Al3+ also increases actin bundling, which is a 

feature of auxin transport mutants and is thought to inhibit vesicle trafficking and thereby 

alter their capacity to cycle polar auxin transporters such as PIN1 and AUX1 (Ahad and Nick, 

2007).  Therefore Al3+ may prevent the correct translocation of auxin across the DTZ, leading 

to abnormal cell division in the meristematic zone and cessation of elongation further up the 

root. 

 

1.8.8 Disruptions to Ca2+-associated processes 

 

Al3+ also affects Ca2+-associated processes in plants (Figure 1.6 H), with numerous studies 

identifying interactions between Al3+ and Ca2+ homeostasis (reviewed in Rengel and Zhang, 

2003).  In experiments with wheat near-isogenic lines, reduced Ca2+ uptake is observed in 

lines with increased sensitivity to Al3+ (Ryan and Kochian, 1993).  This experiment led to the 

suggestion that Al3+ toxicity is primarily due to inhibition of Ca2+ influx.  However further 

experiments disproved this hypothesis by showing that addition of Mg2+ or Na+ to the media 

ameliorates the Al3+-induced growth inhibition without improving Ca2+ uptake (Ryan et al., 

1997), suggesting that the involvement of Ca2+ in Al3+ toxicity may be more complex. 

 

Cytosolic Ca2+ is usually kept at nanomolar concentrations to allow sensitivity to Ca2+ 

transduction induced by environmental and hormonal cues (Bush, 1995).  This is tightly 

controlled by ATP-dependent Ca2+ pumps and exchangers which remove Ca2+ to the 

apoplasm or sequester it within intracellular organelles (reviewed in Hirschi, 2004).  
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Cytosolic Ca2+ in wheat and rye varieties increases by 27-48% within 10 min of exposure to 

50-100 µM Al3+ (Zhang and Rengel, 1999).  This relatively slow rise in cytosolic Ca2+ may 

reduce sensitivity to Ca2+ transients and signal perception, although due to technical 

limitations the existence of faster changes in cytosolic Ca2+ in response to Al3+ cannot be 

discounted (reviewed in Rengel and Zhang, 2003).  

 

The source of the Al3+-induced cytosolic Ca2+ rise is unknown.  Al3+ inhibits plasma 

membrane voltage-dependent cation channels (VDCCs) in plant roots, including a 

depolarization-activated inward Ca2+ channel (termed ‘rca’) and a hyperpolarization-activated 

inward Ca2+ channel (Pineros and Tester, 1995; Kiegle et al., 2000).  These types of channels 

are important in signal transduction and Ca2+ nutrition in the plant root.  Although Al3+ 

inhibits these channels when membrane polarity is maintained, Al3+ itself can alter membrane 

polarity, which could mitigate its inhibitory effects (see Section 1.8.3).  Moreover, 

microtubule depolymerization (Section 1.8.4), ROS production (Section 1.8.5) and increases 

in cytosolic Ca2+, all known effects of Al3+, activate VDCCs (Thion et al., 1998; Pei et al., 

2000; Demidchik et al., 2002b; Demidchik et al., 2003).  Consequently, the cytosolic Ca2+ rise 

observed with Al3+ toxicity may at least in part be attributable to activation of PM VDCCs.  

 

Release of intracellular Ca2+ stores from the cytosol may also contribute towards the Al3+-

induced cytosolic Ca2+ rise.  AtTPC1 (see Section 1.3.5) is a depolarization-activated Ca2+ 

channel that is regulated by both Al3+ and ROS (Kawano et al., 2004).  Two near-isogenic 

wheat lines, previously thought to differ in Al3+-sensitivity due to differences in malate efflux 

(Sasaki et al., 2004), also have differences in their Al3+-induced cytosolic Ca2+ rise and 

AtTPC1 activation thresholds, both of which correlate with growth inhibition (Zhang and 

Rengel, 1999; Wherrett et al., 2005).   

 

Once cytosolic Ca2+ becomes elevated, it is also possible that Al3+ inhibits Ca2+ movement out 

of the cytosol, for example by inhibiting the Ca2+ efflux pump, Ca2+-ATPase, as suggested by 

unpublished results from several research groups (reviewed in Rengel and Zhang, 2003).  

Such an effect has been measured in rat brain microsomes, where Al3+ inhibits Ca2+-ATPase-

mediated Ca2+ transport, a process which is important for removing cytosolic Ca2+ to the 

synapse and ER (Mundy et al., 1994).  Elevated cytosolic Ca2+ also stimulates callose 

formation and plasmodesmata closure, thereby reducing cell to cell signalling (Sivaguru et al., 

2000; Bhuja et al., 2004).  Overall, the involvement of Ca2+ in Al3+ toxicity may reflect a 

combination of stress signal transduction combined with Al3+-specific perturbations to 

cytosolic Ca2+ regulation which alter Ca2+ signalling transients.  
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1.9 Mg2+ in Al3+ toxicity 
 

Many of the molecular targets of Al3+ described in the previous section are associated with 

Mg2+, including the cell wall, plasma membrane, enzyme binding sites, nucleic acids, 

ATPases and Ca2+ channels.  Hydrated Al3+ and Mg2+ are very similar in size (0.48 and 

0.43 nm respectively) and this similarity, combined with the higher charge density of Al3+, 

suggests that Al3+ might compete with Mg2+ for its target sites (Macdonald and Martin, 1988).  

Therefore, the relationship between Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ status may be attributed to Al3+ 

impeding Mg2+-dependent cellular processes through competitive inhibition.  The suggestion 

that Al3+ toxicity may be completely or partially the result of competition with Mg2+ has been 

made by various authors (Macdonald and Martin, 1988; MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1996; 

Silva et al., 2001c; Kinraide et al., 2004; Bose et al., 2011a).  The Mg2+-associated features of 

Al3+ toxicity are described in detail in this section and are summarized in Figure 1.7. 

 

1.9.1 Apoplastic cation competition 

 

Al3+ displaces Mg2+ from the apoplast and reduces its interactions with the plasma membrane 

(Kinraide, 2003, Figure 1.7 A).  Adding high concentrations of Mg2+ to the growth medium 

alleviates this effect (Kinraide et al., 2004).  Similar competitive interactions in the apoplast 

are observed for other cations, including Ca2+, K+ and Na+ (Kinraide and Parker, 1987; 

Kinraide et al., 1992), therefore cation alleviation of Al3+ toxicity is not a feature which is 

unique to Mg2+.  However, several studies indicate that the relationship between Al3+ toxicity 

and Mg2+ status is non-stoichiometric, with micromolar additions of Mg2+ alleviating the 

physiological effects of Al3+ (Silva et al., 2001b; Silva et al., 2001c; Yang et al., 2007).  

These studies suggest that in addition to cation competition for the negative charges in the 

apoplasm, Al3+ and Mg2+ are likely to interact with complex molecular processes. 

 

1.9.2 Inhibition of Mg2+ transporters 

 

Overexpression of the yeast CorA-like gene, ALR1, confers an increase in tolerance to Al3+ in 

yeast (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  Alr1 is the major Mg2+ uptake system in yeast, 

hence it was suggested that Al3+ toxicity in yeast is due to direct inhibition of Mg2+ uptake 

which causes Mg2+ deficiency (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1996).  Single residue mutations to 

Alr1 in the putative periplasmic face, transmembrane pore and neck region (based on the 

topology of CorA) alter yeast sensitivity to Al3+ (Lee, 2006).  These results suggest that Al3+ 
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Al3+  

 
 
Figure 1.7 Molecular targets of Al3+ and Mg2+ 
Diagram illustrating the molecular targets of Al3+ which are associated with Mg2+: A: cation competition in the 
apoplast; B: inhibition of Mg2+ transporters by Al3+; C: inhibition of H+-ATPases causing disruptions to pH 
homeostasis; D: impaired regulation of cytosolic Ca2+; E: binding to ATP and pyrophosphate (PPi); F: reduced 
mitochondrial activity and ROS production; G: reduced organic acid (OA) biosynthesis and exudation; and H: 
reduced orthophosphate (Pi) availability.  The mitochondrion is shown in beige and the vacuole in blue.  Dots 
represent H+ (low pH, black), Al3+ (red), Ca2+ (blue) and Mg2+ (green).  Phosphate groups on ATP, 
pyrophosphate (PPi) and orthophosphate (Pi) are shown by mauve dots and reactive oxygen species (ROS) are 
shown by yellow stars. 
 

 

 

may directly interact with Alr1 to reduce Mg2+ uptake, perhaps by competitive inhibition of 

the channel.  Another possibility is that extra- or intra-cellular Al3+ modulates the activity of 

the channel through conformational changes to reduce its Mg2+ uptake capacity.  The 

mechanism by which this may occur is unclear, although intracellular binding of Mg2+ to the 

closed structure of CorA (Lunin et al., 2006; Payandeh and Pai, 2006), together with the 

recent finding that Alr1 is regulated by intracellular Mg2+ (Lim et al., 2011), make it tempting 

to speculate that Al3+ may bind intracellularly at the same site as Mg2+ and interfere with 

regulation of Mg2+ uptake.  However, other less direct effects of Al3+, such as membrane 

depolarization and alterations to membrane fluidity cannot be discounted as the means by 

which Al3+ alters and reduces Alr1 channel activity. 
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Mg2+ uptake in Arabidopsis is mediated at least in part by the AtMRS2 family of Mg2+ 

transport proteins, which are homologous to the CorA family of Mg2+ transport proteins, 

including Alr1 (described in Section 1.3).  Tracer studies using bacterial and yeast 

heterologous expression systems, found that AtMRS2-10 and AtMRS2-11 gene expression 

functionally complement corA and alr1 mutants respectively and the proteins they encode 

have similar affinities for Mg2+ to those of CorA and Alr1 (Li et al., 2001).  However, both 

AtMRS2-10 and AtMRS2-11 were extremely sensitive to Al3+; AtMRS2-10 activity was 

completely inhibited by 10 µM Al3+, approximately a thousand-fold more sensitive than 

CorA, while AtMRS2-11 was inhibited by 50 µM Al3+.  These Al3+ concentrations are similar 

to those found in acid soils, although the Al3+ activities of the media used in these studies 

were not determined.  Assuming that the Al3+ activities reflect those in acid soils, it was 

proposed that Al3+ toxicity in plants may be due to inhibition of plant Mg2+ transport proteins 

inducing Mg2+ deficiencies (Li et al., 2001, Figure 1.7 B).  A recent study directly measured 

the Mg2+ uptake capacity of reconstituted AtMRS2-10 in liposomes using flame AAS 

(Ishijima et al., 2012).  AtMRS2-10 was highly sensitive to Al3+, with 100 µM Al3+ 

completely inhibiting Mg2+ uptake.  Although this is a ten-fold lower sensitivity than that 

detected using 63Ni2+ tracer uptake assays by Li et al. (2001), this difference may simply 

reflect the different experimental systems used in each study.  Ectopic expression of 

AtMRS2-10 in tobacco also conferred an increase in plant Mg2+ uptake and transgenic lines 

had reduced root growth inhibition and callose formation following Al3+ treatment (Deng et 

al., 2006).  This result shows that in plants, as in yeast, improved Mg2+ uptake can alleviate 

the toxic effects of Al3+.   

 

The Arabidopsis Mg2+ transport genes are differentially expressed according to subcellular 

localization, tissue type and developmental stage (reviewed in Section 1.3).  Given that small 

amounts of Al3+ are found throughout the plant following Al3+ exposure (Bartlett and Riego, 

1972), Al3+ may not only inhibit Mg2+ uptake into the plant, but also Mg2+ redistribution 

within the cell and the plant as a whole.  Furthermore, Mg2+ homeostasis is associated with 

correct pH homeostasis and plant development (also reviewed in Section 1.3), therefore 

perturbed Mg2+ homeostasis could also disrupt these processes.  Interestingly, the Mg2+/H+ 

antiporter AtMHX, although unrelated to the AtMRS2 proteins, is up-regulated by the 

hormones auxin and ABA (David-Assael et al., 2006).  Inhibition of basipetal auxin flow and 

auxin accumulation in the root apex is observed with Al3+ toxicity (Hasenstein and Evans, 

1988; Kollmeier et al., 2000), while Al3+ increases ABA in buckwheat, possibly as an Al3+-

tolerance response (Kasai et al., 1993).  Therefore, Al3+-induced changes to phytohormones 

are another way in which Mg2+ transport activity may be affected by Al3+. 
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Recently, Yamaji et al. (2009) have shown that a putative rice Mg2+ transport gene, 

homologous to AtMRS2-3, is up-regulated by the Al3+-responsive transcription factor ART1.  

This is the first description of Al3+ regulating the expression of a plant Mg2+ transport gene.  

Its upregulation may reflect an Al3+-induced intracellular Mg2+ deficiency caused by 

Al3+-induced inhibition of Mg2+ uptake, or an increased intracellular or tissue-specific 

requirement for Mg2+ to mitigate intracellular effects of Al3+. 

 

1.9.3 Disruptions to H+-ATPase activity and pH homeostasis 

 

Proton pumps (H+-ATPases and H+-PPases) located in the plasma membrane and tonoplast 

are important for regulating cellular pH and maintaining the pH differential between the 

apoplast and the cytoplasm, and between the cytoplasm and intracellular organelles such as 

the vacuole (reviewed in Gaxiola et al., 2007).  Low pH causes a rapid influx of protons into 

the cytosol within 30 min (Shabala et al., 1997), which is remedied by increased H+-ATPase 

activity (Yan et al., 1998).  However in isolated membranes, Al3+ inhibits H+-ATPase activity 

(Matsumoto et al., 1992; Ahn et al., 2002).  Al3+ may also inhibit H+-ATPase activity in 

planta, causing disruptions to intracellular pH homeostasis and cytosolic acidification (Figure 

1.7 C).  Besides acting as a cofactor for the hydrolysis of ATP, Mg2+ ions can bind and 

directly regulate H+-ATPase proton pumps, increasing their activity (Brooker and Slayman, 

1983; Costa and de Meis, 1996).  Futhermore, the vacuolar Mg2+/H+ exchanger AtMHX is 

associated with correct pH maintenance (Berezin et al., 2008a) and a current suggestive of a 

plasma membrane Mg2+/H+ exchanger have also been described (Shabala and Hariadi, 2005).  

Together, these data suggest that disruptions to Mg2+ homeostasis in plants may affect pH 

homeostasis as well. 

 

1.9.4 Regulation and activation of cytosolic Ca2+ transients 

 

Mg2+ regulates Ca2+ channel activity and Ca2+-associated processes, suggesting that Mg2+ is 

important for controlling cytosolic Ca2+ rises (reviewed in Section 1.4.3).  Al3+ is associated 

with increases in cytosolic Ca2+, although the mechanism or mechanisms by which this occurs 

are unclear (reviewed in Section 1.8.8).  Since very specific Ca2+ signatures transduce plant 

responses to environmental stimuli (reviewed in Kudla et al., 2010), inadequate regulation of 

Ca2+ transport or abberant rises in cytosolic Ca2+ could initiate or exacerbate the growth 

responses associated with Al3+ toxicity.  Indeed, many of the molecular effects observed with 

Al3+ toxicity are also associated with increases in cytosolic Ca2+, including callose formation, 

cytoskeleton disruptions, ROS formation and PI signalling (Sivaguru et al., 2003a; Kawano et 

al., 2004; Sivaguru et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2006; Ramos-Diaz et al., 2007). 
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Al3+ activates membrane depolarization and cortical microtubule polymerization in a similar 

manner to exogenous glutamate (Sivaguru et al., 2003a).  These processes are inhibited by 

application of an iGluR antagonist, suggesting that Al3+ may activate Ca2+ currents mediated 

by plant GLRs.  This finding is interesting because plant GLRs have homology with 

mammalian iGluRs, including NMDA (reviewed in Lam et al., 1998).  NMDA is implicated 

in the mechanism of Alzheimer’s disease, and its activation is associated with unusual Ca2+ 

rises in neuronal cells, resulting in excitotoxicity and disruptions to memory formation (Hynd 

et al., 2004).  Although Al3+ has not been shown to interact with NMDA itself, Al3+ is 

implicated in the mechanism of Alzheimer’s disease (Miu and Benga, 2006).  Moreover, the 

NMDA channel is directly regulated by Mg2+ (see Section 1.4.3).  Mg2+ regulation of plant 

GLRs has not been characterized; however the similarities between mammalian iGluRs and 

plant GLRs suggest that Al3+ and Mg2+ may act to oppositely regulate both these Ca2+ 

channels. 

 

1.9.5 Competition for cytosolic and vacuolar Mg2+ binding sites 

 

A low concentration of free Mg2+ is maintained in the cytosol, with the majority of cytosolic 

Mg2+ bound to molecules such as ATP and pyrophosphate (PPi).  Al3+ has a high binding 

affinity for these molecules; for example Al3+ binds ATP 107 times more strongly than Mg2+ 

(reviewed in Pina and Cervantes, 1996).  Entry of Al3+ into the symplasm, which occurs 

within 30 min of Al3+ exposure (Silva et al., 2000; Babourina and Rengel, 2009), may lead to 

competition between Al3+ and Mg2+ for these target sites (see Figure 1.7E), which could affect 

cytosolic Mg2+ concentrations and energy-requiring processes involving ATP and PPi 

hydrolysis.  However, cytosolic Al3+ is likely to be rapidly inactivated to hydroxides at the 

neutral pH of the cytosol.  Therefore, the extent to which Al3+ might compete with Mg2+ for 

Mg2+-requiring sites in the cytosol is not clear.  Much of the Al3+ which enters the symplast is 

sequestered in the vacuole, where Mg2+ is stored also (Vazquez et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 

2000; Illes et al., 2006).  The low pH of the vacuole could increase Al3+ activity, increasing 

the likelihood that it might compete with Mg2+at this location. 

 

1.9.6 Energy metabolism and oxidative stress 

 

Plants deficient in Mg2+ suffer mitochondrial disintegration and have increased ROS 

production and photooxidation (Cakmak and Kirkby, 2008).  Al3+ toxicity also induces these 

processes (Yamamoto et al., 2002; Mailloux et al., 2006), suggesting that Al3+ may induce an 

effective Mg2+ deficiency either through insufficient Mg2+ availability in the mitochondrion or 
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through competition for Mg2+-binding sites on mitochondrial enzymes (Rezabal et al., 2006, 

Figure 1.7 F). 

 

1.9.7 Reduced organic acid exudation 

 

Organic acid (OA) exudation is a well-known mechanism by which plants alleviate Al3+ stress 

(reviewed in Section 1.10.1).  Mg2+ is a cofactor for many of the enzymes associated with the 

citric acid cycle and glycolysis (reviewed in Cowan, 1995) and it is therefore important for 

plant metabolic activity and OA biosynthesis.  Overexpression of the Mg2+-dependent 

enzymes citrate synthase, PEPC, malate dehydrogenase and isocitrate dehydrogenase increase 

OA exudation and tolerance to Al3+ (Tesfaye et al., 2001; Anoop et al., 2003; Middaugh et 

al., 2005; Begum et al., 2009).  Therefore, low cellular Mg2+ status or Al3+ directly competing 

for Mg2+ cofactor sites on these enzymes could reduce their activity, decreasing OA exudation 

and increasing Al3+ sensitivity in the apoplasm (Figure 1.7 G).  Additionally, other studies 

examining citrate secretion in carrot and soybean have shown that increased H+-ATPase 

activity accompanies OA efflux (Yan et al., 2002; Ohno et al., 2003; Ahn et al., 2004; Shen et 

al., 2005), possibly in order to maintain charge balance in the rhizosphere.  Small amounts of 

extracellular Mg2+ maintains H+-ATPase activity in the presence of Al3+ in rice bean, and this 

corresponds with increased citrate efflux  (Yang et al., 2007).  Therefore, the roles of Mg2+ in 

ATP hydrolysis and H+-ATPase activity described in Section 1.9.3 might also be beneficial 

for OA secretion in response to Al3+. 

 

1.9.8 Reduced phosphate availability 

 

Al3+ can tightly bind orthophosphate (Pi), reducing its availability in the apoplast and leading 

to deficiencies in Pi uptake and nutrition (Quartin et al., 2001; Zelinova et al., 2009).  Acid 

phosphatases are activated with low pH and reduced Pi availability and act to release Pi from 

organically-bound phosphates in the soil, (Sarapatka et al., 2004).  Acid phosphatase activity 

is also increased in response Al3+, which most likely reflects reduced Pi availability in the 

apoplast when Al3+ is present (Zelinova et al., 2009).  Mg2+ has been shown to stimulate acid 

phosphatase activity (Gabbrielli et al., 1989; Tabaldi et al., 2008).  Therefore, Mg2+ may 

allow improved Pi nutrition when Al3+ is present. 
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1.10 Al3+ tolerance in plants 
 

Some plant species are naturally adapted to Al3+, such as tea, rice, buckwheat, swichgrass, 

hydrangea, Melastoma, Quercus serrata and a number of woody plant species.  These plants 

have several mechanisms by which they avoid the toxic effects of Al3+, the majority of which 

involve reducing its activity either extracellularly or intracellularly in order to avoid the toxic 

molecular effects of Al3+ described earlier in Section 1.8.  These mechanisms are reviewed in 

this section and are summarized in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8 Mechanisms of Al3+ tolerance in plants 
Diagram illustrating the main mechanisms used by Al3+-tolerant plants to combat Al3+ toxicity: A: organic acid 
(OA) efflux and binding to Al3+; B: phosphatase and phosphate (Pi) release and binding of Pi to Al3+; C: efflux of 
phenolics (Ph) and binding to Al3+; D: proton uptake increasing the apoplast pH and reducing Al3+ activity; E: 
UDP-glucose release and reduced Al3+ binding at the cell wall; F: efflux of intracellular Al3+; G: Al3+ uptake and 
sequestration in the vacuole; H: detoxification of Al3+-induced ROS by intracellular antioxidants and antioxidant 
enzymes; I: increased metabolism and plasma membrane and vacuolar H+-ATPase activity.  The mitochondrion 
is shown in beige and the vacuole in blue.  Dots represent H+ (low pH, black), Al3+ (red), OA (grey), Ph (purple) 
and Pi (mauve).  Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are shown by yellow stars and UDP-glucose by small crosses.  
See text for descriptions of ALMT, MATE, STAR1/2, ALS3, Nrat1 and ALS1. 
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1.10.1 Organic acid exudation 

 

Reducing the activity of Al3+ in the apoplasm (or rhizosphere) is an important way in which 

plants avoid Al3+ toxicity.  By producing and exuding ligands which bind Al3+, plants can 

sequester free Al3+ in the apoplasm, thereby reducing its activity and interactions with the cell 

wall and plasma membrane and preventing Al3+ from entering the symplasm.  OA release by 

Al3+ tolerant plant varieties is a major mechanism by which plants reduce Al3+ stress and 

survive acid soils (Figure 1.8 A, reviewed in Kochian et al., 2004; Ma, 2007; Ryan et al., 

2011).  Several different OAs are released in response to Al3+ and have been characterized in 

a number of plant species.  Malate is exuded through ALMT-type anion transporters in wheat, 

rye and Arabidopsis (Sasaki et al., 2004; Hoekenga et al., 2006; Fontecha et al., 2007), citrate 

is exuded through MATE transporters in Arabidopsis, wheat, barley (termed HvAACT) and 

sorghum (Furukawa et al., 2007; Magalhaes et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009; Ryan et al., 2009), 

while exudation of oxalate, pyruvate, and succinate have also been observed in these and 

other species by unknown transport mechanisms (reviewed in Kochian et al., 2005).   

 

Recent work has shown that the AtALMT1 malate efflux gene is expressed in the root apex of 

Arabidopsis, while the AtMATE citrate efflux gene is expressed further up the root in the DZ 

(Liu et al., 2012).  In barley, adaptation to acid soils involves a single 1-kb insertion in the 

5’-UTR of the citrate efflux gene HvAACT1, which enhances HvAACT1 protein expression in 

the root cortex and root tip, and increases citrate secretion to the rhizosphere (Fujii et al., 

2012).  Al3+-stimulation of OA release can occur via activation of pre-existing anion channels 

(reviewed in Ma, 2005), which can be activated by ABA (Ma et al., 2001a) and possibly by 

protein phosphorylation (Osawa and Matsumoto, 2001).  In addition, delayed OA release of 

up to several hours is observed in some plants, suggesting that gene induction also plays a role 

in OA secretion.   

 

1.10.2 Phosphatase and phosphate secretion 

 

Some Al3+ tolerant plants have elevated acid phosphatase activity, probably to increase Pi 

nutrition when Al3+ is present in the apoplast (Huttova et al., 2002, see Figure 1.8 B).  Other 

Al3+-tolerant plant genotypes exude Pi itself (Lindberg, 1990; Pellet et al., 1996).  Phosphate 

exudation may take advantage of the property that Al3+ tightly binds Pi; therefore, Pi could be 

used to sequester Al3+ and make it less bioavailable at other sites.  However, the magnitude of 

Pi exudation in Al3+-tolerant wheat is very low in comparison with that of malate exudation 

(Tang et al., 2002) and a genetic component for Pi exudation remains to be identified. 
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1.10.3 Exudation of phenolics to the apoplasm 

 

Secretion of flavonoid-type phenolics such as catechin and quercetin have also been observed 

in maize roots (Kidd et al., 2001), and it has been been proposed that these secondary 

metabolites might also chelate Al3+ (Figure 1.8 C).  Recently, work examining the high 

tolerance of camphor roots to Al3+ found that proanthocyanidin (PA)-accumulating cells 

transiently proliferate adjacent to the outer surface of epidermal cells in the root apex, 

protecting them against Al3+ accumulation and Al3+-induced damage (Osawa et al., 2011).  

Futhermore, application of tea PAs to the DTZ of soybean roots protects against Al3+-induced 

root inhibition in a concentration-dependent manner, confirming the protective effects of 

extracellular tannins against Al3+ toxicity observed by Kinraide et al. (2010). 

 

1.10.4 Proton uptake and increased apoplastic pH 

 

Low pH is essential for Al3+ toxicity to occur; therefore even small increases in apoplastic pH 

would significantly reduce Al3+ activity.  Plants may increase apoplastic pH through the 

release of OA anions binding protons in the apoplast or rhizosphere, or by increased H+ influx 

into the root tip symplasm (Figure 1.8 D), as observed in an Al3+-tolerant Arabidopsis mutant 

(Degenhardt et al., 1998).  This increased proton transfer may be a direct response to Al3+ or 

it may be a secondary effect associated with an Al3+-activated cotransporter or antiporter in 

the plasma membrane.  

 

1.10.5 Reduced Al3+ binding at the cell wall 

 

In rice, characterization of an Al3+-hypersensitive mutant with increased intracellular Al3+ led 

to the identification of an Al3+-induced root plasma membrane protein, OsSTAR1, which is 

directly regulated by the ART1 transcription factor (Ma et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2009; 

Yamaji et al., 2009).  OsSTAR1 forms a nucleotide-binding domain and combines with 

OsSTAR2, which has a transmembrane domain, to form a functional ABC-type transport 

complex in vesicle membranes that can transport UDP-glucose.  It has been proposed that 

OsSTAR1/OsSTAR2 may mediate UDP-glucuse efflux to the apoplast and reduce the 

availability of Al3+-binding sites on the cell wall, thereby ameliorating Al3+ toxicity (Huang et 

al., 2009, Figure 1.8 E).  However, UDP-glucose is a substrate for callose synthesis; therefore 

OsSTAR1/OsSTAR2 induction may be part of a general stress response rather than a specific 

Al3+ tolerance mechanism. 
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1.10.6 Exclusion of Al3+ from the symplast 

 

Al3+ efflux has also been proposed as a mechanism by which plants address Al3+ toxicity.  

Expression of a GDP-dissociation inhibitor gene from tobacco, NtGDI1, confers increased 

tolerance to Al3+ and increased Al3+ release in both Arabidopsis and yeast (Ezaki et al., 1999; 

Ezaki et al., 2000; Ezaki et al., 2001).  Expression of NtGDI1 in yeast also complements a 

vesicular trafficking mutant, sec19, which is associated with Al3+ sensitivity in yeast (Ezaki et 

al., 2005).  A similar process may take place in plants whereby expression of NtGDI1 

enhances packaging of intracellular Al3+ into vesicles for expulsion at the extracellular surface 

(Figure 1.8 F), although such a process is yet to be characterized as a mechanism of Al3+ 

tolerance in plants.  Given that the symplastic activity of Al3+ is expected to be low (see 

Section 1.9.5), it is also possible that the Al3+ tolerance measured in plants expressing NtGDI1 

may arise through some other process associated with improved vesicle trafficking, such as 

enhanced recycling of polar auxin transporters (reviewed in Section 1.8.7). 

 

1.10.7 Sequestration and complexation within the plant 

 

Several plant species adapted to acid soils internalize high concentrations of Al3+ without 

adverse effect, including tea, buckwheat and hydrangea (Jansen et al., 2004).  These plants 

accumulate Al3+ in their shoot tissues; therefore they must possess methods of detoxifying and 

transporting Al3+ to storage locations in order to prevent adverse symplastic effects 

(Figure 1.8 G).  In buckwheat and Melstoma, Al3+ is taken up into the plant by some unknown 

transport mechanism (Watanabe et al., 1998; Ma and Hiradate, 2000) and is rapidly chelated 

with internal oxalate (Ma et al., 2001b).  The oxalate is transiently exchanged for citrate to 

allow Al3+ translocation to the shoot tissues (Ma and Hiradate, 2000; Watanabe and Osaki, 

2001), after which Al3+ binds to oxalate again to be stored as Al3+-oxalate complexes in the 

leaves.  In hydrangea, Al3+ is stored in the leaf tissues complexed to citrate (Ma et al., 1997), 

while in tea, the phenolic catechin complexes Al3+ (Nagata et al., 1993).  From studies with 

buckwheat and Melastoma it appears that Al3+ is immobilized and stored in the vacuoles of 

the upper epidermal and mesophyll cells (Watanabe et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2002), with the 

highest Al3+ concentrations found in cells at the periphery of older leaves, suggesting that 

transpiration is important for Al3+ distribution (Shen and Ma, 2001). 

 

In Arabidopsis, the als3 mutant is extremely sensitive to Al3+ and the ALS3 gene encodes an 

atypical ABC-type transporter lacking its ATPase domain which has homology to OsSTAR2 

(Larsen et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2009).  ALS3 is expressed in the root tip and phloem, is 
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localized to the plasma membrane, and is up-regulated in response to Al3+ in root tissues 

(Larsen et al., 1997).  Another ABC-type transporter, ALS1, is also associated with 

Al3+-tolerance and is expressed in the root stele and is localized to the tonoplast (Larsen et al., 

2007).  It has been proposed that ALS3 and ALS1 may be involved in removal of Al3+ from 

sensitive sites in the apoplasm and sequestration of Al3+ to the vacuole, possibly via a 

mechanism similar to those described for Al3+-tolerant plants  (Larsen et al., 2007).  However, 

the recent identification of AtSTAR1 (Huang et al., 2010), which binds ALS3, suggests that 

AtSTAR1/ALS3  may function similarly to OsSTAR1/OsSTAR2 in rice (Figure 1.8 E), while 

ALS1 may be involved in Al3+ uptake and sequestration to the vacuole (Figure 1.8 G). 

 

Another recently-characterized gene, Nrat1, an Nramp family member, was identified in rice 

from gene transcripts that were up-regulated by the Al3+-responsive transcription factor ART1 

(Yamaji et al., 2009; Xia et al., 2010).  Xia et al. (2010) found that Nrat1 expression localizes 

to the plasma membrane in all root tip cells except epidermal cells and an nrat1 mutant has 

increased sensitivity to Al3+, while Nrat1 expression in yeast conferred increased Al3+ uptake.  

Together, these data suggest that Nrat1 is important for Al3+ uptake in Al3+-sensitive root cell 

types and this uptake may allow subsequent intracellular detoxification, for example through 

sequestration to the vacuole (Figure 1.8 G). 

 

1.10.8 Increased antioxidant synthesis and ROS neutralization 

 

Increased production of antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase and peroxidase are 

observed in response to Al3+ treatment (Richards et al., 1998).  Upregulation of such enzymes 

is associated with decreased lipid peroxidation, membrane damage and aging effects in tea 

and Arabidopsis (Ezaki et al., 2005; Ghanati et al., 2005).   This highlights the importance of 

antioxidant enzymes in combating oxidative stress and ROS production (Figure 1.8 H).  In 

Rumex acetosa and maize, increased production of phenolics was found following 

Al3+-treatment of both Al3+-sensitive and Al3+-tolerant plant lines (Tolra et al., 2005; Tolra et 

al., 2009).  Moreover, Al3+-tolerant plant lines had elevated concentrations of the strong 

antioxidants taxifolin and anthraquinone, suggesting that flavonoid antioxidants also combat 

the oxidative stress associated with Al3+ toxicity (Figure 1.8 H). 

 

1.10.9 Increased H+-ATPase activity 

 

As described in Section 1.9.7, increased H+-ATPase activity is associated with improved OA 

efflux and tolerance to Al3+ (Ahn et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2007).  In an 
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Al3+-tolerant wheat variety, Al3+ exposure upregulated vacuolar H+-ATPase and 

mitochondrial ATP synthase expression (Hamilton et al., 2001), suggesting that increased 

metabolic activity and improved cytosolic pH homeostasis are features of Al3+ tolerance in 

some plants (Figure 1.8 I).  Increased metabolic activity may be important for the synthesis of 

OAs, since many of these compounds are derived from primary metabolites, or it may provide 

increased energy for correcting disruptions to cellular ion fluxes following Al3+ exposure.  

Upregulation of vacuolar H+-ATPases may help to reduce acidification of the cytosol due to 

proton influxes or drive Ca2+ exchangers such as CAX in the tonoplast to compensate for 

Al3+-induced increases in cytosolic Ca2+. 

 

 

1.11 Aims of this work 
 

Numerous studies have examined different aspects of Al3+ toxicity, its possible underlying 

mechanisms and how it might be alleviated for improved plant growth on acid soils.  Many of 

the symptoms of Al3+ toxicity are associated with changes in cytosolic Ca2+, including altered 

membrane transport, cytoskeletal changes, vesicular trafficking and polar auxin transport, 

suggesting that there may be a common mechanism by which Al3+ alters cytosolic Ca2+ and 

causes these effects.  Mg2+ has numerous cellular roles and the size similarity between Al3+ 

and Mg2+ allows Al3+ to replace Mg2+ at many of its target sites.  Indeed, opposing effects of 

Mg2+ and Al3+ are observed for energy metabolism, ATPase activity and pH homeostasis, and 

each of these processes are also associated with tolerance to Al3+.  Furthermore, Mg2+ 

regulates Ca2+ currents involved in signal transduction, suggesting that activation of Ca2+ 

currents could underpin the early molecular effects observed with Al3+ toxicity.  Al3+ also 

inhibits Mg2+ uptake, which could reduce intracellular Mg2+ availability and exacerbate Al3+ 

toxicity.  In light of these observations, a closer examination of the relationship between Mg2+ 

status in plants and Al3+ toxicity was considered warranted.   

 

Three approaches were used in this investigation: firstly, a physiological approach was used 

to examine how plant Mg2+ status, low pH and Al3+ affected various growth parameters of 

WT Arabidopsis thaliana plants; secondly, a genetic approach used transgenic plants 

expressing Mg2+ transport genes to assess how altered plant Mg2+ uptake affects responses to 

Al3+ and low pH; and thirdly, a genomic approach was used in which WT plants were treated 

with different combinations of Mg2+ and Al3+ and their transcriptomic responses assessed.  

The objectives for each approach were as follows: 
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1.  Investigate Mg2+-associated growth parameters of Arabidopsis and how they change with 

exposure to Al3+. 

 

Experiments in Chapter 3 examined the extent to which plant Mg2+ status and media Mg2+ 

affected plant physiological and morphological responses to Al3+ toxicity.  This work also 

established suitable growth and treatment parameters which could be used in the transgenic 

and transcriptomic experiments in Chapters 5-7. 

 

2.  Determine whether enhanced plant Mg2+ uptake, through the heterologous expression of 

microbial Mg2+ transport genes, reduces plant sensitivity to Al3+. 

 

Based on previous results from this research group, which showed that Al3+ directly inhibits 

Mg2+ uptake in yeast and that overexpression of the ALR1 Mg2+ transport gene improves Al3+ 

tolerance in yeast, the second objective of this work was to ascertain whether expression of 

Mg2+ transport genes that confer increased Mg2+ uptake would increase Al3+ tolerance in 

plants.  The two microbial genes, ALR1 and CorA, were selected for heterologous expression 

in plants due to their extensive molecular characterization, high affinity for Mg2+, insensitivity 

to Al3+ and the low likelihood of their undergoing molecular regulation in planta.  Generation 

of transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plant lines expressing these genes and their molecular 

characterization are described in Chapter 4.  In Chapters 5 and 6 a series of physiological 

experiments developed in Chapter 3 were used to examine the Mg2+ status and Al3+ tolerance 

of these transgenic lines, respectively. 

 

3.  Use whole genome microarray analysis to assess changes in plant Mg2+ availability and 

Al3+ treatment, in order to determine the extent to which plant Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ 

toxicity induce similar transcriptomic responses. 

 

Chapter 7 describes the results from microarray analysis of Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved 

Arabidopsis plants treated with Mg2+, no Mg2+ or Al3+ to investigate how media Mg2+ and 

plant Mg2+ status might modulate genomic responses to Al3+.  Large datasets were obtained 

which identified commonalities between plant Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ toxicity.    

 

From the combined results obtained in Chapters 3-7 of this thesis, several hypotheses for the 

underlying molecular mechanism of Al3+ toxicity are presented in Chapter 8 and are discussed 

in terms of the possible roles of Mg2+ in these processes. 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

Materials and methods  

2.1 General reagents 
 

2.1.1 Enzymes and chemicals 

 

All enzymes, DNA markers, buffers and chemicals used in this thesis work were of 

appropriate analytical grade and were purchased from the following suppliers:  Applichem, 

BDH Chemicals, Bio-Rad, Boehringer Mannheim, DIFCO Laboratories, Duchefa Biochemie, 

Gibco BRL, Global Science, Fluka, Invitrogen, Merck, New England Biolabs, Promega, 

Roche, Scharlau, Sigma, Stratagene and Univar. 

 

 

2.1.2 Equipment and consumables 

 

The majority of the work in this thesis was undertaken in the Plant Molecular Biology 

Laboratory of the School of Biological Sciences, University of Auckland.  This research 

facility is equipped with a wide variety of commonly-used molecular biology equipment, 

including a full range of glassware and plasticware, centrifuges with appropriate rotors, 

fridges and freezers, fume hoods, gel equipment, growth cabinets, incubators, laminar flow 

hoods, liquid nitrogen, micropipettes, mortars and pestles, pH meters, shakers, 

spectrophotometers (for OD measurements), tissue culture growth cabinets, vortex mixers, 

water production (Milli-Q® deionised water, Millipore) and waterbaths.  Frequently-used 

consumables (not referenced within the individual protocols) included aluminium foil 

(Confoil, Packaging House), cryotubes (Axygen, Global Science), culture tubes (Sarstedt, 

Global Science and Greiner Bio-One Cellstar®, Raylab), filter paper (Whatman 3 mm, 
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Scientific Supplies), glass slides and coverslips (Sail, Scientific Supplies and ESCO, Biolab 

scientific), latex and vinyl gloves (Labtex, Global Science and FineTouch, Sulco Tools & 

Equipment), masking tape (Sellotape®, Blue Star), microfuge tubes (Global Science), 

micropipette tips (Global Science), Micropore tape (3M™ USL medical), Miracloth 

(Calbiochem®, Merck), paper towels (Prestige, Packaging House), petri dishes (Raylab), 

plastic cling-film (GLAD® wrap), plastic cuvettes (Global Science), scalpel blades (Swann-

Morton® Global Science), and syringes and filters (Sartorius Ministart®, Global Science).  

Remaining equipment and consumables that are relevant to specific protocols are referenced 

in the appropriate sections of this chapter. 

 

 

2.1.3 Buffers and solutions 

 

Table 2.1 shows the buffers and solutions used in this thesis in alphabetical order.  All 

ingredient percentages are presented as weight per volume (w/v) unless stated otherwise. 

 

 

2.1.4 Antibiotics 

 

Antibiotics were prepared as stock solutions by dissolving appropriate amounts in solution 

then filter-sterilizing and storing for later use.  All antibiotics were dissolved in sterile water, 

except rifampicin (dissolved in 100% methanol), gentamycin (dissolved in 50% methanol, 

50% water) and chloramphenicol (dissolved in 100% ethanol).  Table 2.2 outlines the final 

concentrations used for each antibiotic and their storage temperatures. 

 

 

2.1.5 Long-term storage of bacteria and yeast 

 

For long-term storage of bacterial and yeast strains, 1 mL of liquid culture was centrifuged at 

4,500 x g for 1 min, resuspended in 500 µL Revco media (Table 2.1), transferred to a 2-mL 

screw-cap tube (Sarstedt) and placed at -80 °C. 
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Table 2.1 Buffers and solutions used in this thesis 

 

Name  Constituents Use 
BAP 10 µg L-1 in DMSO  Plant transformation 
Chloroform/IAA chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) Phenol/chloroform cleaning 

of DNA 
Salmon sperm DNA  2 g L-1 salmon sperm DNA dissolved in water 

and fragmented by repeatedly passing through a 
fine syringe needle 

Yeast transformation and 
northern blots 

DMACA 0.1% DMACA, 1% HCl, 95% ethanol Staining for 
proanthocyanidins (PAs) 

Electrophoresis loading 
dye (5x) 

30% (v/v) glycerol, 0.04% bromothymol blue, 
0.04% xylene cyanol, 5 x TBE 

Agarose-gel electrophoresis 

Transfer buffer 25 mM Tris base, 192 mM glycine, 20%  (v/v) 
methanol, 0.01% SDS 

Western blots 

Formaldehyde loading dye  50% (v/v) deionised formamide, 1 x MOPS 
buffer, 6% (v/v) formaldehyde, 6.7% (v/v) 
glycerol, 0.04% bromophenol blue 

Northern blots 

Hybridisation buffer  10% dextran sulphate, 1 M NaCl, 1% SDS Northern blots 
Infiltration media 1 x MS salts + vitamins, 10 g L-1 sucrose, pH 

adjusted to 5.8 with KOH, autoclaved  
Plant transformation 

La buffer  23.5 mM LaCl3, 120 mM HCl  AAS 
Laemmli buffer 75 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 2% SDS, 10% (v/v) 

glycerol, 0.04% bromophenol blue, 1 mM EDTA, 
100 mM DTT 

Western blots 

Methylene blue 0.04% methylene blue, 0.3 M NaOAc (pH 5.5) Northern blots 
MOPS buffer 20 mM MOPS, 5 mM NaOAc, 1 mM EDTA, 

pH 7.0 
Northern blots 

Phenol/chloroform Phenol (saturated with Tris buffer (pH 8.0, 
Amersham):chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) 

Phenol/chloroform cleaning 
of DNA 

Plant DNA extraction 
buffer  

100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 500 mM 
NaCl, 0.07% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol.  Prepared 
fresh 

Plant DNA extraction 

Plant RNA extraction 
buffer  

80 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM LiCl, 
5 mM EDTA, 5% SDS 

Plant RNA extraction 

Revco media  40 µM K2HPO4, 22 µM KH2PO4, 1.7 µM sodium 
citrate, 0.4 µM MgSO4, 30% (v/v) glycerol 

Storage of bacteria at -80 °C 

Resolving gel 375 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 0.1% SDS, 7.5% or 
12.5% (v/v) acrylamide/BIS (29:1), 0.1% APS, 
0.05% (v/v) TEMED 

Western blots 

SDS-PAGE running buffer  192 mM glycine, 25 mM Tris base, 1% SDS Western blots 
S1  0.1 M LiAc  Yeast transformation 
S2  0.1 M LiAc, 40% PEG-4000 Yeast transformation 
Solution I   50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.0), 

10 mM EDTA 
Bacterial plasmid DNA 
isolation 

Solution II 0.2 M NaOH, 1% SDS (prepared fresh prior to 
use) 

Bacterial plasmid DNA 
isolation 

Solution III  3 M KOAc, 11.5% (v/v) glacial acetic acid Bacterial plasmid DNA 
isolation 

SSC 150 mM NaCl, 15 mM Na3citrate Northern blots 
Stacking gel 125 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 0.1% SDS, 4% (v/v) 

acrylamide/BIS (29:1), 0.1% APS, 0.05% (v/v) 
TEMED 

Western blots 

TBE 90 mM H3BO3, 90 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM Na2EDTA, 
(pH 8.0) 

Agarose-gel electrophoresis 

TBS buffer 200 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 1.5 M NaCl  Western blots 
TE 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM Na2EDTA (pH 8.0) DNA suspension 
TENS 1 x TE with 0.1 M NaOH, 0.5% SDS Bacterial plasmid DNA 

isolation 
TER 1 x TE with 20 mg L-1 RNase A Digestion of RNA in plasmid 

DNA preps 
TSNTE  2% Triton X-100, 1% SDS, 100 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA 
Yeast plasmid DNA isolation 
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Table 2.2 Antibiotic concentrations  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Antibiotic Final concentration (µg mL-1) Storage temperature (°C) 
Ampicillin (Amp) 100 -20 (in aliquots) 
Chloramphenicol (Chl) 30 4 
Gentamycin (Gent) 50 4 

4 Kanamycin (Kan) 100 
4 Rifampicin (Rif) 50 
4 Spectinomycin (Spec) 100 
4 Timentin (15:1 ticarcillin:clavulanic 

acid) 
200 

 

 

2.1.6 Oligonucleotides 

 

The Oligonucleotides used in this work are summarized in Table 2.3. 

 
Table 2.3 Oligonucleotides used in this thesis 
 
 
Primer  Sequence 5’-3’ Use 
p27.35s CACTGACGTAAGGGATGACG Forward primer, binds CaMV 35S promoter, used for 

amplification and sequencing of plant genomic inserts and pVK 
plasmid-based inserts (K. Richards, this lab) 

p27.ocs TCATAGGCGTCTCGCATATC Reverse primer, binds octopine synthase 3’UTR, used for 
amplification and sequencing of plant genomic inserts and 
pVK/pSR plasmid-based inserts (K. Richards, this lab) 

CorA F ATTGGGAGTCCCGGTCATGC Forward primer, used in PCR for detection of CorA (K. Richards, 
this lab) 

CorA R CCACCGCTGTCGTTTTTTAC Reverse primer, used in PCR for detection of CorA (K. Richards, 
this lab) 

5’crALR1 
XhoI 

TGTAATACGACTCACTATAG
GGAATATTAAGCTTGGTACC
CTCGAGCGAATATTGCTAGA
AAGC 

Forward primer, used to amplify N-terminus of ALR1 from 
YEpGALR1 and generate pYES/crALR1 using yeast 
homologous recombination.  Reintroduces original XhoI site into 
pYES3 MCS upstream of crALR1 

3’crALR1 GCAACGCATTTCATCATCAG Reverse primer, positioned between BstXI and PstI restriction 
sites in ALR1, used to amplify N-terminus of ALR1 from 
YEpGALR1 and generate pYES/crALR1 using yeast 
homologous recombination 

5’rA1S1 GACGATGTTCCAGGACTTGC
TGGCGTACGAGAAGATCTTC
TCTAGATCCCATACAAACTA
CTTAGCTC 

Forward primer, positioned at and immediately below the XbaI 
site of ALR1, used to amplify A1S1 region from pFL38:A1S1 and 
generate pYES/rA1S1 using yeast homologous recombination 

3’S1 TGTAAGCGTGACATAACTAA
TTACATGATGCGGCCCTCTA
AAGCTTCTCGAGGTAGATGC
ACGCCTCTGTGA 

Reverse primer, used to amplify the C-terminus of the A1S1 
gene from pFL38:A1S1 and generate pYES/rA1S1 using yeast 
homologous recombination.  Removes NotI-XbaI in the pYES3 
MCS downstream of rA1S1 and introduces a new XhoI site 
immediately followed by a HindIII site 

pYES5’HA 
XhoI 

TGTAATACGACTCACTATAG
GGAATATTAAGCTTGGTACC
CTCGAGATGTCTTTAATTAAC
ATCTTTTACCCATAC 

Forward primer, used to amplify HA gene from GAL-HA-ALR1 
and generate HA fusion constructs in yeast using homologous 
recombination.  Introduces a XhoI site above the HA gene 

HA-CorA GGGTCAGTCGGTTATTTTCC
AGTTGAAATGCGCTCAGCAT
GCACTGAGCAGCGTAATCTG 

Reverse primer, used to amplify HA gene from GAL-HA-ALR1 
and generate HA-fusion to CorA in yeast using homologous 
recombination 
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Primer name Sequence 5’-3’ Use 
GAL-HA-r CAGATTACGCTGCTCAGTGCAT

GTCATCATCCTCAAGTTCATCAG
AGTCATCGCCTAAT T 

Reverse primer, used to amplify HA gene from GAL-HA-
ALR1 and generate HA-fusion to crALR1 in yeast using 
homologous recombination 

GFP1 ATCAGTTGCAAGTCTTCCTAGTA
GATATAGCCGCTACGACATGGT
GAGCAAGGGCGAGGA 

Forward GFP primer, used to amplify GFP gene from 
pTVL2 for cloning into pGTE  (S. Robison, MSc thesis) 

GFP2 AAGGATGGGGAAAGAGAAAAGA
AAAAAATTGATCGTCGACTTACT
TGTACAGCTCGTCCATG 

Reverse GFP primer, used to amplify GFP gene from 
pTVL2 for cloning into pGTE.  Introduces a SalI site after 
the end of the GFP gene (S. Robison, previous work). 

GFPL CTACTAGCAGCTGTAATACGACT
CACTATAGGGAATATTACTCGAG
ATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG 
 

Forward primer, used to amplify GFP gene from pTVL2 
and generate GFP fusion constructs in yeast using 
homologous recombination.   

GFPRA AATTAGGCGATGACTCTGATGA
ACTTGAGGATGATGACATCTTGT
ACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGTGA 
 

Reverse primer, used to amplify GFP gene from pTVL2 
and generate GFP-fusion to crALR1 in yeast using 
homologous recombination 

GFPRC GGGTCAGTCGGTTATTTTCCAG
TTGAAATGCGCTCAGCATCTTGT
ACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGTGA 

Reverse primer, used to amplify GFP gene from pTVL2 
and generate GFP-fusion to CorA in yeast using 
homologous recombination 

NtermGFP 1 ATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA Forward primer, used in PCR for detection of GFP 
NtermGFP 2 CTCGAGTACTTGTACAGCTCGT

CCATG 
Reverse primer, used in PCR for detection of GFP 

T7 forward TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG Forward primer, used in PCR for detection of CorA in 
pGTE/CorA plasmid in bacterial clones (Invitrogen) 

M13 reverse ATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCC Reverse primer, used in PCR for detection of CorA in 
pGTE/CorA plasmid in bacterial clones (Invitrogen) 

ALR1/3 
 

GGCCTCGAGCGAATATTGCTAG
AAAGCGT 

ALR1 forward primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants.  
(K. Richards, this lab) 

ALR1/4 GCGGCCGCCACATCACTAATCA
GTCGT 

ALR1 reverse primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
and RT-PCRs (K. Richards, this lab) 

ALR1/8 TCCCGAAGTGGAAGTAGAGC ALR1 reverse primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
(K. Richards, this lab) 

ALR1/5 GATTGTAGTTGTCCAACTGAT ALR1 forward primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
and RT-PCRs (K. Richards, this lab) 

ALR1/7 CAATCCCGCAGTTTTACTG ALR1 forward primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
(K. Richards, this lab) 

ALR1/9 CACCTGACCTACAGACAAC ALR1 reverse primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
(K. Richards, this lab) 

ALR1/10 CAAGGCAGGATAACGCCAGT ALR1 forward primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
(K. Richards, this lab) 

R1S GCCGAGGAAGATGCGCTCAGC ALR1 reverse primer used for sequencing ALR1 variants 
(K. Richards, this lab) 

pYES2 5’F GCTGTAATACGACTCACTAT Forward primer, used in PCR for detection of pYES/HA-
CorA (K. Fowler, this lab) 

oli2 ACGGCAAGAGCAATACAG Control to differentiate between gDNA and cDNA in RT-
PCR.  Used wIth oli22 primer to amplify a 0.86-kb band 
from Arabidopsis Gigantea gDNA containing a 0.32-kb 
intron or 0.54-kb band from cDNA (R. Milich, this lab)   

oli22 AGTATTCGGAGCAATGGGC See notes for oli2. (R. Milich, this lab)   
SP6L CAGTGAATTGAATTTAGGTGACA

CTATAGAAGAG 
Binds to complementary sequence of SP6LT24V primer to 
amplify cDNA transcripts from polyA tail (in RT-PCRs) (M. 
Yoon, this lab) 

SP6LT24V CAGTGAATTGAATTTAGGTGACA
CTATAGAAGAGTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTV 

Oligo dT 3’ RACE primer for first strand cDNA synthesis.  
Binds to the first 24 adenosines of mRNA polyA tail and 
adds SP6L primer sequence immediately after for RT-
PCR amplification with SP6L primer (M. Yoon, this lab) 
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2.2 Bacterial growth and manipulation 
 
2.2.1 Bacterial strains 

 
Table 2.4 details the bacterial strains used in this work. 

 

 

Table 2.4: Bacterial strains used in this work 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strain Genotype Details 
E. coli DH10β F-, mcrA, ∆{mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC}, 

ф80dlacZ∆M15, ∆lacX74, deoR, recA1, 
endA1, araD139, ∆{ara, leu}7697, galU, 
galK, λ- rpsL, nupG 

Used as host strain for the majority of plasmid 
propagation in this work (Invitrogen) 

E. coli RB404 dam-3, dcm-6, metB1, galK2, galT1, 
lacY1, thi-1, tonA13, tsx-77, mtl-1, 
supE44 

Used as host strain to avoid dam methylation of 
specific restriction sites (Roberts et al., 1980) 

Agrobacterium 
GV3101 (pMP90) 

rpoH+, hrcA+ Used for triparental mating and Arabidopsis 
transformation.  The bacterial chromosome 
carries the gene encoding rifampicin resistance, 
whilst the disarmed Ti plasmid, pMP90, carries 
the vir genes and a gene encoding gentamycin 
resistance (Koncz and Schell, 1986) 

 

 

2.2.2 Bacterial plasmids 

 

Table 2.5 summarizes the plasmids provided by others that were used for this work.  Plasmid 

constructs that were generated during this work are described in Chapter 4 Section 2. 

 

 

2.2.3 Bacterial media and growth conditions 

 

Table 2.6 lists the bacterial media used in this thesis.  All media were autoclaved at 15 psi for 

15 minutes and cooled prior to use.  For solid media, 1.5% agar was added to the liquid media 

prior to autoclaving. 
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 Table 2.5 Plasmids used in this thesis  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Size (kb) Selection Source Details 
pGEMT-Easy 
(pGTE) 

3 Amp Promega Used for subcloning and sequencing of PCR products 
from plant genomic DNA.  Contains the bacterial ori, f1 
phage ori and lacZ reporter gene for blue/white screening 

pYES3 
(pYES) 

5.9 Amp E. Delhaize 
(CSIRO) 

pYES2 (Invitrogen)-based yeast expression vector with 
additional SalI site inserted into MCS below KpnI.  
Contains the uracil biosynthesis gene URA3 for yeast 
selection, the galactokinase (GAL1) galactose-inducible 
promoter and the cyctochrome c iso-1 (CYC1) terminator 
(all from S. cerevisiae).  Also contains the bacterial ori and 
the yeast 2µ ori.  Used for yeast expression studies and 
subcloning to Agrobacterium binary vectors 

pBC/rALR1 6.1 Chlor S. Robison 
(previous 
work) 

ALR1 gene cloned into pBC KS- (Stratagene) and then 
modified to remove cryptic plant polyadenylation and 
splice motifs in second half of the gene.  The pBC plasmid 
contains the bacterial ori, the f1 phage ori and lacZ 
reporter gene.  Used to generate pYES/rALR1 

YEpGALR1 8.6 Amp C. MacDiarmid 
(this lab) 

Generated from PCR-amplification of genomic ALR1 from 
laboratory strain of S. cerevisiae using ALR1/3 and 
ALR1/4 primers and cloning of the XhoI site of ALR1/3 and 
the NotI site of ALR1/4 into the SalI and NotI sites of 
pYES3 respectively.  Used to generate pYES/crALR1 and 
as a control in yeast expression studies 

pFL38:A1S1 8.6 Amp J-M. Lee  
(this lab) 

pFL38:ALR1 construct containing the ALR1 triple mutant, 
N733S/I746L/F777Y, termed A1S1.  Used as PCR 
template to generate pYES/rA1S1 

pTVL2 5.3 Chlor T. V. Lee  
(this lab) 

Contains the S65T GFP gene (Chiu et al., 1996).  Used as 
PCR template to generate GFP fusions and control 
constructs 

pFL38:pGAL
-HA-ALR1 

10.8 Amp J-M. Lee  
 (this lab) 

Contains an influenza haemaglutinin HA triple epitope 
(Tyers et al., 1992).  Used as PCR template to generate 
HA fusion constructs 

pART7-AKT1 6.9 Amp J. Li  
(this lab) 

Shuttle vector for construction of pART27-based 
Agrobacterium binary vector.  Contains AKT1 promoter  
(Lagarde et al., 1996)-MCS-ocs 3’UTR cassette flanked by 
NotI sites. Used to generate pSR 

pART27 10.9 Spec A. Gleave 
(Plant & Food) 

Agrobacterium binary vector used for the transformation of 
plants (Gleave, 1992).  Contains NotI site for insertion of 
shuttle-vector cassette from pART7 containing desired 
promoter, gene and UTR.  Contains the nopaline synthase 
promoter (Pnos), which drives the expression of the 
neomycin phosphotransferase II (nptII) gene, permitting 
kan-selection of plant transformants.  Features are 
positioned between the Agrobacterium left and right 
borders such that nptII is transferred last into plants to 
ensure insertion of the gene of interest upon positive 
kanamycin-selection.  Used to generate pSR 

pVK 13.8 Spec V. Kelly 
 (this lab) 

Contains the CaMV 35S promoter-MCS-octopine synthase 
(ocs) 3’UTR cassette from pART7 (Gleave, 1992) cloned 
into pART27 at NotI sites such that genes can be cloned 
directly into the binary vector.  Used to generate 
constructs for expression of genes under P35S in 
Arabidopsis 

pVK/CorA 14.9 Spec V. Kelly  
(this lab) 

E. coli CorA gene cloned into pVK in correct orientation 
under CaMV 35S promoter.  Used for CorA expression 
studies in Arabidopsis 

pSR/CorA 15.6 Spec T. Nagayar 
(this lab) 

E. coli CorA gene cloned into pSR (Appendix 3) in correct 
orientation under AKT1 promoter.  Used for CorA 
expression studies in Arabidopsis 

pRK2013 4.8 Kan Clonetech Helper plasmid, permits conjugal transfer of binary vectors 
into Agrobacterium during triparental mating 

pUC19 2.7 Amp Invitrogen Used as control plasmid to check transformation efficiency 
of E. coli electrocompetent cells 
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Table 2.6 Bacterial media used in this thesis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media Constituents Use 
Luria broth 
(LB)  

1% bacto-tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 1% NaCl (pH 7.0) General E. coli growth and 
selection  

SOC  2% bacto-tryptone, 0.5% bacto-yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 
2.5 mM KCl (pH 7.0).  Following autoclaving, 10 mM MgCl2, 
10 mM MgSO4 and 20 mM glucose (filter sterilized using a 
0.22 µM filter) were added. 

Recovery of E. coli 
electrocompetent cells 
following electroporation 

Yeast nutrient 
broth (YN)  

0.3% beef extract, 0.5% bacto-peptone, 0.14 mM NaCl, 
1% bacto-yeast extract, pH 7.3 

General Agrobacterium 
growth and selection 

YNGRS YN supplemented with Gent, Rif and Spec (as in 
Section 2.1.4 Table 2.2) 

Selection of Agrobacterium 
transformants  

 

2.2.3.1 Antibiotic selection 

 

Appropriate amounts of sterile antibiotic stocks were added to liquid media or to media 

containing agar that had cooled to below 65 °C but not set.  In cases where only one or two 

selective agar plates were required, an aliquot of antibiotic stock solution was spread onto 

non-selective agar plates and dried prior to use.  For details of antibiotic concentrations, see 

Section 2.1.4 Table 2.2. 

 

2.2.3.2 Blue/white screening 

 

Where plasmid vectors contained a multiple cloning site (MCS) positioned within a copy of 

the β-galactosidase (lacZ) gene, recombinants were selected by their white appearance 

following plating onto growth media containing X-gal and the lacZ inducer, IPTG.  Stocks of 

X-gal and IPTG (20 mg mL-l) were prepared by dissolving the compounds in 

dimethylformamide and water, respectively, and filter-sterilizing.  Stocks were stored in the 

dark at 4 °C and 40 µL of each was spread onto appropriate solid media plates and dried prior 

to plating bacterial transformants. 

 

 

2.2.4 Bacterial transformation  

  
2.2.4.1 Preparation of E. coli electrocompetent cells 

 

This method was used to prepare E. coli DH10β and RB404 electrocompetent cells for 

bacterial transformation.  A starter culture of 10 mL of LB was inoculated with a single 

bacterial colony from a fresh plate and grown overnight with vigorous shaking at 37 °C.  One 
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litre of LB in a 4-L flask was inoculated with the 10-mL starter culture and grown as above 

until the OD600 of the culture reached 0.5 (approximately 4 h).  The culture was chilled on ice 

for at least 15 min before centrifugation at 4,000 x g, 4 °C for 15 min in a 1-L centrifuge 

flask.  The centrifuge flask was placed at an angle in an ice bucket on an orbital shaker set to 

approximately 100 rpm and the cells slowly resuspended in a small volume of pre-chilled 

distilled water.  Once fully resuspended, the cell solution was made up to 1 L with chilled 

water.  Cells were centrifuged a second time, resuspended in a final volume of 0.5 L of water, 

and then centrifuged again.  After the third centrifugation, cells were resuspended in 20 mL of 

pre-chilled 10% (v/v) glycerol, centrifuged again and resuspended in 1 mL of 10% glycerol to 

give a final volume of approximately 2-3 mL of resuspended cells.  Aliquots of 40 µL of cells 

were placed into microfuge tubes and immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen.  

Electrocompetent cells were stored at -80 °C until required for bacterial transformation.  The 

transformation efficiency from each of batch of electrocompetent cells was checked using 

1 µL of 1 ng µL-1 pUC19 plasmid DNA and the cell batch was deemed suitable for use if it 

gave a transformation efficiency at or above 106 colonies µg-1 of DNA. 

 

2.2.4.2 Electroporation of E. coli 

 

The following protocol was used to transform E. coli electrocompetent cells (Section 2.2.4.1) 

with plasmid DNA. One microlitre of plasmid DNA was added to a 40-μL aliquot of thawed 

electrocompetent cells and the mixture was gently transferred to a pre-chilled 1-mm 

electroporation cuvette (Bio-Rad), avoiding any introduction of bubbles.  A Bio-Rad Gene 

Pulser® system set to 25 μF capacitance, 1.8 V potential difference, and connected to a pulse 

controller set to 200 Ω resistance, was used to electrically pulse the electroporation cuvette 

containing the plasmid-cell mixture.  A time constant of 4-5 was obtained and the cuvette was 

immediately removed from the holder and 1 mL of SOC media gently added to the cells to aid 

their recovery.  Cells were then transferred to a 15-mL plastic tube and incubated with 

shaking at 37 ºC for 1 h before being plated onto solid media using a flamed glass spreader. 

 

2.2.4.3 Triparental mating of Agrobacterium 

 

Triparental mating was used to introduce the pVK- and pSR-based binary vector constructs 

into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 (pMP90).  The helper plasmid pRK2013 

contains the genes required for conjugal transfer of plasmid DNA and therefore facilitates the 

transfer of the binary vector into Agrobacterium.  Unlike the binary vector, pRK2013 cannot 

itself replicate in Agrobacterium, therefore it is lost once E. coli is eliminated using 
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antibiotics.  Single colonies from each of: Agrobacterium, E. coli transformed with the helper 

plasmid pRK2013, and E. coli transformed with the binary vector construct, were picked from 

fresh plates and streaked together onto L-plates and incubated overnight at 28 °C.  Controls 

streaks were also set up using all combinations of the strains and the strains on their own.  

The following day, bacteria were picked from regions where streaks of the three strains 

overlapped (and control streaks) and were re-streaked onto L-agar + Spec, Kan, Gent and Rif 

plates.  The antibiotics Spec, Kan, Gent and Rif select for the binary vector, the helper 

plasmid, the pMP90 Ti plasmid and the Agrobacterium chromosomal DNA respectively.  

Plates were incubated at 28 °C for 2-3 d until single colonies appeared.  Colonies were picked 

and re-streaked in duplicate onto YNGRS and one plate incubated overnight at 28 °C and the 

other overnight at 37 °C to check that the transformants were Agrobacterium and not E. coli. 

 

 

2.2.5 Extraction of bacterial plasmid DNA 

 

2.2.5.1 E. coli plasmid minipreps 

 

Four different methods were used for the isolation of E. coli plasmid DNA in this work, 

depending on the requirements for the plasmid DNA.  The most rapid of the protocols, the 

Chowdhury method (1991), was used for reliable and rapid screening by size of plasmid DNA 

from a large number of transformants.  Plasmid DNA extracted using this method is not 

suitable for enzyme digests due to residual phenol.  The TENS method (Zhou et al., 1990) is a 

fast version of the alkaline lysis method which was used for preparing plasmid DNA suitable 

for enzyme digests, whilst standard alkaline lysis was used for preparing larger quantities of 

plasmid DNA for cloning digests (Sambrook et al., 1989).  For sequencing, commercially-

available plasmid DNA extraction kits were used (Qiagen, Roche, Invitrogen).  The protocols 

for each of the Chowdury, TENS and alkaline lysis methods are outlined below. 

 

Chowdury method:  A smear of bacterial colonies was picked from an overnight plate using a 

flat-ended toothpick and resuspended in 50 µL of TE solution in a microfuge tube.  An aliquot 

of 50 µL phenol/chloroform was added to the tube and mixed by vortex for 1 min at 

maximum speed.  The tube was then centrifuged at 12,000 x g at RT for 5 min and 5 µL of 

the supernatant was immediately removed and screened by size on an agarose gel.  This 

method was used for screening up to 100 transformants at once. 
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TENS method: A 1.5-mL overnight culture was transferred to a microfuge tube and 

centrifuged for 10 s at 13,000 x g at RT.  Cells were resuspended in approximately 100 µL of 

residual supernatant and 300 µL of TENS solution was added and mixed by vortex for 5 s to 

lyse cells.  Bacterial debris was precipitated by addition of 150 µL of 3 M sodium acetate 

(pH 5.2) and mixed by vortex for 5 s.  The tube was then centrifuged for 2 min as above to 

pellet cell debris and the supernatant transferred to a new tube containing 0.9 mL of ice-cold 

100% ethanol and mixed.  This tube was centrifuged for 5 min and the plasmid DNA and 

RNA pellet was rinsed twice using ice-cold 70% (v/v) ethanol, allowed to dry and then 

resuspended in 30 µL of TER and incubated for 20 min at 37 °C to digest RNA.  Samples 

were stored at 20 °C until required. 

 

Alkaline lysis method: A 10-mL overnight culture was transferred to a 13-mL polypropylene 

tube and centrifuged for 10 min at 5,000 x g at 4 °C.  Cells were resuspended in 1 ml of 

Solution I and placed on ice for 5 min.  Two millilitres of freshly-prepared Solution II was 

added and gently mixed and incubated for 5 min at RT.  This step was followed by addition of 

1.5 mL of Solution III, 5 min incubation on ice and centrifugation for 20 min at 10,000 x g at 

4 °C.  The supernatant was passed through Miracloth and twice cleaned using 

phenol/chloroform before precipitation with isopropanol.  The pellet was allowed to dry and 

resuspended in 200 µL of TER and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C to digest RNA.  Samples 

were stored at 20 °C until required. 

 

2.2.5.2 Agrobacterium plasmid minipreps 

 

A modified alkaline lysis method was used to check plasmid DNA from Agrobacterium.  Ten 

millilitres of YNGRS liquid media was inoculated with a single Agrobacterium colony and 

incubated with shaking for 2 d at 28 °C, or 10 mL was removed from an Agrobacterium 

culture grown to an OD600 of 0.8 for plant transformation (Section 2.4.5.1).  The culture was 

chilled on ice, transferred to a 13-mL polypropylene tube, centrifuged at 4000 x g at 4 °C for 

5 min and resuspended in 650 µL of pre-chilled Solution I, supplemented with 4.8 mg mL-1 

lysozyme (prepared fresh).  Cells were incubated at room temperature for 30 min then 

1.35 mL of freshly-prepared Solution II was added and incubated for a further 30 min.  One 

millilitre of chilled Solution III was added and incubated on ice for 5 min before 

centrifugation for 10 min as above.  The supernatant was strained through Miracloth, 

extracted twice by phenol/chloroform (Section 2.5.1.8) and precipitated with isopropanol 

(Section 2.5.1.3).  The pellet was dried, resuspended in 200 µL of TER and incubated at 
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37 °C for 30 min.  To check plasmid identity, 1 µL was used to transform E. coli 

electrocompetent cells (Section 2.2.4.2) and DNA was isolated (Section 2.2.5.1). 

 

 

2.3 Yeast growth and manipulation 
 
2.3.1 Yeast strains and plasmids 

 

Two yeast strains generated by C. MacDiarmid (1997) were used in this work.  In the CM66 

strain, ALR1 and ALR2 are each partially deleted, while CM52 is an isogenic strain with both 

these Mg2+ transport genes intact, as outlined in Table 2.7.  The yeast expression plasmids 

used in this work are based on the pYES3 plasmid, which contains origins of replication for 

both bacteria and yeast.  This plasmid is described in Section 2.2.2 Table 2.5. 

 

 
Table 2.7 Yeast strains used in this work 

 

 

 

 

 

Strain Genotype Details 
CM52 MATα, his3-∆200, ura3-52, leu2-∆l, 

lys2-∆202, trp1-∆63 
Isogenic, auxotrophic for uracil, thereby 
allowing selection for URA3 transformants 

CM66 MATa, alr1::HIS3,  alr2::TRP1, his3-
∆200, ura3-52, leu2-∆l, lys2-∆202, trp1-
∆63 

CM52-based strain, 1.2 kb C-terminal region 
of ALR1 (1237-2403) replaced with HIS3, 
majority of ALR2 coding region replaced with 
TRP1 (328-2577)    

 

 

2.3.2 Yeast media and growth conditions 

 

The constituents of the yeast media used in this thesis are included in Table 2.8.  In general, 

media was supplemented with 2% agar for solid media plates.  However, due to the residual 

Mg2+ content in agar (approximately 4 mM Mg), agarose was used instead for plates requiring 

low Mg2+ (some SC-ura plates and LPM plates).   

 

Yeast complex media (YPD) plates were used for general yeast growth where selection was 

not required.  Supplementation with 250 mM Mg2+ (YPDM) was necessary for propagation of 

the CM66 mutant strain since it lacks functional copies of the ALR1 and ALR2 Mg2+ transport 

genes.  Synthetic complete media (Sherman, 1991) lacking uracil (SC-ura) supplemented with 

250 mM Mg2+ (SCM) was used for selection of yeast transformants containing the URA3 

gene in the CM66 background.  For yeast complementation assays, SC-ura media with a 

range of Mg2+ concentrations and LPM media containing a range of Al3+ concentrations were 
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used to test Mg2+ complementation and Al3+ tolerance respectively.  To induce the GAL1 

promoter in the yeast expression plasmids used for these assays, 0.2% glucose + 0.9% 

raffinose + 1.8% galactose was used as the carbon source instead of 2% glucose. 

 

Table 2.8 Yeast media used in this thesis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media Constituents 

YPD 1% bacto-yeast extract, 2% bacto-peptone, 2% glucose 
YPDM 1 x YPD with 250 mM MgCl2. Double strength solutions of YPD (+agar if appropriate) and MgCl2 

were mixed after autoclaving. 
SC-ura 1 x major SC salts (40 mM (NH4)2SO4, 6.25 mM KH2PO4, 0.86 mM K2HPO4, 1.71 mM NaCl, 

0.90 mM CaCl2), 1x SC trace salts (8 µM H3BO3, 2.5 µM MnSO4, 2.5 µM ZnSO4, 1 µM Na2MoO4, 

0.6 µM KI, 0.25 µM CuSO4), 1 x vitamins (3.2 µM niacin, 2 µM pyridoxine HCl, 1.5 µM 
p-aminobenzoic acid, 1.2 µM thiamine HCl, 0.8 µM calcium pantothenate, 0.5 µM riboflavin, 
10 nM inositol, 8 nM biotin, 5 nM folic acid), 1 µM FeCl3 , 1 x amino acids (230 µM L-leucine, 
160 µM L-lysine HCl, 130 µM L-methionine, 130 µM L-histidine, 100 µM L-tryptophan), 50 µM 
adenine sulphate, 2%  glucose (or 0.2% glucose + 0.9% raffinose + 1.8% galactose, see text). 

SCM 1 x SC-ura with 250 mM MgCl2.  Double strength solutions of YPD (+agar if appropriate) and 
MgCl2 were mixed after autoclaving. 

LPM 1 x major LPM salts (40 mM (NH4)2SO4, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM NaCl, 100 µM CaCl2), 1 x trace LPM 
salts (10 µM H3BO3, 2.5 µM MnSO4, 1.5 µM ZnSO4, 1 µM Na2MoO4, 0.5 µM KI, 0.2 µM CuSO4), 
1 µM FeCl3, 200 µM MgSO4, 100 µM KH2PO4, 1 x amino acids (same as SC-ura), 1x vitamins 
(same as SC-ura), 50 µM adenine sulphate, 0.2% glucose + 0.9% raffinose + 1.8% galactose. 

 

 

SC-ura media was prepared as follows: Stock solutions of 10 x major SC salts, 100 x trace 

SC salts, FeCl3, adenine sulphate and amino acids were mixed in half the desired final volume 

and 2% agar or agarose added (if required) prior to autoclaving.  Stock solutions of 1000 x 

vitamins, 10 x carbon source (glucose or glucose + raffinose + galactose) and an appropriate 

amount of MgCl2 stock were added after the autoclaved components had cooled to below 

50 °C and water was used to adjust to the correct final volume.  All stock solutions were 

autoclaved for storage, with the exception of the vitamins and the glucose + raffinose + 

galactose stocks, which were filter-sterilized to avoid heat-mediated hydrolysis. 

 

Modified minimal media containing low phosphate and Mg2+ at pH 3.5 (LPM) was used to 

test Al3+ tolerance in yeast (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1996).  Prior to autoclaving, stock 

solutions of 10 x major LPM salts, 100 x trace LPM salts, FeCl3, adenine sulphate, amino 

acids, Mg2+ and phosphate were mixed in half the desired final volume and the pH of the 

media adjusted to 3.5 using HCl.  Agarose was then added and the mixture autoclaved.  Once 

cooled below 50 °C, 1000 x vitamins, 10 x galactose + raffinose and an appropriate aliquot of 

fresh filter-sterilized Al2(SO4)3 stock were added together with water to obtain the correct 

final volume and plates poured. 
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2.3.3 Yeast transformation 

  

2.3.3.1 Preparation of yeast competent cells 

 

Yeast competent cells were prepared using a modified version of the method used by Gietz et 

al. (1995).  A starter culture was prepared by inoculating 5-mL of YPD or YPDM (for CM52 

and CM66 strains respectively) in a 50-mL flask with a single colony from a fresh YPD or 

YPDM plate streaked with the appropriate yeast strain.  Following incubation overnight at 

30 °C with shaking, 20-100 µL of this culture was used to inoculate 50 mL of YPD or YPDM 

in a 250-mL flask and grown overnight at 30 °C with shaking until an OD600 of 0.7 was 

reached.  The yeast cells were centrifuged at 2,000 x g for 5 min and washed twice with 

20 mL water and then with 20 mL of S1 (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1).  After the fourth 

centrifugation, the cells were resuspended in 0.5 mL of S1 and were used immediately for 

heat shock transformation (Section 2.3.3.2). 

 

2.3.3.2 Heat-shock transformation of yeast competent cells 

 

Freshly prepared yeast competent cells (Section 2.3.3.1) were incubated at 30°C for 15 min.  

During this time, 10 µL of salmon sperm DNA (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1) was boiled for 

10 min to denature, cooled on ice and added to 1 µg of transformation DNA in a microfuge 

tube.  An aliquot of 50 µL of yeast competent cells was added to the tube, followed by 300 µL 

of S2 (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1) and carefully mixed with the pipette tip.  The DNA-cell 

mixture was incubated at 30 °C for 30 min, heated at 42 °C for 20 min, and 10-µL and 

100-µL aliquots were spread onto selective SC-ura plates.  Plates were incubated at 30 °C 

until yeast transformants were visible as clear colonies (3-5 d). 

 

 

2.3.4 Extraction of yeast plasmid DNA 

 

Two methods were used for the extraction of yeast plasmid DNA: the Chelex® method was 

used for the isolation of DNA to permit PCR-screening of yeast transformants, and the 

TSNTE method was used to isolate plasmid DNA for the subsequent transformation of E. coli 

electrocompetent cells, thereby allowing confirmation of the nature of the plasmid by 

restriction enzyme digestion and sequencing. 
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2.3.4.1 Chelex® method 

 

Individual yeast colonies were picked using a toothpick and used to inoculate 30 µL of 5% 

Chelex® 100 chelating resin (Bio-Rad) in a microfuge tube and briefly mixed by vortex.  

Tubes were incubated at 100 °C for 10 min, briefly mixed again, centrifuged at 13,000 x g for 

3 min and the supernatant used as template for PCR reactions (Section 2.5.2). 

 

2.3.4.2 TSNTE method 

 

A single yeast colony was used to inoculate 2 mL of SC-ura or SCM media (for CM52 and 

CM66 strains respectively) in a 10-mL tube and incubated at 30 °C with shaking until 

saturation reached (approximately 2 d).  Cells from 1 mL of culture were centrifuged at 

2,000 x g for 1 min and resuspended in residual liquid, to which 0.2 mL TSNTE, 0.2 mL 

phenol/chloroform and a 0.2-mL volume of acid-washed glass beads were added.  The 

solution was mixed by vortexing at full speed for 5 min to break open the yeast cell walls and 

then centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 5 min.  The aqueous layer was removed to a new microfuge 

tube and 1 mL of ethanol added and mixed by inversion, before centrifugation at 14,000 x g 

for 2 min.  The pellet was resuspended in 50 µL TER and incubated for 20 min at 65 °C.  One 

microlitre was used to transform E. coli electrocompetent cells as described in Section 2.2.4.2. 

 

 

2.3.5 Yeast growth assays 

 

Fresh yeast colonies from SC-ura plates were used to inoculate 2 mL of SC-ura liquid media 

supplemented with 0.2% glucose, 0.9% raffinose, 1.8% galactose and 250 mM Mg2+.  Cells 

were incubated with shaking at 30 °C until stationary phase was reached (approximately 

OD600 of 0.9–1.4) and then pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended in 2 mL water to 

remove residual Mg2+ in the SC-ura media.  A 300-µL aliquot of cells was transferred to a 

96-well plate and a series of five, five-fold dilutions made.  A 96-pin replicator (V & P 

Scientific Inc, San Diego, USA) was used to transfer 5-µL aliquots from the 96-well plate to 

12 cm square petri dishes containing solid SC-ura or LPM media prepared using 0.2% 

glucose, 0.9% raffinose and 1.8% galactose as a carbon source and containing varying levels 

of Mg2+ or Al3+ (Section 2.3.2).  The plates were incubated for 5 days at 30 °C until clear 

colonies had developed and were then photographed using a Bio-Rad Gel Doc 2000 digital 

camera and the images recorded using Bio-Rad Quantity One software.   
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2.4 Plant Growth and manipulation 
 

2.4.1 Arabidopsis ecotypes  

 

All Arabidopsis thaliana plants used in this work were of the Landsberg erecta (Ler) ecotype 

and were grown from seed. 

 

 

2.4.2 Plant media  

 

The plant media used in this thesis are presented in Table 2.8.  Murashige and Skoog (MS) 

media for general use was prepared using commercially available salts (Duchefa Biochemie) 

and supplemented with antibiotics for kan selection (if required).  For solid media plates, 

0.8% agar was added.   

 

Table 2.8 Plant media used in this thesis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media Constituents 

MS for 
general use 

0.44% Murashige and Skoog medium, including vitamins (Duchefa), 1% sucrose, pH 
adjusted to 5.7 with KOH 

Kan plates 1x MS (general use), 0.8% agar, supplemented with kanamycin, timentin and ampicillin at 
the concentrations listed in Section 2.1.4 Table 2.2 

MS for cation 
modifications 

20.6 mM NH4NO3, 18.8 mM KNO3, 3 mM CaCl2, 1.5 mM MgSO4, 1.25 mM KH2PO4, 0.1 mM 
H3BO3, 0.1 mM MnSO4, 0.1 mM FeSO4, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, 30 µM ZnSO4, 5 µM KI, 1 µM 
Na2MoO4, 0.1 µM CoCl2, 0.1 µM CuSO4, 2.3 mM MES, 0.55 mM myoinositol, 27 µM 
glycine, 0.4 µM nicotinic acid, 0.3 µM thiamine HCl, 0.25 µM pyridoxine HCl. 

Hydroponic 
media 

1 x calcium reagents (0.62 mM KNO3, 1.5 mM Ca(NO3)2, 25 µM KCl, 72 µM Fe(III)EDTA), 
1 x phosphate reagents (0.62 mM KNO3, 0.5 mM KH2PO4, 0.75 mM MgSO4, 50 µM H3BO4, 
25 µM KCl, 10 µM MnSO4, 2 µM ZnSO4, 1.5 µM CuSO4, 75 nM (NH4)6Mo7O24, 0.5 mM 
MES), pH adjusted to 5.7 with orthophosphoric acid 

 

For experiments requiring MS media that contained reduced levels of Mg2+, MS was prepared 

from its individual constituents (Murashige and Skoog, 1962).  A 50-times stock solution was 

prepared as follows: FeSO4 and Na2EDTA were each dissolved separately in one quarter of 

the stock volume using a heat stirrer, and the Na2EDTA was slowly added to the Fe2SO4 to 

avoid precipitation.  The remaining ingredients were dissolved in one third of the stock 

volume, combined with the Fe-EDTA mix and the final volume adjusted with water.  Aliquots 

of stock were stored at -20 °C for later use.  To prepare media for use, stock solution was 

diluted to the desired concentration, additions of 1% sucrose, salts (if required), and 

0.8% agar (or agarose for low Mg2+ media) were made and the pH was adjusted to 5.7 using 

KOH prior to autoclaving.  For low or no Mg2+ media, stock media was prepared without 
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MgSO4 and, if required, MgSO4 was added to the media prior to autoclaving.  Sulphate levels 

were maintained by replacing MgSO4 with K2SO4 where appropriate.   

 

For media containing individually reduced cation levels (1 x MS + 1/6th cations), stock 

solution was prepared as above but without divalent cation salts (Ca2+, Co2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Mg2+, 

Mn2+, Zn2+) and the appropriate amounts of cation salts were added prior to autoclaving.  The 

1/6th MS + 1 x cations media was prepared using general-use MS media and supplemented 

with additional individual salts prior to autoclaving.  General-use MS was also used for 

testing toxic Mg2+ and cation levels. To avoid precipitation and reduced agar gelling caused 

by high levels of Mg2+ and other cations, double-strength solutions of MS and Mg2+/cations 

were autoclaved separately and combined once cooled.   

 

For testing Al3+ toxicity to plants, general-use MS or MS prepared from its constituents (for 

experiments requiring reduced Mg2+) was used and the pH adjusted to 4.0 using HCl prior to 

autoclaving.  Freshly-prepared and filter-sterilized Al2(SO4)3 was added to the autoclaved 

media once it was cooled.    

 

 

2.4.3 Growth in non-sterile conditions 

 

2.4.3.1 Glasshouse conditions 

 

For production of seed, plants were grown in a glasshouse on seed-raising mix (McGregors), 

potting mix (Watkins) or rockwool (Grodon).  Natural light was supplemented with artificial 

lighting from mercury vapour lamps to provide long-day conditions (18 h light, 6 h dark).  

Plants were checked daily and watered if required. 

 

2.4.3.2 Propagation of seed stocks 

 

To increase seed stocks of WT or non-segregating transgenic plant lines, seed was moistened 

and vernalized at 4 °C for 3-7 d before sprinkling onto pre-moistened seed-raising mix in 

Kwikpots™ (Yates) or onto pre-soaked rockwool (Section 2.4.3.4).  The seed were covered 

with clear plastic for 5-7 d to increase humidity while the seed were germinating after which 

the plastic was removed and the plants allowed to grow for 4-6 weeks and were watered as 

required.  Once siliques started to yellow they were harvested into cellophane bags and 

allowed to dry for two weeks prior to long-term storage or use. 
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2.4.3.3 Growth of plants for transformation 

 

This method was to obtain plants suitable for Agrobacterium transformation (Section 2.4.5.2).  

Kwikpot™ trays (3 x 3 punnets) were filled with damp potting mix, overlaid with seed raising 

mix and covered with either nylon mesh fabric or two layers of course-weave muslin (both 

purchased from a fabric store) and the fabric firmly taped to the outside edges of the pots with 

waterproof masking tape so that no soil could escape upon inversion.  Approximately 200 

vernalized seed were sown onto the fabric of the trays and allowed to germinate and put down 

roots through the fabric into the soil.  Plants were grown until flowering, the primary 

inflorescences were trimmed to encourage initiation of auxiliary inflorescences, and plants 

were used for transformation approximately one week later (Section 2.4.5.2). 

 

2.4.3.4 Rockwool media 

 

Due to difficulties with black fly larvae infestation of the potting mix used during some of this 

work, some plants were germinated or transplanted and grown on rockwool.  Rockwool does 

not support larvae growth and thereby prevents problems with larvae eating seedling tissue 

and roots.  Rockwool was cut using a hacksaw blade, submerged in fresh hydroponic media 

(Section 2.4.2 Table 2.8) and squeezed to remove any air bubbles.  It was then briefly drained 

and placed into trays for seed sowing or seedling transplantation as described above.  Plants 

were watered weekly with hydroponic media to ensure adequate nutrition. 

 

 

2.4.4 Plant tissue culture 

 

2.4.4.1 Tissue culture cabinet conditions 

 

For the sterile tissue culture experiments in this work, cabinets were set to 22 °C with 16 h of 

120 µmol m-2 s-1 fluorescent light and 8 h dark, unless otherwise specified. 

 

2.4.4.2 Seed sterilization  

 

Seed was placed into culture tubes (Greiner Bio-One Cellstar®, Raylab) or microfuge tubes, 

covered with water and placed at 4 °C for 3-7 d to vernalize.  To sterilize, water was decanted 

and replaced with 75% ethanol for 2 min.  Tubes were closed, shaken and then allowed to 

stand so that seed settled to the bottom and the overlying solution was decanted.  Seed was 
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next treated with 5% hypochlorite containing 0.5% Triton X-100 for 8 min, washed five times 

in sterile water and resuspended in 0.1% agarose prior to use.  

 

2.4.4.3 Petri dishes 

 

Sterilized seed was spread onto solid MS media in petri dishes.  Dishes were sealed with 

porous Micropore tape and placed into a tissue culture growth cabinet to germinate and grow.   

 

2.4.4.4 Magenta™ culture vessels 

 

For hydroponic plant growth in non-submerged conditions, 50 mL of 1/4 MS media was 

placed into Magenta™ GA-7 culture vessels (Sigma-Aldrich, fitted with floats and membrane 

rafts) and sealed with vented closures prior to autoclaving.  Vessels were allowed to cool prior 

to transplantation of seedlings from sterile petri dishes.  Twelve 16-d-old seedlings were 

placed upright onto the floating rafts using sterilized forceps.  Vessels were re-sealed and 

placed into a tissue culture growth cabinet.  

 

2.4.4.5 Schott bottles 

 

Sterilized seed was resuspended in 0.1% agarose at 1000 seeds mL-1 and added to 100-mL 

Schott bottles containing 25 mL of 1/6th  MS pH 5.7 to give a final concentration of 

10 seeds mL-1 (unless otherwise stated).  Bottles were sealed and placed on rotary shaker at 

120 rpm under constant light in a tissue culture growth cabinet.  Media was decanted and 

replaced daily from day 3 onwards to ensure adequate nutrient supply following germination.   

 

2.4.4.6 Disposable culture vessels 

 

Double-strength solutions of 1/6th MS and cations to be tested were prepared separately and 

combined following autoclaving (as described as in Section 2.4.2).  A high gel-strength 

phytoagar (Phytagel™ Sigma-Aldrich) was used at 0.125% instead of 0.8% agar to allow 

visualization of plant roots.  Two hundred and fifty millilitres of media was poured into 

individual disposable culture vessels (Phytatray II™, Sigma-Aldrich) and allowed to cool and 

set.  Sterilized seeds were placed in rows onto the surface of the phytoagar using a sterile 

pipette.  Trays were covered and sealed using Millipore tape and placed in a tissue culture 

growth cabinet. 
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2.4.4.7 Transplantation to non-sterile conditions for seed collection 

 

Where seed was required from plants that had been germinated and grown under sterile 

tissue-culture conditions (in petri dishes or Magenta™ culture vessels) seedlings were 

transplanted to potting mix or rockwool in the glasshouse for further growth.  Following 

transplantation, plants were covered for 3-5 d with clear plastic to maintain humidity while 

they adapted to the new glasshouse conditions.  Upon initial browning, siliques were 

harvested into cellophane bags and stored until dry. 

 

 

2.4.5 Plant transformation 

 

2.4.5.1 Agrobacterium culture for plant transformation 

 

A single colony of Agrobacterium containing the desired binary vector from a fresh plate was 

used to inoculate 50 mL of YNGRS (in a 250 mL flask) and incubated overnight with shaking 

at 28 °C.  After approximately 24 h of growth, 50-200 µL of this starter culture was used to 

inoculate 1 L of YNGRS in a 4 L flask and this was grown overnight with shaking at 28 °C 

until an OD600 of 0.8 was reached the following day.  The culture was then chilled and 

centrifuged at 4,000 x g at 4 °C for 15 min and resuspended in 1 L of infiltration media 

containing with 10 µL of BAP added immediately prior to use.  This solution was placed on 

ice until ready to use and then 100 µL of the surfactant Silwet-L77® (Lehle Seeds) was added 

immediately prior to plant transformation. 

 

2.4.5.2 Plant transformation using Agrobacterium 

 

Flowering Arabidopsis plants were grown from seed (Section 2.4.3.3) and transformed with 

Agrobacterium cultures using floral dipping and vacuum infiltration (Bechtold et al., 1993; 

Clough and Bent, 1998).  Each tray of plants was inverted and the aerial plant parts immersed 

in a 1 L Agrobacterium culture (Section 2.4.5.1) inside a vacuum desiccator (Edwards RV12).  

A vacuum of approximately -80 kPa was applied such that bubbles were seen to be rising in 

the Agrobacterium solution but the solution did not froth and overflow.  After 10 min, the 

vacuum was released very slowly and the tray of plants returned to the glasshouse and 

covered with clear plastic to maintain humidity and promote Agrobacterium survival within 

the plant inflorescences.  After 48 h the plastic was removed and the plants allowed to grow, 

flower and set seed. 
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2.4.5.3 Selection of stable transgenic Arabidopsis lines 

 

Table 2.9 presents each of the four Arabidopsis generations used for obtaining stable 

homozygous transgenic plant lines and describes how each generation was screened for 

suitable transformants.  Steps were carried out sequentially, as the seed from each generation 

became available.  

 

Table 2.9 Summary of Arabidopsis generations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Description Screening 

T0 Parental line, WT Ler Transformed with Agrobacterium, seed (T1) collected 

T1 

First generation of progeny seed, some are 
transformants carrying the gene of interest 
and the nptII selectable marker gene, most 
are WT. 

Transformants selected by plating seed on kan plates 
and transplanted to soil and seed (T2) collected. 

T2 

Seed from individual transformants, some 
have single insert of transgene and segregate 
in a 3:1 ratio, others have multiple inserts with 
different segregation ratios. 

Single insert lines identified by screening T2 seeds on 
kan plates.  From each single-insert line, 8-12 
kan-resistant seedlings transplanted to soil and seed 
(T3) collected. 

T3 

Seed from kanR single insert lines, expect 1:2 
ratio of homozygotes: heterozyotes amongst 
these sublines. 

Homozygous sublines identified by screening T3 seed.  
selected on kan plates and individual lines transplanted 
to soil for bulking of seed in T4 and subsequent 
generations. 

 

2.4.5.4 Kanamycin selection of T1 transformants 

 

Approximately 20,000 T1 seed collected from transformed T0 plants were selected for 

transformants by plating aliquots of 4,000 sterilized seed onto 15-cm selective kan plates 

(Section 2.4.2 Table 2.8).  After 10-14 d of growth, the number of kanamycin-resistant (kanR) 

transformants was scored to determine the transformation efficiency and then individual kanR 

plants were transplanted to potting mix, grown to maturity and T2 seed harvested.   

 

2.4.5.5 Selection of single insert transgenic lines 

 

The T2 seed were germinated and grown for 10-14 d on kan plates (100-200 seed/plate) and 

the numbers of kanR and kanS (kanamycin-sensitive) seedlings on each plate were counted.  

Seedlings carrying the nptII gene which confers kanR, exhibit normal growth on kan plates, 

similar to that seen on non-selective media, whilst WT seedlings grown on kan plates appear 

very small and chlorotic, with poor root development.  The ratio of plants was examined 

using a χ2 test and lines which gave a 3:1 segregation ratio with a 95% confidence interval 

were selected.  From each such line, 8-12 kanR seedlings were transplanted to potting mix and 
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grown to maturity for T3 seed.  Briefly, the formula and parameters of the χ2 test are: 

 

χ2 = ([o1-e1]
 2/e1) + ([o2-e2]

 2/e2)
 

 

where o1 = number of kanS seedlings, o2 = number of kanR seedlings, e1 = expected number of 

kanS seedlings (25% of total seedlings for 3:1 ratio), e2 = expected number of kanR seedlings 

(75% of total seedlings for 3:1 ratio).  Seedlings were accepted as segregating at a 3:1 ratio if 

χ2 was below 3.841 (one degree of freedom, 95% confidence). 

 

2.4.5.6 Identification of stable homozygous lines 

 

Homozygous sublines were identified by screening T3 seed from individual T2 plants of single 

insert lines.  Approximately 100-200 seed were germinated and grown on kan plates for 

10-14 d and sublines which exhibited only kanR seedlings were identified as homozygous 

lines.  These were transplanted to potting mix, grown to maturity and seed harvested to bulk 

up the amount of seed available for phenotype assessments.  Further rounds of bulking of 

these stable lines were carried out depending on experimental requirements. 

 
 

2.4.6 Harvesting and processing of plant tissue  

 

2.4.6.1 Drill method 

 

This method was used as the first step for the extraction of genomic DNA for sequencing 

(Section 2.4.7.1), of RNA for reverse transcription and northern blotting (Section 2.4.8.1), and 

of protein (Section 2.4.9).  Fresh plant tissue was harvested into microfuge tubes containing 

liquid nitrogen using clean forceps (and scalpel blades if separation into roots and shoots was 

required) until the tubes were approximately two thirds filled.  The lid of each microfuge tube 

was pierced with a fine needle syringe prior to use, to prevent pressure build-up following lid 

closure.  Care was taken to harvest the samples as quickly as possible into the nitrogen, in 

order to reduce the likelihood of nucleic acid degradation, as a result of RNase activity in 

mechanically damaged tissue.  Microfuge tubes were decanted, sealed and stored at -80 °C 

until required.   

 

When required, samples were removed from storage and placed into an ice bucket containing 

liquid nitrogen and processed one at a time as follows.  The microfuge tube was placed into a 
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metal holder standing in liquid nitrogen, its lid opened and liquid nitrogen added to chill and 

submerge the tissue.  The tissue was ground using an electric power drill (Makita) fitted with 

a pre-chilled microfuge pestle (Sigma) for approximately 30 s.  Once a fine slurry was 

obtained, the liquid nitrogen was allowed to evaporate such that a pale green powder 

remained and an aliquot of an appropriate extraction buffer was added to facilitate DNA, 

RNA or protein extraction (Sections 2.4.7.1, 2.4.8.1 and 2.4.9 respectively). 

 

2.4.6.2 Harvesting plants grown in Schott bottles 

 

To harvest plants grown and treated in Schott bottles (Section 2.4.4.5), samples were 

transferred to a 100-µm cell strainer (BD-Falcon) using clean forceps and rinsed immediately 

with deionised water, followed by 25 mL of 1 mM EDTA and another rinse of water.  

Samples were transferred to blotting paper (Whatman 3 mm) to remove excess water and then 

placed in a microfuge tube or culture tube (Greiner Bio-One Cellstar®) with its lid removed 

and dried as in Section 2.4.6.3. 

 

2.4.6.3 Drying and weighing of plant tissues 

 

For dry weight measurements and Mg2+ quantification using AAS (Section 2.9), harvested 

plant tissue was dried by heating for 48 h at 80 °C in a conventional oven (Atlas).  Following 

drying, samples were weighed using an ATI-Cahn® C-35 microbalance (sensitive to 1 µg). 

 

2.4.6.4 Modified mortar and pestle method 

 

This method was used for combining large volumes of plant tissue for RNA extraction and its 

subsequent use in microarray analysis.  Plant tissues grown in Schott bottles (Section 2.4.4.5) 

were decanted into a 100-µm cell strainer (BD-Falcon) to remove excess media.  Using 

forceps, the tissue was transferred to a 15-mL or 50-mL culture tube (Greiner Bio-One 

Cellstar®) filled with liquid nitrogen in a holder rack standing in liquid nitrogen.  Once all 

samples were harvested, tubes were quickly decanted and their screw-cap lids partially 

replaced (such that evaporating nitrogen could still escape) and stored at -80 °C until required.   

 

To process the tissues, samples were removed from storage and floated in an ice bucket filled 

with liquid nitrogen.  Each sample was poured into a clean porcelain mortar bowl containing 

liquid nitrogen and ground with a pestle until the liquid nitrogen had evaporated.  More liquid 

nitrogen was added and the grinding process repeated two more times until a slurry of fine 
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homogenous powder was obtained.  The tissue was resuspended in liquid nitrogen and poured 

into a new culture tube standing in liquid nitrogen.  Once the powder had settled to the bottom 

of the tube, the liquid nitrogen was decanted, the lid loosely attached and the sample returned 

to storage at -80 °C until required. 

 

 

2.4.7 Extraction of plant genomic DNA  

 

2.4.7.1 DNA drill miniprep method  

 

For PCR amplification of genomic DNA for sequencing, a drill-miniprep based method of 

plant DNA extraction was used.  Following grinding of tissue (Section 2.4.6.1) 750 µL of 

Plant DNA extraction buffer (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1) and 50 µL of 20% SDS were added and 

mixed.  Tubes were incubated for 10 min at 65 °C to extract the DNA, 250 µL of 5 M KOAc 

was added and the tube was incubated a further 20 min on ice before centrifugation at 

15,000 x g at 4 °C for 20 min.  The supernatant was removed to a fresh tube and DNA 

precipitated with isopropanol (Section 2.5.1.3) and resuspended in 300 µL of TE.  Protein was 

removed via phenol/chloroform extraction (Section 2.5.1.8) and the DNA was precipitated a 

second time with ethanol prior to quantification and use as template in PCR (Section 2.5.2).  

 

2.4.7.2 Plant DNA for diagnostic PCRs 

 

Plant diagnostic PCRs were carried out using an Extract-N-Amp™ Plant PCR Kit (Sigma 

Aldrich), a fast method for PCR amplification from multiple plant samples.  Template DNA 

was prepared by placing 0.5 cm2 of fresh leaf tissue or a single seedling into a 0.2-mL 

thin-walled PCR tube (Axygen) containing 75 µL of kit “extraction buffer”, and the tissue 

was partially crushed using a pipette tip.  The tube was then heated for 15 min at 95 °C in a 

PCR thermal cycler (see Section 2.5.2 for details) before addition of an equivalent volume of 

kit “dilution buffer” and mixing.  Samples were stored at 4 °C for up to two months prior to 

setup of the PCR, which was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

 

2.4.8 Extraction of plant total RNA 

 

Plant total RNA was extracted for three different applications: RT-PCR, northern blotting or 

microarrays.  For RT-PCR and northern blots, the RNA drill miniprep method was used, 
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whilst for microarrays, the modified mortar and pestle method was used.  In all work 

involving RNA, extreme care was taken to avoid RNase contamination of work surfaces and 

reagents that could lead to sample degradation.  All glassware was baked at 200 °C for at least 

10 h prior to use, water-based solutions were treated with 0.1% (v/v) DMDC for 10 h prior to 

autoclaving, plastic-ware and gel boxes were soaked in 3% H2O2 for 20 min prior to rinsing 

well with DMDC-treated water, and all relevant equipment and work surfaces were wiped 

with RNaseZap® (Ambion) prior to use.  Clean gloves were worn at all times and changed 

regularly.  Micropipette barrier tips were used for all micropipette work and RNase-free 

microfuge tubes (Ambion) were used for sample preparation. 

 

2.4.8.1 RNA drill miniprep method 

 

To extract RNA for RT-PCR and northern blotting, tissue was firstly ground in liquid 

nitrogen as described in Section 2.4.6.1, with extra care taken not to let the tissue thaw at any 

time.  Immediately after the liquid nitrogen had evaporated from the ground tissue sample, 

500 µL of plant RNA extraction buffer (at room temperature) was added, mixed briefly by 

vortex, and then 500 µL of phenol/chloroform added and mixed again.  The sample was 

placed onto a shaker for a minimum of 5 min whilst the other samples were processed.  

Samples were centrifuged at room temperature at 13,000 x g for 5 min and the aqueous phase 

removed to a new tube and 500 µL phenol/chloroform added, mixed, place on the shaker for 

5 min and then centrifuged as above.  The aqueous phase was removed to a new tube 

containing 50 µL of 3 M NaOAc and 500 µL of isopropanol, mixed, centrifuged at 13,000 x g 

for 10 min at 4 °C and the pellet washed with 70% ethanol.  The RNA pellet was air-dried and 

resuspended in 40 µL of water prior to quantification and assessment of RNA integrity using 

spectrophotometry (Section 2.6.1.1). 

 

2.4.8.2 RNA for microarrays 

 

Samples processed using the modified mortar and pestle method (Section 2.4.6.4) were 

removed from storage as described in Section 2.4.6.4.  Three samples from each treatment 

(see Chapter 7 Section 7.2 for experimental design) were poured into a mortar bowl 

containing liquid nitrogen and combined using a pestle.  Once the nitrogen had evaporated, a 

microfuge tube was half-filled with powdered tissue and an aliquot of RNeasy® Plant Mini 

Kit extraction buffer (Qiagen, at room temperature) was immediately added and mixed to 

prevent RNA degradation.  The remaining tissue in the mortar was stored in a culture tube at 

-80 °C, as described in Section 2.4.6.4.  Extraction of RNA in the microfuge sample was 
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carried out using an RNeasy® Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol.  

RNA was eluted from the kit column in 15 µL water and checked for yield and RNA quality 

(Section 2.6.1.1) prior to microarray applications (Section 2.6.3).     

 

 

2.4.9 Extraction of plant total protein  

 

Total protein was extracted using a modified version of the method of Laemmli (1970).  Plant 

tissues were ground using the drill method (Section 2.4.6.1) and an equal volume of Laemmli 

buffer (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1) was added, mixed and stored at 4 °C until required for 

SDS-PAGE (Section 2.7.1). 

 

 

2.5 DNA analysis and manipulation 

 

2.5.1 General methods 

 

2.5.1.1 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

 

DNA fragments were separated by electrophoresis on horizontal submerged agarose gels 

(0.4-1% agarose in TBE buffer), using the method of Sambrook et al. (1989).  Samples were 

mixed 4:1 with 5 x loading dye prior to loading.  An appropriate DNA ladder was also loaded: 

the 1-kb Plus DNA ladder (Invitrogen) for comparison with linear DNA fragments and a 

supercoiled DNA ladder (Invitrogen) for the size of uncut plasmid DNA.  Gels were 

electrophoresed in 1 x TBE in a field of 1-6 V cm-1, stained with 0.5 mg L-1 ethidium bromide 

for 10-30 min, briefly destained in water, visualized using a Gel Doc 2000 system (Bio-Rad) 

and recorded using Quantity One software (Bio-Rad). 

  

2.5.1.2 Excision of DNA fragments from electrophoresis gels 

 

Specific DNA bands on gels were excised and purified as follows.  Following electrophoresis, 

staining and recording (Section 2.5.1.1), the gel was placed upon a 2011 Macrovue UV 

transilluminator (LKB Bromma) and the appropriate gel band was excised using a clean 

scalpel.  The DNA was then purified using a gel extraction kit (Purelink™ Quick Gel 

Extraction Kit, Invitrogen), eluted in TE buffer according the kit instructions and quantified. 
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2.5.1.3 DNA precipitation 

 

To concentrate or purify DNA solutions following restriction enzyme digests, ethanol 

precipitation was used.  To the DNA solution, a 2.5 x volume aliquot of ice-cold ethanol and a 

0.1 x volume aliquot of 3 M NaOAc (pH 5.2) were added and mixed.  If low concentrations of 

DNA were being precipitated the solution was chilled for 1-12 hours at -20 C.  To pellet the 

DNA, the solution was centrifuged for 10 min at 13,000 x g at 4 C and washed twice with 

ice-cold 70% (v/v) ethanol, with centrifugation as above after each wash.  The DNA pellet 

was dried by standing at RT or using a vacuum pump (Eppendorf VacuFuge) and resuspended 

in an appropriate volume of water or TER.  In cases where the volume of the DNA solution 

was large, a 1 x volume aliquot of isopropanol (at RT) was used instead of ethanol (termed 

isopropanol precipitation).  This method was also used for RNA precipitation prior to DNase 

digestion (Section 2.6.1.2). 

 

2.5.1.4 DNA quantification 

 

One of two methods was used to quantify DNA: either agarose gel electrophoresis using an 

appropriate molecular weight ladder, or spectrophotometry.  For quantification using 

electrophoresis, an aliquot of sample was loaded onto an agarose gel (Section 2.5.1.1) 

alongside the High DNA Mass Ladder (Invitrogen), electrophoresed, stained and the intensity 

of the stained sample band compared with the known intensity of the molecular weight bands 

to estimate the sample concentration.  For spectrophotometry-based quantification, a 

NanoDrop™ 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and ND version 3.3.0 software was 

used to measure the concentration and quality of dsDNA (260:280 ratio). 

 
2.5.1.5 Restriction endonuclease digestion 

 

Plasmid DNA was digested in a final volume of 10-200 µL containing no greater than 10% 

glycerol (from concentrated enzyme stock) using buffers supplied for the enzyme/s by the 

manufacturer.  In cases where two enzymes were used at once, a buffer suitable for both was 

used.  For each µg of DNA to be digested, 1-10 units of enzyme were used and the digests 

incubated for 2-16 h at the appropriate temperature for that enzyme (37 C in most cases). 
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2.5.1.6 Dephosphorylation of DNA 

 

Prior to ligation, linearized plasmid DNA was incubated with shrimp alkaline phosphatase 

(Roche) to remove 5’-phosphate residues and thereby prevent self-ligation.  Reactions were 

performed according to manufacturer’s specifications, using 1 U enzyme g-1 DNA.  Tubes 

were incubated for 10-20 min at 37 C followed by 15-30 min at 65 C to inactivate the 

enzyme. 

 

2.5.1.7 DNA ligation 

 

Ligation reactions were carried out using 1 U of T4 DNA ligase in a total volume of 10 µL 

with an appropriate concentration of ligation buffer (supplied by the manufacturer).  The 

molar ratios of backbone plasmid vector to insert DNA were calculated to favour the desired 

ligation event, usually in ratios of 1:1-1:3, giving a final DNA concentration of 10 ng L-1.  

Reactions were incubated for 24 h at 14 C prior to transformation of bacterial 

electrocompetent cells with 1 µL of the ligation mixture. 

 

2.5.1.8 Phenol/chloroform extraction 

 

To remove contaminant protein and enzymes from DNA or RNA preparations, an equal 

volume of phenol/chloroform (Section 2.5.1.8) was added, mixed by vortex and centrifuged 

for 5 min at 10,000 x g.  The aqueous layer was removed to a new tube containing an equal 

volume of chloroform/IAA, mixed and centrifuged again as above to remove residual phenol.  

The aqueous layer was finally removed to a new tube and ethanol or isopropanol precipitated 

to concentrate the nucleic acids (Section 2.5.1.3). 

 

2.5.1.9 Automated DNA sequencing 

 

Plasmid DNA was quantified and supplied at appropriate concentrations for sequencing to the 

Centre for Genomics and Proteomics DNA Sequencing Facility, School of Biological 

Sciences, University of Auckland.  ABI PRISM® BigDye™ terminator sequencing kits 

(version 2 or 3, Applied Biosystems) were used to incorporate the fluorescent dyes prior to 

cycle sequencing using a GeneAmp® PCR System 9700 thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems).  

Products were then separated using an ABI PRISM® 377 DNA Sequencer machine with XL 

(gel electrophoresis) or an ABI PRISM® 3100 Genetic Analyser (capillary electrophoresis, 

both systems from Applied Biosystems).  Once sequencing was complete, electropherogram 
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computer files were returned and assembled into contigs using the ContigExpress component 

of the VectorNTI software (Invitrogen). 

 

 

2.5.2 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

 

Reactions were set up in 0.2-mL thin-walled PCR tubes (Axygen) and amplified using either 

a GeneAmp® PCR System 2400 thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer) or a GeneAmp® PCR System 

9700 thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems).  For screening of bacterial and yeast 

transformants, northern blot probes or RT-PCR, a standard Taq polymerase was used, whilst 

for yeast homologous recombination fragments, or for cloning and sequencing, a polymerase 

with proof-reading ability was used.  Each of these methods is outlined below.  Plant 

diagnostic PCRs were carried out using an Extract-N-Amp™ Plant PCR Kit (Sigma Aldrich) 

following the manufacturer’s protocol (Section 2.4.7.2). 

 

2.5.2.1 Platinum Taq® DNA polymerase PCR 

 

Reactions were set up on ice in 25-50 µL volumes containing 0.2 mM dNTPs, 1-1.5 mM 

MgCl2, 1-1.25 U Platinum Taq® DNA polymerase (Invitrogen), 1 x PCR buffer (supplied 

with enzyme), 0.2 µM oligonucleotide primers (Section 2.1.6 Table 2.3) and an appropriate 

amount of template DNA (Section 2.5.2.3).  Cycle parameters involved a 4 min preincubation 

at 94 °C to activate the enzyme, then 30-40 cycles each involving 30 s or 1 min at 94 °C to 

dissociate, then 30 s at the appropriate annealing temperature for the oligonucleotide primers 

being used (50-68 °C) and 30 s to 3 min of extension time at 72 °C, depending on the size of 

the product to be amplified (approximately 1 min kb-1 of product length).  A final extension 

time of 7 min at 72 °C was added after the final cycle to ensure all products were full-length.  

An aliquot of the reaction was then electrophoresed on an agarose gel to check the size of the 

product (Section 2.5.1.1). 

 

2.5.2.2 Pfx high fidelity Taq PCR 

 

For PCRs in which sequence integrity was required (homologous recombination and cloning 

for sequencing), the proof-reading enzyme Platinum® Pfx DNA polymerase (Invitrogen) was 

used instead of Taq polymerase.  The reaction conditions were the same as for Platinum Taq® 

DNA polymerase PCR (Section 2.5.2.1) except the Mg2+ concentration was optimised for 

each pair of primers (1.4, 1.8 or 2.2 mM MgCl2), the pre-incubation and dissociation times 
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were reduced to 2 min and 25 s respectively and the extension temperature was reduced to 

68 °C.  

 

2.5.2.3 Template DNA for PCR 

 

For the amplification of plasmid DNA, the DNA was diluted in distilled water and 

approximately 5-20 pg was added to the PCR reaction for amplification.  For screening of 

bacterial transformants using PCR, a single bacterial colony was used to inoculate 30 µL of 

distilled water and 1 µL of this mixture used as template.  For screening of yeast 

transformants, 5 µL of supernatant from the Chelex® method (Section 2.3.4.1) was used as 

template in the PCR.  For amplification of PCR products from plant genomic DNA 

extractions (Section 2.4.7.1), 1 µL (approximately 20 ng) of plant DNA was used, whilst for 

plant genomic DNA extractions using an Extract-N-Amp™ Plant PCR Kit, 2.5-5 µL of the 

extraction/dilution mixture was used as template either undiluted or 2 x diluted.  For 

RT-PCRs, 1-5 µL of cDNA from the reverse transcription was used.  For PCR amplification 

from PCR products, 1 µL of a 1:100 or 1:1000 dilution of the previous PCR was used as 

template in the new reaction.  All template amounts indicated are for a 25 µL final reaction 

volume. 

 

2.5.2.4 Addition of terminal adenosine to PCR products  

 

To allow cloning of PCR products generated using proof-reading polymerase (Pfx) into the 

pGTE plasmid vector at its 3’-thymidine overhangs, it was first necessary to add terminal 

adenosines to the 3’ ends of the PCR products.   Terminal adenosines were added to the PCR 

products using the protocol outlined in the pGTE Technical Manual (Promega) prior to 

ligation with pGTE. 
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2.6 RNA analysis  
 
2.6.1 General methods 

 
2.6.1.1 RNA quantification and quality checks 

 

A NanoDrop™ 1000 Spectrophotometer (detailed in Section 2.5.1.4) was used to find the 

concentration of the RNA samples at 260 nm and their 260:280 and 260:230 ratios (indicators 

of RNA quality and the presence of contaminants).  An aliquot of RNA was diluted five times 

in water (two times for Mg2+-starved samples), mixed and the average of two readings taken 

using the ‘RNA-40’ setting.   

 

For microarray applications, an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies Inc.) was 

used to assess the quality of the RNA sample prior to cDNA synthesis and following cRNA 

synthesis (Section 2.6.3.1).  A 2-µL aliquot of RNA was diluted to 250 ng µL-1 and 1 µL of 

this was loaded onto an RNA Nano Lab Chip® (Agilent Technologies Inc.) following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

2.6.1.2 DNase digestion of RNA samples 

 

Ribonucleic acid prepared using the RNA drill miniprep method (Section 2.4.8.1) was 

precipitated with isopropanol (Section 2.5.1.3), resuspended in 100 µL water using a pipette 

tip and heated for 20 min at 65 °C.  To remove residual DNA in the RNA preparation, 5 µL of 

RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Promega) was added to 5 µg of RNA in 1 x RQ1 buffer in a final 

volume of 40 µL and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C.  To remove the RQ1 enzyme, the RNA 

sample was cleaned using phenol/chloroform, precipitated with isopropanol and resuspended 

in 10 µL of water by heating for 10 min at 65 °C. 

 

2.6.1.3 Reverse transcription 

 

For RT-PCR applications, first strand cDNA synthesis was carried out following the protocol 

for SuperScript™ III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen).  Briefly, 1 µL of SP6T24V oligo dT 

primer and 1 µL of 25 mM dNTPs were added to 5 µg of RNA digested with DNase 

(Section 2.6.1.2) in a final volume of 13 µL, annealed for 5 min at 65 °C and placed 

immediately on ice for 5 min.  A 4-µL aliquot of 5 x first strand buffer, 1 µL 0.1 mM DTT 

and 1 µL RNaseOUT RNase inhibitor (Invitrogen) were added, mixed and incubated for 
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2 min at 42 °C to activate the RNaseOUT, after which 1 µL of reverse transcriptase was 

added to give a final volume of 20 µL, mixed gently and incubated for 2.5 hours at 50 °C.  

Prior to use in RT-PCR, samples were digested for 40 min at 37 °C with 1 µL of RNase H 

(Invitrogen) to degrade the template RNA. 

 

 

2.6.2 Northern blot analysis 

 

2.6.2.1 Formaldehyde gel electrophoresis 

 

A modified version of the method of Fourney et al. (1988) was used for electrophoresis of 

RNA prior to transfer and hybridisation.  A formaldehyde gel was prepared (1% agarose and 

1.85% (v/v) formaldehyde in MOPS buffer) and submerged in MOPS buffer.  Formaldehyde 

loading dye (25 µL) was added to each RNA sample (10 µg of RNA in 5 µL water) and to a 

4- µL aliquot of RNA ladder (Invitrogen).  Samples were heated to 65 °C for 15 min to 

denature, and cooled on ice prior to loading onto the gel.  The gel was electrophoresed at 

70-100 V for 4-8 h, and then used to set up the blotting apparatus for the transfer of the 

resolved RNA to nylon membrane (Section 2.6.2.2). 

 

2.6.2.2 Transfer to nylon membrane 

 

A sheet of glass covered with two large pieces of filter paper (Whatman 3mm, Scientific 

Supplies) was placed over a dish containing approximately 500 mL of 10 x SSC, such that the 

ends of the paper were submerged.  The formaldehyde gel containing the resolved RNA was 

placed face-down onto the filter paper and covered with a piece of dry nylon membrane 

(Nylon Membrane, positively charged, Roche) cut 5 mm larger than the gel.  Two pieces of 

filter paper cut to the same size as the gel were pre-soaked in 10 x SSC and placed on top of 

the membrane.  A sheet of plastic cling-film was laid over the top and a scalpel blade used to 

cut and remove a window the same size as the pieces of filter paper.  Onto this were placed 

two stacks of paper towels weighted down evenly by books to act like a wick and draw the 

SSC through the assembly and in the process carry the RNA into the nylon membrane.  Care 

was taken to remove any air bubbles at each step of assembly.  The blot apparatus was left 

16-24 h, and then dismantled.  The membrane was rinsed briefly in 2 x SSC and RNA was 

covalently anchored to the membrane using a Stratalinker™ UV crosslinker (Stratagene) set to 

254 nm for 2 min at 0.12 J cm-2. 
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2.6.2.3 Staining with methylene blue 

 

To visualize the RNA on the membrane and check for quality and loading, the membrane was 

stained for 5 min with methylene blue (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1) on a rotary shaker and then 

destained for 5 min with several changes of water.  The membrane was photographed using 

the Gel Doc 2000 system (Bio-Rad) and the images recorded using the Quantity One software 

(Bio-Rad).  Membranes were stored dry in the dark until hybridisation. 

 

2.6.2.4 Preparation of radiolabelled probes  

 

A RadPrime™ DNA labelling kit (BRL) was used to prepare 25 ng of probe DNA 

radiolabelled with [α32P] dCTP (Amersham) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  

Unincorporated nucleotides were removed using ProbeQuant™ G-50 Micro Columns (GE 

Healthcare).  The labelled probe was denatured at 100 °C for 5 min and cooled on ice 

immediately prior to addition to the pre-hybridisation solution (Section 2.6.2.5). 

 

2.6.2.5 Preparation of dot blots 

 

To determine the sensitivity of the northern blot hybridisations, dot blots were prepared by 

carefully pipetting 1 µL of 1 pg µL-1, 10 pg µL-1, 100 pg µL-1 and 1 ng µL-1 of un-labelled 

probe DNA onto dry nylon membrane.  Dot blot membranes were cross-linked two times 

(Section 2.6.2.2) and hybridised and exposed to film alongside RNA transcript membranes. 

 

2.6.2.6 Hybridisation and detection of RNA transcripts 

 

The nylon membranes and dot blot were firstly pre-hybridised by placing them into a 

hybridisation bottle (Techne®, Sigma-Aldrich) containing 15 mL of hybridisation buffer and 

375 µL of salmon sperm DNA (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1, salmon sperm DNA was denatured at 

100 °C for 5 min and iced prior to use).  The bottle was placed into a hybridisation oven 

(Techne® HB-10, Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated with rotation for 1-2 h at 65 °C.  Following 

this pre-hybridisation, probe DNA was carefully added to the bottle and it was placed back 

into the oven for 16-20 h overnight.  The following day, the used probe was decanted and the 

membranes briefly washed twice with 20 mL 2 x SSC, then with 20 mL 0.5 x SSC + 0.1% 

SDS for 20 min in the hybridising oven, then with 20 mL 0.1 x SSC + 0.1% SDS for 20 min 

in the oven.  All solutions were pre-warmed to 65 °C prior to use.  After the final wash, the 

membranes were transferred using forceps to a plastic bag and sealed inside using a heat 
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sealer (Sunman).  The plastic bag was taped inside a X-ray cassette that contained an 

intensifying screen (Dupont Cronex® Lightning Plus) and then exposed to film (Kodak 

X-OMAT-K) at -80 °C for between 6 h and 4 d.  Exposure times were dependent upon the 

age of the [α32P] dCTP used for hybridisation of the probe and the intensity of the signal 

obtained.  The X-ray cassette was then equilibrated to room temperature to avoid 

condensation, and developed using an automatic film processor (Agfa Curix 60). 

 

 

2.6.3 Microarray analysis 

 

2.6.3.1 cRNA preparation, labelling, hybridisation and scanning 

Pooled samples of plant total RNA that had been extracted using the modified mortar and 

pestle method together with a Qiagen RNeasy® Plant Mini Kit (Sections 2.4.6.4 and 2.4.8.2) 

were diluted to 133 ng µL-1 in a final volume of 3 µL.  All subsequent steps of cRNA 

preparation, hybridisation and scanning were carried out by L. Williams (Centre for 

Proteomics & Genomics, University of Auckland).  An Ambion MessageAmp™ RNA 

amplification kit was used for cDNA synthesis and biotin-labelled cRNA synthesis according 

to the manufacturer’s protocol.  The remaining steps (cRNA fragmentation, hybridisation and 

scanning) were carried out using the appropriate Affymetrix GeneChip® protocols.  

Complementary RNA was fragmented and assessed for quality using an Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer prior to hybridisation to Arabidopsis ATH1 GeneChips® in two GeneChip® 

Fluidics 450 stations using GeneChip® operating software (GCOS, Affymetrix).  The 

GeneChips® were then washed, stained with streptavidin-phycoerythrin (binds biotinylated 

dUTP in hybridized cRNA fragments), washed again and the streptavidin-phycoerythrin 

fluorescence detected using an Affymetrix GeneChip® 3000 7G laser scanner.    

 

2.6.3.2 Statistical analysis 

 

Raw data .CEL files were generated in GCOS and imported into affylmGUI, a limma-based 

graphic user interface written in the R programming language, which is part of the 

Bioconductor Suite (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996; Smyth, 2005; Wettenhall et al., 2006).  Data 

was background corrected, normalized and summarized using GC robust multiarray averaging 

(GCRMA, Wu et al., 2004).  Different treatments were compared using linear models and an 

empirical Bayes method (Smyth, 2004; Smyth, 2005), and the log2-fold changes, moderated t-

statistics, p-values and the posterior log odds (the odds of differential expression) were 

determined.  The p-values were adjusted for a false discovery rate (FDR) below 10% using 
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the method of Benjamini and Hochman (1995) and probe sets with an adjusted p-value < 0.05 

and a fold-change ≥ 2 were selected as significantly changed.  Software used for gene 

annotation and analysis are described in Chapter 7. 

 

 

2.7 Protein analysis 
 

2.7.1 SDS-PAGE 

 

Prior to loading, plant total protein samples (Section 2.4.9) were denatured for 10 min at 

95 °C and cell debris was pelleted by centrifugation (13,000 x g, 10 min, 4 °C).  Twenty 

microlitres of supernatant from each sample was loaded onto a vertical polyacrylamide gel 

consisting of a 4% stacking gel and a 7.5-12.5% resolving gel that was submerged in 

denaturing SDS-PAGE running buffer inside a Mini-PROTEAN II gel apparatus (Bio-Rad).  

An aliquot of molecular weight ladder (Benchmark™, Invitrogen) was also loaded onto the 

gel.  Samples were electrophoresed at 15 mA until stacked, after which they were 

electrophoresed at 20 mA until suitably resolved.   

 

 

2.7.2 Western blotting 

 

Following SDS-PAGE, a sheet of nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher & Schuell), 

pre-soaked in transfer buffer, was laid against the polyacrylamide gel and these were 

sandwiched between two pieces of pre-soaked filter paper and placed inside a Mini 

Trans-Blot cell (Bio-Rad).  The cell was placed inside a Mini-PROTEAN II gel apparatus 

containing a sealed ice block (Bio-Rad), submerged in chilled transfer buffer, and 

electrophoresed at 100 V for 2 h at 4 °C to transfer proteins from the gel to the membrane. 

 

 

2.7.3 Immunodetection of protein 

 

The nitrocellulose membrane bound with proteins was soaked in 15 mL of TBS-T (0.1% (v/v) 

Tween 20 in TBS buffer) containing 10% non-fat milk powder overnight at 4 °C to block 

non-specific binding sites on the membrane.  The membrane was briefly rinsed with TBS-T 

then 15 mL of primary antibody solution was added (50 ng mL-1 of Anti-HA High Affinity rat 

monoclonal antibody (Roche) and 3% non-fat milk powder in TBS) and incubated with 
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shaking for 2 h at RT.  The membrane was washed for five ten-min periods with changes of 

TBS-T, and then 15 mL of secondary antibody solution (330 ng mL-1 of Goat anti-Mouse IgG 

conjugated to horseradish peroxidise (HRP, Pierce) and 3% non-fat milk powder in TBS).  

This was incubated and washed as described for the primary antibody mixture.  Detection of 

HRP was carried out using SuperSignal® West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate 

(Pierce) following the manufacturer’s instructions.  The membrane was sealed inside a plastic 

bag, taped inside an X-ray cassette and briefly exposed to film as described in Section 2.6.2.6. 

 

 
2.8 Microscopy 
 
2.8.1 Preparation and staining of plant tissues 

 

2.8.1.1 H2DCFDA:PI staining of roots for oxidative stress 

 

A 1 mg mL-1 stock solution of H2DCFDA (Molecular Probes) was prepared in DMSO and 

added to plants in 1/6th MS in a 24-well tissue culture plate (Linbro®, Flow Laboratories) at a 

final concentration of 10 µg mL-1.  The dish was covered with foil to prevent light 

degradation of the dye and gently shaken for 30 min to allow permeation of H2DCFDA into 

the root cells.  Tissues were washed with 1/6th MS, propidium iodide (PI, Molecular Probes) 

was added to give a final concentration of 5 µg mL-1, and the solution was covered and 

shaken for a further 3 min.  Plants were washed twice in 1/6th MS and then roots were 

mounted in water on glass slides immediately prior to visualization by fluorescence 

microscopy (Section 2.8.2.2). 

 

2.8.1.2 Propidium iodide counterstaining of cell walls  

 

Roots of whole plants were placed in a tissue culture dish, stained with 10 µg mL-1 PI for 

5 min in the dark on a rotary shaker and rinsed twice with water prior to visualization using 

confocal microscopy (Section 2.8.2.3). 

 

2.8.1.3 Plasmolysis of plant cells 

 

To shrink the plasma membrane away from the cell wall, plants were mounted on microscope 

slides in a hypertonic 0.8 M mannitol solution, left to stand 10 min, then visualized by 

confocal microscopy (Section 2.8.2.3). 
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2.8.1.4 DMACA staining for proanthocyanidins 

 

To detect proanthocyanidins (PAs) and anthocyanins, plant were placed in a tissue culture 

dish (Nunclon™) and stained with DMACA solution (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1) for 2 h in the 

dark.  Tissues were briefly destained with 70% ethanol immediately prior to visualization 

using a dissecting microscope (Section 2.8.2.4).    

 

 

2.8.2 Visualization of tissue 

 
2.8.2.1 Slide preparation 

 

Plant tissues were visualized intact by mounting fresh tissues in water or 1/6th MS on a glass 

slide and gently covering with a cover slip.  For detection of GFP fluorescence, plant tissues 

were grown in the dark for 24 h prior to visualization to reduce photobleaching of the GFP 

chromophore. 

 
2.8.2.2 Standard and fluorescence microscopy 

 

A Leica DMRE microscope equipped with 5-100 x objective lenses and fitted with a Leica 

DC500 CCD digital camera was used to examine smaller structures such as plant roots.  

Images were recorded using the accompanying software and saved in TIF format.  For 

fluorescence microscopy, a mercury vapour lamp was used together with one of two Leica 

filter blocks: an I3 longpass filter (excitation 470-490 nm, split 510 nm, emission > 515 nm) 

for H2DCF:PI detection (H2DCF excitation 492-495 nm and emission 517-588 nm, PI 

excitation 410-600 nm and emission 560-700 nm), and a G/F/P bandpass filter (excitation 

450-490 nm, split 500 nm, emission 500-550 nm) for GFP detection (excitation 488 nm, 

emission 509 nm).  Where comparison of fluorescent images was desired, equivalent 

exposure times were used for image capture. 

 

2.8.2.3 Confocal microscopy  

 

To examination the subcellular localization of GFP-fusion proteins, a Leica TCS 4D confocal 

microscope was used (Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, University of Auckland).  

Samples were illuminated with an argon laser set to 488 nm, and acousto-optical filters were 
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used to select emission bandwidths for optimal GFP (500-535 nm) and PI (600-640 nm) 

detection. 

 

2.8.2.4 Dissecting microscope visualization of whole plant tissues 

 

Whole plant tissue was examined and photographed using a Leica Wild Heerbrugg stereo 

microscope fitted with a Diagnostic Instruments 11.2 CCD digital camera.  Images were 

recorded using the accompanying software and saved in TIF format. 

 
 
2.9 Flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (Flame AAS) 
 

2.9.1 Preparation of tissue 

 

Dried and weighed plant tissue samples (Section 2.4.6.3) were solubilised using an equivalent 

or half volume of 69% nitric acid, the lid loosely replaced and the sample heated to 95 °C in a 

waterbath for 2 h, with samples shaken approximately every 30 min.  Once digested, 2 x La 

buffer (Section 2.1.3 Table 2.1), water and 69% nitric acid (where appropriate) were added to 

adjust the tissue concentration such that the expected Mg2+ concentration measurements 

(determined empirically) were within the optimal detection range for flame AAS 

(0.1-0.4 µg mL-1) in final concentrations of 17.25% nitric acid and 1 x La buffer.  All samples 

were mixed thoroughly prior to measurement using flame AAS (Section 2.9.2). 

 

 

2.9.2 Mg2+ measurements 

 

An Avanta flame AAS machine (GBC) fitted with a Ca2+/Mg2+ source lamp was used to 

measure the absorbance of Mg2+ ions at 285.2 nm using an oxy-acetylene flame with a slit 

width of 0.5 nm and a sample aspiration rate of 5-7 mL min-1.  Avanta Windows® 98 

version 2.0 software was used for all data recordings and to calculate the calibration curve and 

Mg2+ concentrations.  The AAS machine was run for a minimum of 30 min prior to use, to 

pre-warm the lamp and burner.  Prior to the sample measurements, the machine was blanked 

using deionised water and calibrated using a series of Mg2+ standards (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 

4.0 µg mL-1 MgCl2 in 17.25% nitric acid in 1 x La buffer).  A calibration curve was obtained 

with a least-squares R2 value of 0.999 or higher.  The average absorbance over 3 s was taken 

three times and averaged, except in cases where the volume of sample was limited due to a 
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small sample size, in which case 1-2 average absorbance readings were taken.  The 

absorbance of the standards was re-measured every 12 samples to confirm that there was no 

drift in the readings over time.  In cases where the Mg2+ concentrations of samples were 

higher than those of the standards, samples were diluted appropriately and re-measured. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Physiological effects of Mg2+ 
deficiency and Al3+ toxicity 
upon Arabidopsis plants  

3.1 Introduction  
 

Mg2+ deficiency has been investigated in a wide variety of plant species and various effects of 

Mg2+ limitation have been characterized, including its negative effects upon growth, 

chlorophyll stability and carbon partitioning (reviewed in Chapter 1 Section 1.4).  The 

physiological effects of Al3+ toxicity upon plants are also well characterized; with rapid 

inhibition of root growth the most commonly measured indicator of toxicity in a number of 

plant species, including Arabidopsis (reviewed in Kochian et al., 2004).  The effects of Al3+ 

with variations in plant Mg2+ status and availability is less well documented, although it has 

been established that low Mg2+ status exacerbates Al3+ toxicity (Kinraide, 2003).  This may be 

due to cation competition and molecular interactions between Al3+ and Mg2+, such as 

Al3+-mediated inhibition of Mg2+ uptake (reviewed in Chapter 1 Section 1.9).   

 

To investigate the nature of the relationship between Al3+ and Mg2+ in plants using the 

transgenic and genomic approaches in this work, it was first necessary to establish suitable 

plant growth methods which allowed quantifiable physiological measurements of Mg2+ status 

and Al3+ toxicity.  In plant nutrition studies, hydroponic methods are typically used since they 

allow media changes without damaging the plant roots.  In this chapter, two approaches were 

used.  The first involved the use of sealed Magenta™ culture vessels, which provides a system 

which is sealed and sterile, with roots submerged in liquid that is easy to change, but with the 

upper parts of the plant not submerged.  The second approach used a modified submerged 

hydroponic method, based on that developed by Crawford and co-workers for investigating 

responses to nitrogen (LaBrie and Crawford, 1994).  This Schott bottle method essentially 

involves germinating and growing seed directly in the media contained within sealed bottles 
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placed on a rotary shaker.  It has the advantage over a number of other methods in that a large 

number of plants can be grown and treated at once, thereby reducing the effect of plant to 

plant variability.  Because young plants are used, it is easy to do root measurements and 

microscopic observations to assess Al3+ toxicity effects upon root growth.  Additionally, this 

method permits rapid harvesting of plant tissue without mechanical disruption.  However, the 

method has the disadvantage that the plants are grown submerged; therefore conditions are 

different from those to which they are physiologically adapted.  As such plant responses using 

the Schott bottle method needed to be compared with growth using the Magenta™ culture 

vessels to ensure their suitability as a model for plant responses to Mg2+ and Al3+. 

 

The Schott bottle method was assessed for its suitability based on two main criteria: firstly 

plants had to be able to be starved of Mg2+ in a quantifiable way.  And secondly, 

Mg2+-starved plants had to be able to take up Mg2+ and resume growth, again quantifiably.  

Once the Mg2+-starvation criteria were confirmed, the effects of Al3+ upon this system were 

investigated.  The results were used to design suitable experiments for investigating the 

relationship between Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ status in Chapters 5-7. 

 

 
3.2 Mg2+ starvation of Arabidopsis plants grown in hydroponic 
culture 

 

The growth and Mg2+ status of Arabidopsis were investigated using a non-submerged 

hydroponic method.  This more closely approximates physiologically normal plant growth 

than the Schott bottle method used subsequently, because the shoots are not submerged in the 

media.  Two-week old plants in sealed Magenta™ culture vessels were treated with 1/4 MS 

media containing 375 µM Mg2+ (unstarved) or 0 µM Mg2+ (starved) for a period of one week 

without media changes.  Results are presented in Figure 3.1. 

 

The weights of the shoot and root tissues of the unstarved plants increased steadily during the 

week of treatment, with a higher growth rate observed for the shoots (Figure 3.1 A).  The 

shoots and roots of the starved plants also increased, however their growth rates were lower 

than those of the unstarved plants.  This difference indicates that the growth rate slows due to 

the absence of supplemental Mg2+ in the media.  

 

The Mg2+ concentrations (µg mg-1 DW) of the shoots of the unstarved plants were higher than 

those of the roots (Figure 3.1 B).  These concentrations increased slowly over the first three 
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Figure 3.1 Starvation of Arabidopsis plants grown in culture vessels 
Seed from Arabidopsis ecotype Ler were germinated and grown on 1x MS solid media plates for 10 days, then 
transplanted to Magenta™ culture vessels containing 50 mL of 1/4 MS media (12 plants per culture vessel, see 
protocol in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4.4).  After 4 d of growth in the culture vessels (2 weeks total age) plants were 
treated with either 1/4 MS (containing 375 µM Mg2+, termed unstarved) or 1/4 MS containing 0 µM Mg2+ 
(termed starved).  All the plants from two independent culture vessels were sampled prior to treatment (t0) and 
daily for 7 days following treatment.  Root and shoot tissues were separated using a scalpel immediately after 
harvesting.  Samples were dried, weighed and their Mg2+ concentrations measured using flame AAS (see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.9 for protocol), from which the total Mg2+ per plant was calculated.  Data is shown in graphs 
A-C respectively.  Error bars show one standard error of two replicates of 12 pooled plants.  D: Photographs 
showing the appearance of unstarved (left) and starved (right) plants at 3 weeks of age, following the 7-day 
treatments graphed in A-C.  Scale bar represents 1 cm. 
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days (from 2 µg mg-1 to 2.4 µg mg-1 in the shoots and from 0.9 µg mg-1 to 1.1 µg mg-1 in the 

roots) and decreased slightly over the last three days of treatment.  The Mg2+ concentrations 

of the shoot and root tissues of the starved plants decreased steadily over the 7 days of Mg2+ 

treatment.  The shoot Mg2+ of the starved plants decreased more rapidly than that of the roots, 

and after 5 days the shoot and root Mg2+ concentrations were alike, at approximately 

0.5 µg mg-1, and decreased further to 0.4 µg mg-1 by day 7. 

 

The total Mg2+ per plant (µg), shown in Figure 3.1 C, reflects the combined effects of the 

growth and Mg2+ concentration data from the graphs in A and B.  For the unstarved plants, the 

shoot total Mg2+ content increased steadily up until day 5, after which it remained steady at 

approximately 13 µg per plant.  The root Mg2+ content of these plants increased steadily over 

the 7-day period to approximately 2 µg per plant by day 7.  The total Mg2+ per plant of the 

starved plants did not change throughout the 7 days and represents the initial plant Mg2+ prior 

to the treatments. 

 

The appearances of the unstarved and starved plants were visually assessed.  Figure 3.1 D 

shows plants after 7 d of treatment.  The unstarved plants appeared larger with greener leaves; 

visible differences in size were noted from day 2 of starvation and the first signs of chlorotic 

leaves appeared at day 5 (data not shown).  Necrosis was also observed in some leaves of the 

starved plants. 

 

These results show that growth of Arabidopsis plants in media lacking Mg2+ for one week is 

sufficient to elicit clear effects upon shoot and root biomass, Mg2+ content and chlorophyll 

synthesis.  Mg2+ concentrations in the plant were reduced after one day of removing Mg2+ and 

size differences were clear by day 3; the differences became more pronounced the longer the 

period of starvation. 

 

 

3.3 Mg2+ starvation in submerged culture in Schott bottles 
 

The Schott bottle method was tested to find whether similar effects could be obtained using 

this method.  Seed were germinated and grown submerged in media with or without 250 µM 

Mg2+, for a period of ten days, with daily media changes from day 3 onwards.   The biomass, 

Mg2+ content and appearance of the growing plants was assessed daily and is presented in 

Figure 3.2. 
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Over the first three days of treatment, the weights of both starved and unstarved plants 

increased as the seed germinated and began to grow (Figure 3.2 A).  From day 3 onwards, the 

weights of the plants continued to increase but the unstarved plants grew at a much faster rate 

than the starved plants.  The primary root lengths of the plants were also measured during 

days 3-10 (Figure 3.2 B) and the results reflected those seen for the weight measurements.  

The roots of the unstarved plants grew at a faster rate than the starved plants and continued to 

elongate throughout the time period measured, while the roots of the starved plants showed no 

increase in length after day 8. 

 

Measurements of total tissue concentrations of Mg2+ and total Mg2+ per plant over the 10-day 

treatment period also showed substantial differences between the Mg2+-starved and unstarved 

plants (Figure 3.2 C, D).  Prior to germination (day 0) the initial Mg2+ concentration of the 

seed was high (approximately 3.5 µg mg-1, Figure 3.2 C) and this dropped rapidly over the 

next 3 days in both treatments (Figure 3.2 C).  During this time the total Mg2+ per plant of the 

unstarved plants was steady (Figure 3.2 D).  Therefore, the drop in Mg2+ concentration in 

Figure 3.2 C was attributed to the seed stores of Mg2+ being redistributed as the plant 

increased in size (see Figure 3.2 A dry weight measurements).  Subsequently the Mg2+ 

concentration in the unstarved plants increased back up to 2 µg mg-1 by day 10.  In the starved 

plants, the Mg2+ concentration decreased over the 3-d germination period but this decrease 

was greater than that detected for the unstarved plants.  Even at day 1, a clear difference in 

Mg2+ concentrations was observable between treatments.  As for the unstarved plants, part of 

this decrease is attributable to germination and growth of the plants, which increased in 

weight over this period in Figure 3.2 A.  However, Figure 3.2 D shows that the total Mg2+ per 

plant of the starved plants decreases during this time also.  Therefore this reflects a net Mg2+ 

loss from the starved plants, presumably to the media. 

 

The differences in Mg2+ concentration and total Mg2+ per plant between the starved and 

unstarved plants became more pronounced from day 4 onwards (Figure 3.2 C, D).  For the 

unstarved plants, both measurements of Mg2+ content increased steadily. This reflects the 

continuous supply of Mg2+ to these plants with daily media changes.  The Mg2+ 

concentrations and total Mg2+ of the starved plants continued to decrease as the plants slowly 

increased in size, but continued to lose Mg2+ (Figure 3.2 C, A, D). 

 

The changing appearances of the plants over days 3-7 are illustrated in Figure 3.2 E.  The 

unstarved plants continued to grow and their leaves became greener, reflecting the weight and 
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Mg2+ content measurements respectively in Figure 3.2 A-D.  The appearances of the starved 

plants were also consistent with the other measurements for these plants.  Clear differences in 

size and yellowing of the leaves, symptomatic of chlorophyll destruction (chlorosis), became 

apparent from day 4 onwards. 

 

The weights and distribution of Mg2+ in the shoot and root tissues was also investigated in the 

starved and unstarved plants over the 3-7 day period (Figure 3.3; day 3 was the first day on 

which distinct roots were clearly visible that could be measured).  At day 3, the shoot and root 

weights of the Mg2+-starved and unstarved plants were similar, with the weights of the shoots 

3-4 times higher than those of the roots (Figure 3.3 A).  The shoots and roots of the starved 

plants maintained almost constant weights through days 3-7, indicating little growth in the 

absence of supplemental Mg2+.  However, for the unstarved plants, both the shoot and root 

tissue weights increased steadily from day 3 onwards and this rate of increase was greatest for 

the shoots. 

 

Mg2+ concentrations of both the shoots and roots of the unstarved plants were also 

consistently higher than those of the starved plants (Figure 3.3 B).  Both the shoot and root 

Mg2+ dropped between day 3 and day 4 (reflecting the total plant data in Figure 3.2 C).  

Thereafter the root Mg2+ remained constant at about 1 µg mg-1, while the shoot tissue 

continued to accumulate Mg2+ from day 4 onwards - rising from 1.4 µg mg-1 at day 4, to 

2 µg mg-1 at day 7.  In the starved plants, the shoot and root Mg2+ contents were 

indistinguishable and both decreased steadily from 0.4 µg mg-1 at day 3 to 0.1 µg mg-1 by day 

7. 

 

In summary, the results presented in this section show that the growth, Mg2+ status and 

appearances of Arabidopsis plants grown using the Schott bottle method largely reflected 

those found for the plants grown in culture vessels in Section 3.2.2.  The only major 

 

 
 
Figure 3.2 Effects of Mg2+ starvation upon Arabidopsis growth  
Two hundred and fifty Arabidopsis ecotype Landsberg seed were germinated and grown for 10 days in 1/6th MS 
media submerged in Schott bottles following the protocol outlined in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4.5.  Media 
contained either the normal 1/6th MS level of Mg2+ (250 µM) or no Mg2+ (0 µM) and was changed daily from 
day 3 onwards.  A-D: Graphs showing the dry weight per plant (A), length of the primary root (B), Mg2+ 
concentration (C) and total Mg2+ per plant (D).  Error bars show one standard error from the mean of two 
replicates of 250 pooled plants in A, C and D, and two replicates of 30 pooled plants in B.  E: Appearance of 
bottles 3-7 d after set up, scale bar represents 1 cm.   
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of Mg2+ in shoot and root tissues 
Shoot and root tissues from the experiment outlined in Figure 3.2 (days 3-7) were separated and dried.  The total 
weight per plant of each tissue type was measured (A) and the Mg2+ concentration measured using flame AAS 
(B).  Error bars show one standard error from the mean of two replicates of tissue collected from 85 pooled 
plants. 
 

 

 

difference was increased losses of Mg2+ to the media in the submerged plants, discussed in 

Section 3.11.4  In both conditions, Mg2+-starved and unstarved plants were clearly 

distinguishable and the parameters measured appear suitable for assessing the extent of Mg2+ 

starvation in future experiments. 

 
 
3.4 Mg2+ uptake by Mg2+-starved plants  
 

Following the characterization of the starvation parameters of Arabidopsis plants grown in 

Schott bottles, the ability of these starved plants to take up Mg2+ was investigated.  Direct 

Mg2+ uptake was measured using flame AAS over a period of 24 h, using two different Mg2+ 

concentrations, one very low (10 µM) and one that is normally present in 1/6th MS media 

(250 µM). 

 

Results showed that the Mg2+-starved plants were able to take up Mg2+ at both the 

concentrations tested, with the rate of uptake higher for the high Mg2+ concentration 

(Figure 3.4).  Mg2+ uptake was rapid over the first 15 min of treatment (Figure 3.4 A), and 

then a slower steady uptake was observed over the remaining 24 h of treatment 

(Figure 3.4 B).   
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Figure 3.4 Mg2+ reuptake by starved plants 
Two hundred and fifty WT Ler seed were germinated and grown in Schott bottles in 1/6th MS media without 
Mg2+ for seven days, following the protocol outlined in Figure 3.2.  Plants were treated with 10 or 250 µM Mg2+ 
and samples of plants taken at various time points over either 90 min (A) or 24 h (B).  Samples were dried and 
the Mg2+ concentrations measured using flame AAS (see Chapter 2 Section 2.9).  Error bars show one standard 
error from the mean of two replicates of approximately 30 pooled plants. 
 

 

 

To investigate whether there was a difference in root and shoot Mg2+ uptake in the plants, a 

separate uptake experiment was performed in which tissues from Mg2+-starved plants grown 

in Schott bottles were separated as soon as possible following treatment and their Mg2+ 

concentrations measured (shown in Figure 3.5 A).  The extent of Mg2+ starvation in this 

experiment was not as great as that in Figure 3.4, due to a slightly shorter growth period 

(6.5 d instead of 7) and a higher concentration of Mg2+ was used for the uptake treatment 

(750 µM instead of the 250 µM in Figure 3.4).  Figure 3.5 A shows that in the first 5 min of 

treatment, the rate of Mg2+ uptake into the roots was higher than that of the shoots and the 

Mg2+ content of the roots was higher than the shoots over the first 90 min. 

 

To ascertain whether these results reflected the Mg2+ uptake of plants grown in non-

submerged conditions, Mg2+ uptake in the shoots and roots of Mg2+-starved plants grown in 

Magenta™ culture vessels was also measured (Figure 3.5 B).  It should be noted that the 

growth and treatment conditions (number of plants, age of plants, MS dilution, Mg2+ 

concentration and treatment times) were different between the Schott bottles (Figure 3.5 A) 

and the culture vessels (Figure 3.5 B) in this experiment.  In the first 10 min of treatment the 

culture vessel plants exhibited a higher rate of Mg2+ uptake and Mg2+ concentration in the 

roots than in the shoots, which reflected the results found for the Schott bottle plants in 

Figure 3.5 A.  The initial rates of Mg2+ uptake by the culture vessel tissues were much slower 

than those of the Schott bottles, and as a result the Mg2+ concentration levels were also 
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reduced.  This difference most likely reflects the lower concentration of Mg2+ used for the 

culture vessel treatment.  However, the final shoot Mg2+ concentration of the culture vessel 

plants increased to 2.5 µg mg-1 over the 1-h treatment period, while the root Mg2+ 

concentration only increased to 1.0 µg mg-1.  This contrasts with the shoot and root Mg2+ 

concentration of the Schott bottle plants, which increased to 0.9 and 1.0 µg mg-1 respectively 

over 90 min of treatment, despite using a higher Mg2+ concentration for the treatment.  This 

difference likely reflects the effect of transpiration in the non-submerged plants (discussed in 

Section 3.11.5). 

 

Overall, the results in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 showed that Mg2+-starved plants rapidly 

accumulated Mg2+ upon its resupply, with a rapid increase in Mg2+ concentration over the first 

15 min of treatment, followed by a slower, steady increase over the following hours.  Mg2+ 

accumulation occurred firstly in the roots, with a lagging accumulation in the shoot tissues.  

This overall pattern of uptake was similar for the roots of plants grown in submerged and non-

submerged conditions, although there appeared to be differences in the relative rates of 

transfer of Mg2+ between roots and shoots.  I concluded that the Schott bottle method is a 

simple, convenient approach that is suitable for assaying the effects of Al3+ toxicity on root 

Mg2+ uptake. 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Mg2+ uptake into shoot and root tissues 
A: Plants were starved of Mg2+ for 6.5 d in Schott bottles (see Figure 3.2 for details of method) then were treated 
with 1/6th MS media containing 720 µM Mg2+ for 90 min.  Samples of plants were harvested at various time 
points (0, 3, 15 and 90 min) and the shoots and roots immediately separated using a scalpel.  Tissue was dried 
and the Mg2+ content measured using flame AAS and graphed.  Error bars show one standard error from the 
mean of four replicates of pooled tissue, each sampled from approximately 60 plants.  B: Three-week-old plants 
which had been grown in Magenta™ culture vessels and starved of Mg2+ for one week (as described in 
Figure 3.1) were treated with 1/4 MS containing 375 µM Mg2+.  Plants were harvested at various time points (0, 
1, 2, 5, 10 and 60 min) and the shoots and roots separated as soon as possible using a scalpel.  Tissue was dried 
and the Mg2+ concentration measured using flame AAS and graphed.  Error bars show one standard error from 
the mean of two replicates of pooled tissue sampled from 12 plants.  
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3.5 Recovery of Arabidopsis plants following Mg2+ starvation 
 

The recovery and growth of plants following Mg2+ starvation in Schott bottles was also 

investigated.  Plants that had been grown in the absence of Mg2+ for 5-10 d were sampled 

daily and treated with high-Mg2+ (1.5 mM) media for a recovery period of 5 d.  Results were 

compared with the same plants prior to treatment.  The parameters measured were the same as 

those used to establish Mg2+ starvation in Section 3.3, namely growth (as measured by dry 

weight per plant and primary root length), Mg2+ content (per weight and per plant in total) and 

the appearance of the plants (especially visual estimates of greenness).   
 

All plants showed signs of recovery during the 5-d Mg2+ recovery treatment, regardless of the 

starvation period used (Figure 3.6).  The dry weights of the plants increased 6- to 8-fold 

(Figure 3.6 A).  The root lengths of the plants also increased by approximately 2-fold over the 

5-d recovery period (Figure 3.6 B), with greater increases observed for the plants that were 

younger and less Mg2+ starved at the time of treatment. 

 

The Mg2+ content data also showed clear increases as a result of the 5-d Mg2+ recovery 

treatment, with trends reflecting those found for the root length data.  In the plants that were 

starved for 5-7 d, the Mg2+ concentration per weight increased 3- to 5-fold, while the 9-10 d 

starved plants showed an increase of about 3-fold (Figure 3.6 C).  A similar trend was 

observed for the total Mg2+ measurements, with an increase of 22- to 25-fold and 16- to 

20-fold for the plants starved 5-7 d and 9-10 d respectively (Figure 3.6 D). 

 

The plants were observed prior to and following the Mg2+ recovery treatments and the 

appearances of the 7-d and 10-d starved plants are shown in Figure 3.6 E.  In all the 

treatments, increases in greenness were observed, indicating Mg2+ uptake and improved 

chlorophyll synthesis as a result.  The ability of the leaves to re-green was dependent upon the 

type of leaf and the period of starvation prior to treatment.  Typically, the cotyledons 

exhibited the least re-greening, while the newer leaves developing from the shoot apex 

exhibited the most re-greening.  In the 5-7 d starved plants the first and second pairs of true 

leaves in the recovered plants were large and bright green, indicating chlorophyll synthesis 

and resumption of growth.  The cotyledons in the 5-, 6- and 7-d starved plants were green, 

pale green and pale yellow, respectively, following recovery.  In the 9- and 10-d starved 

plants, the cotyledons were pale yellow and the first pair of true leaves was pale green after 

recovery.  Interestingly, the emerging second pair of true leaves in the shoot apex appeared 

not green, but brown in these plants. 
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Figure 3.6 Effects of Mg2+ availability upon Mg2+-starved plants 
Two hundred and fifty seed were germinated and grown in 0 µM Mg2+ as described in Figure 3.2.  On days 5, 6, 
7, 9 and 10 of Mg2+ starvation a sample of plants was changed to media supplemented with 1.5 mM Mg2+ and 
grown for a further 5 d with no further media changes (termed ‘Mg2+ recovery’).  A-D: Graphs showing the dry 
weight per plant (A), length of the primary root (B), Mg2+ concentration (C, measured using flame AAS) and 
total Mg2+ per plant (D) before and after the 5-d Mg2+ recovery treatment.  Error bars show one standard error 
from the mean of two replicates of 250 pooled plants in A, C and D, and two replicates of 30 pooled plants in B. 
E: Appearance of 7-d and 10-d starved plants before and after the 5-d 1.5-mM Mg2+ recovery treatment.  Scale 
bar represents 1 cm. 
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From the results in this section, 7 d was chosen as the optimum period of Mg2+ starvation 

using the Schott bottle method.  Visual and quantitative differences in Mg2+-associated 

parameters were pronounced in 7-d-old Mg2+-starved plants when compared with 

Mg2+-unstarved plants, yet the starved plants were still able to recover and resume growth 

upon Mg2+ resupply.   Longer periods of Mg2+ starvation were not used, due to reduced Mg2+ 

concentrations and the appearance of leaf browning following Mg2+ resupply, which 

suggested irreversible effects upon plant health. 

 

 

3.6 Responses of submerged plants to Al3+  
 

The effects of Al3+ upon plant growth and Mg2+ distribution were assessed in hydroponic 

media.  As with the Mg2+-specific experiments, the methodology was developed over time, 

therefore there are some differences between experiments in terms of plant age, media 

composition and treatment times. 

 

To examine the effects of Al3+ upon plant growth, 3-d-old unstarved plants grown in Schott 

bottles were treated with a range of Al3+ concentrations (0-500 µM) for a short (1 h) and a 

long (2 d) time interval.  The plants treated with Al3+ for 1 h were returned to normal 1/6th MS 

media (pH 5.7, 250 µM Mg2+) for a further 2 d prior to assessment.  In parallel with the 2 d 

Al3+ treatments, a set of plants were grown at pH 4 in the complete absence of Mg2+ (termed 

‘0 Mg2+’).  Two days after the start of the treatments, the plants were assessed for their 

appearance, root lengths, dry weights, Mg2+ concentrations and total Mg2+ (Figure 3.7). 

 

Visual assessment of the plants showed a reduction in the volume of roots of the 1-h 

Al3+-treated plants with all concentrations of Al3+ tested (Figure 3.7 A, left hand side).  This 

effect became more pronounced with increasing concentrations of Al3+.  Additionally, in the 

400-500 µM treatments, shoots appeared smaller than the 0 µM Al3+ control and strong 

chlorosis was visible on the outer edges of some of the cotyledons. 

 

Primary root lengths were reduced in all the 1-h Al3+ treatments and decreased with 

increasing concentrations of Al3+ (p<0.05, student’s t test, Figure 3.7 C, dark green bars), 

reflecting the root observations in Figure 3.7 A.  The primary root lengths of the plants treated 

with 400-500 µM Al3+ corresponded with those measured previously for 3-d-old plants  

(7 mm, see Figure 3.2 B). This result showed that root elongation was completely inhibited 
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by 1 h of 400-500 µM Al3+ and these roots were unable to resume growth during the 2-d 

recovery period, suggesting permanent root damage in these plants. 

 

The 1-h, 100-300 µM Al3+ treatments did not have significant effects upon plant weight and 

total Mg2+ per plant (Figure 3.7 B and E, dark green bars).  However, the 400-500 µM Al3+ 

treated plants showed significant reductions in both dry weight and total Mg2+ content 

(p<0.05), which corresponded with the visual observations of these treatments (reduced shoot 

size and chlorosis in Figure 3.7 A).  Only the 300-µM treatment showed a significant decrease 

in Mg2+ concentration (p=0.031, Figure 3.7 D).   Together, these results show that a 1-h 

treatment with Al3+ inhibited root growth and, at the high concentrations tested, also affected 

overall plant growth and Mg2+ accumulation.  

 

Visual assessment of plants treated with Al3+ for 2 d showed much stronger effects than those 

observed for the 1-h treatments (Figure 3.7 A, right hand side).  The 100-µM Al3+ treatment 

had reduced root density, shoot size and chlorosis in some cotyledons, similar to the 

appearances of the plants treated with 400 µM Al3+ for 1 h.  Extensive chlorosis was observed 

in the 200-500 µM Al3+ treated plants, as well as reduced root density and size.  Some 

greening was visible in the youngest shoots of the plants treated with 200 µM Al3+, while 

plants treated with 300-500 µM Al3+ were completely chlorotic.   

 

Primary root growth was inhibited in all the 2-d Al3+ treatments, with root lengths similar to 

those measured for 200-500 µM Al3+ in the 1-h treatments (Figure 3.7 C).  No significant 

length differences were measured among the 2-d 100-500 µM Al3+ treatments.  The 200- to 

500-µM Al3+ treatments, but not the 100-µM Al3+ treatment, were significantly reduced in 

comparison with the 0-Mg2+ treatment (plants treated for 2 d without Mg2+ at pH 4).  This 

shows that 200-500 µM Al3+ had a greater inhibitory effect upon root growth than that which 

could be explained by the absence of Mg2+ in the external media. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.7 Effects of Al3+ upon Arabidopsis growth 
Two hundred and fifty WT seed were germinated and grown in Schott bottles in duplicate for 3 d in 1/6th MS 
then treated with 1/6th MS pH 4 containing 0-500 µM Al3+ (with 250 µM Mg2+) or 0 µM Mg2+ (without Al3+).  
Two treatment times were used; 1 h and 2 d.  Plants treated for 1 h were changed to fresh 1/6th MS (pH 5.7) for 
the remaining 2 d (no media changes).  Representative photographs of the plants from each treatment at 5 d are 
shown in A (scale bar represents 1 cm).  The dry weight per plant (B), average root length (C), Mg2+ 
concentration (D, measured using flame AAS) and total Mg2+ per plant (E) are graphed.  Error bars show one 
standard error from the mean of two replicates of 250 pooled plants in B, D and E and two replicates, each of 30 
plants, in C.   
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The dry weight and total Mg2+ content of the 100-µM Al3+-treated plants were reduced in 

comparison with the 0-µM Al3+ control (p<0.05), although they were not as low as those 

measured for the 200- to 500-µM Al3+-treated plants (Figure 3.7 B and E).  However, the 

Mg2+ concentration and total Mg2+ of the 100-µM Al3+-treated plants were higher than those 

of the 0-Mg2+ treatment (Figure 3.7 D and E), indicating net Mg2+ uptake over the 2-d 

treatment period.  Together, these results show that plants treated for 2 d with 100 µM Al3+ 

continued to grow and accumulate Mg2+, albeit at a slower rate than in untreated plants. 

 

The 200- to 500-µM Al3+ treatments showed no increase in weight in comparison with that 

expected for 3-d-old plants (0.03 mg, Figure 3.2 A).  This suggests that there is no growth 

during the 2-d treatment period for these plants.  Surprisingly, the total Mg2+ in these plants 

was lower than that observed for the 0-Mg2+ treatment, signifying a net Mg2+ loss following 

treatment with Al3+ (Figure 3.7 E).  That these plants also exhibited strong chlorosis further 

supported these findings, because in comparison the 0-Mg2+ plants only appeared mildly 

chlorotic.   

 

The Mg2+ concentrations of the 300- to 500-µM Al3+ treatments were all reduced in 

comparison with the control, reflecting the overall Mg2+ loss and extensive chlorosis observed 

for these plants (Figure 3.7 D).  Although the total Mg2+ content of the 200-µM Al3+-treated 

plants indicated net Mg2+ loss, the Mg2+ concentration of these plant tissues was the same as 

the 0-Mg2+ treatment (0.4 µg mg-1, Figure 3.7 D).  This was also the Mg2+ concentration at 

which chlorosis started to become apparent in Mg2+-starved plants (Figures 3.1 and 3.2).  

However, unlike the 0-Mg2+ plants, which showed mild uniform chlorosis in their shoot 

tissues typical of Mg2+ starvation, the 200-µM Al3+-treated plants were extremely chlorotic in 

the majority of their shoot tissues and had only small regions of greening visible in their shoot 

apices.  More than a simple lack of Mg2+ uptake is required to explain these observations; for 

example, there may be alterations in Mg2+ redistribution in the Al3+-treated plants. 

 

In the 2-d treatments, the 0-µM Al3+ control plants had significantly reduced root elongation 

(p=0.042) in comparison with the 1-h 0-µM Al3+ control plants (Figure 3.7 C).  Because the 

recovery media used for the 1 h Al3+ treatments was pH 5.7 and the media used for the 2-d 

Al3+ treatments was pH 4, these results suggested that low pH inhibited root elongation in the 

2-d control.  The extent of this inhibition was the same as that of plants treated for 1 h with 

100 µM Al3+, and milder than any of the 2-d Al3+ treatments (p<0.05).  No decreases in tissue 

weight, Mg2+ concentration or total Mg2+ were detected between the 1-h and 2-d 0-µM Al3+ 
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controls, suggesting that low pH either didn’t affect these parameters or its effect was too low 

for differences to be detected.   

 

Together, these results show that the effects of Al3+ toxicity increased with both the treatment 

time and the concentration used.  Al3+ had a strong inhibitory effect upon primary root 

elongation and inhibited plant growth and Mg2+ uptake at higher concentrations.  In 

comparison with plants treated with 0 Mg2+ for the same period of time, Al3+-treated plants 

had reductions in the growth parameters measured, indicating that the effect of Al3+ toxicity 

upon plant growth is greater than that caused by inhibition of Mg2+ uptake alone.  Plants 

treated with high concentrations of Al3+ for an extended period of time also exhibited severe 

chlorosis and net Mg2+ loss.  These findings will be discussed in Section 3.11.8. 

 

 

3.7 Al3+ toxicity in non-submerged conditions 
 

The roots of plants grown in hydroponic solution were treated with Al3+ to determine whether 

the leaf chlorosis observed in Figure 3.7 was associated with the submerged conditions of the 

Schott bottle method.  The roots of 7-d-old plants (first pair of true leaves just visible) were 

treated with 0-, 100- or 500-µM Al3+ media.  Chlorosis was observed in the cotyledons of the 

Al3+-treated plants within 24 h of treatment (not shown), and this effect became more 

pronounced by day 3 (Figure 3.8, top row).  The extent of chlorosis was greater in the 

500-µM Al3+-treated plants, reflecting the results observed in Figure 3.7.  At day 3 the new 

shoots remained green in both treatments; however, the shoots of the 100-µM Al3+-treated 

plants appeared larger, indicating growth during the treatment period.  This growth was 

reduced in comparison with that observed for the shoots of the 0-µM Al3+ control plants, 

which appeared uniformly green and much larger than the Al3+-treated plants (Figure 3.8, top 

left).  No differences were observed between the 0-µM Al3+ control plants (pH 4) and pH 5.7 

control plants (data not shown).  The effects of the Al3+ treatments upon root growth could not 

be determined using this growth method due to the large sizes of the plants and the branched 

nature of their roots, as well as the attachment of the roots to the Magenta™ membrane rafts. 

 

After 7 d of Al3+ treatment, plants treated with 500 µM Al3+ were completely chlorotic and 

resembled those of the submerged 300–500 µM Al3+ treatments presented in Figure 3.7 A.  

The cotyledons of the 100-µM Al3+-treated plants remained chlorotic; however, the shoots of 

these plants were green and a second pair of true leaves was present, indicating substantial 

growth since day 3 of treatment.  This observation shows that the 100-µM Al3+ treatment did 
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not fully inhibit plant growth, and reflects the results observed for the 100-µM treatment in 

Figure 3.7 A.  The early chlorosis at day 3 followed by subsequent growth by day 7 for the 

100-µM Al3+-treated plants is consistent with the hypothesis that Al3+ may cause Mg2+ loss 

and growth inhibition initially, after which plants recover and resume growth. 

 

Overall the results from Magenta™ boxes reflected those observed in Figure 3.7, and showed 

that the chlorosis that arises due to Al3+ toxicity is not unique to plants grown in submerged 

conditions.  The long-term effects of the 100-µM and 500-µM treatments were similar across 

the two experiments: the 100-µM Al3+-treated plants continued to grow, while the 

500-µM Al3+-treated plants exhibited no growth and were completely chlorotic.  The 7-d Al3+ 

treatments in the Magenta™ boxes more closely resembled the 2-d treatments in the Schott 

bottles than the 3-d treatments in the Magenta™ boxes, suggesting that Al3+ toxicity effects 

may be elicited more rapidly in the submerged conditions of the Schott bottles. 
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Figure 3.8 Appearances of non-submerged plants treated with Al3+ 
Seed from Arabidopsis ecotype Ler were germinated and grown on 1x MS solid media plates for 5 days, then 12 
plants were transplanted to individual Magenta™ culture vessels containing 50 mL of 1/6th MS media.  After 2 d 
of growth in the culture vessels (7 d old in total) plants were treated with either 1/6th MS containing 0, 100 or 
500 µM Al3+ for 7 d (pH 4, no media changes).  A pH control was also set up using 1/6th MS at pH 5.7 (not 
shown).  Plants were photographed after 3 d (top row) and 7 d (bottom row) of Al3+ treatment and representative 
images are shown.  Scale bar represents 1 cm. 
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3.8 Mg2+ uptake in the presence of Al3+  
 

The effect of Al3+ upon Mg2+ uptake was directly examined by treating Mg2+-starved plants 

grown with combinations of Mg2+ and Al3+ (Figure 3.9).  Seven-day-old Mg2+-starved plants 

grown in Schott bottles were treated with 1/6th MS containing 0 or 100 µM Al3+ and 250 µM 

Mg2+ for 6 h.  The results are shown in Figure 3.9 A.  In comparison with the pH 5.7 control, 

the Mg2+ uptake rate was reduced due to low pH (pH 4), and this rate was further inhibited by 

the combination of low pH and 100 µM Al3+.  These results show that low pH and Al3+ both 

interfere with Mg2+ uptake. 

 

To test the effects of higher concentrations of Al3+ upon Mg2+ uptake, 4-d-old Mg2+-starved 

plants were treated with 1/6th MS containing 250 µM Mg2+ and 0-500 µM Al3+ at pH 4 for a 

period of 90 min (Figure 3.9 B).  These plants were younger than those in Figure 3.9 A and 

not as Mg2+ starved, therefore this data cannot be compared directly with that of Figure 3.9 A.   

 

Results in Figure 3.9 B show significant increases in Mg2+ concentration over the entire 

90-min treatment period for the 0- to 200-µM Al3+-treated plants (p<0.05 using a student’s 

t test), while no significant increases were detected for plants treated with higher 

concentrations of Al3+ (300-500 µM).  At 90 min, the Mg2+ concentration of the 100-µM 

Al3+-treated plants was not significantly different from that of the control, suggesting that 

100 µM Al3+ does not inhibit Mg2+ uptake in these plants.  The 200- to 400-µM Al3+-treated 

plants had significantly lower Mg2+ concentrations than the control at 90 min (p<0.05).  This 

result shows that the 200-µM Al3+ treatment reduces Mg2+ uptake, while the higher 

concentrations (300-500 µM Al3+) completely inhibit Mg2+ uptake. 

 

The effects of increasing concentrations of Al3+ was examined using the same treatments but 

with a higher concentration of Mg2+ in the media (1.5 mM Mg2+, Figure 3.9 C).  Mg2+ uptake 

rates over the 90-min time period for the 0- to 400-µM Al3+ treatments were significantly 

higher (p<0.05) than those found for plants using the same Al3+ treatments but only 250 µM 

Mg2+ in the media (Figure 3.9 B).  This shows that higher concentrations of Mg2+ reduce the 

inhibitory effects of Al3+ upon Mg2+ uptake. 

 

The distribution of Mg2+ in the roots and shoots of Al3+ treated plants was also examined 

(Figure 3.9 D).  Mg2+-starved plants grown in non-submerged conditions in culture vessels 

were treated with 1/6th MS (pH 4) containing 1.5 mM Mg2+ and either 0 or 300 µM Al3+.   
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Figure 3.9 Effects of Al3+ upon Mg2+ uptake 
A:  Two hundred and fifty seed were germinated and grown for 7 d in Schott bottles with 1/6th MS containing 
0 µM Mg2+, with media changes on days 3-6.  At 7 d, Mg2+-starved plants were treated for a period of 6 h with 
1/6th MS at pH 5.7, 1/6th MS at pH 4 or 100 µM Al3+ at pH 4 (all containing 250 µM Mg2+).  Tissues samples 
were taken prior to treatment and during the 6-h treatment period, dried, and their Mg2+ contents measured using 
flame AAS.  Error bars show one standard error from the mean of two replicates of approximately 30 pooled 
plants.  B, C:  Plants were germinated and grown for 3 d following the protocol in A and treated with 
0-500 µM Al3+ in 1/6th MS at pH 4 containing 250 µM Mg2+ (B) or 1.5 mM Mg2+ (C).  Tissue samples were take 
prior to, and during, the 90 min treatment period and their Mg2+ concentrations measured as in A.  Error bars 
represent one standard error from the mean of two replicates of approximately 60 pooled plants. For ease of 
comparison, the data series for each treatment has been normalized to the average zero time point value for each 
Mg2+ concentration (n=12).  D:  Seed were germinated and grown on 1/4 MS plates for 7 d, then transplanted to 
Magenta™ culture vessels containing 1/4 MS for a further 3 d.  Plants were changed to 1/4 MS containing 
0 µM Mg2+ to deplete their Mg2+ stores for a period of 6 d, then were treated with 1/6th MS media (pH 4) 
containing 0 or 300 µM Al3+ and 250 µM Mg2+.  Root and shoot tissue were sampled prior to treatment and at 
0.5, 1.5 and 6 h time points.  Tissues were separated immediately at the time of harvest using a scalpel, then 
dried, weighed, and their Mg2+ concentrations measured using flame AAS.  Error bars show one standard error 
from the mean of two replicates of 12 pooled plants. 
 

 

 

Control plants without Al3+ showed an increase in root and shoot Mg2+ over the first hour, 

followed by a continued increase in shoot Mg2+ over 1-6 h.  Al3+-treated shoots and roots 

showed no significant increase in Mg2+ over the entire treatment period (p>0.05) and had 

significantly lower root Mg2+ concentrations in the 30-90 min time range than the 0 µM Al3+ 

control plants (p<0.05).  These results show that Mg2+ uptake into roots is strongly inhibited 

by 300 µM Al3+ using the culture vessel method and that shoot Mg2+ does not increase, most 

likely as a result of the impaired root Mg2+ uptake.   

 

The combined results presented in Figure 3.9 show that Mg2+ uptake by Mg2+-starved plants 

is suppressed by low pH, and further suppression occurs with increasing concentrations of 

Al3+.  The inhibitory effect of Al3+ can be reduced by supplementing with higher 

concentrations of Mg2+ in the media, suggesting that cation competition or direct interference 

with Mg2+ transport may be taking place.  This will be discussed further in Section 3.11.9. 

 

 

3.9 Effects of Al3+ on root morphology 
 

In submerged conditions (Figure 3.7) Al3+ strongly inhibited root elongation in 

Mg2+-unstarved plants, consistent with previous published reports for plants grown in non-

submerged conditions (reviewed in Kochian et al., 2004; 2005).  To investigate whether Mg2+ 

status influences Al3+-induced inhibition of root elongation, Mg2+-starved and unstarved 

plants were treated for 6 h with different combinations of Al3+, Mg2+ and low pH and their 

root tips were examined (Figure 3.10). 
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Visual assessments of the roots using a light microscope (without staining) showed that after 

6-h Al3+ treatments, Mg2+-unstarved plants had no signs of unusual growth, with controls and 

Al3+ treatments appearing alike (Figure 3.10 A, image at left labelled ‘Us+Mg pH 5.7’, for 

simplicity the other Mg2+-unstarved treatments are not shown).  The Mg2+-starved control 

(‘St-Mg pH 5.7’) also appeared normal, with the exception that its meristematic zone (MZ) 

appeared less dense than that of the Mg2+-unstarved plants.  This observation may reflect the 

reduced growth rate in 6-d Mg2+-starved plants compared with that of Mg2+-unstarved plants 

(see Figure 3.2 A and B).   

 

In contrast to both the controls, root tips from Mg2+-starved plants treated with low pH 

(labelled ‘St-Mg, pH 4’ and ‘St+Mg, pH 4’ in Figure 3.10 A) and with low pH+100 µM Al3+ 

(labelled ‘St-Mg+Al, pH 4’ and ‘St+Mg+Al, pH 4’) showed signs of darkening in the region 

predicted to be the distal transition zone (DTZ) of the root tip (indicated with arrows in 

Figure 3.10 A).  This darkening was strongest for the low-pH+Al3+-treated root tips and its 

appearance was unaffected by whether Mg2+ was present in the external media or not. 

 

To examine the nature of the darkening in the root tips of the Mg2+-starved plants, H2DCFDA 

was used to measure oxidative stress in the root tips of the Al3+-treated plants as described 

previously by Ezaki et al. (2001).  The non- fluorescent H2DCFDA diffuses into cells and, in 

the presence of peroxide, is hydrolysed to H2DCF, which cannot escape intact cells and 

fluoresces green under UV light (Bass et al., 1983; Royall and Ischiropoulos, 1993). The red 

fluorescent dye, propidium iodide (PI), which intercalates nucleic acids, was also used to stain 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.10 Visualization of Al3+-treated plant roots 
Two hundred and fifty seed were grown for 7 d in Schott bottles in 1/6th MS (pH 5.7) containing 0 µM Mg2+ 
(‘St’) or 250 µM Mg2+ (‘Us’) with media changes on days 3-6.  At 7 d, plants were treated for 6 h with 1/6th MS 
media at pH 4 containing 0 µM Mg2+ (‘-Mg’), 250 µM Mg2+ (‘+Mg’), 100 µM Al3+ (‘-Mg+Al’) or 250 µM Mg2+ 
+ 100 µM Al (‘+Mg+Al’).  Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved controls were prepared by treating plants with 
1/6th MS at pH 5.7 with the same Mg2+ concentration that they were grown in (0 mM for Mg2+-starved and 
0.25 mM for Mg2+-unstarved, labelled ‘Us+Mg pH 5.7’ and ‘St-Mg pH 5.7).  After 6 h of treatment, root tips 
were examined under a light microscope and representative photographs are shown (A).  The roots were stained 
for oxidative stress and cell death using H2DCFDA:PI (see Chapter 2 Section 2.8.1.1 for methods) and 
representative images of the detected fluorescence are presented in B (equivalent exposure times of 500 ms were 
used to capture all three images), with light microscope images presented alongside.  Following the 6-h 
treatments, unstained plants were changed to 1/6th MS at pH 5.7 supplemented with Mg2+ (1.5 mM final 
concentration) and grown for a further 4 d (no media changes).  After the 4-d recovery treatment, the root tips 
were visualized (C, only Mg2+-starved plants recovering after treatments at pH 4 are shown, see text for 
descriptions of the pH 5.7 controls) and samples taken for dry weight and root length measurements (D and E 
respectively).  Scale bars in A-C represent 100 µm.  Error bars in D-E show one standard error from the mean of 
two replicates each of 30 plants (pooled in D).   
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the roots.   Since PI only passes though the plasma membranes of cells that are dead or dying, 

cell death can be detected by its application (Hudson et al., 1969; Krishan, 1975). 

 

Results from the H2DCFDA:PI staining in Figure 3.10 B showed that the darkening visible in 

the low-pH-treated roots (regardless of Mg2+ supply) corresponded with a region of more 

intense green fluorescence, indicating elevated oxidative stress in the central vasculature of 

the root.  For the low-pH+Al3+-treated roots, stronger oxidative stress was detected in the 

same region, with a higher overall intensity of green staining.  In addition, there was a central 

region of bright red, indicating PI staining and cell death.  Control plants (Figure 3.10 B, left 

side, labelled ‘St-Mg pH 5.7’) had low-level green staining throughout their DTZ regions, 

which most likely represented cell viability rather than oxidative stress (Jones and Senft, 

1985).  These results show that low pH caused oxidative stress in the DTZ of the root tip of 

Mg2+-starved plants.  When Al3+ was present, the effects were more pronounced, with some 

cell death also observed. 

 

Following the 6-h treatments, plants were transferred to 1/6th MS containing 1.5 mM Mg2+ at 

pH 5.7 to assess recovery and resumption of root growth following the low pH and low 

pH+Al3+ treatments.  The unstarved plants grew well and showed no signs of shoot chlorosis 

or size differences between treatments following the 4-d recovery treatment.  The root tips of 

these plants were examined under a microscope and appeared the same as the 6-h unstarved 

control in Figure 3.10 A (data not shown).  Root lengths and weight data were not collected 

for these plants due to the extensive growth and the tangled nature of their roots.   

 

All the Mg2+-starved plants recovered and exhibited visible signs of greening in their 

youngest leaves, suggesting that they remained capable of Mg2+ uptake and resumed growth 

(data not shown).  However, there were differences between treatments.  Root tips from the 

pH-5.7 Mg2+-starved plants appeared the same as the Mg2+-unstarved controls, indicating that 

these plants can resume normal root growth following Mg2+ starvation (not shown).  In 

contrast, the low-pH and low-pH+Al3+-treated plants had distinctive growth features which 

were not observed among the Mg2+-starved control plants.  The low-pH-treated plants 

appeared to have resumed normal root growth from the root tip, since the meristematic zone 

of the root tip appeared similar to that of the control plants and no darkening was visible close 

to the root tip (Figure 3.10 C, images at left for St-Mg and St+Mg).  However, further up the 

root (not visible within the same microscope view, image to the right for St-Mg and St+Mg), 

a darkened patch was detected, which resembled the darkened region observed following the 

6 h treatments in Figure 3.10 A.  Above this darkening, a region of cell elongation with few 
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root hairs was present, resembling the elongation zone (EZ) of the root (see Chapter 1 

Figure 1.5 for root tip morphology details).  These observations are consistent with the 

hypothesis that the darkened region corresponds to the DTZ.  Immediately below the 

darkening, cells were abnormally swollen, beyond which the cells had root hairs and appeared 

morphologically identical to the mature zone of the root.  This suggests that the meristematic 

cells have continued to grow following the low pH treatment and have given rise to new 

mature, elongation and transition zones below the damaged DTZ. 

 

The morphology of the low-pH+Al3+-treated root tips resembled that of the low-pH-treated 

roots in that the darkened, necrotic region was visible and a region of elongation was visible 

immediately above it.  However, unlike the low pH treatments, all the cells below the 

darkened region were enlarged, and a meristematic zone was no longer visible behind the root 

cap (Figure 3.10 C, images at right, labelled St-Mg+Al and St+Mg+Al).  Additionally, root 

hairs (normally formed in the mature zone) were visible, in spite of their proximity to the root 

apex.  These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the cells below the DTZ in the 

low-pH+Al3+-treated plants have continued to undergo cell enlargement and differentiation, 

but no further cell division has occurred, resulting in the disappearance of the meristematic 

zone. 

 

The effects of low-pH and low-pH+Al3+ treatments on lateral root growth were similar to, or 

stronger, than those observed for the primary root tips, both prior to, and after, the recovery 

treatment (data not shown).  However, following the recovery treatment, new lateral roots 

were visible in the original mature zone of the roots (above the darkened region of the 

primary root tip).  These roots could be distinguished from roots that existed prior to 

treatment because they exhibited no signs of darkening, oxidative stress or cell death (not 

shown).  In some Al3+-treated plants, one of the newly-formed lateral roots was noticeably 

longer than the other lateral roots, suggesting that the Al3+-damaged primary roots may be 

replaced with newly formed lateral roots. 

 

Dry tissue weights and lengths of the primary roots from the low-pH and low-pH+Al3+-treated 

plants were measured following the 4-d recovery treatment (Figure 3.10 D and E).  The shoot 

and root weights were significantly higher for the low-pH-treated plants than for the 

low-pH+Al3+-treated plants (p<0.05, Figure 3.10 D), while the shoot:root weight ratios were 

consistent across the treatments.  There were no significant differences between the -Mg2+ and 

+Mg2+ treatments or between the -Mg+Al and +Mg+Al treatments, indicating that external 
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Mg2+ availability during the 6-h treatment period had no effect on the subsequent growth of 

these plants. 

 

The primary root length measurements reflected the morphological differences observed in 

Figure 3.10 C, with the low-pH-treated plants having significantly longer roots than the 

low-pH+Al3+-treated plants (p<0.05, Figure 3.10 E).  The root lengths of the -Mg+Al plants 

were significantly longer than those of the +Mg+Al plants (p=0.026), which contrasts with the 

results from Figure 3.10 A-D that suggested that there was no difference between these two 

treatments (discussed further in Section 3.11.13).  

 

In summary, Al3+ toxicity was shown to be strongly dependent on the Mg2+ status of plants.  

Roots of Mg2+-starved plants were highly sensitive to a 6-h treatment with 100 µM Al3+, 

exhibiting oxidative stress and cell death in the DTZ, together with morphological changes in 

the root tip.  These root tips were unable to recover and resume normal growth following this 

100-µM Al3+ treatment.  In contrast, Mg2+-unstarved plants were tolerant to the same 

concentration of Al3+ and exhibited no detectable root damage.  Low pH also had an 

inhibitory effect upon Mg2+-starved plants that was not observed among unstarved plants, 

with damage to the root DTZ, the same region at which Al3+ toxicity acted.  However, the 

root tip was not irreversibly damaged and recovered when transferred to pH 5.7 media 

containing Mg2+.  The availability of Mg2+ in the external media generally did not affect the 

extent of low pH- or low-pH+Al3+-induced root damage in the 6-h treatment, suggesting that 

internal Mg2+ status may be the important factor in pH and Al3+ tolerance in plants. 

 
 
3.10 Plant Mg2+ status affects external media pH 
 

To determine whether the Mg2+ status of plants affects pH tolerance by altering the ability of 

the plant to modulate external media pH, Mg2+-starved and unstarved plants were treated with 

200 µM Al3+ for 6 h and the pH of the media was measured at 30 min and 6 h.  Results 

showed that for Mg2+-unstarved plants, the pH of the media increased rapidly and reached pH 

6.2 by the end of the 6-h treatment period (Figure 3.11).  In contrast, the pH of the media from 

the Mg2+-starved plants increased only slowly, and was significantly lower than that of 

Mg2+-unstarved plants at both the time points measured (p<0.05), reaching only pH 4.3 after 

6 h.  These results suggest that differences in sensitivity to low pH and low pH+Al3+ observed 

for Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants in Figure 3.10 may be due to differential 

capacities to increase the media pH and thereby detoxify the low pH and Al3+. 
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Figure 3.11 Plant Mg2+ status modulates media pH 
Plants were germinated and grown following the protocol outlined in Figure 3.10.  At 7 d of growth, plants were 
treated with 1/6th MS (pH 4) containing 200 µM Al3+ and the pH of the media was sampled at 30 min and 6 h 
and measured using a pH meter.  Error bars show one standard error from the mean of four replicates.   
 

 

 
3.11 Discussion 

 

3.11.1 Summary 

 

This chapter describes the characterization of Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ toxicity in 

Arabidopsis plants.  Parameters of growth, Mg2+ content and plant appearance were assessed 

in plants grown with and without Mg2+ supplementation and upon Mg2+ resupply.  Plants 

without Mg2+ supplementation continued to grow, albeit more slowly than plants grown in 

Mg2+-containing media.  Mg2+ concentrations decreased; with shoot Mg2+ decreasing more 

rapidly than root Mg2+ and concentrations of each approximately equal as shoots became 

visibly chlorotic.  Upon Mg2+ resupply, a rapid and biphasic Mg2+ reuptake was detected and 

plants subsequently re-greened and resumed shoot and root growth. 

 

Al3+ treatment inhibited primary root growth, reduced plant Mg2+ content and overall growth 

and induced shoot chlorosis in Mg2+-unstarved plants.  Al3+ treatment irreversibly damaged 

the root DTZ and caused radial expansion and differentiation in the MZ upon recovery.  Low 

pH elicited similar effects to Al3+, albeit milder.  Low plant Mg2+ status increased root tip 

sensitivity to Al3+ and pH, possibly due to a reduced rate of pH rise detected in spent media 

from Mg2+-starved plants.  Al3+ reduced plant Mg2+ uptake; however media Mg2+ did not 

substantially influence the toxic effects of low pH/Al3+ observed, suggesting that Al3+ toxicity 

is not simply inhibition of Mg2+ uptake in Arabidopsis. 
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During the course of these experiments a modified hydroponic method was developed, in 

which plants were germinated and grown submerged in liquid media inside Schott bottles.  

This method was compared against a non-submerged method using culture vessels to assess 

its physiological relevance to the normal growth and development of Arabidopsis.  Although 

differences existed; in general the plant growth results obtained using the Schott bottle 

method were similar to those obtained in non-submerged culture vessel conditions.  It was 

concluded that the Schott bottle method was suitable to assess plant responses to Mg2+ and 

Al3+.   

 

3.11.2 Growth and Mg2+ distribution in plants grown without Mg2+ 

 

Plants grown in culture vessels continued to grow following Mg2+ removal (Section 3.2), 

albeit at a slower rate than plants grown in the presence of Mg2+.  Shoot Mg2+ concentrations 

decreased more rapidly than root Mg2+ concentrations until both equilibrated, at which point 

visible signs of shoot chlorosis were apparent.  Since there were no sources of additional 

Mg2+ available to these plants, and since total Mg2+ per plant did not increase in these 

conditions, it is assumed that they continued to grow by redistribution of the existing Mg2+ to 

the new tissues and that the overall tissue Mg2+ concentrations were diluted.  For the 

Mg2+-starved plants grown in Schott bottles, plants must have relied on redistribution of seed 

Mg2+ stores since there was no pre-treatment growth period like that used for the culture 

vessel method.  These results are consistent with the high mobility of Mg2+ in plants and also 

the need for plants to continue to grow in order to find new nutrient sources when nutrient 

availability becomes low (Laing et al., 2000; Marschner, 2012).   

 

3.11.3 Root growth in Mg2+-starved plants 

 

Primary root lengths of Mg2+-starved plants (measurable in Schott bottle grown plants only) 

increased until day 8, after which no further increase in length was observed (Section 3.3 

Figure 3.2).  Reduced root growth is a known feature of Mg2+ deficiency (Cakmak et al., 

1994; Hermans et al., 2005; Hermans and Verbruggen, 2005), although it is considered to be 

due to impaired carbon partitioning and assimilate supply to the roots, rather than the primary 

mechanism of Mg2+ deficiency (Marschner, 2012).  An ongoing increase in plant and root 

weight (Figure 3.3) suggested continued root growth beyond day 8.  This may be explained 

by increased lateral root growth rather than extension of the primary root.  Indeed, increased 

root branching is commonly observed with nutrient depletion (Hutchings and Dekroon, 1994) 
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and enables plants to ‘forage’ for new nutrient sources, although how Mg2+ deficiency might 

influence these processes is poorly understood (Hermans et al., 2006). 

 

3.11.4 Mg2+ loss from plants grown in media without Mg2+ 

 

Notable reductions in plant total Mg2+ were detected as Mg2+-starvation progressed in the 

submerged conditions of the Schott bottles (Figure 3.2 D).  The most likely explanation is that 

Mg2+ was being leached from tissues; leaching is a common occurrence in areas with high 

rainfall, in aquatic plants and in conditions where plants become submerged due to flooding 

(Tukey, 1970; Dezzeo et al., 1998; Bärlocher, 2007) and has also been detected with seed 

imbibition (Abdel Samad and Pearce, 1978).  Moreover, leaching is most prevalent for those 

nutrients which are highly mobile, including Mg2+ (Tukey, 1970).   

 

3.11.5 Mg2+ reuptake in Mg2+-starved plants following Mg2+ resupply 

 

Concentration-dependent Mg2+ uptake was detected in Mg2+-starved plants resupplied with 

Mg2+ (Figure 3.4).  Uptake curves showed rapid uptake of Mg2+ in the first 15 min of 

treatment followed by a slower, steady uptake over the remaining 24 hours measured.  The 

rapid initial uptake is likely to reflect Mg2+ infiltration of the apoplasm, which in a spruce root 

study equilibrated with a half-time of 3 min (Kuhn et al., 2000).  The longer uptake is most 

likely primarily symplastic in nature, as the media is expected to have reached an equilibrium 

within the apoplasm within minutes rather than hours.   

 

Mg2+ uptake was fastest into the roots than the shoots, regardless of whether the plants were 

grown under submerged conditions or not (Section 3.4 Figure 3.5).  Delayed Mg2+ uptake into 

the shoot tissues is likely to reflect the initial uptake of nutrients into the roots and the time 

taken for the nutrients to redistribute to the shoot.  A reduced uptake rate was observed for 

plants grown in Schott bottles, presumably due to reduced transpiration rates in submerged 

conditions (reviewed in Tanner and Beevers, 2001). Additionally, the plants grown in the 

Schott bottles may have had some direct foliar Mg2+ uptake, which is known to occur when 

Mg2+-containing solutions are applied to plant leaves (Wittwer and Teubner, 1959).  

  

3.11.6 Resumption of growth in Mg2+-starved plants following Mg2+ resupply 

 

Over a longer period of time following Mg2+ supplementation, the Mg2+-starved plants 

resumed growth, with increases in all parameters measured (dry weight, root length, Mg2+ 
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concentrations and total Mg2+ contents, Section 3.5 Figure 3.6).  Visually, shoot re-greening 

and new leaf development were also observed.  In general, the intensity of re-greening was 

inversely correlated with the period of Mg2+-starvation prior to Mg2+ resupply and the age of 

the tissue; new leaves appeared the greenest, while older leaves and cotyledons appeared the 

least green.  These observations most likely reflect Mg2+ redistribution to younger tissues 

during Mg2+-starvation, although increased allocation of new Mg2+ to younger tissues 

following Mg2+-resupply may also take place. 

 

The cotyledons of plants starved the longest (9-10 d in Schott bottles) were the most chlorotic 

and these tissues did not recover following Mg2+ resupply.  The shoots of these plants had 

only a modest increase in Mg2+ concentration in comparison with plants starved only 5-7 d 

prior to treatment, while their emerging second pair of true leaves appeared brown instead of 

green.  Together these results suggest that excessive Mg2+ starvation can lead to irreversible 

damage to tissues such that Mg2+ reuptake and resumption of growth are impaired. 

 

3.11.7 Al3+ toxicity in Mg2+-unstarved plants grown in Schott bottles 

 

Treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants with increasing concentrations of Al3+ over increasing 

time periods showed a negative correlation with root length, dry weight, Mg2+ concentration 

and Mg2+ content and a positive correlation with shoot chlorosis (Section 3.6 Figure 3.7).  

Inhibition of primary root growth was the most sensitive of these parameters, with significant 

reductions observed in plants treated 1 h with 100-µM Al3+ and complete and irreversible 

inhibition of root growth following 1 h of 400- to 500-µM Al3+.  Unlike the other parameters 

of plant weight, Mg2+ concentration, total plant Mg2+ and visual appearances, significant 

inhibition of root growth was observed in all the Al3+ treatments tested.  These results are 

consistent with inhibition of primary root growth being one of the first signs of Al3+ toxicity 

in plants (Ryan et al., 1993). 

 

3.11.8 Chlorosis in Al3+-treated plants 

 

Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants grown in Schott bottles induced shoot chlorosis: in 

milder Al3+ treatments (1 h of 100- to 200-µM Al3+ or 2 d of 100-µM Al3+) chlorosis was 

visible in the apices of cotyledons, while with stronger treatments (2 d of 200- to 

500-µM Al3+) near-complete chlorosis was induced (Section 3.6 Figure 3.7 A).  Similar 

Al3+-induced chlorosis was observed in Al3+-treated plants grown in non-submerged 
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conditions (Section 3.7 Figure 3.8), suggesting that the chlorotic effect is not an artefact of the 

submerged Schott bottle conditions but is rather a direct effect of Al3+ toxicity.   

 

Shoot chlorosis is a known effect of Al3+ toxicity to plants (reviewed in Schaedle et al., 1989; 

Vitorello et al., 2005) and Al3+ has been shown to reduce photosynthetic activity in 

Al3+-sensitive rye genotypes (Silva et al., 2012).  Although small amounts of Al3+ do 

accumulate in shoot tissues (Bartlett and Riego, 1972), it is generally assumed that shoot 

responses to Al3+ are associated with signal transduction of localized root responses, which 

may be phytohormone-mediated (Jackson, 1997; Larsen et al., 1997; Vitorello et al., 2005).  

Moreover, Al3+-induced shoot chlorosis may be due to general root responses to stress; Ezaki 

et al. (2004) found that root exposure to Al3+ and several other stresses induced shoot GST 

expression, while the coralloid roots symptomatic of Al3+ treatment are also observed with 

several other abiotic stresses that also induce shoot chlorosis (Hutchinson, 1967; Vitorello et 

al., 2005).   

 

The Mg2+ concentrations of the severely chlorotic Al3+-treated plants in this work were 

sufficiently low for Mg2+-deficiency induced chlorosis to arise, especially in plants treated 2 d 

with 300-500 µM Al3+ (Figure 3.7 A, D and E).  However, the Mg2+ concentrations of plants 

treated with either 200 µM Al3+ or 0 µM Mg2+ were almost identical even though their visual 

appearances were very different.  Therefore, the severe Al3+-induced chlorosis observed in 

this work is distinct from Mg2+-starvation-induced chlorosis.  

 

3.11.9 Effects of Al3+ on Mg2+ uptake 

 

Al3+ reduced Mg2+ reuptake into Mg2+-starved plants and this effect increased as the 

concentration of Al3+ increased and decreased as the concentration of Mg2+ increased 

(Section 3.8 Figure 3.9).  That Al3+ reduced the early Mg2+ uptake suggests that cation 

competition between Al3+ and Mg2+ was taking place which was reducing apoplastic 

infiltration by Mg2+ in the first 15 min.  Whether the reduction in long-term Mg2+ uptake was 

solely due to reduced Mg2+ concentrations in the apoplast arising from cation competition, or 

was due to a combination of cation competition and direct Al3+ interactions with Mg2+ 

transport mechanisms, could not be ascertained in these experiments.  However, a more 

detailed kinetic study of Al3+ inhibition of Mg2+ uptake in intact ryegrass roots (Rengel and 

Robinson, 1989) found that Al3+ in equilibrated solutions competitively inhibited Mg2+ uptake 

and increasing Mg2+ activities alleviated this effect, while low pH on its own resulted only in 

non-competitive inhibition of Mg2+ uptake.  These data suggest that the reduced long slow 
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component of Mg2+ uptake observed with Al3+ treatments in Section 3.8 of this work may 

represent direct competitive inhibition of Mg2+ uptake mechanisms by Al3+. 

 

3.11.10 Effects of Al3+ on root tip morphology and growth 

 

Low pH+Al3+ treatment of susceptible roots (discussed in Section 3.11.12) caused darkening 

of the cortex of the DTZ within 6 h which corresponded with increased oxidative stress and 

cell death (Section 3.9 Figure 3.10).  This agrees with previous reports that the DTZ is the 

most Al3+-sensitive region of the root apex (Sivaguru and Horst, 1998; Illes et al., 2006) and 

that high Al3+ concentrations induce necrosis in the root tip (Pan et al., 2001).  The cause of 

the darkening was unclear; however, similar darkening has been observed in necrotic root 

tissues in other Al3+-toxicity studies (Eleftheriou et al., 1993; Ciamporova, 2002), suggesting 

that it is a feature of necrosis. 

 

Following a 2-d recovery treatment in pH 5.7 growth media, the damaged DTZ did not 

resume growth, consistent with its permanent damage.  However, radial expansion of the 

cortical MZ cells between the darkened DTZ and root tip were observed, consistent with 

previous reports that Al3+ affects cell division and expansion in the root tip meristem 

(Koyama et al., 1995; Ciamporova, 2002; Zelinova et al., 2011).  Root hairs also developed in 

this region and the small dense cells usually associated with the MZ were no longer present, 

suggesting their differentiation and reprogramming, possibly as a new DZ.  That very little 

root elongation was observed following Al3+ treatment was consistent with the differentiation 

of the MZ such that tip growth could no longer occur. 

 

3.11.11 Low pH toxicity 

 

Low pH treatment (pH 4) on its own elicited similar, albeit milder, effects upon root growth 

to those found with low pH + Al3+ treatment (Section 3.9 Figure 3.10).  These results are 

consistent with two other studies which have found that Al3+ and low pH have similar and 

additive effects on plant growth and root development respectively (Conner and Meredith, 

1985; Zelinova et al., 2011).  Although there are a lot of similarities between Al3+ and low  

pH toxicity (reviewed in Vitorello et al., 2005), other studies comparing the two have 

concluded that they are not alike (Koyama et al., 1995; Bose et al., 2010a,b).  Comparisons of 

Al3+ and low pH toxicities are confounded by the problem that Al3+ toxicity is impossible to 

investigate in isolation from low pH, since Al3+ is only biologically active at low pH values.  

Attempts to overcome this problem using plant varieties with differential sensitivities to Al3+ 
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toxicity and low pH do little to resolve this problem since plant varieties are often 

differentially adapted to Al3+ and low pH toxicities (Kidd and Proctor, 2001) and may have 

different tolerance mechanisms (Ikka et al., 2007).  However, it is possible that low pH 

toxicity and Al3+ toxicity may be distinct and still initiate common processes such as Ca2+ 

signalling and ROS production, which in turn could give rise to common morphological 

effects such as those observed in this work. 

 

3.11.12 Low Mg2+ status increased Al3+ and low pH toxicity 

 

Mg2+-starved plant roots were much more sensitive to Al3+ and low pH treatments than 

Mg2+-unstarved plants (Section 3.9).  This increased sensitivity may be due to a direct 

protective effect of Mg2+ against low pH/Al3+ toxicity or a cumulative or even synergistic 

effect of Mg2+-starvation stress and additional low pH/Al3+ stresses, since Al3+-induced 

morphological changes to plant root growth and stress responses are also associated with a 

number of environmental and general stress responses (Hutchinson, 1967; Ezaki et al., 2004; 

Vitorello et al., 2005).   

 

Plant Mg2+ status differentially affected media pH in plants treated with low pH/Al3+ media 

(Section 3.10 Figure 3.11), with increased plant Mg2+ status correlating with a more rapid rise 

in media pH in the unbuffered solution.  Rises in pH values of plant cell cultures grown in 

low pH media have previously been observed (Conner and Meredith, 1984; Skirvin et al., 

1986).  These pH rises have been attributed to favoured nitrate uptake at low pH values which 

leads to carbonic acid formation and thereby H+ sequestration from the media (reviewed in 

Williams, 1995).  Therefore plants with increased nutrient requirements and uptake would be 

expected to have more rapid rises in media pH.  Mg2+-starvation substantially reduced plant 

growth as well as tissue volume (Section 3.3 Figure 3.2), which could explain the reduced rate 

of pH rise in comparison with Mg2+-unstarved plants in Section 3.10 Figure 3.11.  This 

slowed rate would result in prolonged low pH exposure, increasing low pH toxicity and also 

Al3+ solubility and toxicity in Mg2+-starved plants, thereby explaining the more toxic effects 

of each upon root morphology.   Interestingly, Al3+ treatment has also been shown to repress 

the rate of pH rise in cell culture in a concentration-dependent manner; however, Al3+ 

repressed growth more than prolonged low pH alone (Conner and Meredith, 1985).  This 

further supports the likelihood that Al3+ toxicity and low pH toxicity, while eliciting similar 

morphological effects, are initially not alike. 
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3.11.13 Al3+ toxicity is not solely inhibition of media Mg2+ uptake in Arabidopsis 

 

Both Al3+ and low pH reduced Mg2+ uptake into Mg2+-starved plants; however, measurable 

increases in Mg2+ content were still detected within 6 h in these treatments (Section 3.8 

Figure 3.9 A).  This observation suggests that if inhibition of Mg2+ uptake from the media 

were the sole cause of Al3+ toxicity to the root tip, differences in root morphology might be 

expected between plants treated in the presence or absence of media Mg2+.  Results in this 

work do not support this hypothesis; Mg2+-starved plants appeared almost equally sensitive to 

low pH/Al3+ treatment irrespective of whether Mg2+ was present in the media (Section 3.9).  

Moreover, Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants induced root growth inhibition which was 

greater than that observed when media Mg2+ was removed (Section 3.6).   

 

A small increase in root length was observed for Mg2+-starved plants treated for 6 h with 

low pH/Al3+ in the absence of Mg2+ in comparison with plants treated with low pH/Al3+ in the 

presence of Mg2+ (Section 3.9 Figure 3.10 E).  Microscopic examination of the root tips of 

these plants revealed similar damage to the DTZ and meristem in each treatment.  Moreover, 

only a small amount of cell differentiation and growth was observed in the MZ of these plants 

which would be insufficient to account for the increased root length measured for the –Mg+Al 

treatment.  Narrowing of plant roots is a symptom of Al3+ toxicity (Merino-Gergichevich et 

al., 2010), and was observed in plants treated with very high Al3+ concentrations elsewhere in 

this work (see Chapter 6 Section 6.2.1).  This narrowing may be associated with increased cell 

elongation in the proximal root regions, although the mechanism involved in unclear.  

Therefore, the increased root lengths of plants treated for 6 h with Al3+ in the absence of Mg2+ 

may in fact reflect a small but measurable increase in toxicity in comparison with plants 

treated in the presence of media Mg2+. 

 

Micromolar concentrations of media Mg2+ have previously been shown to alleviate Al3+ 

toxicity in soybean and media Mg2+ abolished genotypic differences in Al3+-sensitive lines 

(Silva et al., 2001b).  However, in the same study, such effects were not observed in wheat, 

suggesting that low concentrations of media Mg2+ may be important for species-specific and 

genotype-specific Al3+ tolerance mechanisms, rather than a universal amelioration of the 

primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity.  Therefore, although it seems likely that Al3+ 

competitively inhibits Mg2+ uptake into plants, the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity is 

likely to be more complex (discussed further in Chapter 8). 
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3.11.14 Suitability of the Schott bottle method for measuring responses to Mg2+ 
and Al3+  

 

The parameters of growth and Mg2+ starvation measured from plants grown in the Schott 

bottles generally reflected those of the plants grown in the culture vessels.  These similarities 

were in spite of major differences between the two methods, which included plant age, Mg2+ 

availability prior to starvation, daily media changes in the Schott bottles and the submerged 

nature of the Schott bottle method.   

 

Two differences existed between submerged and non-submerged plants which are worth 

considering.  The first was the loss of Mg2+ from ongoing leaching in submerged plants 

(Section 3.3 Figure 3.2), which is likely to accelerate Mg2+-deficiency symptoms long-term 

and alter Mg2+ redistribution requirements.  The second was the reduced rate of Mg2+ uptake 

in the shoots of submerged plants which was primarily attributed to reduced transpiration in 

submerged conditions (Section 3.4 Figure 3.5).  Reduced transpiration can affect symplastic 

Mg2+ uptake (Rengel and Robinson, 1989), therefore the recovery of Mg2+-starved plants 

resupplied with Mg2+ is likely to be slowed using the Schott bottle method.  In severely 

Mg2+-starved plants, ongoing leaching combined with a reduced rate of Mg2+ uptake could 

prevent plant recovery. 

 

Al3+ treatment of plants grown in Schott bottles affected a number of physiological processes 

resembling those described for non-submerged plants in other Al3+ toxicity studies. High 

concentrations of Al3+ induced shoot chlorosis using both the submerged Schott bottle method 

and non-submerged culture vessel conditions, suggesting that the effects of Al3+ toxicity are 

similar using both methods.  Both Al3+ and low pH toxicities were detectable and appeared to 

be additive; therefore, the system appears to avoid issues of Al3+-amelioration of low pH 

toxicity and insensitivity to Al3+ toxicity described in some studies (Kinraide, 1993; Llugany 

et al., 1995; Lazof and Holland, 1999). 

 

It was concluded that the Schott bottle method was a suitable method for assessing 

Arabidopsis responses to Mg2+ and Al3+.  This method was simple, reproducible and easy to 

keep sterile.  It also allowed rapid media changes, large numbers of plants to be examined at 

once and examination of plant roots without damaging them. 
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3.11.15 In conclusion 

 

In this chapter the effects of Mg2+ starvation, Mg2+ resupply and Al3+ treatment upon 

Arabidopsis plants grown in submerged and non-submerged conditions were examined.  

Results were consistent with previous reports of Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ toxicity in plants 

and suggested that the underlying plant Mg2+ status is more important than media Mg2+ in 

mitigating the effects of Al3+ toxicity.  A submerged hydroponic growth method was 

developed which was deemed suitable for assessing the transgenic plant lines developed in 

Chapter 4 and for the transcriptomic analyses in Chapter 7.   

 

 
 



 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Expression of the microbial 
Mg2+ transport genes CorA   
and ALR1 in Arabidopsis  

4.1 Introduction  
 

Overexpression of the ALR1 gene in yeast conferred increased tolerance to Al3+ (MacDiarmid 

and Gardner, 1998).  ALR1 was identified as a putative Mg2+ transport gene that was related 

to the bacterial Mg2+ transport gene, CorA, and subsequent studies have confirmed the role of 

Alr1 in plasma membrane Mg2+ transport (Graschopf et al., 2001; Wachek et al., 2006).  

From their observations in yeast, MacDiarmid and Gardner suggested that Al3+ toxicity might 

occur via the direct blockage of Alr1, the main protein responsible for Mg2+ uptake in yeast 

(MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  Indeed, single amino-acid mutations in the transmembrane 

domain of Alr1 improved yeast tolerance to Al3+ without altering Mg2+ uptake kinetics, 

further suggesting that Alr1 was the site of Al3+ toxicity (Lee, 2006). 

 

This work with yeast led to the hypothesis that inhibition of Mg2+ transport proteins in plants 

might underlie the Al3+ toxicity commonly observed in plants grown in acidic soils.  To test 

this hypothesis genetically, a transgenic approach was utilized.  If the hypothesis is correct, 

then increased expression of Mg2+ transport proteins in plants should confer improved 

tolerance to Al3+, thereby causally linking Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ deficiency.  CorA and ALR1 

were chosen as suitable genes to test this hypothesis, since they are both well characterized 

and their expression confers strong Al3+ tolerance in yeast in comparison with expression of 

their plant homologues, the AtMRS2 genes (Li et al., 2001). 

 

This chapter describes the expression of CorA and ALR1 in plants.  It describes the generation 

of expression constructs and the subsequent transformation of Arabidopsis and selection of 

stable transgenic lines.  Assessments of mRNA, protein expression and subcellular 
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localisation are presented, in which the suitability of these lines for Mg2+- and Al3+-associated 

phenotypic assays (Chapters 5 and 6) are determined. 
 

 
4.2 A series of ALR1- and CorA-based constructs were generated in 
the yeast plasmid pYES3 
 

The process of homologous recombination was used to generate a number of variants of the 

ALR1 and CorA genes as follows: 

 

 crALR1 – Since ALR1 was formerly identified as problematic for expression in plants, 

presumably due to its high AT-content (K. Richards, pers. com.), it was previously 

modified in an attempt to remove putative cryptic plant polyadenylation and intron 

splice sites (Robison, 2002).  An 874-nt region at the 3’-end of ALR1 was rebuilt, as 

detailed in Appendix 1, and the modified gene renamed rALR1 (rebuilt ALR1).  In this 

work, sequencing of the rALR1 gene in the pBC/rALR1 clone identified a single 

nucleotide deletion at 1214 nt, upstream of the rebuilt region (indicated in 

Appendix 1).  This frameshift mutation had presumably been introduced during the 

previous work cloning and assembling rALR1.  It was remedied by recombining an 

N-terminal section of ALR1 from a different clone with the remainder of rALR1, as 

detailed in Figure 4.1.  The corrected version of rALR1 was termed crALR1 (corrected 

rebuilt ALR1). 

 rA1S1 – JM. Lee (2006) previously generated a triple mutant of ALR1 with enhanced 

Al3+ tolerance, named A1S1.  To enhance any Al3+ tolerance from plant expression the 

three mutations from A1S1 were combined with the rebuilt crALR1 gene, to generate 

rA1S1.  Since two of the A1S1 mutations are located within the end of the rebuilt 

region of crALR1, by combining the two versions of ALR1 a small 164-nt section of 

the rebuilt region reverted back to the original ALR1 sequence between the XbaI and 

EcoRI restriction sites (positions detailed in Appendix 1).  There are two 

experimentally-identified cryptic polyadenylation sites in this section of the gene; 

hence expression of rA1S1 in plants was expected to exhibit some cryptic 

polyadenylation of pre-mRNA transcripts at these sites.   

 N-terminal GFP fusions – The S65T variant of GFP (Chiu et al., 1996), was fused to 

the N-terminus of both crALR1 and CorA, in order to permit rapid in vivo detection of 

protein expression and to allow assessment of the sub-cellular localisation of crAlr1 

and CorA. 
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 N-terminal HA fusions – A triple HA epitope was fused to the N-terminus of both 

crALR1 and CorA to permit sensitive detection of protein expression in planta.  

 

Table 4.1 summarizes the genes and gene variants used in this work.  All ALR1- and 

CorA-based constructs were generated in the yeast expression plasmid pYES3 using the 

overall strategy detailed in Figure 4.1.  Use of this expression plasmid permitted functional 

comparisons of the constructs in yeast (Section 4.3).  All the ALR1-based constructs and the 

N-terminal CorA fusion constructs were subsequently cloned into the plant binary vectors 

pVK and pSR for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of Arabidopsis plants 

(Section 4.4).   

 

Plants were transformed with the pVK/CorA construct prior to the generation of the yeast 

expression plasmids presented in Figure 4.1 (overleaf).  Genomic DNA from these plants was 

PCR-amplified and cloned into pGTE for sequencing.  Due to the shortage of restriction sites 

in the other CorA-containing plasmids available, a pGTE/CorA clone was used as the starting 

point to generate the CorA-based yeast expression plasmids and the subsequent plant binary 

vectors containing the N-terminal CorA fusion constructs.   

 

The steps taken to generate one of the pYES-based constructs, pYES/GFP-CorA, using 

homologous recombination are detailed in Figure 4.2 A-D (page 124).  The same overall 

approach was used for generating each of the other pYES-based constructs, with the 

exceptions of pYES/rALR1 and pYES/CorA.  For these constructs, a cloning approach similar 

to that illustrated in Figure 4.2 E-H (page 125) was used.  Specific details of the steps used for 

generating each individual construct are tabulated in Appendix 2.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gene Summary Length (nt) 
CorA Original bacterial CorA gene from E.coli 951 

crALR1 
S. cerevisiae ALR1 gene, with 874 nt rebuilt at 3’ end to optimize 

plant expression 
2580 

rA1S1 
ALR1 triple mutant with enhanced Al3+ tolerance combined with 

crALR1 for enhanced plant expression 
2580 

GFP-CorA N-terminal fusion of S65T GFP to CorA 1668 
GFP-crALR1 N-terminal fusion of S65T GFP to crALR1 3297 

HA-CorA N-terminal fusion of HA epitope to CorA 1071 
HA-crALR1 N-terminal fusion of HA epitope to crALR1 2700 

 
Table 4.1 Genes and gene variants used in this thesis 
Table showing the genes used for expression in yeast and plants in this thesis, together with the length of the 
coding region of each gene. 
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Figure 4.1 Strategy for the generation of a set of ALR1 and CorA constructs suitable for yeast and plant 
expression using a combination of cloning and yeast homologous recombination 
A, B, C: Construction of CorA-based plasmids.  CorA was PCR-amplified from transgenic Arabidopsis plants 
(Nayagar, 2003) using the 35S and ocs primers and cloned into pGTE at A-tail overhangs to generate 
pGTE/CorA (A).  The CorA fragment from pGTE/CorA was then excised at EcoRI and cloned into the yeast 
expression vector pYES3 to form pYES/CorA (B).  This was subsequently linearized at SalI (for HA) or HindIII 
(for GFP) and HA or GFP PCR products were fused in-frame to the N-terminus of CorA by homologous 
recombination in yeast (C). 
D, E, F, G: Construction of ALR1-based plasmids.  The rebuilt gene rALR1 was excised from pBC/rALR1 
(Robison, 2002), and firstly inserted into pYES3 (D).  The single nucleotide deletion at position 1214 was 
corrected by removing the N-terminal region of rALR1 from SalI to BstXI and recombining the remaining large 
fragment with a PCR product from the YEpGALR1 plasmid (ALR1 PCR product cloned into pYES3 from 
C. MacDiarmid) (E).  The resultant construct, pYES/crALR1, was then either linearized at HindIII and 
recombined with appropriate PCR fragments to generate the GFP-crALR1 and HA-crALR1 fusion gene 
constructs (F) or the XbaI-XbaI C-terminal section of crALR1 was removed and the remaining fragment 
recombined with a PCR product from the triple mutant pFL38:A1S1 (Lee, 2006) to generate pYES/rA1S1 (G). 
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Figure 4.2 Generation of constructs using yeast homologous recombination or cloning, as illustrated by 
the generation of pYES/GFP-CorA and pVK/GFP-CorA 
A, B, C, D: Generation of pYES/GFP-CorA using homologous recombination: Backbone plasmid DNA 
(pYES/CorA) was linearized with a suitable restriction enzyme (HindIII), and the digest checked by 
gel-electrophoresis (A, arrow indicates the expected size of the linearized plasmid), after which the linearized 
plasmid DNA was precipitated with ethanol and quantified using spectrophotometry (Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1).  
Insert DNA (GFP) was PCR-amplified from its source plasmid (pTVL2) using suitable homologous 
recombination primers (GFPL and GFPRC), checked for yield using gel electrophoresis (B, arrow indicates the 
expected size of the PCR product), purified by column to remove residual PCR reagents (Purelink™ PCR 
Purification Kit, Invitrogen), precipitated with ethanol and quantified using spectroscopy.  Yeast competent cells 
were transformed with linearized backbone plasmid DNA and the PCR product and recombined transformants 
selected on minimal media lacking uracil.  Yeast plasmid DNA was isolated from a number of transformants 
(12) and screened by PCR using appropriate primers (NtermGFP1 and NtermGFP2) and the products visualized 
by gel electrophoresis (C, arrows indicate expected PCR product).  E. coli was transformed with plasmid DNA 
from suitable clones (clones 7 and 10) and transformants selected on antibiotic (ampicillin).  Plasmid DNA was 
isolated and digested with an appropriate restriction enzyme (XhoI) and visualized using gel electrophoresis to 
confirm the nature of the plasmid DNA and its insert (D, arrow indicates the expected size of the GFP-CorA 
insert from a XhoI digest of pYES/GFP-CorA). 
E, F, G, H, I: Generation of pVK/GFP-CorA using cloning: The vector backbone plasmid (pVK) and the 
plasmid containing the desired insert (pYES/GFP-CorA) were each digested with appropriate restriction 
enzyme/s (XhoI), and the digests checked using gel electrophoresis (E and F, arrows indicate the expected sizes 
of the linearized plasmid in E and the excised GFP-CorA fragment in F), and then precipitated with ethanol and 
quantified using spectrophotometry.  Vector backbone DNA was dephosphorylated, shotgun-ligated with an 
appropriate quantity of insert digest and transformed into E. coli.  Plasmid DNA was isolated from transformants 
(Chowdury method) and screened by gel electrophoresis for the size of the plasmid insert (G, arrows indicate the 
expected size of the pVK/GFP-CorA plasmid).  Appropriate clones were restriction-enzyme digested (XhoI and 
EcoRI) to confirm the nature of the plasmid insert and its correct orientation and the results visualized using gel 
electrophoresis (H, arrows indicate clones with the correctly-sized insert in the correct orientation).  Suitable 
clones from constructs generated using the large pVK or pSR plant binary vectors were further screened for size 
and backbone integrity with diagnostic cuts using a range of restriction enzymes (HincII, BamHI, NcoI, PstI, 
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NotI, SalI).  The full restriction maps of the pVK and pSR plasmids were not known; therefore results from the 
diagnostic cuts were compared with those from similar constructs using gel electrophoresis (1: pVK/HA-CorA, 
2: pVK/GFP-CorA, 3 and 4: two different clones of pVK/GFP-crALR1). 
L: 1-kb Plus DNA ladder (Invitrogen), SCL: supercoiled ladder (Invitrogen), UC: uncut plasmid DNA control, 
-ve: PCR negative control containing no template DNA. 
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4.3 Function of the Mg2+ transport genes was checked by 
expression in yeast 
 

To check the ability of the various ALR1- and CorA-based constructs to function in Mg2+ 

transport, the constructs were transformed into the alr1alr2 yeast deletion strain CM66 

(MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  This strain requires either high supplemental Mg2+ 

(250 mM) or complementation by an Mg2+ transport gene in order to grow.  Expression of 

ALR1 and CorA genes have previously been shown to complement CM66, albeit at differing 

levels (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998; Drummond et al., 2006). 

 

Each construct was transformed into competent cells of the CM66 yeast strain and 

transformants were selected for expression of the URA3 gene in pYES3 by plating onto 

uracil-deficient minimal media supplemented with 250 mM Mg2+ (SCM).  Three independent 

colonies from each transformation were streaked and checked with PCR to confirm the 

presence of the ALR1 or CorA insert (data not shown), after which Mg2+ complementation 

(Section 4.3.1) and Al3+ tolerance (Section 4.3.2) were tested according to the protocol 

outlined in Figure 4.3.   

 

 

4.3.1 Mg2+ complementation of constructs expressed in yeast  

 

Figure 4.4 summarizes the results of the Mg2+ complementation assays.  Due to the weaker 

ability of the CorA gene to complement CM66 (Drummond et al., 2006), the range of Mg2+ 

concentrations selected to test the CorA-based constructs were in the millimolar range, whilst 

the range of concentrations selected to test the ALR1-based constructs was approximately 

1000-fold lower, in the micromolar range.  To allow direct comparison between the ALR1 

gene and the CorA gene, the CorA construct was also included on the ALR1 B plate; hence its 

growth on micromolar levels of Mg2+ was also tested.   

 

All the ALR1-based constructs showed complementation similar to the original ALR1 gene 

(YEpGALR1, Figure 4.4 A), with growth on 5–10 µM Mg2+.  Therefore it was concluded that 

neither the N-terminal fusions nor the sequence modifications made to crALR1 and rA1S1 

affect the ability of the ALR1 gene to complement Mg2+ uptake in CM66. 

 

CorA showed a substantially reduced ability to complement CM66 in comparison with ALR1 

(Figure 4.4 A, bottom right).  Whereas ALR1 was able to grow on trace - 5 µM Mg2+, CorA 
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Figure 4.3 Experimental design and layout of plates to test yeast Mg2+ complementation and tolerance to 
Al3+ 
Three independently-transformed yeast clones for each yeast construct were grown to saturation, serially diluted 
in water and plated on SC-ura supplemented with Mg2+, or low phosphate and Mg2+ (LPM) media containing 
Al3+ at pH 3.5.  The three clones are plated from left to right for each construct (indicated in red text for crALR1 
on the ALR1 A plate) and the dilutions from top to bottom (dilution factors indicated in blue).  Three separate 
plate layouts were used, ‘ALR1 A’ to compare the ALR1-fusion genes with the unfused ALR1 gene, ‘ALR1 B’ to 
compare the three variants of ALR1 and CorA and ‘CorA’ to compare the CorA-fusion genes with the unfused 
CorA gene.  Each plate has the YEpGALR1 construct (containing the original ALR1 gene) to control for similar 
growth across plates and the pYES3 plasmid containing no insert as a negative control (due to space constraints 
on the plates these are plated perpendicularly to the other constructs, with dilutions from left to right instead.  
The undiluted clone for each is indicated in plate ALR1 A).  Aliquots of the water used for the dilutions are also 
plated, to check for contamination.  All plates were set up in duplicate for every concentration of Mg2+ or Al3+ 
tested and representative colonies for each construct were selected for the comparisons illustrated in Figures 4.4 
and 4.5.   
 
 

 

 

growth was not seen until 100 µM Mg2+ was supplemented in the media.  This result is in 

agreement with Drummond et al. (2006), although in that study only millimolar 

concentrations of Mg2+ were tested and the expression vector contained a different yeast 

promoter, phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK). 

 

On millimolar concentrations of Mg2+, the two N-terminal fusions to CorA abolished the 

ability of CorA to complement the CM66 mutant, since these constructs showed no difference 

from the pYES control (Figure 4.4 B).  In particular, in the 4-10 mM Mg2+ range, the fusion 

genes conferred much less cell growth than that seen for the un-fused CorA gene.  This 

suggests that the fusions of HA and GFP to the N-terminus of CorA interfere with its ability 

to act as an Mg2+ transport protein.   
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Figure 4.4 Mg2+ complementation of ALR1- and CorA- based constructs transformed into the CM66 
mutant  
Yeast were plated onto SC-ura media supplemented with varying levels of Mg2+ according to the protocol 
described in Figure 4.3.  After five days of growth yeast plates were photographed and compared. There was 
little variation in growth between the independent clones and between the replicate plates, hence only a single 
dilution series (including only the first two dilutions) is shown for each construct.  For ease of comparison, a 
single image has been created for each construct by using the first three dilutions (1 x, 5 x and 25 x) of one 
representative clone from each of the different Mg2+ concentration plates tested.   The background shades have 
been equalized using Adobe® Photoshop Elements 3.0® to compensate for lighting variation during 
photographing of the plates.  Two different ranges of Mg2+ concentrations were tested: µM levels for the 
ALR1-based constructs (A) and mM levels for the CorA-based constructs (B).  The pYES3 plasmid contains the 
GAL1 promoter therefore media plates were supplemented with galactose to induce expression of the genes 
under investigation.  All plates were set up in duplicate and included the pYES3 plasmid and water as controls.  
No growth was seen in any of the controls except where they are included in the images presented.   
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4.3.2 Al3+ tolerance of constructs expressed in yeast 

 

In addition to Mg2+ complementation, the ALR1- and CorA-based constructs were tested for 

Al3+ tolerance on LPM media.  Overexpression of the yeast ALR1 gene had previously been 

shown to increase tolerance to µM levels of Al3+ on low phosphate and Mg2+ media at pH 3.5 

(MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  This approach was used to compare the different 

constructs used in this work and the results are summarized in Figure 4.5.   

 

The ALR1-based constructs in CM66 were plated onto 0-500 µM Al3+, together with the 

original CorA gene and pYES3 and water controls (Figure 4.5).  Similar growth of the 

concentrated spot was seen for all strains expressing the ALR1-based constructs on 0 and 

50 µM Al3+, whilst very faint growth was seen on 100 µM Al3+ and no growth on 

200-500 µM Al3+ (data not shown).  A slight increase in Al3+ tolerance was observed for 

dilutions of the rA1S1 variant on 50-100 µM Al3+, consistent with the improved Al3+ tolerance 

of the A1s1 triple mutant from which rA1s1 is derived (Lee, 2006).  Faint growth of dilutions 

of HA-crALR1 and GFP-crALR1 strains on 0 µM Al3+ in comparison with crALR1 and the 

YEgGALR1 control strain suggests that the N-terminal fusions may interfere with crAlr1 

activity on LPM media itself.  It was concluded that the crALR1 and rA1S1 variants do not 

alter the Al3+ tolerance conferred by expression of the ALR1 and A1S1 genes and N-terminal 

fusions to crALR1 do not interfere with its conferred Al3+ tolerance. 

 

 

 

 
crALR1 HA-crALR1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Al3+ tolerance of ALR1-based constructs  
Yeast were plated onto LPM media at pH 3.5 at the dilutions shown at left, according to the protocol outlined in 
Figure 4.3.  Tolerance to 0, 50 and 100 µM Al3+ were tested are shown.  Representative clones for each 
concentration are aligned as one image, as described in Figure 4.4.  Plates were set up in duplicate and included 
the pYES3 plasmid and water as negative controls.  No growth was seen for CorA or the negative controls on 
any of the plates (not shown).   
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The CorA strains in CM66 were highly sensitive to the LPM media and no growth was seen 

on any of the LPM plates, including the 0 µM Al3+ treatment (data not shown).  This failure to 

grow was attributed to the low (200 µM) Mg2+ levels in the media being insufficient for 

adequate CorA-mediated Mg2+ complementation (see Figure 4.4 A), together with the lower 

pH reducing Mg2+ uptake (Blackwell et al., 1995).   

 

 

4.4 Generation of Agrobacterium binary vector constructs for 
expression in plants 
 

The ALR1 and CorA genes and their variants generated in the pYES3 vector (Figure 4.1) were 

excised at appropriate restriction sites and cloned into the Agrobacterium binary vectors pVK 

or pSR, for subsequent transformation and expression in Arabidopsis.   This strategy is 

outlined in Figure 4.6.  The pVK vector contains the commonly used constitutive CaMV 35S 

promoter, which was favoured for a broad assessment of the effects of strongly expressing the 

ALR1 and CorA genes in plants.  The pSR vector was generated containing the Arabidopsis 

AKT1 promoter (see Appendix 3 for details of the construction of pSR), a root-specific 

promoter chosen because the root tip is the primary site of Al3+ toxicity in plants.  Because 

AKT1 promoter activity was described earlier by Lagarde and co-workers (1996) the 

N-terminal CorA- and ALR1-fusion gene constructs were cloned only into the pVK binary 

vector (containing P35S). 

 

To compare in planta expression levels under the two different promoters and for a GFP 

positive control for use in confocal microscopy, constructs were generated that contained the 

GFP gene on its own under the 35S and AKT1 promoters (in pVK and pSR respectively).  

GFP was amplified from the plasmid vector pTVL2 using the GFPF and GFPR primers, 

A-tailed and cloned into pGTE in order to add SalI restriction sites to both ends of the gene 

(data not shown).  GFP was then excised at SalI and cloned into pVK and pSR at XhoI 

(Figure 4.6). 

 

The specific cloning steps taken in generating one of these constructs, pVK/GFP-CorA, are 

presented in Figure 4.2 E-I.  For the remainder of the pVK and pSR-based constructs, a 

similar set of cloning steps were taken (data not shown).  These are detailed in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 4.6 Cloning of genes into Agrobacterium binary vectors for plant expression  
The gene constructs generated in Figure 4.1 (with the exception of pYES/CorA, since pVK/CorA and pSR/CorA 
were previously generated by V.Kelly and T.Nagayar of this laboratory respectively) were excised from pYES3 
and ligated into the pVK Agrobacterium binary vector (A).  The red arrow in the plasmid vector maps represents 
the gene inserts cloned into pVK or pSR.  XhoI restriction sites were used for cloning of all the gene constructs 
except for HA-CorA, which was cloned into pVK at HindIII and XbaI.  The un-fused genes were also cloned 
into the pSR binary vector at XhoI (B).  In addition, the GFP gene on its own was excised from pGTE/GFP 
(described in text) at SalI and ligated into pVK and pSR at XhoI. 
 
 

 

 

4.5 Arabidopsis thaliana was transformed with each of the plant 
expression constructs and transgenic lines selected 
 

4.5.1 Transformation and selection of single insert plant lines 

 

The binary vector constructs generated in Section 4.4 were each conjugated into the 

Agrobacterium strain GV3101 by triparental mating (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.4.3).  

Transconjugants were selected on antibiotics and then Agrobacterium plasmid DNA was 

isolated and transformed into E. coli electrocompetent cells to obtain sufficient quantities of 

plasmid DNA for sequencing or diagnostic cuts.  Once the presence of the correct constructs 
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was confirmed (see Appendix 2 for details), Agrobacterium strains were used to transform 

Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Landsberg (Ler) using vacuum infiltration of inflorescences 

(see Chapter 2 Section 2.4.5.2).  Each transformation was carried out twice at different times 

to ensure suitable numbers of transformants for selection of transgenic lines. 

 

The first generation of progeny seed, T1, was selected on kanamycin plates for the presence of 

the nptII kanamycin resistance marker gene.  Transformation efficiencies were calculated and 

the results are presented in Table 4.2.  A wide range of efficiencies were obtained 

(0.07-4.45%), presumably reflecting differences in the ages of plants and the number of 

inflorescences at the time of transformation.  Constructs transformed into the same batch of 

plants at the same time resulted in similar transformation efficiencies (35S::crALR1 and 

35S::HA-crALR1: 3.59% and 4.45% respectively, 35S::HA-CorA and AKT1::crALR1: 1.91% 

and 0.76% respectively: 35S::GFP-crALR1 and 35S::GFP-CorA: 0.07% and 0.19% 

respectively).  Values were particularly low for the latter two GFP fusion constructs, probably 

due to the transformation of older plants that had relatively few inflorescences. 

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Promoter Gene TF efficiency T1 lines  T2 lines  % single insert  

CorA 0.08-0.21% 71 16 75% 
3.59% 48 48 58% crALR1 
0.91% 48 48 58% rA1S1 
1.18% 28 NA NA ALR1 

 
Table 4.2 Selection of Arabidopsis transformants for stable single insert lines 
This table summarizes the selection of the transgenic lines in this work.  For a detailed description of the 
methods used, see Chapter 2 Section 2.4.5.  Seed harvested from Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Ler plants 
transformed with the gene of interest were firstly selected on 1x MS plates containing 100 µg L-1 kanamycin and 
transformants scored relative to the number of original seed screened (column 3, 16-25 thousand seed were 
screened for all lines except 35S::CorA, for which 80 thousand seed were screened in two batches).  Some of the 
transformants were transplanted to soil, Rockwool™ or Magenta™ culture vessels (column 4) and T2 progeny 
seed was collected from those T1 plant lines that survived to maturity (column 5).  The Chi-square test was used 
to identify T2 lines carrying a single insertion of the gene, based on inheritance of the kanamycin resistance 
phenotype.  Column 6 shows the proportion of the total number of T2 lines from column 5 that contained a single 
insert.  The AKT1::CorA construct was previously transformed into Arabidopsis by T. Nagayar (this laboratory, 
number of T1 lines and transformation efficiency not available) and T2 lines were obtained prior to this work.  
Experiments involving the 35S::ALR1 construct used only T1 transgenic tissue and T2 seed was not analysed 
(NA).   

GFP-CorA 0.19% 42 42 55% 35S 

GFP-crALR1 0.07% 17 17 59% 
HA-CorA 1.91% 48 44 61% 

HA-crALR1 4.45% 48 48 46% 
GFP 0.30% 57 52 48% 
CorA Not avail Not avail 19 58% 

0.76% 48 48 42% crALR1 
rA1S1 1.5% 48 48 60% 

AKT1 

GFP 0.6% 29 29 67% 
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Low transformation efficiencies were always obtained for the 35S::CorA transformations.  

Two independent transformations using the 35S::CorA construct gave consistently lower 

efficiencies in comparison with constructs that were transformed in parallel into the same 

batches of plants (for example, in one experiment 35S::ALR1 and 35S::CorA gave values of 

1.18% and 0.11% respectively, and in another 35S::GFP and 35S::CorA gave 0.58% and 

0.16% respectively).   

 

Approximately 40-70 T1 transformants were transplanted (Table 4.2 column 4) and grown to 

maturity to collect T2 progeny seed.  All plants appeared phenotypically the same as WT and 

GFP control plants (data not shown), with the exception of the 35S::CorA plants.  These 

plants were smaller than those of other constructs and grew more slowly, with many dying 

before reaching maturity.  The 35S::CorA plant phenotypes are described in more detail in 

Section 4.6.  Comparison of columns 4 and 5 of Table 4.2 shows that the survival of the T1 

plants in all the constructs was 90-100%, with the exception of 35S::CorA, of which only 

23% survived. 

 

The T2 plant lines were selected for single inserts of the genes by testing for 3:1 segregation 

of kanamycin resistance among selfed progeny (Chapter 2 Section 2.4.5.5).  The proportion of 

lines that carried a single insert of the gene was typically half of the total number of lines 

(Table 4.2 column 6), with the other lines assumed to carry multiple inserts.  The 35S::CorA 

plants had the highest proportion of single insert lines, at 75%.  This difference is consistent 

with the suggestion that 35S::CorA plants carrying multiple inserts of the CorA gene are 

overrepresented among the T1 lines that did not survive to maturity (Table 4.2 columns 4 

and 5). 

 

 

4.5.2 Expression of total mRNA in T2 lines 
 

Total RNA was extracted from T2 seedlings that were identified as single insert lines and 

northern blot analysis was used to detect and quantify the expression of the transgene in each 

(Figure 4.7 A, overleaf).  Hybridising bands of the expected sizes were detected for the 

majority of the transgenic T2 lines, with the exceptions of AKT1::crALR1 and AKT1::rA1S1, 

for which no bands were detected (data not shown).  The CorA-based constructs presented 

only one band of the expected size, indicating the absence of significant post-transcriptional 

processing of the CorA gene when expressed in plants.  A second, smaller band was detected 

for 35S::rA1S1 (not shown), corresponding with the expected sizes of transcripts using one or 
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Figure 4.7 Expression levels of T2 homozygous lines 
A: Total RNA from 2-3 week old T2 single-insert lines was electrophoresed and northern blotted using 
radioisotope-labelled DNA probes (see Chapter 2 Section 2.6.2 for methods).  For each transgenic line, the main 
hybridisation band detected is presented and corresponds with the expected size of the mRNA transcript (upper 
image, ladders not shown).  For each gel, RNA from a different CorA- or crALR1-based construct was included 
as a positive control and RNA from WT plants as a negative control.  These all gave the expected results and are 
not presented.  The lines screened are indicated above each lane by numbers.  The lower image presents the band 
corresponding with the expected size for 28S rRNA from methylene-blue stains of the blots prior to 
hybridisation, for loading comparisons.  To test the sensitivity of detection, dot blots were loaded with 1 ng, 
100 pg and 10 pg of the un-labelled probe prior to hybridisation and are presented to the right of the other images 
(1 ng at top). No bands were detected for the AKT1::crALR1 and AKT1::rA1S1 transgenic lines (data not 
presented).  The results from the hybridisations in A are summarized in the table in B.  For each construct, the 
total number of transgenic lines screened is presented (column 3), together with the probe used (column 4), the 
sensitivity of the probe from the dot blot data (column 5), the maximum mRNA transcript levels detected (per 
10 µg of total RNA loaded, column 6) and the lines that were ultimately selected for further analysis in this work 
(column 7).  The 35S::GFP and AKT1::GFP lines used in this work were selected by UV-visualization of tissue 
from single-insert T2 lines (data not shown) and pooled T1 tissue was used for northern blot analysis of the 
35S::ALR1 transgenic plants in Section 4.7). 
 
 

 

 

both of the cryptic polyadenylation cut sites located immediately downstream of the XbaI 

restriction site (Appendix 1).  The use of these cut sites was anticipated when rA1S1 was 

generated from crALR1, since this region was reverted to the original ALR1 sequence (see 

Section 4.2).  A few faint and smaller bands were observed for all the detectable crALR1-

based constructs (not shown); those of 35S::crALR1 are examined more closely and compared 

with the post-transcriptional processing products from the original ALR1 gene in Section 4.7.   

 

Dot blots containing known amounts of probe DNA (10 pg to 1 ng) were hybridised at the 

same time as each northern blot, to determine the approximate sensitivity of detection.  The 

sensitivity of detection varied from 10 to 100 pg, according to the specific probe used and the 

activity of the radioactive isotope (images of the dot blots are shown to the right of each 

construct hybridisation image presented in Figure 4.7 A). 

Promoter Gene # Lines  Probe Sensitivity 
Estimated 
expression  

Lines 
selected 

B
CorA 14 CorAF+CorAR PCR 1 ng 1 ng 0,3,5,6 

25 HindIII-PstI fragment 10 pg 10 pg 4,27,43,47 crALR1 

26 ALR1/3+ALR1/8 PCR 100 pg 100 pg 23,38,39,44 rA1S1 

GFP-CorA 23 GFP1+GFP2 PCR 100 pg 1 ng 7,29,35 35S 

GFP-crALR1 10 GFP1+GFP2 PCR 100 pg 100 pg 3,4,5,17 

HA-CorA 27 CorAF+CorAR PCR 100 pg 1 ng 25,27,40,43 

HA-crALR1 21 HindIII-PstI fragment 10 pg 10 pg 3,25,35,48 

CorA 11 CorA F+CorA R PCR 100 pg 100 pg 8,9,11,15 
10 pg crALR1 20 HindIII-PstI fragment <10 pg NA AKT1 

10 pg 26 ALR1/3+ALR1/8 PCR <10 pg NA rA1S1 
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Using the dot blots, the absolute mRNA expression levels of the best expressing lines for each 

of the constructs were estimated (Figure 4.7 B, columns 5 and 6).   The maximal transcript 

level for the 35S::CorA-based constructs was approximately 1 ng/10 µg total RNA, with the 

AKT1::CorA constructs present at around a 10-fold lower level, at 100 pg/10 µg total RNA.  

These expression levels are of the same magnitude as those detected for GFP expression in 

the 35S::GFP and AKT1::GFP plant lines (see Appendix 4).   

 

Transcript expression levels from the 35S::crALR1-based plant lines were 10-100 pg/10 µg 

total RNA, approximately 10-100 times lower than those detected for the CorA-based and 

GFP transcripts.  Expression of the AKT1::crALR1 and AKT1::rA1S1 transcripts could not be 

detected, indicating that expression using this promoter is below the sensitivity of detection 

(10 pg) and at least ten times lower than that detected for AKT1::CorA and AKT1::GFP.   

 

With the exception of the 35S::CorA construct, plant lines with the highest expression levels 

relative to their loading were selected for each construct (Figure 4.7 B, column 7).  

Kanamycin-resistant T2 plants were grown to maturity and progeny T3 seed collected and 

screened on kanamycin to identify homozygous sublines.  These homozygous, single insert 

lines were used for the analyses in the remainder of this Chapter and in Chapters 5 and 6.  The 

35S::CorA plant lines which were used for further work are indicated in Figure 4.7 B 

(column 7).  Criteria for the selection of these lines were based upon a combination of 

detectable expression, the presence of the CorA-specific phenotype and plant survival (see 

Section 4.6.4 for details). 

 
 
4.6 Expression of 35S::CorA reduces plant health and survival  
 

4.6.1 The majority of T1 CorA plants do not survive 

 

In the previous section it was noted that the 35S::CorA constructs gave fewer primary 

transformants, with reduced survival, and a higher proportion of single insert lines.  Growth 

and survival of Arabidopsis plants transformed with 35S::CorA were therefore examined 

more closely.  First generation (T1) 35S::CorA plants appeared small and stunted in 

comparison with control plants, as illustrated in Figure 4.8 (A and B left).  When similarly 

sized CorA and control plants were transplanted to soil, CorA plants grew very slowly and 

those that survived to maturity (Figure 4.8 A and B right) typically produced lower quantities 

of progeny T2 seed (data not shown). 
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2 weeks A

 
Figure 4.8 Growth and appearances of 35S::CorA T1 seedlings 
A, B: Selection of 35S::CorA (A) and 35S::GFP control (B) T1 seed on kanamycin plates (left).  Four 
similarly-sized two-week old seedlings (arrows) from each plate were transplanted to soil and observed two and 
four weeks later (right).  Scale bars represent 1 cm.  C: Examples of the appearances of 8-week old 35S::CorA 
T1 seedlings grown on solid media in Magenta™ culture vessels illustrating the two main phenotypes observed 
(see text).  Scale bars indicate 0.5 cm (left) and 0.1 cm (centre, right). 

B

4 weeks 

2 weeks 

4 weeks 

C
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The majority (77%) of the CorA T1 plants were extremely slow-growing and did not survive 

to maturity, or if they did they did not produce viable seed.  To increase the survival rate, 

plants were transplanted to sealed culture vessels containing solid MS media.  This approach 

extended the average survival time of the CorA plants.  However, the majority still became 

necrotic and died within 2-3 months following germination (data not shown). 

 

Of the CorA T1 plants that did not survive, two main classes of phenotype were observed.  

Plants in the first category appeared mostly similar to WT in terms of morphology, but were 

generally much smaller.  Some of these plants developed necrosis in their primary shoot, and 

a replacement shoot sometimes developed from a lateral bud (Figure 4.8 C, left).  Some plants 

reached maturity and produced a small number of floral buds.  However these buds appeared 

yellow in colour and did not open fully (Figure 4.8 C, left).  A few plants also produced 1-5 

short siliques following flowering, but any seed recovered from these plants failed to 

germinate (data not shown).   

 

The second and most extreme phenotype observed was a ‘ball phenotype’, in which leaves 

continued to slowly develop but there was no clear shoot apex (Figure 4.8 C, centre and 

right).  Many of the leaves of these plants showed signs of chlorosis (Figure 4.8 C, centre), 

while a strong purple colouration characteristic of anthocyanins was also present in the leaves 

of some plants (Figure 4.8 C, right).  
 
 

4.6.2 CorA T2 plants have a distinctive phenotype 

 

Seed collected from T1 CorA plants that survived to maturity was collected and screened for 

single insert lines on kanamycin plates.  During this process, it was observed that many of the 

35S::CorA T2 lines had a distinctive phenotype, featuring epinasty, reduced rosette size and 

chlorosis.  This phenotype was termed the ‘CorA phenotype’, since it was not observed 

during selection of any of the other transgenic plant lines.   

 

To investigate whether the ‘CorA phenotype’ was an effect of kanamycin selection, plants 

were germinated and grown on MS plates without selection.  On plates without kanamycin, 

the ‘CorA phenotype’ was still present (Figure 4.9 A), albeit slightly weaker than on selective 

plates (data not shown).  This suggests that the ‘CorA phenotype’ is not directly caused by 

kanamycin.  Approximately one quarter of the plants on each plate had no ‘CorA phenotype’ 

and appeared the same as WT plants on non-selective media.  No such plants were present on 

selective media plates, suggesting that these plants were the WT genotype (see Section 4.6.3).   
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Figure 4.9 Appearances of 35S::CorA T2 plants on non-selective media 
A: Three week old plants from 35S::CorA T2 single insert line 6, germinated and grown on MS plates.   
B, C: Close up images of the two main phenotypes observed: plants assumed to be WT (B) and the plant 
exhibiting the ‘CorA phenotype’ (C).  Scale bars represent 1 cm in A and 2 mm in B and C. 
 
 

 

 

4.6.3 Difficulties obtaining homozygous CorA lines from T2 plants 

 

Numerous attempts failed to obtain any homozygous sublines from those CorA T2 lines that 

exhibited the ‘CorA phenotype’.  When T2 plants were germinated on non-selective media 

and transplanted to soil, three distinct phenotypes were observed, termed A, B and C 

(Figure 4.10 A).  Phenotype A plants appeared the same as WT, with robust growth and 

multiple floral shoots (Figure 4.10 A, left, WT plants not shown).  Phenotype B plants 

exhibited the ‘CorA phenotype’ on plates and were smaller than phenotype A plants in soil 

and produced fewer shoots (Figure 4.10 A, centre).  Phenotype C plants also exhibited the 

‘CorA phenotype’ on plates but these plants either died before they reached maturity, or were 

very small at maturity and had extensive necrosis in their older tissues (Figure 4.10 A, right).  

Those that survived to maturity had abnormal floral and silique development similar to the T1 

plants described in Section 4.6.2, and any seed collected was either inviable or insufficient for 

further use. 
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A

Phenotype A Phenotype B Phenotype C 

B B B B B B A A

AC CB B B A 

CB B C C C C

A A BB B B B

A A B CB B B

C BB B A B B 
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C Phenotype ‘CorA phenotype’? Plant size # plants T3 seed Genotype 

A No Large 9 All kanS WT 
B Medium 24 3:1 kanR:kanS Heterozygous CorA Yes 

 C Yes, severe Small 9 Not available Homozygous CorA 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Survival of plants from segregating single insert 35S::CorA T2 lines 
A: Seed from 35S::CorA T2 line 6 (a segregating single insert line exhibiting the ‘CorA phenotype’ on selective 
media) was germinated on non-selective MS media for two weeks prior to transplantation to rockwool.  Plants 
were grown for a further four weeks and representative plants photographed from each of three main phenotypes 
(termed phenotypes A, B and C).  B: The appearances of 42 five-week old plants from the experiment described 
in A.  Plants have been labelled A, B, or C according to which phenotype they most closely represent.  The table 
presented in C summarizes each of the three phenotypes according to whether the plants exhibited the ‘CorA 
phenotype’ when grown on the plates prior to transplantation, plant size at maturity, the number of the 42 plants 
exhibiting that phenotype, whether the progeny seed were kanamycin resistant or sensitive, and finally the 
predicted genotype, based upon the results in the rest of the table.  Scale bars represent 1 cm in A and 3 cm in B.  
Approximately 100 T3 progeny seed were screened from each of the phenotypes A and B plants.  
 

 

 

Figure 4.10 B shows the appearances of 42 T2 seedlings germinated on non-selective media 

and transplanted to Rockwool for further growth.  Plants exhibiting each of the three 

phenotypes are labelled with A, B or C.  Seed was collected from all the phenotypes A and B 

plants, and a few Phenotype C plants, and screened on selective media.   

 

Results are presented in the table in Figure 4.10 C.  In summary, the phenotype A progeny 

were all kanamycin-sensitive; therefore, these plants were categorized as the WT genotype.  

The medium-sized phenotype B plants produced progeny seed segregating for kanamycin 

resistance; therefore these plants were categorized as heterozygous for CorA.  The smallest 

plants, phenotype C, either produced inviable seed or it was insufficient for conclusive 

screening.  The proportions of the A:B:C phenotypes fit a 1:2:1 Chi square test (p=0.6514, 

two degrees of freedom).  Therefore, it was concluded that the phenotype C plants represent 

homozygous CorA plants.   

 

 

4.6.4 Expression of CorA correlates with reduced plant survival 

 

Table 4.3 summarizes the variation between independent transgenic lines in their CorA 

transcript levels, the severity of their ‘CorA phenotype’, and their ability to produce stable 

homozygous seed lines.   
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T2 line Transcript level ‘CorA phenotype’ T3 seed Homozygotes 
0 Not detected Very mild Yes Yes 
1 Not detected No Yes Yes 

 
 
Table 4.3 CorA expression correlates with reduced plant survival 
Each of the T2 35S::CorA lines that that were examined for CorA mRNA expression levels in Figure 4.7 were 
assessed to find how the strength of CorA expression (column 2) correlated with the strength of the ‘CorA 
phenotype’ if present (column 3), whether any viable T3 progeny seed was obtained (column 4) and, if so, 
whether homozygous seed lines (all resistant to kanamycin) were obtained (column 5). 
 

 

 

Four distinct categories of plants were identified: 

 

 Plants with no detectable CorA expression (lines 0, 1, 3, 7 and 29, Table 4.3) exhibited 

no ‘CorA phenotype’, with the exception of line 0, for which a very mild phenotype 

was observed in T1 plants (but not thereafter).  These plants grew similarly to WT 

plants, produced similar quantities of T3 seed as transgenic lines from the other plant 

constructs and homozygous sublines were obtained in similar frequencies. 

 Plants with moderate levels of CorA expression (lines 3, 5 and 6, Table 4.3) exhibited 

a moderate ‘CorA phenotype’ and the majority of these plants survived to maturity to 

produce progeny T3 seed.  Selection of this seed revealed it was all segregating (3:1 

kanR:kanS) and no homozygous sublines were present. 

 Plants with high levels of CorA expression fitted into two categories.  The first (lines 

8, 9, 12 and 14, Table 4.3) contained plants which exhibited a strong ‘CorA 

phenotype’.  None of these plants survived to produce viable seed; therefore no further 

analysis could be undertaken.   

 The second category of plants with high CorA transcript levels (lines 10 and 27, 

Table 4.3) contained plants which had no ‘CorA phenotype’ and were phenotypically 

the same as plants with no detectable CorA expression.  These plants were assumed to 

have mutations or rearrangements of the CorA gene and were not analysed further. 

 

2 Not detected No Yes Yes 
7 Not detected No Yes Low yield 
29 Not detected No Yes Low yield 
3 Moderate Moderate segregating No 

Moderate segregating 5 Moderate No 
Moderate segregating 6 Moderate No 

8 High Strong No No 
Strong 9 High No No 
Strong 12 High No No 
Strong 14 High No No 
No 10 High Yes Yes 
No 27 High Yes Yes 
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These results, together with the findings from Section 4.6.3, show that the stronger the 

expression of the CorA gene, the stronger the ‘CorA phenotype’ and the poorer the survival of 

the plants.  Lines which exhibited detectable levels of CorA expression either did not survive 

at all (high expressers) or only the heterozygous plants survived (moderate expressers).  

Therefore, the moderate-expressing segregating lines 3, 5 and 6 were selected as most suitable 

for further analysis in Chapters 5 and 6 of this work.  Line 0 was also initially selected for 

analysis; however it was abandoned due to its inconsistent phenotype and low expression 

levels. 

 

 
4.7 The reconstruction of ALR1 was effective in removing the 
majority of cryptic plant post-transcriptional processing  
 

Results from the northern blot analyses described in Section 4.5.2 found that crALR1 plants 

had a single main band corresponding with the expected size for full-length ALR1 mRNA 

transcript, as well as a few smaller, low abundance transcripts.  These transcripts were 

compared with those from the original ALR1 gene to determine how effectively the partial 

reconstruction of ALR1 (to produce crALR1, Robison, 2002) overcomes cryptic post-

transcriptional processing in plants (Figure 4.11).  Two separate probes were used: HP, which 

binds to the N-terminal region of ALR1 upstream of the rebuilt region, and EN, which binds to 

the C-terminal region of ALR1 immediately below the rebuilt region.  Figure 4.11 A presents 

a schematic of the ALR1 gene indicating the positions of these probes, together with the 

rebuilt region and the cryptic pre-mRNA processing sites that were experimentally identified 

in previous work by cDNA sequencing (Robison, 2002). 

 
The hybridising bands detected using each probe are presented in Figure 4.11 B.  The two 

largest bands were 2.8 and 3.1 kb for ALR1 and crALR1 respectively.  These bands were 

detected using both the HP and EN probes, suggesting that they encompass the majority of the 

ALR1/crALR1 genes.  The 3.1-kb crALR1 band corresponded to the expected size of the 

full-length ALR1 mRNA transcript (2.6 kb ALR1 gene + 0.3 kb ocs 3’ UTR (to its polyA 

cleavage site) + 0.2 kb for the poly A tail), while the 2.8-kb ALR1 band corresponded with the 

expected size for full-length ALR1 transcript but with 1-3 of the small 0.1-kb cryptic introns 

(indicated in Figure 4.11 A in red) removed.  The relative intensities of these bands were 

compared using the dot blot sensitivities (see Section 4.5.2 for a description of this approach) 

and a short exposure time, as shown in Figure 4.11 C.  Results showed that the 3.1 kb crALR1  
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transcript was approximately ten times more abundant than the 2.8 kb ALR1 transcript 

(100 pg and 10 pg respectively).   

  

The number and intensity of smaller-sized crALR1 bands was very low in comparison with 

that of the main 3.1-kb band (Figure 4.11 B).  In contrast, ALR1 had numerous strong bands 

with similar or greater intensity than that of its largest, 2.8 kb band.  Using the HP probe, 

several strong bands were present for ALR1 in the 1.6–2.4 kb range (Figure 4.11 B, left).  

These sizes correspond with those expected from the differential use of the cryptic 

polyadenylation sites and intron splice sites located within the rebuilt region (indicated by 

arrows and red boxes respectively in Figure 4.11 A).  These bands were not detected among 

the ALR1 transcripts using the EN probe (Figure 4.11 B, right), which is located downstream 

of the rebuilt region, confirming the use of cryptic polyadenylation cut sites within the WT 

gene in this region.  The absence of these bands for crALR1 confirms the effective removal of 

these cryptic sites in the rebuilt crALR1 gene.     

 

Three faint bands were detected for crALR1 at 2.2, 1.9 and 1.5 kb using both the HP and EN 

probes.  The nature of these shortened transcripts was not determined; however their sizes and 

 
 

 
Figure 4.11.  Comparison of ALR1 and crALR1 mRNA expression in Arabidopsis 
A:  Diagrammatic representation of the ALR1 gene and ocs 3’ UTR showing the positions of the restriction sites, 
probes and primer binding sites used for the analysis of the mRNA transcripts in Section 4.7.  The relative 
positions of experimentally identified cryptic polyadenylation sites and introns present in the ALR1 gene are 
indicated by blue arrows and red blocks respectively (as determined by earlier work by K. Richards (unpublished 
data) and S.Robison (2002)).  The 874-bp region of the ALR1 gene that was rebuilt to form the crALR1 gene is 
also shown.  Approximate sizes of the different regions of the transcripts are indicated beneath; the exact 
sequence of the ALR1 gene and the rebuilt region are provided in Appendix 1.   
B, C: Total RNA was isolated from 3-week-old, single-insert T2 35S::crALR1 line 43 plants and approximately 
12 pooled T1 35S::ALR1 plants.  RNA was electrophoresed, northern blotted and separately hybridised with each 
of two probes: HP (HindIII to PstI restriction enzyme digest fragment, shown in A) and EN (EcoRI to NotI 
restriction enzyme digest fragment, shown in A).  For comparison of expression levels, the largest transcripts 
detected using each probe are shown in C (dot blots are shown to the right, loaded with 1 ng (top), 100 pg and 
10 pg of un-labelled probe).  The entire range of transcripts detected using each probe are shown in B, together 
with methylene blue staining of the 28S rRNA bands of the blots prior to hybridisation for loading comparisons 
(underneath).  Note that B and C are the same blots with different exposure times.  The sizes of the RNA ladder 
(Invitrogen) are indicated to the left, and the main bands detected are indicated to the right.  No bands were 
detected using RNA from WT control plants (data not shown).   
D: Total RNA (as described in C) was reverse transcribed to cDNA following the method outlined in Chapter 2 
Section 2.6.1.3 and PCR-amplified using either the ALR1/5 + SP6L primers or the ALR1/5 + ALR1/4 primers.  
Products were electrophoresed, stained and photographed.  The lane labelled ‘L’ denotes the 1-kb Plus DNA 
ladder (Invitrogen).  Templates used for the PCRs in the remaining lanes are labelled: ‘A’ represents ALR1, 
‘crA’ represents crALR1, ‘WT’ is the WT control and ‘-ve’ is the no template PCR negative control.  Faint bands 
present just underneath the main crALR1 PCR-products did not resolve with longer electrophoresis times 
therefore they were assumed to be gel artefacts.  For each cDNA template, a separate PCR was carried out using 
the oli2 + oli22 primers and a single 0.54-kb band was obtained, confirming the absence of genomic DNA in the 
cDNA template used for the PCRs (data not shown). 
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detection using the C-terminal EN probe suggests that large cryptic introns were spliced out 

using unidentified 5’ cryptic intron cut sites located within in the upstream region of the gene 

(predicted sizes of the introns would be 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4 kb for the 2.2, 1.9 and 1.5 kb 

transcripts respectively, if the ocs polyA cleavage site was used).  The locations of the 

3’ intron splice sites of these shortened transcripts were not experimentally determined but 

may involve sites that could not be removed during the reconstruction of the rebuilt region of 

ALR1 (Robison, 2002).  While a 1.5 kb band was detected for ALR1 using the EN probe, 

neither the 2.2 kb nor the 1.9 kb bands were detected; instead an abundance of smaller 

1.3-1.5 kb bands were detected.  This result is consistent with the removal of the same cryptic 

introns as in the 2.2 and 1.9 kb crALR1 transcripts but the additional use of cryptic polyA 

cleavage sites present within the ALR1 transcripts. 

 

A strong 1.3-kb band was detected for crALR1 using the HP probe, but not the EN probe.  A 

band of the same size was also present for ALR1 and its size (approximately 1.1 kb without 

the polyA tail) suggests that this transcript uses of one of the experimentally-identified cryptic 

polyA cleavage sites upstream of the rebuilt region.   

 

RT-PCR was also used to analyse the mRNA transcripts (Figure 4.11 D).  Using the ALR1/5 

primer (located just upstream of the rebuilt region, Figure 4.11 A) and the SP6L primer 

(specific to the SP6T24V oligo dT primer that hybridizes to the polyA tail in the cDNA 

synthesis step), the approximate locations of the polyadenylation cut sites were determined 

(Figure 4.11 D, left).  The crALR1 PCR products revealed a single 1.5-kb band which 

corresponded with the expected-sized product when the ocs 3’ UTR cut site within the pVK 

plasmid is used.  This product was gel-purified and cloned into pGTE and the DNA sequence 

confirmed that it was the expected segment (data not shown).  In contrast, the ALR1 PCR 

products revealed multiple smaller bands, corresponding with the sizes predicted for 

transcripts that had been processed at the cryptic sites that were experimentally identified 

previously (Robison, 2002). 

 

A second PCR was carried out to check whether any of the cryptic introns previously 

identified in ALR1 were being spliced out in the crALR1 transcripts, using the ALR1/5 and 

ALR1/4 primers, which flank the rebuilt region (indicated in Figure 4.11 A).   A major 1.2-kb 

band of the expected size for un-spliced transcript was detected for crALR1 (Figure 4.11 D, 

right).  A faint, smaller band was assumed to be a gel artefact because it was not resolved with 

a longer period of electrophoresis (see Figure 4.11 caption).  In contrast, three smaller-sized 

bands were found for ALR1, which remained following a longer period of electrophoresis.  
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Their sizes corresponded with those expected when one, two or three of the cryptic introns 

indicated in Figure 4.11 A are spliced out. 

 

In summary, the results in this section show that the reconstructed ALR1 gene, crALR1, 

effectively overcomes the majority of cryptic post-transcriptional processing encountered 

when ALR1 is expressed in plants.  None of the cryptic introns or polyadenylation cut sites 

previously described for the rebuilt region was found to be present among the crALR1 mRNA 

transcripts.  A few smaller transcripts were detected; however these appear to arise from 

cryptic processing sites outside the rebuilt region at uncharacterized sites.  The abundance of 

these smaller transcripts was low in comparison with the full-length transcript, which was also 

more abundant overall than transcripts from the native gene. 

 

 

4.8 CorA and crALR1 fusion gene expression and protein detection  
 

4.8.1 Relative mRNA levels of fusion genes 

 

Expression levels of mRNA transcripts from the fused and un-fused variants of CorA and 

ALR1 were compared directly using northern blot analysis (Figure 4.12, overleaf).  Expression 

levels of GFP-CorA and HA-CorA mRNA were greater than 1 ng/10 µg total RNA, 

somewhat higher than those of the un-fused CorA lines 5 and 6, which were only just 

detectable at a sensitivity of 1 ng (Figure 4.12 A).  For GFP-crALR1 and HA-crALR1, mRNA 

expression was just detectable in one transgenic line from of each at the maximum sensitivity 

of this particular probe (100 pg/10 µg total RNA according to the dot blot in Figure 4.12 B) 

and the un-fused 35S::crALR1 transcripts were not detectable.  

 

In an independent experiment, the N-terminal GFP fusions to CorA and crALR1 were also 

compared directly by northern blot analysis using a GFP probe (Figure 4.12 C).  The mRNA 

levels for the GFP-crALR1 lines were at least ten times lower than those detected for the 

GFP-CorA lines, in agreement with the data shown in Figures 4.12 A and B, and also in 

agreement with the conclusions drawn in Section 4.5.2. 

 

Together, the results in Figure 4.12 are consistent with mRNA transcription of the fusion 

constructs being at generally similar levels to those of the unfused CorA and crALR1 genes, 

and further confirm that CorA mRNA expression was higher than that of crALR1. 
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Figure 4.12 Northern blots comparing mRNA expression levels of GFP fusion lines 
Total RNA was isolated from T2 plants lines identified as having good mRNA expression levels in Figure 4.7, 
electrophoresed and blotted to membrane (2 lines/construct, 10 µg total RNA loaded per lane, see Figure 4.7 for 
further details).  Blots were hybridised with radioactively-labelled probes generated from the following 
PCR-products:  A: full-length CorA product generated using the CorA F and CorA R primers, B: 1.1 kb 
N-terminal section of crALR1 generated using the ALR1/3 and ALR1/8 primers, C: full-length GFP product 
generated using the GFP1 and GFP2 primers. For each of A, B and C, the radiographs from the hybridisations 
are shown at the top, the methylene blue stains of 28S rRNA subunits are shown below, and the dot blots are 
shown at right (1 ng, 100 pg and 10 pg from top to bottom).  Arrows in A and B indicate the expected size of the 
transcripts for the GFP fusions (green) and the HA fusions (red). 
 

 

 

4.8.2 Expression of HA fusion proteins 

 

Protein expression of the crALR1 and CorA constructs in plants was detected using the HA 

primary antibody in western blots of total protein extracts from the 35S::HA-crALR1 and 

35S::HA-CorA fusion constructs in plants.   Results are presented in Figure 4.13.   
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The HA antibody detected strong bands corresponding to the expected sizes of the HA-CorA 

and HA-crALR1 fusion genes (41.2 and 100.4 kDa respectively, indicated by red arrows in 

Figure 4.13).  The HA-crAlr1 blot also had a number of smaller bands, which were also 

present when Alr1 was expressed in yeast (K. Richards; K. Ly; personal communications). 

Several faint bands were detected in the secondary antibody controls (C2°, Figure 4.13), 

which were attributable to non-specific binding of the secondary antibody to several plant 

proteins.  One of these proteins was used to compare the loading between the two sets of plant 

lines (indicated by the black arrow in Figure 4.13).  The results suggested that the protein 

signal intensities for the HA-crALR1 lines were generally higher than those found for the 

HA-CorA lines.  This observation contrasts with the results found for the mRNA transcript 

levels in Section 4.8.1 and will be discussed in Section 4.9. 
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Figure 4.13 Western blots showing HA-fusion protein expression in Arabidopsis 
Total protein was extracted from 3-week-old 35S::HA-CorA (T2 lines 25, 27 and 40 ) and 35S::HA-crALR1 (T2 
lines 3, 25 and 48) plants as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.9.  Twenty microlitres of each extract was 
denatured and resolved on a 12.5% (HA-CorA) or 7.5% (HA-crAlr1) polyacrylamide gel (see Chapter 2 
Section 2.7 for a detailed description of methods).  Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and 
incubated with a rat monoclonal HA antibody (Roche, Anti-HA high affinity), followed by incubation with a 
goat anti-mouse secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidise (HRP, Pierce).  The HRP reacted with 
a chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce), which was detected following a 30 s exposure to film.  Sizes of the bands 
in the BenchMark™ molecular weight ladder (Invitrogen) are indicated alongside in kDa.  The primary control 
lanes (indicated by ‘C1°’) were loaded with protein extracted either from un-fused 35S::CorA T2 line 5 or 
35S::crALR1 T2 line 47 plants.  The secondary control lanes (indicated by ‘C2°’) contained repeat loadings of 
two lines of each construct probed only with the secondary antibody.  Red arrows indicate the size of the 
expected HA-CorA and HA-crAlr1 protein bands, black arrows indicate background proteins used to estimate 
the relative loading between constructs. 
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4.8.3 Subcellular GFP fusion protein localization   

 

The subcellular localisations of the GFP-CorA and GFP-crAlr1 fusion proteins were assessed 

using confocal microscopy of root tissue counterstained with propidium iodide (PI).  This dye 

binds to cell walls and emits red fluorescence under UV light.  An overlay of the GFP and PI 

signals emitted from GFP-crALR1 plants is shown in Figure 4.14 A (overleaf).  In cells with 

impaired membrane integrity, such as those that are damaged or senescent, PI is also able to 

enter the cell and bind to nucleic acids, resulting in a red signal from the nucleus (observable 

in the terminal root cap cells in Figure 4.14 A).  

 

Figure 4.14 (A-C) shows representative images of the root tip from each of the fusion lines 

and controls.  The WT (negative control) plants showed no background green fluorescence in 

the 500–535 nm emission channel used for GFP detection (Figure 4.14 B), while the 

35S::GFP positive control gave a very strong GFP signal (Figure 4.14 C left).  In the fusion 

lines and the GFP control, the majority of the GFP signal appeared to localize to the periphery 

of the cells (Figure 4.14 C).  To differentiate between plasma membrane, cytosol and 

tonoplast, the root cap cells of the root tip were examined (indicated by arrows in 

Figure 4.14 C).  Unlike most plant cells, these cells contain immature vacuoles which do not 

occupy the entire cell volume; therefore it was possible to distinguish between the different 

subcellular locations.  The untagged GFP control protein showed a diffuse green fluorescence 

indicating cytosolic localization (Figure 4.14 C left), as previously described by Haseloff and 

Amos (1995).  In contrast, the GFP-crAlr1 and GFP-CorA fusion proteins (Figure 4.14 C, 

centre and right) showed an orthogonal-shaped green line surrounding each cell.  The position 

of this green fluorescence corresponded to the location of the cell wall when the fluorescence 

from the same roots was captured in the red, PI, channel (data not shown).  This 

co-localization of the GFP and PI signals to the cell periphery can be seen for GFP-crAlr1 in 

the overlay image in Figure 4.14 A.  These results suggest that the fusion proteins are 

localized to the plasma membrane or cell wall. 

 

In addition to localization to the cell periphery, the GFP-crAlr1 protein showed nuclear 

localization similar to that seen for the GFP control (Figure 4.14 E, indicated by arrows).  In 

contrast, the GFP-CorA protein was localized to the periphery of the nucleus (Figure 4.14 F).  

It was also noted that in the root cap cells of some GFP-CorA plants, the fusion protein was 

localized to the periphery of several small organelles (Figure 4.14 D).  This localization may 

represent direct association with these organelles (for example in their membranes) or it may 
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represent exclusion (for example if the protein localizes to the cytosol surrounding these 

organelles).  The nature of the organelles was not determined. 

 

To determine whether protein was localized to the cell wall in the GFP fusion lines, 

plasmolysis was used to shrink the plasma membrane away from the cell wall 

(Figure 4.14 G, H).  In both the GFP-crALR1 and GFP-CorA lines, the GFP signal clearly 

moved away from the red cell wall, indicating localization of the fusion proteins to the plasma 

membrane and/or the cytosol.   

 

The GFP signal intensities of the GFP-crALR1 and GFP-CorA fusion lines were compared 

with that of the GFP control.  The GFP signal was highest for the control, followed by 

GFP-crAlr1 and lastly GFP-CorA (see Figure 4.14 C and image capture details in 

Appendix 5).  High PMT gain (approximately 780 V) was required for effective detection of 

the GFP-CorA signal, whereas sufficient detection of the GFP-crAlr1 protein was achieved at 

approximately 690 V PMT gain (Appendix 5).  The reduced signal intensity of the GFP-CorA 

protein compared with GFP-crAlr1 is shown by the comparison of Figures 4.14 E and F, for 

which the same gain and optical zoom were used.   

 

In summary, both the GFP-crAlr1 and GFP-CorA fusion proteins localized to the periphery of 

the cell, consistent with insertion into the plasma membrane.  The GFP-crAlr1 protein also 

localized to the nucleoplasm and the GFP-CorA protein to the periphery of the nucleus.  The 

fluorescence levels of GFP-CorA were lower than those of GFP-crAlr1, reflecting the reduced 

HA-CorA protein expression in comparison with HA-crAlr1 described in Section 4.8.2.  The 

significance of these results and the localization of the fusion proteins will be further 

discussed in Section 4.9. 

 

 

4.9 Discussion 

 

4.9.1 Summary 

 

The two best-characterized Mg2+ transport genes, CorA from bacteria and ALR1 from yeast, 

were used to generate expression constructs for transformation into yeast and Arabidopsis 

plants respectively.  Two optimized versions of ALR1 were generated, as well as N-terminal 
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Figure 4.14 GFP fusion protein localization in Arabidopsis  
One-week-old 35S::GFP-crALR1 line 5, 35S::GFP-CorA line 29, 35S::GFP line 8 and WT control plants were 
grown on non-selective solid media and visualized using confocal microscopy (see Chapter 2 Section 2.8.2.3).  
A, B: Projection image of GFP-crALR1 root tip (A) and single optical image of WT control root tip (B) showing 
overlay of GFP and PI fluorescence in green and red respectively.  Scale bars are 40 µm.  C: Single optical 
images of 35S::GFP control (left), GFP-crALR1 (centre) and GFP-CorA (right) root tips with root cap cells 
indicated (arrows).  The PMT gain used for each image capture was adjusted to allow comparison of GFP 
localization across the plant lines (see text).  Scale bars are 20 µm.  D: Close-up single optical image of 
GFP-CorA root cap cells.  The location of the cell wall (w) is indicated surrounding one cell.  Scale bars are 
5 µm.  For C and D only the GFP fluorescence is shown.  E, F: Single optical images of GFP-crALR1 (E) and 
GFP-CorA (F) showing only the GFP channel and using the same PMT gain for direct comparison of 
fluorescence intensity.  Examples of cell nuclei are indicated with arrows.  G, H: Single optical images of 
plasmolysed (see Chapter 2 Section 2.8.1.3 for details of method) root cells from GFP-crALR1 root tip (G) and 
GFP-CorA root (H, top) and tip (H, bottom) showing overlaid red and green channels and with PMT gain 
adjusted to show similar signal strength.  Scale bars are 10 µm.  Examples of cell nuclei are indicated with 
arrows. Details of the PMT gain and optical zoom used each image are included in Appendix 5. 
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fusions of HA and GFP to each of the crALR1 and CorA genes.  The results from the 

expression of these genes in yeast and plants are summarized in Table 4.4. 

 

Yeast complementation assays were used to assess the activity arising from the expression of 

each gene construct.  All ALR1-based constructs conferred excellent Mg2+ uptake 

complementation activity and good levels of Al3+ tolerance.  Expression of CorA conferred a 

moderate level of Mg2+ uptake but two N-terminal CorA fusion constructs were inactive in 

this assay (Table 4.4 column 2).  Al3+ tolerance could not be tested for any of the strains 
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expressing CorA-based genes, because they failed to grow on plates without high 

supplementation of Mg2+.    

 

Genes were expressed in plants using two separate promoters: the constitutive CaMV 35S 

promoter and the Arabidopsis AKT1 root-specific promoter (Table 4.4 column 4).  A clear 

phenotype was observed for the 35S::CorA plants, in which plant survival correlated with 

reduced mRNA transcript levels.  In contrast, the remainder of the CorA- and ALR1-based 

plant lines, including the N-terminal CorA fusions, showed no changes in phenotype 

(Table 4.4 column 5).   

  

Using the 35S promoter, mRNA transcript levels were approximately ten-fold lower for the 

ALR1 lines than those of CorA or GFP lines.  The weaker AKT1 promoter directed ten-fold 

lower expression than the 35S promoter, with crALR1 transcripts again reduced in 

comparison with those of CorA and GFP (Table 4.4 column 6).  The reconstructed version of 

ALR1, crALR1, was found to yield improved levels of full-length mRNA transcripts in plants 

compared with transcripts from plants transformed with the original ALR1 gene, and also 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Yeast expression Plant expression 
Gene Mg2+ uptake 

complementation 
Al3+ 

tolerance 
Promoter Phenotype 

mRNA 
levels 

Protein 
levels 

Subcellular 
localization 

CorA Mod - 35S Novel High - - 
   AKT1 WT Mod - - 

crALR1 High High 35S WT Mod - - 
   AKT1 WT Not det - - 

rA1S1 High High 35S WT Mod - - 
   AKT1 WT Not det - - 

GFP-CorA Not detected - 35S WT High Low PM, NP 
GFP-crALR1 High High 35S WT Mod Mod PM, N 

HA-CorA Not detected - 35S WT High Low - 
HA-crALR1 High High 35S WT Mod Mod - 

 
 
Table 4.4 Summary of CorA and ALR1 gene expression in yeast and plants 
Table summarizing the results found in this work for each of the CorA- and ALR1-based genes expressed in 
yeast and plants.  The genes are shown in column 1.  Results comparing the Mg2+ complementation and Al3+ 
tolerance of genes expressed in the pYES3 yeast expression plasmid in the CM66 alr1alr2 background are 
shown in columns 2-3.  The plant promoters used for the expression of each gene in Arabidopsis plants are 
shown in column 4 and the phenotype (as detected during selection of plant lines), mRNA transcript levels (by 
northern blot analysis), protein levels (by western blot detection of HA or confocal microscopy of GFP 
fluorescence) and subcellular localizations (by confocal microscopy of GFP fluorescence) are presented in 
columns 5-8.  The levels stated (high, moderate (‘mod’), low or not detected (‘not det’) are relative to those of 
the other genes expressed and are arbitrary - for quantitative comparisons see the data presented in Sections 4.2-
4.8.  A hyphen indicates that no assessment was made due to the unsuitability of the detection method for that 
particular gene.  The abbreviations PM, NP and N stand for plasma membrane, nuclear periphery and 
nucleoplasm respectively. 
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showed greatly reduced rates of cryptic splicing and premature polyadenylation.  CorA 

mRNA transcripts showed no signs of aberrant post-transcriptional processing in plants. 

 

Protein levels using CorA fusion lines were reduced in comparison with crALR1 fusion lines 

(Table 4.4 column 7).  This was in spite of the CorA fusion lines having higher mRNA 

transcript levels than the crALR1 fusion lines (Table 4.4, comparison of columns 6 and 7).  

GFP fluorescence of GFP-CorA and GFP-crAlr1 proteins in planta was consistent with their 

partial localization to the plasma membrane.  GFP-CorA also localized to the periphery of the 

nucleus and organelles resembling vacuoles, while GFP-crAlr1 localized to the nucleoplasm 

(Table 4.4 column 7). 

 

4.9.2 Comparison of constructs in yeast 

 

Similar Mg2+ uptake complementation and Al3+ tolerance were observed for strains 

expressing the gene variants of ALR1, crALR1 and rA1S1 (Section 4.3.1).  This result was 

expected, since complementation of the CM66 mutant by rAlr1 and A1s1 have been shown 

previously (Robison, 2002; Lee, 2006).  The results demonstrate that the (relatively minor) 

additional modifications made to these two genes in this work did not disrupt protein 

function.  The N-terminal fusions proteins, HA-crAlr1 and GFP-crAlr1 also complemented 

the CM66 mutant at Mg2+ concentrations similar to those observed for un-fused Alr1 (Section 

4.3).  This finding is in agreement with Lee and co-workers (2006), who found that Alr1 

activity was unaffected by the addition of an N-terminal HA fusion.   

 

CorA expression also showed Mg2+ uptake complementation, albeit at lower levels than those 

detected for ALR1 expression, in agreement with previous work with this gene in yeast 

(Drummond et al., 2006).  In contrast, expression of the CorA-based fusion genes gave 

reduced complementation in comparison with that detected for the un-fused CorA gene and 

complementation levels were indistinguishable from the vector-only constructs.  This 

suggests that the N-terminal HA and GFP fusions interfere with CorA activity (discussed 

further in Section 4.9.5). 

 

Previous work has shown that CorA and Alr1 complement Mg2+ transport mutants of their 

native organisms with similar activities: CorA at 10 µM Mg2+ in the MM281 Salmonella 

mutant and Alr1 at 20 µM Mg2+ in the yeast CM66 mutant (Li et al., 2001; Lee, 2006).  In 

contrast, results from directly comparing the two genes in the CM66 mutant in this chapter 

found that CorA had substantially lower Mg2+ uptake complementation than Alr1 (100 µM 
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for CorA compared with trace-5 µM for Alr1, Section 4.3.1).  This reduction may be due to 

the heterologous yeast expression system being used, which could interfere with CorA 

expression and/or localization, as suggested previously by Drummond and co-workers (2006). 

 

Due to the failure of the CM66 yeast expressing CorA to grow on LPM media, the Al3+ 

tolerance of yeast expressing CorA could not be directly compared with those expressing 

ALR1 (Section 4.3.2).  The Al3+ tolerance conferred by the expression of each these two genes 

has not previously been directly compared, although, as for Mg2+ uptake complementation, 

data has been collected for each gene individually in mutants of their native organisms 

(MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998; Li et al., 2001).  It is likely that the combination of low 

Mg2+ and low pH accounts for the complete absence of growth of CorA-expressing yeast on 

LPM.   Under normal growth conditions (SC-ura media containing 4 mM Mg2+), WT yeast is 

only moderately sensitive to Al3+ (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1996).  Reducing media Mg2+ to 

200 µM increases Al3+ sensitivity at pH 3.5, whereas WT yeast growth in the absence of Al3+ 

at pH 3.5 is only impaired once media Mg2+ is reduced to 50 µM (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 

1996).  In my work, 200 µM Mg2+ was suitable for assessing Al3+ tolerance conferred by 

expression of the ALR1 constructs but Mg2+ complementation by CorA at 200 µM Mg2+ (on 

SC-ura media) was very weak (Section 4.3.1).  Furthermore, the low complementation by 

CorA at 200 µM Mg2+ is likely exacerbated in the Al3+ toxicity tests by the low pH of the 

LPM media (pH 3.5), which can interfere with cation uptake (see Blackwell et al., 1995).  

Complementation by the HA-crALR1 and GFP-crALR1 lines was also slightly reduced on 

LPM media (both with and without Al3+), suggesting that the N-terminal fusions may 

interfere to a small degree with crAlr1-mediated Mg2+ transport activity as a consequence of 

the low pH conditions. 

 
4.9.3 CorA expression in plants induced a growth phenotype with lethality at 
high levels 

 

Plants expressing 35S::CorA exhibited a distinctive phenotype, termed the ‘CorA phenotype’, 

which was not observed among any of the other transgenic lines (Sections 4.5 and 4.6).  The 

first sign of a difference from the other lines was a reduction in transformation efficiency 

among the T1 transformants (Section 4.5.1).  With further selection experiments, it was 

observed that the 35S::CorA transformants grew very slowly and in many cases the plants 

died before they could be transplanted (Section 4.6.1).  Similar results were previously 

obtained in this laboratory by T. Nagayar who, in addition to also observing very low 

transformation efficiencies, did not obtain any T1 plants which survived to maturity (Nayagar, 

2003).  In general, CorA plants appeared small and chlorotic (Section 4.6.2); therefore some 
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of the CorA plants may have appeared to be kanamycin-sensitive on selective media or 

perhaps died during the early stages of germination.  These results are consistent with the 

hypothesis that, rather than having unusually low transformation efficiencies, the 35S::CorA 

transformants with the strongest phenotypes were simply unable to survive sufficiently to be 

detected and scored.   

 

Ongoing selection of the 35S::CorA transformants revealed that the proportion of T2 plant 

lines with multiple CorA inserts was less frequent than that observed among the other 

transgenic lines (Section 4.5.1 Table 4.2).  This suggested that expression of multiple copies 

of the CorA gene might reduce the likelihood of plant survival.  This hypothesis was further 

supported by the failure to obtain homozygous sublines from single-locus-insert 35S::CorA 

lines exhibiting the ‘CorA phenotype’ (Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4).  When randomly-selected 

plants were grown to maturity, their phenotypes segregated in a 1:2:1 ratio into distinct 

categories: plants similar to WT, plants showing reduced size, and very small plants with 

inviable or no seed production.  Examination of the progeny seed collected from these plants 

confirmed that the first category was WT (progeny seed was all kanamycin-sensitive) while 

the second category was heterozygous for CorA (progeny seed all segregated in a 3:1 ratio of 

kanamycin resistance to sensitivity).  None of the seed from the progeny sublines was 

uniformly kanamycin resistant (which would indicate homozygosity in the parent plant); 

therefore, it was concluded that the third category of plants, which did not produce usable 

seed, represented the CorA homozygotes.  This suggests that expression of the two copies of 

the CorA gene present in homozygous CorA plants reduces plant survival, in agreement with 

the reduced frequency of transgenic lines with multiple inserts. 

 

The CorA plant lines exhibited mRNA transcript levels similar to those found for expression 

of the GFP control genes (approximately 1 ng/10 µg total RNA for 35S::CorA and 

100 pg/10 µg total RNA for AKT1).  However, 35S::CorA expression levels were inversely 

correlated with plant survival and plants with the highest CorA transcript levels did not 

survive (summarized in Section 4.6.4 Table 4.3).  Therefore, the 35::CorA plant lines that 

survived sufficiently for further analysis only had moderate levels of mRNA expression 

(approximately 100 pg/10 µg total RNA, ten-fold lower than the maximum levels detected).   

 

Northern blot analysis of the CorA mRNA transcripts identified a single band for CorA with 

no indications of any aberrant post-transcriptional processing (Section 4.5.2).  Aberrant post-

transcriptional processing can occur if a gene has a high A/T content and it is heterologously 

expressed in plants, since plant pre-mRNA processing signals are typically A/U rich (Goodall 
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and Filipowicz, 1991; Luehrsen and Walbot, 1994).  The removal of cryptic introns and the 

use of cryptic polyadenylation sites have been reported for a number of A/T-rich genes 

including cry1A and ALR1 (van Aarssen et al., 1995; Diehn et al., 1998; Robison, 2002).  

However, CorA has a relatively low A/T content (47%) in comparison with Arabidopsis 

genes, which on average are 54% A/T-rich (Montero et al., 1990).  Therefore, the likelihood 

of any cryptic plant processing signals arising upon its heterologous expression in plants was 

considered low. 

 

Features of the ‘CorA phenotype’ observed among the 35S::CorA transformants included 

small plant size, slow growth, chlorosis, and in some cases poor development of floral buds 

and siliques.  The more pronounced the ‘CorA phenotype’, the poorer the plant survival 

(Section 4.6.4).  The features of this phenotype are consistent with a decline in plant health in 

general, and may or may not be directly associated with altered Mg2+ status.  For example, 

leaf chlorosis is a commonly-observed symptom of Mg2+ deficiency in plants, however it is 

also observed in plants with other nutrient deficiencies, such as iron or nitrogen deficiency 

(Marschner, 1995).  Furthermore, some 35S::CorA plants also exhibited elevated expression 

of anthocyanins, which are known to arise due to a variety of abiotic and biotic stresses 

(reviewed by Chalker-Scott, 1999).  Whether there is a direct association between the ‘CorA 

phenotype’ and Mg2+ is investigated in Chapter 5.   

 

Because of the poor survival of homozygous plants from 35S::CorA plant lines which 

exhibited a ‘CorA phenotype’, stable, single-insert sublines could not be obtained 

(Section 4.6.4).  It is conceivable that homozygous plants could be obtained if the parent 

phenotype was sufficiently mild that expression of the two copies of the CorA gene produced 

only moderate transcript levels, similar to those found for the heterozygous plants exhibiting a 

‘CorA phenotype’ that survived to produce seed.  However, numerous attempts to obtain such 

plants in this work proved to be unsuccessful.  Therefore analysis of the 35S::CorA plants in 

Chapters 5 and 6 required the use of segregating single-insert lines.   

 

4.9.4 crALR1 expression in plants 

 

The partial reconstruction of ALR1 to generate crALR1 was found to be successful in 

removing the majority of aberrant post-transcriptional pre-mRNA processing (Section 4.7).  

The main transcript was the expected size for full-length crALR1, although a few smaller 

transcripts remained.  The sizes of these transcripts suggest the use of previously 

uncharacterized cryptic splice sites and polyadenylation sites outside the rebuilt region of 
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crALR1.  However, the relative abundance of the small transcripts was low; therefore their 

removal by further reconstruction of crALR1 was not attempted.   

 

Overall, the crALR1 mRNA transcript levels were estimated to be 100 pg/10 µg total RNA, 

which is low in comparison to the transcript levels obtained for other genes expressed here 

under the 35S promoter (for example GFP expression was approximately 1 ng/10 µg total 

RNA).   Low expression levels were also observed for crALR1 expression under the AKT1 

promoter, for which no transcripts could be detected at a sensitivity of 10 pg/µg total RNA.  

In contrast, the CorA and GFP genes expressed under the AKT1 promoter were detected at a 

sensitivity of 100 pg/10 µg total RNA and 10 pg/10 µg total RNA respectively, again 

indicating at least a 10-fold reduction in transcript abundance for crALR1. 

 

The consistently low crALR1 transcript levels suggest that post-transcriptional degradation 

may be taking place.  The fact that relatively low transcript levels are observed for expression 

controlled by both the 35S and the weaker AKT1 promoter suggests the reduced levels are not 

due to post-transcriptional silencing, which normally occurs once a specific expression 

threshold is reached (Schubert et al., 2004).  Instead, the crALR1 transcripts may suffer from 

mRNA instability, which is associated with regions containing high A/T contents and has 

previously been encountered with expression of the A/T-rich Bacillus thuringiensis cryIA(c) 

gene in plants (Abler and Green, 1996; Diehn et al., 1996).  Although the crALR1 gene has a 

reduced A/T content in comparison with ALR1 (54% and 59% respectively), parts of the 

crALR1 gene outside the reconstructed region have A/T contents above 60% (Robison, 2002), 

which is still significantly higher than that of Arabiodopsis genes (54% A/T, Montero et al., 

1990).  Decreasing the A/T content from 62% to 36% uniformly across the gene in a synthetic 

cryIA(c) variant has been shown to increase the half-life of mRNA transcripts (De Rocher et 

al., 1998).  This result suggests that further modifications to reduce the A/T content in the 

remainder of crALR1 may help to overcome the problem of low mRNA expression of this 

gene. 

 

4.9.5 Expression of N-terminal crALR1- and CorA-fusion constructs in plants 

 

The mRNA levels of the fusion genes were similar to those found for their unfused 

counterparts for both the crALR1 and CorA genes (Sections 4.5.2 and 4.8.1).  These results 

suggest that the N-terminal fusions of both genes did not interfere with mRNA transcription 

or processing.  Direct comparison of mRNA expression levels of crALR1- and CorA-based 

fusion genes found that crALR1-based fusion transcripts were approximately ten-fold less 
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abundant than those of the CorA fusions (Section 4.8.1).  This difference reflects the data in 

Section 4.5.2 which showed that crALR1 transcripts in plants were less abundant than those of 

CorA, possibly due to mRNA instability (discussed in Section 4.9.4). 

 

GFP-crAlr1 fluorescence was less intense than that of the GFP control plants, reflecting the 

similar differences in mRNA expression between these two lines (Section 4.8.3).  In contrast, 

GFP-CorA fluorescence was lower than that detected for GFP-crAlr1 and much lower than 

that of the GFP control (Section 4.8.3).  HA-CorA protein levels were also lower than those 

detected for HA-crAlr1 (Section 4.8.2).  These results were in spite of the CorA fusion genes 

having higher mRNA expression levels than the crALR1 fusion genes, and having similar 

mRNA expression levels to the GFP control.  Moreover, CorA fusion plant lines had no 

distinctive phenotype, unlike unfused CorA lines (Section 4.5.1).  Together, these results 

suggest that CorA fusion lines either have lower translation efficiencies or higher protein 

degradation rates than the other lines examined.  Because the concentration of unfused CorA 

protein was not assessed in this work, it is not known if the low CorA fusion protein levels are 

an inherent property of the CorA protein in plants, or are the result of fusion with GFP or HA.      

However, CorA fusion plant lines had no distinctive phenotype, unlike unfused CorA lines 

(Section 4.5.1).  This observation suggests that the steady state concentrations of CorA 

protein are reduced by incorrect folding or localization associated with the N-terminal fusions.  

These processes could then target the proteins for protease-mediated degradation (reviewed in 

Doran, 2006), accounting for their reduced abundance.   

 

In yeast, GFP and HA reporter proteins have previously been shown to interfere with Mg2+ 

transport protein activity (Robison, 2002; Drummond, 2004; Lee, 2006).  C-terminal GFP 

fusions to CorA inactivate CorA (Drummond, 2004); however, results from N-terminal 

fusions to CorA are conflicted.  In this work, N-terminal GFP and HA fusions to CorA did not 

complement the alr1alr2 CM66 mutant (see Section 4.3.1), suggesting that N-terminal 

fusions also inactivate CorA.  In contrast, previous work by Graschopf et al. (2001) found that 

an N-terminal GFP fusion to CorA functionally complemented an alr1 mutant.  However, the 

activity of unfused CorA was not measured in that experiment, therefore it is unclear whether 

the GFP fusion reduced CorA activity.  Moreover, the two studies cannot be directly 

compared due to differential Mg2+ sensitivities of the two mutants used.  In this work, 

comparisons between unfused CorA, N-terminal CorA fusions and the plasmid control were 

only made at 0-200 µM Mg2+ and 4-10 mM Mg2+ and differential sensitivities at 200 µM to 

4 mM Mg2+ were not tested.  Therefore, it is possible that the CorA fusions might have 
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enhanced Mg2+ complementation in comparison with the plasmid control within this range.  If 

so, such results would be consistent with those obtained by Graschopf et al (2001). 

 

Observations that fusions to CorA interfere with its activity are perhaps not unexpected given 

its structure (Lunin et al., 2006), in which the C-terminus is located very close to the second 

membrane-spanning domain and the N-terminus is part of the large funnel-shaped 

intracellular pore (see Chapter 1 Section 1.3.1 for a review of the CorA structure).  

Consequently, fusions to the C- and N-termini of CorA may interfere with correct insertion 

into the membrane and Mg2+ passage through the pore, respectively.  Unlike CorA, the crAlr1 

N-terminal fusions in this work did not show signs of reduced activity or protein levels.  This 

difference may be due to the large N-terminal domain of Alr1 (440 amino acids), which is not 

present in CorA (Drummond et al., 2006; Lee and Gardner, 2006).  The role of this domain is 

uncertain, although it is not absolutely essential for Alr1 function, with deletions of amino 

acids 1-239 showing no effect (Lee and Gardner, 2006).  Interestingly, when HA was tagged 

to the N-terminus of Alr1 mutants lacking amino acids 321-396, the protein had reduced 

functional activity (Lee and Gardner, 2006).  This result may be explained by the closer 

proximity of the HA tag to the CorA domain (located at amino acids 441-806) interfering 

with the correct folding or activity of the domain.  This conclusion is consistent with the 

results obtained for the N-terminal fusions to CorA in this work. 

 

4.9.6 Subcellular localization of crAlr1 and CorA in plants 

 

In general, GFP detection of GFP-crAlr1 and GFP-CorA showed similar subcellular 

localizations, with both proteins localizing to the periphery of the cell, consistent with plasma 

membrane localization (Section 4.8.3).  However, it is also possible that this fluorescence 

reflects a cytosolic location, given that the plant cytosol is mostly at the outside of the cell 

near the plasma membrane in most highly-vacuolated plant cells.  GFP-crAlr1 was also 

observed in the nucleus, while GFP-CorA was detected surrounding the nucleus and multiple 

small organelles within the root cap cells.  The nature of these organelles was not determined; 

however their presence in the root tip only is consistent with them being immature vacuoles, 

suggesting that GFP-CorA may also localize to the tonoplast. 

 

The predicted localizations of these proteins was analysed using the WoLF PSORT algorithm 

(Horton et al., 2007) which is based on protein identity to plant proteins with known 

subcellular localizations (presented in Table 4.5).  Both GFP-crAlr1 and GFP-CorA were  
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 crAlr1 GFP-crAlr1 CorA GFP-CorA 

Nucleus 60% (8) 90% (11) <5% (1) - 
Plasma membrane <5% (1) <5% (1) 85% (9) 5% (4) 

Cytosol - 5% (1) 30% (4) 15% (3) 
Vacuole nd (1) nd (1) nd (1) nd (2) 

Golgi nd (2) - nd (1) - 
Chloroplast <5% (2) - - - 

ER - - - 70% (6) 

 

Table 4.5 Predictions of subcellular localization of proteins using WoLF PSORT 
WoLF PSORT (Horton et al., 2007) was used to predict the expected subcellular localizations of the un-fused 
and GFP-fused crAlr1 and CorA proteins by comparing protein identity with plant proteins with known 
subcellular localizations (using a nearest neighbours value, kNN, of 14).  The percentage likelihood of 
localization to each organelle was determined using WoLF PSORT empirical confidence statistical tables for 
plants (http://wolfpsort.org/empiricalConfidenceByNumNeighbors/index.html.en) and is determined from the 
number of neighbour proteins localizing to each organelle (shown in brackets, where a protein localizes to more 
than one organelle it is counted for each).  The highest percentage values for each protein are bolded and ‘nd’ 
denotes organelles for which no statistical data was available. 
 

 

 

predicted to localize to the plasma membrane and cytosol, albeit with low statistical 

likelihoods (15% or less).  The organelles with the highest localization predictions were the 

nucleus for GFP-crAlr1 (90%) and the ER for GFP-CorA (70%), which are consistent with 

the nuclear and peri-nuclear localizations observed for GFP-crAlr1 and GFP-CorA 

respectively. 

 

The predicted protein localizations for the un-fused crAlr1 and CorA proteins were also 

examined using WoLF PSORT.  Without the N-terminal GFP fusions, the likelihood of 

crAlr1 localizing to the nucleus was reduced to 60%, while the favoured CorA location was 

the plasma membrane instead of the ER (85% likelihood).  These predictions suggest that the 

unfused CorA proteins in particular might have similar or greater plasma membrane 

expression than that observed for the GFP fusion in Section 4.8.3 of this work.  Indeed, the 

presence of a clear phenotype for CorA plants which is not obvious in plants expressing 

N-terminal fusions to CorA (Section 4.5.1) could be due to differential subcellular 

localization between these lines. 

 

The reduced activity of the CorA fusions in yeast and plants in comparison with un-fused 

CorA may reflect their misfolding (as discussed in Section 4.9.5), their mislocalization, or a 

combination of both.  In plants, misfolded proteins are retained and subsequently degraded in 

the ER (reviewed in Pagny et al., 1999); therefore, localization of GFP-CorA to this organelle 

might occur due to GFP interfering with the folding of CorA.  Interestingly, in yeast studies, 
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N- and C-terminal GFP fusions to CorA also exhibited low levels of plasma membrane 

localization and increased expression in the ER (Graschopf et al., 2001; Drummond et al., 

2006).  These findings are consistent with the reduced Mg2+ complementation observed for 

GFP-CorA expressed in yeast in this work (discussed in Section 4.9.2) and together with the 

plant data suggest that in both yeast and plants GFP fusions to CorA may interfere with its 

correct folding and/or localization to the plasma membrane and thereby reduce Mg2+ transport 

activity.  Protein retention and degradation in the ER would also explain the relatively low 

abundances of HA-CorA protein and GFP-CorA fluorescence detected in Sections 4.8.2 and 

4.8.3. 

 

4.9.7 In conclusion 

 

This chapter presents work undertaken to express the bacterial CorA and yeast ALR1 genes in 

Arabidopsis in order to investigate the relationship between Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ status in 

plants.  Results suggest that both the CorA and crALR1 genes were successfully expressed, 

albeit at different levels.  Comparison of mRNA transcript and fusion protein levels revealed 

evidence for reduced mRNA levels transcribed from the crALR1 transgene and reduced 

protein levels expressed from the CorA fusion transgenes.  Chapter 5 investigates whether the 

CorA and crALR1 transgenic plant lines have Mg2+-associated phenotypes and determines 

their suitability for testing tolerance to Al3+ in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Phenotypic responses of 
CorA and crALR1 
transgenic plants to Mg2+  

5.1 Introduction  
 

A number of the known Mg2+ transport genes (reviewed in Chapter 1 Section 1.3) have 

previously been overexpressed in plants, including CorA, ALR1, MgtA, MgtE, AtMRS2-7, 

AtMRS2-10, AtMRS2-11 and AtMHX (K. Richards, unpublished data, Fowler, 1998; Shaul et 

al., 1999; Nayagar, 2003; Deng et al., 2006; Drummond et al., 2006; Gebert et al., 2009).  

However, the only reports of Mg2+ transport genes expressed in plants which have shown any 

phenotype that is suggestive of enhanced Mg2+ transport activity have been the constitutive 

expression of AtMRS2-7 in an mrs2-7 knockout background (Gebert et al., 2009) and the 

ectopic expression of each of AtMRS2-10 and AtMHX in Nicotiana (Shaul et al., 1999; Deng 

et al., 2006).  In each of these studies, the Mg2+-associated phenotypes were detectable only 

under very specific growth conditions, and only Deng et al. (2006) measured an increase in 

tissue Mg2+ concentration.  Moreover, homozygous knock-out mutants could not be obtained 

for five of the nine functional AtMRS2 genes (Li et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Gebert et al., 

2009), suggesting the importance of the proteins these genes encode in plant development.  

Taken together, these results suggest that plants tightly regulate Mg2+ through the activities of 

multiple Mg2+ transport proteins and increasing plant Mg2+ uptake through the expression of 

Mg2+ transport genes is not easily achieved. 

 

This Chapter examines the CorA- and crALR1-based transgenic Arabidopsis plant lines 

generated in Chapter 4 for Mg2+-associated phenotypes.  Plant lines are assessed for 

differential sensitivity to Mg2+ in comparison with WT plants, including sensitivity to 

restricted Mg2+ availability and toxic concentrations of Mg2+, as well as sensitivity to other 
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divalent cations.  From these data, the suitability of each transgenic line for examining the 

mechanism of Al3+ toxicity in Chapter 6 is considered (Section 5.8).   

 

 
5.2 CorA plants have a Mg2+-deficiency phenotype  
 

In Chapter 4 it was noted that during selection of 35S::CorA plants for single insert lines, 

plants that segregated with the nptII gene exhibited a distinctive phenotype on MS media.  

This phenotype was termed the ‘CorA phenotype’ and its appearance is described in detail in 

Chapter 4 Section 4.6.2.  A similar phenotype was also observed in Chapter 3 Section 3.2 

when WT plants were starved of Mg2+ for 5-7 days.   

 

As a preliminary assessment as to whether the ‘CorA phenotype’ is an Mg2+-deficiency 

phenotype arising in the CorA plants, plants were germinated and grown on 1/6th MS plates 

supplemented with elevated (1.5 mM) Mg2+ and 1 x MS plates with reduced (0.25 mM) Mg2+.  

These Mg2+ concentrations correspond with those normally found in 1/6th and 1 x MS 

respectively.  Results are presented in Figure 5.1 and the following observations were made: 

 

 On control 1 x MS plates, around one quarter of the ‘CorA’ plants appeared similar to 

WT, and the rest showed the ‘CorA phenotype’ to a greater or lesser extent 

(Figure 5.1 A, top left).  A similar ‘CorA phenotype’ was seen in most plants grown 

on 1/6th MS, but to a lesser extent (Figure 5.1 A, lower left). 

 The ‘CorA phenotype’ also appeared in WT plants when there was limited Mg2+ 

(1 x MS with reduced Mg2+, top right of Figure 5.1 A). 

 Most of the ‘CorA’ plants grown on 1/6th MS with elevated Mg2+, (Figure 5.1 A, 

lower right side), no longer showed the distinctive ‘CorA phenotype’ present in all 

other treatments. 

 Both WT and ‘CorA’ plants showed an increase in Mg2+ concentrations with 

increased Mg2+ availability (comparison between 1/6th MS and 1/6th MS with elevated 

Mg2+, Figure 5.1 B, left side) and a decrease in Mg2+ concentrations with reduced 

Mg2+ availability (compare 1 x MS with 1 x MS with reduced Mg2+, Figure 5.1 B 

right side). 

 ‘CorA’ plants contained significantly elevated Mg2+ in comparison with WT plants 

when cultured in 1/6th MS, 1 x MS and in 1 x MS with reduced Mg2+.  There was no 

clear indication of a difference in Mg2+ concentrations in one condition: 1/6th MS 

containing elevated Mg2+.  This is the same condition in which the ‘CorA phenotype’ 

was reversed (Figure 5.1 B). 
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Figure 5.1 Effects of altering Mg2+ in MS media 
A: Twenty seed from each of three lines: WT and 
35S::CorA lines 5 and 6 (these are the segregating single-
insert ‘CorA’ lines described in Chapter 4 Section 4.6.4) 
were grown on agar plates for 2.5 weeks.  Media was 
prepared with 1 x MS with reduced Mg2+ (final 
concentration 0.25 mM Mg2+), or 1/6th MS with elevated 
Mg2+ (final concentration 1.5 mM).  All plates were set up 
in duplicate and a photograph of one representative plate for 
each treatment is shown.  WT, ‘CorA’ line 5 and ‘CorA’ 
line 6 are indicated by W, 5 and 6 respectively.  Scale bars 
represent 2 cm.  
B: Three plants of each line were sampled and pooled from 
each plate and their Mg2+ concentrations were measured 
using flame AAS.  For the ‘CorA’ lines, plants showing the 
majority phenotype (where distinct) were selected to reduce 
the likelihood of selecting WT plants.  Plants sampled from 
the control plates in A are indicated by ‘C’, plants treated 
with elevated Mg2+ indicated by ‘+Mg2+’ and plants treated 
with reduced Mg2+ indicated by ‘-Mg2+’.  Error bars show 
one standard error from the two replicate plates for each 
treatment.  Asterisks indicate where ‘CorA’ values are 
significantly different from WT for the same treatment 
according to a student’s t test (p<0.05).  The p-values 
comparing each treatment with the control treatment are 
presented in Appendix 10. 
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Together, these results suggest that the ‘CorA phenotype’ corresponds to a phenotype of 

physiological Mg2+ deficiency.  A similar phenotype was seen in WT plants with reduced 

Mg2+, and was overcome in most of the ‘CorA’ plants by adding Mg2+.  Surprisingly, these 

apparently Mg2+-deficient plants had higher Mg2+ concentrations than equivalent WT plants. 

 
 
5.3 Homozygous CorA plants have elevated Mg2+ 
 
In Chapter 4 Section 4.6.3 it was found that plants exhibiting the strongest ‘CorA phenotype’ 

in most cases did not survive to maturity and that if they did, their seed was limited, with most 

inviable.  These plants were assumed to be the homozygous transgenic lines, since stably 

inherited lines were never observed among the progeny of the T2 segregating seed.  In light of 

the result in Section 5.2 that CorA plants have higher than normal Mg2+ but exhibit an 

Mg2+-deficiency phenotype, it was decided to investigate the Mg2+ concentrations of 

heterozygous and homozygous CorA plants to find whether they are associated with for the 

impaired survival of the homozygous plants (Figure 5.2).   

 

Seed from the segregating ‘CorA’ lines 5 and 6 described in Chapter 4 Section 4.6.4 were 

germinated and grown on 1/6th MS plates, conditions which cause a strong ‘CorA phenotype’.   

After three weeks, individual plants from each of three phenotypes were sampled as 

illustrated in Figure 5.2 A (left plate: black arrows indicate plants which appear the same as 

WT, red arrows indicate plants with a strong ‘CorA phenotype’ and blue arrows indicate 

plants with a milder ‘CorA phenotype’).  For individual plants, the presence or absence of the 

 

 
 
Figure 5.2 Effects of restricted and supplemented Mg2+ on CorA plants  
Seed from each of two lines, WT and 35S::CorA line 5 (segregating), were plated onto two 1/6th MS plates and 
onto two 1/6th MS plates supplemented with 1.5 mM Mg2+ (1 x), germinated and grown for three weeks.  
Photographs of the plants from two of the 35S::CorA line 5 plates are shown (A, scale bars represent 2 cm).  
Twelve and six plants were sampled (indicated by arrows) from the 1/6th MS and 1/6th MS + Mg2+ plates 
respectively and genomic DNA was isolated and PCR-amplified using the 35S and ocs primers, which flank the 
CorA gene in transgenic plants (see Chapter 2 Section 2.4.7.2 for methods).  Products were electrophoresed and 
the position of the 1-kb band corresponding with the expected-sized product for CorA is indicated (B).  The final 
two lanes are WT plants and PCR negative controls.  AAS measurements were carried out on the remaining 
tissue from 6 plants sampled from each plate, as well as 4 representative samples from the WT plates.  Mg2+ 
concentrations for individual plants are graphed (C) (WT indicates mean value from the four, with the standard 
error shown).  For the 1/6th MS plates, the three different phenotypes observed (see text) are indicated by black, 
blue and red, with the black corresponding with the phenotype observed for WT plants and red the most severe 
‘CorA phenotype’.  For the Mg2+-supplemented plates, only the WT phenotype was observed for both the CorA 
and WT plants therefore PCR was used to distinguish the genotypes following sampling, with black indicating 
WT and purple indicating plants carrying the CorA gene. 
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CorA gene was determined by PCR (Figure 5.2 B) and the Mg2+ concentration was also 

measured (Figure 5.2 C).  

 

Plants presenting the ‘CorA phenotype’ on the 1/6th MS plates were found to be carrying the 

CorA transgene by PCR, whilst the plants that appeared similar to WT were not.  The four 

smallest CorA plants from the 1/6th MS plates were identified as likely homozygotes, based 

on their reduced size and their frequency on the plates.  The Mg2+ concentrations of three of 

these plants were found to be substantially elevated in comparison with all of the other, larger 

plants.  The fourth plant had an Mg2+ concentration typical of the plants containing the CorA 

transgene but with a milder phenotype, and was assumed to be a heterozygous CorA plant.  

From these data it seems likely that the homozygous CorA plants have elevated Mg2+ in 

comparison with the single copy heterozygotes, along with their generally more severe 

phenotype. 

 

Plants were also grown on 1/6th MS media supplemented with 1 x MS levels of Mg2+.  On 

these plates (Figure 5.2 A right plate), the ‘CorA phenotype’ was rescued, so that PCR was 

needed to distinguish WT (black arrows) from CorA (purple arrows) plants in the ‘CorA’ 

lines.  Mg2+ measurements showed a range of Mg2+ concentrations in individual plants, but 

overall CorA-positive plants (as detected by PCR) were not significantly different from WT 

plants (Figure 5.2 C, right side).  The individual differences may simply reflect variation 

between samples or they may reflect differences between heterozygous and homozygous 

CorA plants. 

 

Despite the increased Mg2+ concentrations of the presumed CorA homozygotes on the 1/6th 

MS plates, and the observation that elevated Mg2+ could rescue the phenotype of 

homozygotes as well as heterozygotes, no homozygous plants ever produced usable amounts 

of viable seed.  Numerous attempts were made to germinate ‘CorA’ plants on elevated Mg2+ 

and to supplement Mg2+ upon transplantation to Rockwool (data not shown).  Whilst such 

attempts often improved the health and seed yield of the heterozygous and WT plants, the 

homozygous plants always became necrotic and either died without producing any seed at all 

or they produced small amounts of seed with poor viability which was insufficient for further 

use. 

 
 
5.4 Mg2+-starved ‘CorA’ plants have increased Mg2+ uptake rates 
 

To examine directly whether expression of CorA and crALR1 increases plant Mg2+ uptake, 

the Mg2+ uptake capacity of the ‘CorA’ and crALR1 plants was assessed in a short-term 
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experiment using the submerged Schott bottle method developed in Chapter 3.  Using this 

approach, the nutrient media is in direct contact with the plants and the combination of 

shaking and daily media changes reduces the problem of localised nutrient depletion which 

occurs on solid media plates.  Seven-day old Mg2+-starved WT, ‘CorA’ and crALR1 plants 

were treated for 6 h with 10 µM or 250 µM Mg2+ and the Mg2+ content of the plants measured 

using flame AAS.  The time course of Mg2+ uptake is presented in Figure 5.3.   

 

Mg2+ uptake by WT plants was characteristic of these treatments (described previously in 

Chapter 3 Section 3.4), with rapid Mg2+ uptake over the first 15 min of exposure followed by 

a slower, gradual uptake over the remaining 6 h of the measurement period.  Significant 

increases in plant Mg2+ were detected for WT plants over the 6 h time period for the 250 µM 

Mg2+ treatment, but not for the 10 µM Mg2+ treatment (determined using a student’s t test, see 

Appendix 6 for details). 

 

Mg2+ concentrations of CorA plants treated with both 10 µM and 250 µM Mg2+ were 

significantly higher than those of WT plants (p<0.05), suggesting that CorA plants have 

increased rates of Mg2+ uptake.  However, the Mg2+ concentrations of CorA plants were also 

substantially higher than those of WT plants at 0 min (0.39 µg mg-1 DW compared with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Mg2+ uptake of Mg2+-starved WT, ‘CorA’ and crALR1 plants 
One hundred seed of WT, 35S::CorA line 6 and 35S::crALR1 line 47 were germinated and grown in Schott 
bottles in 1/6th MS media without Mg2+ for seven days.  Plants were treated with 10 µM Mg2+ (A) or 250 µM 
Mg2+ (B) for 6 h and samples of approximately 20 plants were taken at five time points (0, 3, 15, 90 and 360 
min).  Samples were dried and the Mg2+ concentration measured using flame AAS (see Chapter 2 Section 2.9 for 
method).  Error bars show the standard error from two replicates of approximately 20 pooled plants.  Statistical 
comparisons are included in Appendix 6.   
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0.14 µg mg-1 DW respectively).  To remove this effect, the starting Mg2+ concentrations of 

CorA plants were normalized to those of WT plants (see Appendix 6 for details and re-plotted 

graphs).  The Mg2+ concentrations of the CorA plant lines were still significantly higher that 

those of WT plants from 15 min onwards in each treatment (p<0.05).  Therefore, it was 

concluded that CorA plants have increased Mg2+ uptake in comparison with WT plants at 

both 10 µM and 250 µM Mg2+, irrespective of differences in tissue Mg2+ concentrations prior 

to treatment. 

 

The crALR1 plants showed no significant differences in their Mg2+ uptake rates or 

concentrations compared to the WT control plants in either of the Mg2+ concentrations tested.  

The crALR1 plants were further tested using several other Mg2+ concentrations within the 

10-250 µM Mg2+ range (data not shown); however, no differences from the Mg2+-uptake 

patterns of WT plants were detected. 

 

 

5.5 Phenotypes of CorA and crALR1 plants grown in limited Mg2+ 
 

The submerged Schott bottle method was used to test the effects of low Mg2+ concentrations 

upon CorA plant growth and to determine whether crALR1 plants exhibit any 

Mg2+-associated phenotypes.  This method has the advantage that it overcomes any spatial 

Mg2+ deficiencies that might occur on solid media plates.  The range of Mg2+ concentrations 

(0–100 µM) selected for testing was below the 250 µM Mg2+ normally present in 1/6th MS 

media.  The overall appearances of the plants from each treatment after 7 d of growth are 

shown in Figure 5.4.   

 

In the WT controls treated with 5 µM Mg2+ and above, the size and greenness of the plants 

clearly increased as the availability of Mg2+ in the media increased (Figure 5.4 left side).  

These features are well-established indicators of Mg2+ availability to plants (see Chapter 3 

Section 3.3).  For the crALR1 and ‘CorA’ plants, a variety of phenotypes different from the 

WT controls were observed depending on the Mg2+ concentration being tested.  These were 

most obvious for the ‘CorA’ plants, which showed clear differences in colouration and plant 

size, especially in the lowest Mg2+ concentrations (0-10 µM; see Figure 5.4, right side).   
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Figure 5.4 Appearances of WT, crALR1 and ‘CorA’ plants grown in limited Mg2+ 
Approximately fifty seed from each of WT, 35S::crALR1 line 47 and 35S::CorA heterozygous line 6 were 
germinated and grown in Schott bottles in 1/6th MS containing 0–100 µM Mg2+ with daily media changes from 
day 3 onwards.  Representative bottles were photographed after 7 days (from left to right: WT, crALR1, ‘CorA’).  
The scale bar represents 1 cm. 
 

 

 

5.5.1 CorA plants grown in limited Mg2+ 

 

The appearance of individual ‘CorA’ plants was examined more closely in Figures 5.5 and 

5.6.  Figure 5.5 shows the appearance of the ‘CorA’ plants in the treatments that revealed the 

most distinctive differences in size and appearance (5-25 µM Mg2+).  Three different 

phenotypes were observable among the ‘CorA’ plants: firstly a phenotype that resembled WT 

control plants in all the treatments (termed phenotype A), a second phenotype that was 

variable in size according to the Mg2+ concentration but that showed increased greening in 

comparison with WT controls at low Mg2+ concentrations (termed phenotype B), and a third 

phenotype that was typically smaller than WT controls and had distinctive patterns of brown 

pigmentation (termed phenotype C).   
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Figure 5.5 Appearances of ‘CorA plants treated with 5–25 µM Mg2+ 
Representative ‘CorA’ plants from the 5, 10 and 25 µM Mg2+ treatments presented in Figure 5.4.  The plants 
were grouped into three distinct phenotypes, labelled A, B and C (see text for descriptions of each).  WT control 
plants are not shown but had similar size and morphology to the CorA phenotype A plants shown.  Scale bars 
represent 0.5 cm. 
 

 

 

Appearances of the roots from the three different ‘CorA’ phenotypes corresponded with the 

health of the shoots: in 5-10 µM Mg2+ phenotype B plants had the longest primary and lateral 

roots, phenotype C had the shortest and phenotype A had intermediate length roots.  In 25 µM 

Mg2+, phenotype A plants had longer roots than both phenotypes B and C.  Although 

phenotype B plants had shorter roots when grown in 25 µM than in 10 µM Mg2+; this 

difference probably reflects a proportionally greater Mg2+ uptake by phenotype A plants at 

25 µM Mg2+ causing competition with phenotype B plants for limited Mg2+ supply rather 

than reduced phenotype B growth at higher Mg2+ concentrations. 

 

Figure 5.6 A shows dissecting microscope images of representative plants from each of the 

three phenotype categories observed among the ‘CorA’ plants.  Closer examination of these 

plants revealed several features of each phenotypic category: 

 

 Phenotype A plants showed faint signs of leaf greening at 5 µM Mg2+, greening in all 

but the tips of the cotyledons in 10 µM Mg2+ and complete greening of the leaf tissues 

in 25 µM Mg2+ and above. These plants showed no brown pigmentation whatsoever in 

any of the Mg2+ concentrations tested. 
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 Phenotype B plants showed distinct greening in Mg2+ treatments and increased 

greening in comparison with WT plants in 0-10 µM Mg2+.  Plants contained brown 

pigmentation in their cotyledons and hypocotyls, the extent of which decreased as the 

Mg2+ concentration increased.  No differences from WT plants were seen in the 

50-100 µM Mg2+ treatments. 

 Phenotype C plants in the 0-25 µM Mg2+ treatments were very small and had 

extensive brown pigmentation in their cotyledons and hypocotyls.  In some plants the 

brown pigmentation of the hypocotyls appeared as distinctive ‘stripes’.  True leaves 

first became apparent in the 5 µM Mg2+ treatment and no brown pigmentation was 

observable in the true leaves in the 5-25 µM Mg2+ treatments, although pigmentation 

was visible in the more developed leaves in the 50 µM Mg2+ treatment.  In the 

50-100 µM Mg2+ treatments phenotype C plants appeared similar to the phenotype B 

plants of the 10–25 µM Mg2+ treatments. 

 

The plants in each treatment were scored according to their phenotypes.  For the 0-25 µM 

Mg2+ treatments the ratio of A:B:C phenotypes all fitted a 1:2:1 segregation ratio (p ≥ 0.05).  

For the 5 and 10 µM Mg2+ treatments, PCR confirmed the presence of CorA in the 

phenotypes B and C plants and its absence in the phenotype A plants (Figure 5.6 B).  This 

suggests that phenotype A are the WT plants, phenotype B the CorA heterozygous plants, 

and phenotype C the CorA homozygous plants.  In the 50-100 µM Mg2+ treatments only two 

distinct phenotypes were observed: one which appeared similar to WT control plants and a 

second phenotype with smaller plants that showed browning in their hypocotyls.  These two 

phenotypes were found to match a 3:1 ratio, therefore it was concluded that during growth in 

liquid media containing 50 µM Mg2+ and above, CorA heterozygous plants appear 

phenotypically the same as WT plants.  These findings are consistent with the appearance of 

CorA heterozygous plants grown on solid media with adequate Mg2+ supply in Sections 5.2 

and 5.3. 

 

 

5.5.2 Appearances of crALR1 plants grown in limited Mg2+ 

 

Among the crALR1 plants grown in 0-100 µM Mg2+, only two treatments presented clear 

phenotype differences from WT.  In 25 µM Mg2+, crALR1 plants showed a decrease in green 

coloration in the apices of the cotyledon blades and an increased presence of localised spots 

of pinkish pigmentation in the periphery of the apices (Figure 5.7 A).  The pink pigmentation 

was observed to a lesser extent in WT controls, and also in CorA phenotype B plants 
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Figure 5.6 Phenotypes of representative ‘CorA’ plants in limited Mg2+ 
A: Representative dissecting microscope images of the ‘CorA’ plant phenotypes from the experiment described 
in Figure 5.4.  The plants from each treatment were divided according to the main phenotypes present 
(classified as A, B and C).  Plants from the WT control treatments appeared phenotypically identical to 
phenotype A in each treatment (WT controls are not shown).  The percentage of each phenotype is presented in 
the tables alongside the images.  Plants in the 0 µM Mg2+ treatment exhibited a variety of phenotypes which 
were together classified as phenotype B.  Only one example is presented here, additional examples are included 
in Appendix 7.  Plants in the 1 µM Mg2+ treatment appeared the same as those in the 0 µM treatment therefore 
only the 0 µM data is presented.  Chi square tests were carried out to determine whether phenotypes A, B and C 
segregate in a 1:2:1 ratio in the 0–25 µM Mg2+ treatments (p≥ 0.05, 2 degrees of freedom).  For the 50-100 µM 
Mg2+ treatments, only two distinct phenotypes were observed; one is categorized as A+B and the other as C.  
For these treatments Chi square tests were carried out to determine whether the two phenotypes segregate in a 
3:1 ratio (p≥ 0.05, 1 degree of freedom).   Scale bars in all photographs represent 1 mm.  B:  Three to five plants 
from each of the CorA A, B and C phenotypes and WT controls were sampled from the 5 and 10 µM Mg2+ 
treatments.  Genomic DNA was isolated and amplified by PCR, as described in Figure 5.2. Products were 
electrophoresed and the bands corresponding with the expected 1-kb product for CorA are indicated.  Lanes 
containing PCR-products amplified from plants with CorA phenotypes A, B and C are indicated along with 
products from WT control plants (W).  The final lane contained the PCR negative control (‘-ve’).   
 

 

 

(examined further in Section 5.5.5).  In the 100-µM Mg2+ treatment, crALR1 plants appeared 

slightly larger than those of the WT controls, suggesting an improvement in growth when 

increased levels of Mg2+ are available (Figure 5.7 B). 

 

 
5.5.3 Mg2+ contents and weights of CorA and crALR1 plants grown in limited 
Mg2+ 

 

Plants from WT, crALR1 and CorA phenotypes B and C were dried, weighed and their Mg2+ 

contents measured using flame AAS.  Results are presented in Figure 5.8.  The data is 

presented in three ways: Figure 5.8 A shows the Mg2+ concentration per weight of tissue, 

which indicates the ability of the plants to accumulate Mg2+ from the media and redistribute 

pre-existing Mg2+ stores within their tissues, Figure 5.8 B shows total weight of dried tissue 

per plant, which indicates the ability of the plants to grow in light of their Mg2+ status and 
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Figure 5.7 Distinctive phenotypes observed for crALR1 in the low Mg2+ treatments 
Plants are from the experiment described in Figure 5.4.  A: Representative plants of WT (left) and crALR1 (right) 
treated with 25 µM Mg2+ viewed under a dissecting microscope with closer view of individual leaves shown 
beneath to illustrate differences in pigmentation.  B: Size differences between WT (left) and crALR1 (right) 
plants from bottles treated with 100- µM Mg2+.  Scale bars represent 1 mm and 1 cm in A and B respectively. 
 
 

 

 

genotype, and Figure 5.8 C shows the total Mg2+ per plant, which presents the ability of 

individual plants to accumulate Mg2+ taking into account any growth restrictions they may be 

subject to.  The results from the three graphs can be summarized as follows for each plant 

comparison: 
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Comparing crALR1 with WT: 

 

 The Mg2+ concentration, weight and total Mg2+ per plant of crALR1 plants in 0 µM 

Mg2+ were unaffected in comparison with WT plants. 

 The Mg2+ concentrations of crALR1 plants grown in 5-25 µM Mg2+ were unchanged 

in comparison with WT plants but their weights and total Mg2+ contents per plant 

were reduced (p<0.1). 

 The Mg2+ concentration of crALR1 plants grown in 100 µM Mg2+ was reduced 

(p=0.09), their weight increased (p=0.1) and their total Mg2+ content per plant 

unaffected in comparison with WT plants. 

 

Comparing CorA phenotype B plants with WT: 

 

 The Mg2+ concentration of CorA phenotype B plants was significantly elevated in 

comparison to WT in 5-25 µM Mg2+ (50 and 100 µM not compared). 

 The total Mg2+ per plant of CorA phenotype B plants appeared to be higher than that 

of WT plants in 5-100 µM Mg2+; however these differences were not statistically 

significant (p<0.14, 100 µM not tested). 

 

Comparing CorA phenotype C plants with WT: 

 

 The Mg2+ concentration of CorA phenotype C plants was significantly elevated in 

comparison with WT plants in 10, 25 and 100 µM Mg2+ (p<0.01, 5 and 50 µM Mg2+ 

not compared) 

 The weights of CorA phenotype C plants were significantly reduced in comparison 

with WT plants in these same treatments, indicating an impaired ability to grow 

(p<0.03). 

 The total Mg2+ per plant of CorA phenotype C plants in 10 µM Mg2+ was similar to 

WT.  These plants have a smaller size than WT but a higher Mg2+ concentration in 

their tissues. 

 The total Mg2+ per plant of CorA phenotype C plants in 25 µM Mg2+ was 

significantly lower than WT (p<0.03).  This was likely due to the significant increase 

in growth in WT plants in 25 µM Mg2+ in comparison with 10 µM Mg2+ (p=0.006), 

while CorA phenotype C plants did not increase appreciably in size in comparison 

with the 10 µM treatment (p=0.332, see Figure 5.5 for representative photographs of 

these plants). 
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Figure 5.8 Mg2+ content of WT, crALR1 and ‘CorA’ plants treated with limited Mg2+ 
Plants from the experiment described in Figure 5.4 were sampled after 7 d of treatment with 0-100 µM Mg2+.  
Whole plant tissue was dried and the Mg2+ concentration in µg mg-1 DW was determined using flame AAS (A).  
The total dry weight per plant is shown in B and the total Mg2+ per plant in C.  For the 0 µM Mg2+ treatment, the 
CorA sample contained pooled ‘CorA’ plants of all phenotypes present.  Samples were not taken from CorA 
phenotype A plants, which appeared similar in size and morphology to WT controls.  Due to the presence of 
only two ‘CorA’ phenotypes in the 50 and 100 µM Mg2+ treatments, the samples shown for ‘100 µM CorA 
phenotype B’ are a mixture of CorA phenotypes A+B.  Error bars represent the standard error of two replicates 
of ten pooled plants.  Only one replicate was obtained for 50 µM CorA C and 100 µM CorA B while 5 µM 
CorA C, 50 µM CorA B and 50 µM WT were not sampled.  Treatments were compared using student’s t tests 
and the calculated p-values are presented in Appendix 8. 
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 The total Mg2+ per plant of CorA phenotype C plants in 100 µM Mg2+ was 

significantly higher than that of WT plants (p<0.02).  Although these CorA plants 

were still significantly smaller in size than WT (p<0.01), when compared with the 

25 µM Mg2+ CorA plants they exhibited a significant increase in growth (p=0.001) 

and Mg2+ concentration (p=0.001). 

 

Comparing CorA phenotype B with CorA phenotype C: 

 

 The Mg2+ concentrations of the phenotype C plants were similar to those of the 

phenotype B plants in low Mg2+ treatments (10-25 µM Mg2+, samples from 0-5 µM 

Mg2+ were not compared), but were higher than those of the phenotype B plants in 

100 µM Mg2+ (50 µM Mg2+ not compared). 

 The weights of the phenotype C plants were lower than those of the phenotype B 

plants in 5-100 µM Mg2+ (p<0.05 for 25 µM comparison, 0 µM not compared) 

 The total Mg2+ per plant in the phenotype C plants was lower than that of the 

phenotype B plants (p<0.05 for 25 µM comparison), which reflected the significantly 

impaired growth of the phenotype C plants in this treatment. 

 The total Mg2+ per plant in the phenotypes C and B plants was similar in the 100 µM 

treatments (50 µM not measured), indicating they had similar abilities to accumulate 

Mg2+ from the media despite elevated Mg2+ concentrations and reduced tissue weight 

in the phenotype C plants. 

 

Together, this data shows that plants with CorA phenotypes B and C (putative CorA 

heterozygotes and homozygotes) have greatly increased Mg2+ contents in comparison with 

WT.  In contrast to phenotype B, CorA phenotype C plants also have strongly impaired 

growth in 0-25 µM Mg2+.   When higher concentrations of Mg2+ were supplied in the media, 

CorA phenotype C plants were able to grow significantly, albeit at a slower rate than CorA 

phenotype B and other plant lines.  The total Mg2+ per plant comparisons revealed that the 

CorA phenotype C plants have the same total Mg2+ as the CorA phenotype B plants in 

100 µM Mg2+, but that the Mg2+ is more concentrated in a reduced amount of tissue.   

 

The crALR1 plants were found to be very similar to WT in the absence of supplemental Mg2+ 

(0 µM) but exhibited reduced tissue weight and total Mg2+ in limited Mg2+ (5-25 µM) and 

increased tissue weight and reduced Mg2+ concentration for 100 µM Mg2+.  These data, 

combined with the phenotypic differences observed in the shoot tissues in Section 5.5.2, 

suggest that the crALR1 plants have mild, but detectable, Mg2+-associated phenotypes when 

grown in limited Mg2+ conditions.  These results will be further discussed in Section 5.8. 
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5.5.4 Mg2+ contents and weights of CorA and crALR1 shoots and roots 

 

As a crude assessment of the distribution of Mg2+ in the CorA and crALR1 plants, the Mg2+ 

concentrations, total tissue weights and total Mg2+ contents of the shoots and roots were each 

measured separately (Figure 5.9, crALR1 at left, CorA at right). 

 

Root Mg2+ concentrations in crALR1 plants grown at 5 µM Mg2+ were significantly elevated 

in comparison with WT plants (student’s t test, p<0.01), while at 10 µM root Mg2+ 

concentrations were similar to WT plants and at 25 µM they were lower than WT (p<0.01, 

Figure 5.9 A).  Reduced root growth, as determined by dry tissue weight, was measured for 

plants treated with 5-25 µM Mg2+ (Figure 5.9 B) and reduced shoot growth was measured for 

crALR1 plants treated with 10-25 µM Mg2+ (see Appendix 9 for p-values from student’s 

t tests comparing crALR1 and WT plants).  The total Mg2+ content in shoot and root tissues of 

these plants reflected the growth data (Figure 5.9 B), with reduced total Mg2+ contents in root 

tissues from the 5-25 µM treatments and reduced total shoot Mg2+ contents in the 10-25 µM 

Mg2+ treatments.  Together, these results suggest that crALR1 expression affects endogenous 

plant Mg2+ redistribution mechanisms at low media Mg2+ concentrations (5-25 µM Mg2+), 

particular in the root, resulting in adverse effects upon plant Mg2+ uptake, redistribution and 

growth. 

 

The adverse effects of crALR1 expression on tissue weights and total Mg2+ were reversed at 

100 µM Mg2+, as observed previously for the total tissue measurements in Section 5.5.3 

(Figure 5.9 B and C, p-values not available).  The tissue Mg2+ concentrations of crALR1 root 

and shoot tissues appeared slightly lower than those of WT plants (Figure 5.9 A), again 

consistent with the results obtained in Section 5.5.3.  These results suggest that crALR1 

expression enhances plant Mg2+ uptake and growth at moderately limited Mg2+ 

concentrations, although the reduced Mg2+ concentrations in these plants suggest that Mg2+ 

redistribution effects may still be present. 

 

The shoot and root Mg2+ concentrations, weights and total Mg2+ contents of the CorA 

phenotype B plants (Figure 5.9 A, B and C respectively, at right) reflected the data obtained 

from the combined tissue presented in Figure 5.8.  Separate shoot and root measurements 

were not made for CorA phenotype C plants in 5-25 µM Mg2+, but data collected from 

50-100 µM Mg2+ treated plants found elevated Mg2+ concentrations and reduced tissue 

weights in both roots and shoots, consistent with the results in Figure 5.8 (data not shown).   
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Figure 5.9 Mg2+ content of WT, crALR1 and CorA phenotype B plants treated with limited Mg2+ 
Total shoot and root tissue was sampled from plants grown in the experiment described in Figure 5.4 after 7 d of 
treatment with 5-100 µM Mg2+.  The tissues were separated using a clean scalpel, dried and their Mg2+ 
concentrations in µg mg-1 DW were determined using flame AAS (A).  The total dry weight per plant of each 
tissue is shown in B, and the total Mg2+ per plant is shown in C.  Data from crALR1 plants are compared against 
WT in the graphs to the left and data from CorA plants are compared against WT in the graphs to the right.  The 
plants sampled for 100 µM Mg2+ CorA B are a mixture of CorA phenotypes A and B.  Error bars represent the 
standard error of two replicates of ten pooled plants.  Only one replicate was obtained for 100 µM CorA B and 
100 µM WT, while 25 µM CorA B and 50 µM WT were not sampled.  Where possible, treatments were 
compared against the WT control using student’s t tests.  The calculated p-values are provided in Appendix 9.  
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5.5.5 Pigmentation observed in CorA and crALR1 plants grown in limited Mg2+ 

 

Examination of plants treated with 25 µM Mg2+ revealed two different types of pigmentation 

in the cotyledons.  In the WT, crALR1 and CorA phenotypes A and B plants, discrete spots of  
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of pink and brown pigmentation in WT, crALR1 and ‘CorA’ plants 
Plants grown in limited Mg2+ as described in Figure 5.4 were examined for differences in pink and brown 
pigmentation.  A: Representative images of cotyledons from WT, crALR1, CorA phenotype B and CorA 
phenotype C plants treated with 25 µM Mg2+.  CorA phenotype A plants appeared similar to WT and are not 
shown.  The outlined regions of the crALR1 and CorA phenotype C leaves were examined under a compound 
microscope (B).  C: Representative images of cotyledons from WT and CorA phenotype B plants treated with 
5 µM Mg2+ showing distribution of pink and brown pigmentation respectively.  Scale bars represent 200 µm, 
20 µm and 1 mm in A, B and C, respectively.   
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pink pigmentation were visible (Figure 5.10 A).  However, in the CorA phenotype C plants, 

no pink pigmentation was visible, but instead the brown pigmentation typical of CorA plants 

grown in 0-10 µM Mg2+ treatments was observed (summarized earlier in Figure 5.4).  

 

Cotyledons from the 25-µM Mg2+ treatments were examined more closely under a compound 

microscope (Figure 5.10 B).  While the two types of pigmentation were similarly located in 

the apices of the cotyledons, the pink pigmentation appeared to be contained within large and 

discrete organelles, presumably vacuoles.  This pattern matches the pattern expected for 

anthocyanins.  In contrast, the brown pigmentation in the CorA plants appeared diffusely 

spread and did not appear to be as discretely contained within cells or organelles.   

 

Although WT plants did not present any brown pigmentation in the 0-100 µM Mg2+ 

treatments, patterns of pink pigmentation were visible in some plants in the very low 

(0-5 µM) Mg2+ treatments.  In the plants treated with 5 µM Mg2+, the distribution of this 

pigmentation was very similar to the distribution of brown pigmentation in the CorA 

phenotype B plants (Figure 5.10 C). This observation suggests that the brown pigmentation 

in the CorA plants may be oxidised anthocyanins (arguments presented in Section 5.8).  A 

sample of ‘CorA’ plants with brown pigmentation was stained with DMACA (see Chapter 2 

Section 2.8.1.4 for methods) and a bright pink colour indicative of anthocyanins was detected 

in the areas in which brown pigmentation was observed, further supporting the likelihood 

that the pigmentation is anthocyanins (data not shown). 

 

 

5.5.6 Growth of other crALR1- and CorA-based transgenic lines in limited Mg2+ 

 

Having detected differential phenotypes for both crALR1 and CorA plants grown in limited 

Mg2+, this approach was used to assess the other transgenic lines expressing crALR1- and 

CorA- based constructs that were generated in Chapter 4.  Plants expressing the 

35S::GFP-crALR1, 35S::GFP-CorA and AKT1::CorA constructs were tested in 10, 25 and 

100 µM Mg2+ treatments.  The only line that showed any difference from WT controls was 

the GFP-crALR1 plants, which showed mild differences in 25 µM and 100 µM Mg2+ 

treatments (Figure 5.11).  These differences are the same as those observed for the crALR1 

plants in Figure 5.7; that is, at 25 µM Mg2+ there was increased browning of leaf apices 

(Figure 5.11 A), and at 100 µM Mg2+, GFP-crALR1 plants appeared larger than WT plants 

(Figure 5.11 B).  The 35S::rA1S1, AKT1::rA1S1 and AKT1::crALR1 lines were not tested. 
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Figure 5.11 Appearances of GFP-crALR1 plants grown in limited Mg2+ 
Following the protocol outlined in Figure 5.4, WT and 35S::GFP-crALR1 plants were grown in 0-100 µM Mg2+.   
A: Representative WT (left) and GFP-crALR1 plants (right) following treatment with 25 µM Mg2+. 
B: Appearance of 100 µM Mg2+ treatment bottles of WT (upper) and GFP-crALR1 (lower) plants.  Scale bars in 
A and B represent 1 cm.  
 

 

 
5.6 CorA plants have improved tolerance to toxic levels of Mg2+ 
 

Growth on high levels of Mg2+ (5-20 mM) was investigated to find if CorA or crALR1 plants 

have improved tolerance to Mg2+ toxicity.  Ten-day old ‘CorA’, crALR1 and WT plants were 

transplanted from 1/6th MS agar plates to the same plates supplemented with high levels of 

Mg2+ and observed after a further 10 d of growth (Figure 5.12).   

 

None of the treatments showed any differences between crALR1 and the control WT plants.  

On 5-10 mM Mg2+, the health of the majority of the ‘CorA’ plants was similar to WT plants 

and the Mg2+-deficiency phenotype of CorA was abolished (data not shown), as previously 

observed when ‘CorA’ plants were grown on media supplemented with 1.5 mM Mg2+ 

(Section 5.3).  On 15 mM Mg2+, necrotic lesions appeared on the leaves of some of the WT 

plants and at 20 mM Mg2+ (the highest concentration tested) all the WT plants had several 

clear lesions visible on their leaves (Figure 5.12 A, B).  The necrotic lesions occurred only on 

the younger leaves which developed after the plants were transplanted to the high Mg2+ 

treatments.  The pattern of lesions was irregular, but they were mostly located in the apical 

half of the leaf blade towards its outer edges.  Many of these same leaves also exhibited 

increased leaf serration and lobing, suggesting an abnormality in leaf margin development.  

Such phenotypes were also observed among some of the ‘CorA’ plants; however the majority 

appeared healthy and with normal leaf morphology.  Testing by PCR revealed that the plants 

without necrotic lesions contained the CorA gene, whilst those with lesions were WT plants 

(Figure 5.12 C).  These results demonstrate an additional phenotype of the CorA plants: they 

do not show leaf Mg2+ toxicity symptoms when grown on high Mg2+ media. 
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Figure 5.12 CorA plants do not exhibit necrotic lesions on elevated Mg2+ 
Seed from 35S::CorA line 6 (segregating), 35S::crALR1 line 43 and WT were firstly germinated on 1/6th MS 
plates supplemented with 1 x Mg2+ plates for 10 d and then twenty plants of a similar size were transplanted to 
1/6th MS plates (in duplicate) supplemented with 20 mM Mg2+ for a further 10 d.  A: Photograph of plate 1: the 
plants in the top left section are ‘CorA’, the top right section WT and the lowermost section crALR1.  Plants 
indicated with arrows were sampled for PCR and AAS; those exhibiting necrotic lesions are in black and those 
without are in blue. B: Close up of two plants from the ‘CorA’ section, showing the presence (right) and absence 
(left) of necrotic lesions.  Scale bars represent 2 cm and 1 cm in A and B respectively.  Samples from the CorA 
section were PCR-amplified using the 35S and ocs primers to detect the CorA gene and electrophoresed (C).  
Samples which did not show necrotic lesions are indicated in blue, samples which did, are indicated in black.  
The Mg2+ concentrations in each of the sampled plants were detected using AAS and are graphed in D.  Bars in 
blue indicate plants which were detected as carrying the CorA gene using PCR. 
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Flame AAS measurements revealed a substantial increase in Mg2+ content in these plants 

(21-28 µg mg-1 DW) compared with those observed previously in Section 5.2.1 

(0.5-1 µg mg-1 DW); however there was no clear difference in average Mg2+ content between 

WT and the ‘CorA’ or crALR1 plant lines (Figure 5. 5.12 D).  A small proportion of the 

‘CorA’ plants on the plates remained small and necrotic and these were assumed to be 

homozygous CorA plants, although they were not tested.  The assumed CorA homozygous 

plants grew more poorly than the heterozygous and WT plants at all Mg2+ concentrations 

tested and their relative health worsened at Mg2+ concentrations of 15 mM and above (data 

not shown).  These results suggest that growth on even very high Mg2+ does not rescue the 

homozygous CorA plants. 

 
 
5.7 Effects of other divalent cations on transgenic plant lines 
 

To test whether the transgenic lines exhibited sensitivity to divalent cations, plants 

transformed with the 35S::CorA, AKT1::CorA and 35S::crALR1 constructs were germinated 

and grown in disposable culture vessels (Phytatray™).  This method allowed visualization of 

both the shoots and roots of the plants, which may be affected differentially depending on the 

metal toxicity.  Plants were tested on a range of metals: 40-60 µM Co2+, 40-60 µM Cu2+, 

10-20 mM Mg2+, 100-500 µM Mn2+, 40-60 µM Ni2+ and 200-300 µM Zn2+.  The 

concentrations used were selected from previous tests of metal toxicity to WT plants (data not 

shown) and data obtained by A. Tutone (2004).  Plants were visually observed and 

photographed; selected results are illustrated in Figure 5.13.  Results for each of the CorA and 

crALR1 plant lines are discussed separately in Sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2 respectively.   

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5.13 Cation sensitivity of CorA and crALR1 plants 
A-D: Twelve seed from each of 35S::GFP, WT, 35S::CorA line 0, AKT1::CorA lines 9 and 11 and 35S:crALR1 
were placed in rows on 1/6th MS in disposable culture vessels with cations added at various concentrations (see 
text) and photographed after two weeks of growth.  WT and 35S::GFP seed were used as controls.  The 1/6th MS 
control plate is shown (A) together with trays showing differences in cation sensitivity: 40 µM Co2+ viewed 
from the below (B) and 300 µM Zn2+ viewed from the side (C).  Arrows indicate necrosis (B) and root length 
(C) differences observed for the CorA plants.  D: Representative photographs of roots of four-week old 
35S::CorA and WT plants from the 40 µM Co2+ treatment.  E: Three rows of twelve seeds each from crALR1 
line 43, WT, and CorA line 6 were placed onto agar plates containing 1/6th MS supplemented with 0-100 µM 
Co2+ and photographed after two weeks of growth. All plates were set up in duplicate, one of which is shown.  
The scale bars in A-C and E represent 2 cm.  Scale bars in D represent 0.5 mm. 
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5.7.1 CorA plants have increased sensitivity to Co2+, Zn2+ and Mn2+ 

 

In the culture vessel experiment presented in Figure 5.13, 35S::CorA plants presented 

differences from WT plants on 40-60 µM Co2+ and 300 µM Zn2+.  At 40 µM Co2+ and higher, 

the 35S::CorA plants appeared to have an increase in shoot necrosis in comparison with 

controls (Figure 5.13 B) while visualization of their roots under a compound microscope 

(Figure 5.13 D) revealed inhibition of primary and lateral root growth characteristic of metal 

toxicity (reviewed in Foy et al., 1978; Marschner, 2012).  High levels of Zn2+ (300 µM) also 

impaired the health of the 35S::CorA plants, with an apparent reduction in root vitality in this 

line compared with controls (Figure 5.13 C).     

 

The AKT1::CorA lines showed reduced root length in some of the trays in this experiment 

but the seed exhibited uneven germination making the results difficult to interpret.  The 

experiment was repeated using different AKT1::CorA seed stocks and even germination was 

obtained.  However, no differences from the controls were seen for any cations (data not 

shown).   

 

The sensitivity of 35S::CorA plants to cations was further tested using the segregating 

‘CorA’, lines 5 and 6, which were not available for the culture vessel experiment described 

above.  These lines have increased CorA mRNA expression levels and exhibit a stronger 

‘CorA phenotype’ than line 0 (see Chapter 4 Section 4.6.4).  Seed was germinated on 10, 20 

and 40 µM Co2+, 10 µM Cu2+, 200 µM Zn2+, 500 µM Mn2+ and 10 and 20 mM Mg2+ 

(Figure 5.14).  Whilst Cu2+ and Mg2+ were uniformly toxic to the ‘CorA’ and control plants 

alike, Co2+, Zn2+ and Mn2+ inhibited growth of the ‘CorA’ plants preferentially.  Around one 

quarter of the plants from these segregating lines showed growth similar to the WT controls, 

consistent with these plants being the WT genotype.   

 

These results clearly established an additional phenotype for the CorA plants: sensitivity to 

some divalent cations.  An experiment was undertaken to assess whether this sensitivity 

might result from cation competition interfering with Mg2+ uptake (presented in 

Appendix 10).  Results showed that cation competition was clearly occurring and that altering 

the concentrations of other cations simultaneously altered internal Mg2+ concentrations in 

CorA plants.  It was concluded that the additional toxicities of Co2+, Zn2+ and Mn2+ observed 

in CorA plants in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 could be attributable at least in part to cation 

competition. 
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Figure 5.14 Cation sensitivity of segregating ‘CorA’ plant lines 5 and 6 
Three rows of twelve seeds each from 35S::CorA lines 5 and 6, and one row each of WT and 35S::GFP were plated 
onto 1/6th MS plates supplemented with the cations indicated, germinated and grown for two weeks and 
photographed. All plates were set up in duplicate; one of each is shown.  The scale bars represent 2 cm.  The 10 µM 
Co2+, 40 µM Co2+ and 20 mM Mg2+ plates are not shown. 
 

 

 

5.7.2 crALR1 plants have reduced sensitivity to Co2+ 

 

No clear differences were seen for the 35S::crALR1 plants on any of the metals tested in the 

culture vessel experiment in Figure 5.13.  However, when two 35S::crALR1 lines were tested 
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on agar plates for Co2+ sensitivity at higher Co2+ concentrations, crALR1 plants showed 

slightly improved tolerance to 60-100 µM Co2+, with a small increase in overall plant size in 

comparison with WT (Figure 5.13 E; lines 43 and 47 appeared similar, therefore only one line 

is shown).  Higher concentrations of Co2+ were very toxic to both WT and crALR1 plants, 

with no differences in tolerance observed (data not shown). 

 

 
5.8 Discussion 
 

5.8.1 Summary 

 

Transgenic plant lines expressing the microbial Mg2+ transport genes CorA and crALR1 

were assessed for phenotypic differences in Mg2+ uptake and cation sensitivity.  On solid 

media, the ‘CorA phenotype’ described in Chapter 4 was identified as a Mg2+ deficiency 

phenotype which could be rescued by increased Mg2+ supplementation.  Despite an 

apparent Mg2+ deficiency, CorA plants had elevated Mg2+ concentrations in comparison 

with WT plants when grown in Mg2+-limited conditions.  The increases in plant Mg2+ 

concentrations and the severity of the Mg2+ deficiency phenotype observed correlated with 

increased CorA copy number. 

 

In Mg2+-limited liquid growth conditions, CorA plants exhibited clear increases in Mg2+ 

uptake.  Heterozygous CorA expression improved plant growth in very low Mg2+ 

conditions; however in moderate Mg2+ conditions these plants presented an 

Mg2+-deficiency phenotype, even though their Mg2+ accumulation was substantially 

elevated.  In low or limited Mg2+, CorA homozygotes appeared much smaller than WT 

plants, despite elevations in their Mg2+ concentrations.  When Mg2+ was in surplus, both 

heterozygous and homozygous CorA plants appeared the same as WT plants and no 

differences in their Mg2+ contents were detected. 

 

Expression of crALR1 in plants resulted in much milder phenotypes than those observed for 

CorA plants.  When crALR1 plants were grown in very low Mg2+ concentrations, they had 

alterations in root Mg2+ concentrations, reduced growth and reduced total Mg2+ contents, 

suggesting disruptions to Mg2+ homeostasis.  At 100 µM Mg2+, crALR1 plants had 

improved growth in comparison with WT plants, although Mg2+ concentrations were 

reduced in comparison with WT plants.  Together, these results suggest that crAlr1 is active 

and alters Mg2+ distributions and growth when Mg2+ availability is limited. 
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Increased pink pigmentation was observed in CorA and crALR1 plants grown in 

moderately Mg2+-limited conditions, suggesting that alterations to Mg2+ distributions in 

these plants might affect anthocyanin biosynthesis or accumulation.  Unusual patterns of 

brown pigmentation were also observed in CorA plants grown in low Mg2+ conditions 

which correlated with increased CorA expression and reduced Mg2+ availability.   

 

Preliminary assessment of the other transgenic lines generated in Chapter 4 suggested that 

GFP-crAlr1 was functionally similar to unfused crAlr1 in plants, while GFP-CorA plants 

had no Mg2+-associated phenotype, further confirming the likelihood that N-terminal 

fusions to CorA are non-functional (discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.9.5).  Of the 

remaining transgenic plant lines only AKT1::CorA was tested; however, no phenotype was 

observed.  

 

Growth of CorA and crALR1 plants on solid media containing toxic divalent cation 

concentrations was assessed.  High concentrations of Mg2+ failed to induce necrotic lesions 

in CorA plants, suggesting that CorA expression alters plant Mg2+ homeostasis at very 

high, as well as very low, Mg2+ concentrations.  CorA plants had increased sensitivity to 

Co2+, Mn2+ and Zn2+; further confirming CorA activity in these plants.  The crALR1 plants 

had no changes in sensitivity to high Mg2+ or other cations, although a slight increase in 

Co2+ tolerance was observed. 

 

5.8.2 The ‘CorA phenotype’ is a Mg2+ deficiency phenotype 

 

In Chapter 4, during the selection of CorA transformants, it was noted that the CorA plants 

presented an unusual phenotype on solid media plates.  These plants exhibited epinasty and 

reduced plant size, as well as necrosis in the older leaves and reduced reproductive success.  

This was termed the ‘CorA phenotype’; however, results in Section 5.2 of this chapter show 

that rather than being a CorA-specific phenotype, this is a phenotype characteristic of WT 

Arabidopsis plants exhibiting Mg2+ deficiency symptoms.  What is unusual about the CorA 

plants is that they show signs of Mg2+ deficiency at Mg2+ concentrations in which WT plants 

do not.  This deficiency phenotype increased with increasing expression of CorA; with 

predicted homozygous CorA plants affected the most (Section 5.3).  Paradoxically, the CorA 

plants that showed symptoms of Mg2+ deficiency actually had higher overall Mg2+ 

concentrations than WT plants (Sections 5.2 and 5.3).  Together, these results suggest that 

despite the Mg2+ concentrations of the plants being increased overall in CorA plants, 
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distribution of Mg2+ to where it is required for correct plant growth and development may be 

disrupted such that these plants exhibit Mg2+ deficiency symptoms. 

 

5.8.3 Increased Mg2+ uptake in CorA plants 

 

The most direct evidence that CorA plants have elevated Mg2+ uptake was the result in 

Section 5.4 that Mg2+-starved CorA plants treated with 10 or 250 µM Mg2+ had increased 

Mg2+ uptake rates in comparison with WT plants.  The CorA plants exhibited increased Mg2+ 

concentrations in comparison with WT plants from 15 min onwards when plant Mg2+ 

concentrations at 0 min were normalized to the same value.  As discussed in Chapter 3 

Section 3.11.5, the early Mg2+ uptake component is likely to represent apoplastic Mg2+ uptake 

and the later component is likely to represent symplastic Mg2+ uptake and Mg2+ redistribution 

to the aerial parts of the plant.  Therefore, the increased Mg2+ concentrations in CorA plants 

are consistent with increased Mg2+ acquisition by active Mg2+ transport into the symplast.  

These results support the likelihood that CorA is active when expressed in Arabidopsis and its 

expression increases the rate at which plants accumulate intracellular Mg2+. 

 

When CorA plants were germinated and grown in very low Mg2+ (5–10 µM, Section 5.5), 

heterozygous CorA plants had a pronounced increase in size and chlorophyll synthesis in 

comparison with WT plants and both total Mg2+ and Mg2+ concentrations in these plants were 

also substantially elevated.  For Mg2+ uptake, the Km of the CorA protein has been reported as 

15 µM (Hmiel et al., 1986).  The plant plasma membrane Mg2+ transport protein AtMRS2-10 

has similar Ki values for Mg2+ and Ni2+ inhibition of 63Ni2+ tracer uptake to those obtained for 

CorA (Li et al., 2001), suggesting that the Km of AtMRS2-10 for Mg2+ uptake is also about 

15 µM.  However, WT plants grown in 5 µM Mg2+ appeared chlorotic, like Mg2+-starved 

plants, while CorA plants did not, suggesting that CorA may have a higher affinity for Mg2+ 

than the endogenous plant Mg2+ transport proteins (Section 5.5.1).  Another explanation is 

that use of the CaMV 35S promoter might increase the abundance of CorA such that the Mg2+ 

uptake capacity of these plants is greatly increased.  This effect might more noticeably affect 

plant health at low Mg2+ concentrations in which Mg2+ uptake rates are normally very low 

and Mg2+ deficiency symptoms are most obvious. 

 

In the higher Mg2+ concentrations tested (25-100 µM), the Mg2+ contents of the CorA plants 

were also elevated in comparison to WT plants, even though the phenotype differences 

observed between the CorA and WT plants became less pronounced as the Mg2+ 

concentration increased (Sections 5.5.1 and Section 5.5.3).  This result differs from the 
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observation on solid media plates that CorA plants that appeared the same as WT plants also 

had similar Mg2+ concentrations (Sections 5.2 and 5.3).  It is worth noting here that the two 

methods being used have major differences in experimental design and that the Mg2+ 

availability at different stages of plant development is likely to have varied on the solid media 

plates, making comparisons of plant Mg2+ concentrations using the two methods difficult.  

Nevertheless, the Mg2+ concentrations of WT and heterozygous CorA plants grown in liquid 

media appear to be converging at 100 µM Mg2+ in comparison with plants grown in lower 

Mg2+ concentrations (Section 5.5.3).  Moreover, CorA plants treated with very high Mg2+ 

concentrations on solid media do not have measurably different Mg2+ concentrations from 

WT plants (Section 5.6).  Taken together, these results suggest that as media Mg2+ 

concentrations increase, the total tissue Mg2+ concentrations in CorA and WT plants become 

increasingly similar.  These similarities may reflect plant Mg2+ homeostatic processes 

including intracellular Mg2+ storage and increased Mg2+ efflux (discussed further in 

Section 5.8.8). 

 

5.8.4 Effects of CorA expression on plant growth 

 

The importance of Mg2+ redistribution within germinating seedlings in early development was 

illustrated by the phenotypes of CorA plants that were germinated and grown in the absence 

of added Mg2+ in liquid culture (Section 5.5).  Here, the CorA heterozygotes exhibited 

reduced overall size in comparison with WT plants, but had increased chlorophyll synthesis in 

their shoots, while the homozygotes only reached the early stages of post-germination growth.  

These results suggest that expression of the CorA gene alters seed Mg2+ redistribution during 

plant germination such that the plants have a higher concentration of Mg2+ in some tissues but 

a reduction in tissue growth in comparison with WT plants.  One hypothesis is that CorA 

activity draws up any available Mg2+ into the cells of tissues closest to the Mg2+ source and 

this in turn reduces the availability of Mg2+ for Mg2+ sink sites.  Although plants must have 

mechanisms by which they redistribute the Mg2+ to other tissue locations, the strong 

expression and high affinity of CorA appears to overwhelm such processes.  Either an 

increased affinity of CorA for Mg2+ in comparison with the plant Mg2+ transport proteins or 

high CorA expression levels could account for the Mg2+ homeostasis imbalance, as described 

in Section 5.8.3. 

 

At very low Mg2+ concentrations (5-10 µM Mg2+), heterozygous CorA expression appeared 

beneficial, with significantly increased Mg2+ concentrations (Section 5.5.3) and appearances 

of increased shoot chlorophyll and plant size in comparison with WT control (Section 5.5.1).  
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This enhanced growth is consistent with increased Mg2+ uptake mediated by CorA when 

endogenous Mg2+ uptake mechanisms have limited activity (see Section 5.8.3).  Additional 

media Mg2+ uptake in these plants may be sufficient to compensate at least partially for the 

reduced growth observed in heterozygous CorA plants grown in 0 µM Mg2+, although these 

plants still have extensive browning visible (discussed further in Section 5.8.6).  At 25 µM 

Mg2+, CorA plants appeared smaller than WT controls, suggesting that at 25 µM Mg2+, any 

advantageous effects of CorA expression on Mg2+ uptake are outweighed by its 

disadvantageous effects upon plant Mg2+ homeostasis, particularly once endogenous plant 

Mg2+ uptake mechanisms are capable of supplying adequate Mg2+ to the plants.  At higher 

Mg2+ media Mg2+ concentrations (100 µM Mg2+ and above), CorA heterozygous plants were 

indistinguishable from WT plants, suggesting that plant Mg2+ homeostasis mechanisms may 

be adequately compensating for CorA activity once media Mg2+ concentrations and plant 

Mg2+ uptake are sufficiently high. 

 

The effects of restricted Mg2+ conditions on homozygous CorA plants were more pronounced.  

In 0-25 µM Mg2+, homozygous CorA plants were very small and exhibited strong browning 

symptoms (discussed further in Section 5.8.6).  At 100 µM Mg2+, homozygous CorA plants 

were still distinguishable from WT and heterozygous CorA plants, while at 250 µM they were 

not.  Together, these results suggest that strong CorA expression causes severe disruptions to 

plant Mg2+ homeostasis.  Although homozygous CorA plants were indistinguishable from WT 

plants at liquid media Mg2+ concentrations of 250 µM and above, these plants still exhibited 

Mg2+-associated phenotypes suggestive of disrupted Mg2+ homeostasis at high Mg2+ 

concentrations (Section 5.6).  Moreover, the fact that seed from stable homozygous CorA 

lines could not be obtained in this work, in spite of numerous attempts and supplementation 

with high Mg2+ concentrations, suggests that high CorA expression interferes with important 

Mg2+ homeostasis processes even when Mg2+-associated phenotypes are not visible.  

However, the survival of CorA heterozygous plants suggests that endogenous plant Mg2+ 

homeostasis mechanisms may be able to compensate for CorA activity, provided that it is not 

too high. 

 

Little is known about how plants redistribute seed Mg2+ as they germinate and grow, nor how 

these processes are affected by Mg2+ availability and uptake from the media.  Homozygous 

knock-out mutants of five of the nine AtMRS2 genes were unobtainable (2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-6 and 

2-11, Li et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Gebert et al., 2009), while 2-7 mutants germinated in 

low Mg2+ conditions resembled CorA homozygotes germinated in 0 µM Mg2+ and did not 

develop further.  Moreover, a stunted growth phenotype was previously observed when 
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AtMRS2-10 was ectopically expressed in tobacco (Deng et al., 2006), reflecting the results for 

CorA in this work.  Taken together, these studies show that reduced growth, developmental 

abnormalities and difficulty obtaining homozygous plant lines are common features of plants 

with altered Mg2+ transport protein activity. 

 

Whether CorA expression mediated by the CaMV 35S promoter directly alters Mg2+ 

distributions in the plant such that Mg2+-regulated growth processes are directly affected, or 

whether CorA expression alters Mg2+ availability and thereby affects the activities of 

endogenous Mg2+ transport proteins is unclear.  The CaMV 35S promoter is only nominally 

constitutive, with differential expression observed according to developmental stage and 

tissue type (Jefferson et al., 1987; Benfey et al., 1989; Sunilkumar et al., 2002).  Moreover, 

activity of CorA itself may be regulated in planta, although it is neither clear how CorA 

activity is regulated in bacteria, nor whether similar or alternative regulatory processes exist 

in plants.  Expression patterns of endogenous plant Mg2+ transport genes are complex, with 

partially overlapping intracellular, tissue-specific and developmental patterns (reviewed in 

Chapter 1 Section 1.3.5).  In tissue locations where CorA is active, it is likely that changes to 

Mg2+ availability at specific sites of endogenous plant Mg2+ transport protein activity will 

arise.  Such effects could result in disruptions to Mg2+ redistributions patterns that might be 

normally mediated by these proteins; for example Mg2+ translocation to the vasculature and 

aerial parts of the plant or to specific Mg2+-requiring organelles. 

 

5.8.5 Mg2+-associated phenotypes of crALR1 plants  

 

Transgenic crALR1 plants exhibited no differences from WT plants when grown in standard 

solid or liquid media (data not shown).  However, in low Mg2+ conditions, crALR1 plants 

showed signs of altered Mg2+ distribution and growth (Section 5.5).  In liquid media 

containing 5-25 µM Mg2+ crALR1 plants had reduced weights and reduced total Mg2+ 

contents (Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4) and the leaves of plants grown in 25 µM Mg2+ had 

increased chlorosis in comparison with WT plants.  Interestingly, the roots of crALR1 plants 

grown at 5 µM Mg2+ had significantly elevated Mg2+ concentrations, even though overall 

plant Mg2+ contents were not elevated in comparison with WT plants.  This result suggests 

that, like CorA, crAlr1 may be interfering with seed Mg2+ distributions in the root such that 

plant growth is impaired.  At 10-25 µM Mg2+, root Mg2+ concentrations were the same as WT 

plants or less, suggesting that increased media Mg2+ uptake alleviates the adverse effects of 

crAlr1 on Mg2+ homeostasis.  Together, these results show that crAlr1 activity affects plant 
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Mg2+ homeostasis and plant growth at low Mg2+ concentrations; however it does not 

measurably increase plant Mg2+ uptake. 

 

In contrast to the results for plants grown in 5-25 µM Mg2+, crALR1 plants grown in 100 µM 

Mg2+ appeared larger than WT plants and had increased tissue weights (Section 5.5).  These 

results suggest that at moderate Mg2+ concentrations crALR1 expression can improve plant 

growth.  However, no increase in total tissue Mg2+ contents were measured for these plants, 

consistent with the results for Mg2+-starved crALR1 plants resupplied with Mg2+ 

(Section 5.4).  Moreover, crALR1 plants growth in 100 µM Mg2+ had reduced tissue Mg2+ 

concentrations, suggesting that Mg2+ homeostasis effects may still exist at this Mg2+ 

concentration, in spite of the improved growth conferred by crALR1 expression.  Together, 

these data suggest that if there is any increased Mg2+ uptake associated with crALR1 

expression in these plants it is below the sensitivity of detection of the experiments involving 

short Mg2+ uptake time frames (0-6 h) or low Mg2+ growth conditions used in this work. 

 

Several of the features of crALR1 plants resembled those of CorA plants.  In both plant lines, 

adverse growth effects were observed with low Mg2+ availability and increased media Mg2+ 

alleviated these effects.  At moderately limiting Mg2+ concentrations (5-10 µM Mg2+ for 

CorA heterozygotes and 100 µM Mg2+ for crALR1) each plant line showed improved growth 

in comparison with WT plants, while with normal Mg2+ supplementation neither line 

exhibited any clear phenotype.  In each case, the strength of the effects observed were most 

mild for crALR1 plants, intermediate for heterozygous CorA plants and most severe for 

homozygous CorA plants. 

 

The results for the crALR1 plants are consistent with their low crALR1 expression levels 

described in Chapter 4 Section 4.9.4.  Another possible reason for the mild Mg2+-associated 

phenotypes in crALR1 plants in comparison with CorA plants is that the crAlr1 protein might 

have a lower affinity for Mg2+ than CorA.  The Km for Mg2+ of Alr1 has not been 

characterized; however, yeast growth assays and complementation of yeast mutants at low 

Mg2+ concentrations (10-20 µM Mg, Lee, 2006) suggest that the affinity of Alr1 for Mg2+ is 

probably similar to that of CorA.  However, even if both transport proteins have similar 

affinities for Mg2+, they may still have different kinetics; for example, crAlr1 could have a 

lower Vmax than CorA or require greater Mg2+ concentrations than CorA to reach its Vmax.  

The subcellular localizations of each protein are also worth considering; GFP-fusion 

localizations in Chapter 4 Section 4.8.3 suggested that each of crAlr1 and CorA might have 

other subcellular localizations in addition to the plasma membrane.  Therefore, it is possible 
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that crAlr1 may sequester some Mg2+ to an intracellular site such that Mg2+ availability for 

growth is reduced.  However, unlike CorA plants, crALR1 plants did not show increases to 

total Mg2+ contents when reduced growth was observed, suggesting that Mg2+ sequestration to 

an intracellular site is not a significant feature of crALR1 expression in plants.   

 

5.8.6 Increased pigmentation in CorA and crALR1 plants 

 

Discrete spots of pink pigmentation, presumably anthocyanins, were observed in the 

cotyledon apices of CorA and crALR1 plants grown in 25 µM Mg2+ (Section 5.5.5).  Similarly 

distributed spots were observed in WT seedlings grown in 5 µM Mg2+, suggesting that this 

anthocyanin distribution is characteristic of WT plants grown in limited Mg2+.  However, the 

appearance of these spots were more pronounced in CorA and crALR1 plants grown at 25 µM 

Mg2+ than for WT plants grown at the same Mg2+ concentration.  Anthocyanins are well 

known antioxidants which plants use to quench free radicals produced from excess light stress 

and are frequently observed in young plants (reviewed in Gould, 2004).  High light exposure 

of Mg2+-deficient plants has previously been shown to induce discrete spots of pink 

pigmentation resembling those observed in the CorA and crALR1 leaf apices (Marschner and 

Cakmak, 1989).  Moreover, cotyledons and leaf apices typically have reduced Mg2+ 

concentrations in comparison with other plant tissues (Laing et al., 2000; Rios et al., 2012).  

Since Mg2+ is protective against stress in general (Ze et al., 2009), localized Mg2+ deficiencies 

in CorA and cALR1 plants may increase requirements for antioxidants such as anthocyanins. 

 

CorA plants grown in low Mg2+ concentrations also exhibited a characteristic brown 

pigmentation in their hypocotyls and cotyledons, which correlated with reduced media Mg2+ 

and increased CorA expression (Section 5.5.1).  Activity of the CaMV 335S promoter is 

reportedly regulated during plant development, with increased activity observed in 

hypocotyls, cotyledons and the boundary between the two (Sunilkumar et al., 2002).  Results 

from this work are consistent with those findings.  Moreover, homozygous CorA plants 

showed more extensive brown pigmentation than heterozygous CorA plants; consistent with 

the assumption that CorA expression and copy number correlate with appearance of the 

brown pigmentation. 

 

Although brown pigmentation was not normally observed in WT Arabidopsis plants in this 

work, severely Mg2+-starved WT plants resupplied with limited Mg2+ concentrations in 

Chapter 3 Section 3.5 exhibited similar pigmentation in their emerging leaves.  Extensive 

tissue damage and leaching in these plants may have disrupted Mg2+ distributions or induced 
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localized Mg2+ deficiencies in the emerging leaves.  Therefore, the appearance of brown 

pigmentation in CorA plants may be associated with reduced Mg2+ availability in specific 

tissues, either as a result of inadequate Mg2+ redistribution, intracellular Mg2+ sequestration, 

or both. 

 

In homozygous CorA plants grown in 25 µM Mg2+, the brown pigmentation localized to the 

same regions as anthocyanins in WT and heterozygous CorA plants grown in 5 µM and 

25 µM Mg2+ respectively (Section 5.5.5).  This observation suggests that localized Mg2+ 

deficiencies in CorA plant tissues combined with an excess of light stress may be responsible 

for the brown pigmentation observed in CorA plants under Mg2+-limited conditions.  

Moreover, the brown pigmentation in CorA plants was variably distributed within the 

cotyledons of heterozygous CorA plants grown in 0 µM Mg2+ (see Appendix 7).  This finding 

suggests that besides light stress, mechanical or osmotic stresses in the submerged bottle 

methodology might also influence the appearance of the brown pigmentation in CorA plants.  

Although the exact nature of the brown pigmentation was not determined in this work, its 

apparent correlation with increased stress suggests that it may be oxidised phenolics. 

 

5.8.7 Phenotypes of other CorA and crALR1 plant lines  

 

The majority of results presented and discussed in this Chapter involve the 35S::CorA and 

35S::crALR1 plant lines.  The AKT1::CorA and 35S::GFP-CorA lines were also assessed for 

alterations in Mg2+ uptake or homeostasis (Section 5.5.6) and increased sensitivity to cations 

(Section 5.7), but no differences from the WT controls were observed.  The results for the 

AKT1::CorA plant lines are consistent with expression under the AKT1 promoter being very 

weak in comparison with that of CaMV 35S (see Appendix 4 for a comparison of promoter 

strengths).  No differences were observed between WT and 35S::GFP-CorA plants in this 

work.  This result further confirms those presented in Chapter 4, which suggested that 

N-terminal GFP fusions interfere with CorA expression or activity (discussed in Chapter 4 

Section 4.9.5).  Neither of these plant lines was investigated further in this work. 

 

Due to the very mild phenotypes detected for the 35S::crALR1 plants, the 35S::rA1S1 plant 

lines were not investigated (since any differences between the expression of the rA1S1 gene 

and the crALR1 gene were expected to be only small and would likely be below the level of 

detection).  The AKT1::crALR1 line was also not investigated, because no mRNA expression 

was detected (Chapter 4 Section 4.5.2).  To confirm the expression and localization results 

found for the 35S::GFP-crALR1 plants in Chapter 4 Sections 4.5.2 and 4.8.3, the 
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35S::GFP-crALR1 plants were assessed in 25 and 100 µM Mg2+ (Section 5.5.6) and similar 

results were obtained to those found for 35S::crALR1 plants.  This indicates that, unlike 

GFP-CorA plants, the N-terminal fusion of GFP to crAlr1 does not interfere with its activity 

in planta, in agreement with the conclusions drawn in Chapter 4 Section 4.9.5. 
 
 
5.8.8 CorA plants have reduced Mg2+ toxicity symptoms 

 

At very high Mg2+ concentrations (20 mM, Section 5.12) CorA plants did not develop the 

necrotic lesions observed in WT plants.  Similar lesions have been reported when tobacco 

plants ectopically expressing either AtMHX or CAX1 were exposed to high concentrations of 

Mg2+ (Hirschi, 1999; Berezin et al., 2008b), in plants transformed with the bacterial proton 

pump bacterio-opsin (Mittler et al., 1995) and in leaves exposed to acid rain (Lee et al., 

2006).  Together, these studies suggest that leaf lesions arise from acidification of the cytosol.  

Since excess Mg2+ is normally stored in the vacuole, the necrotic lesions in WT plants 

exposed to high Mg2+ concentrations may be due to increased AtMHX activity causing excess 

proton exchange and acidification of the cytosol.   

 

It is not clear why CorA plants do not develop these lesions in high Mg2+ concentrations.  

One possibility is that constitutive CorA activity in root and vascular tissues impedes Mg2+ 

redistribution to the shoot tissues such that CorA leaf Mg2+ concentrations are not as high as 

those in WT plants.  This hypothesis could also explain why CorA plants appear 

Mg2+-deficient under normal growth conditions (discussed in Sections 5.8.2 and 5.8.4).  A 

second possibility is that CorA mediates Mg2+ uptake into an intracellular organelle; thereby 

sequestering excess cytosolic Mg2+ such that increased AtMHX activity is not required.  In 

Chapter 4 Section 4.8.3 GFP-CorA fluorescence was detected surrounding the nucleus and 

smaller organelles in root cap cells.  These results suggested that GFP-CorA might be 

expressed at intracellular locations such as the ER or vacuole in addition to the plasma 

membrane (discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.9.6).  Although it is not clear whether unfused 

CorA localizes in the same way as GFP-CorA (discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.9.5), its 

expression at other intracellular sites might sequester intracellular Mg2+ such that cytosolic 

Mg2+ is reduced.  Upon very high Mg2+ exposure, this activity might lower cytosolic Mg2+ 

sufficiently that the required AtMHX activity is not so high that it causes excessive 

acidification of the cytosol.  A third possibility is that excess extracellular Mg2+ causes Mg2+ 

efflux via CorA.  In bacteria, exposure to high extracellular Mg2+ can reverse CorA activity 

(Snavely et al., 1989).  CorA plants grown on high Mg2+ did not show significantly reduced 

Mg2+ concentrations in comparison to WT plants, but this observation does not rule out 
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CorA-mediated efflux since the AAS method used measures total Mg2+ and might not be 

sufficiently sensitive to detect Mg2+ efflux from specific tissues.  Alternative methods which 

could be adopted to measure intracellular and tissue-specific Mg2+ distributions in these CorA 

plants are described in Chapter 8 Sections 8.3.1 and 8.4.1. 

 

5.8.9 Altered divalent cation sensitivity in CorA and crALR1 plant lines 

 

CorA is known to transport both Co2+ and Ni2+, in addition to Mg2+ (Hmiel et al., 1986; 

Gibson et al., 1991; Snavely et al., 1991).  In Section 5.7.1, a preliminary screen for cation 

sensitivity revealed that plants expressing CorA under the CaMV 35S promoter were 

sensitive to Co2+ at levels close to the Km of CorA for Co2+ (30 µM, Hmiel et al., 1986).  

Plants showed reduced growth, shoot necrosis and root damage, consistent with the symptoms 

of Co2+ toxicity to plants (reviewed in Palit et al., 1994).  This result is consistent with 

increased activity of the CorA Mg2+ transport protein in CorA plants.  No increase in Ni2+ 

sensitivity was found for the CorA plants.  However, the levels tested (40-60 µM) were well 

below the Km of CorA for Ni2+ (240 µM, Snavely et al., 1991) and increased levels of Ni2+ 

were highly toxic to plants.    

 

CorA plants were also found to be more sensitive to elevated Mn2+ and Zn2+ than WT plants 

(Section 5.7.1).  Based on Salmonella typhimurium growth assays,  Hmiel et al. (1989) 

suggested that Mn2+ is not transported by CorA.  However, Mn2+ is a more potent inhibitor of 

CorA-mediated Mg2+ uptake than either Co2+ or Ni2+ (Ki of Mg2+ uptake 30 µM, 50 µM and 

500 µM for Mn2+, Co2+ and Ni2+, respectively, Snavely et al., 1989).  Therefore, the presence 

of Mn2+ in plant media may inhibit CorA activity in CorA plants.  Since CorA plants present 

Mg2+ deficiency phenotypes unless high concentrations of media Mg2+ are available (see 

Sections 5.8.3 and 5.8.4), any reduction to Mg2+ uptake processes is likely to exacerbate Mg2+ 

deficiency phenotypes in these plants.  Consequently, the apparent increased sensitivity of 

CorA plants to Mn2+ in Section 5.7.1 Figure 5.14 may be due to the appearance of an Mg2+ 

deficiency phenotype in addition to a more moderate Mn2+ toxicity phenotype which is also 

present in WT plants. 

 

The effects of Zn2+ on CorA activity have previously been investigated in S. typhimurium 

(Hmiel et al., 1989; Snavely et al., 1989).  In that study, Zn2+ neither inhibited CorA, nor was 

detected as a substrate for transport by CorA.  However, bacteria are highly sensitive to Zn2+ 

and concentrations greater than 100 µM cause cell lysis and were not previously tested 

(Hmiel et al., 1989; Snavely et al., 1989).  The Zn2+ concentrations at which CorA plants 
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exhibited increased sensitivity in this work were 200-300 µM; therefore, it is possible at these 

elevated levels, Zn2+ does interact directly with CorA.  If this is the case, then Zn2+ could 

either inhibit Mg2+ uptake via CorA (and thereby exacerbate Mg2+ deficiency phenotypes in 

CorA plants), or CorA could transport Zn2+ directly to cause cellular toxicity.   

 

Besides possible direct interactions with Co2+, Zn2+ or Mn2+, CorA plants were also more 

sensitive to increases in divalent cations in general in comparison with WT plants 

(Appendix 10).  This sensitivity is probably due to cation competition interfering with 

apoplastic and symplastic Mg2+ uptake (see Chapter 1 Section 1.4.1).  Because CorA plants 

require higher concentrations of media Mg2+ to alleviate deficiency symptoms (see 

Section 5.8.2), reduced Mg2+ availability due to cation competition is likely to exacerbate the 

Mg2+ deficiency phenotypes in these plants. 

 

A difference in cation sensitivity in the crALR1 plants was also noted, with a slight increase 

in tolerance for plants grown on toxic 60-100 µM Co2+ (Section 5.7.2).  This result was 

unexpected, since Alr1 is known to transport Co2+ and overexpression of ALR1 increases 

yeast sensitivity to high (1 mM) Co2+ concentrations (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  One 

possible explanation is that media Co2+ might be causing cation competition and crAlr1 

activity might enhance Mg2+ uptake when Mg2+ availability is low.  Since plant Mg2+ 

accumulation is protective against stress (Ze et al., 2009), increased Mg2+ accumulation in 

crALR1 plants might reduce the severity of Co2+ toxicity symptoms. 

 

Determining the underlying cause of the cation sensitivity detected for the CorA and crALR1 

transgenic lines is problematic.  Since both proteins can transport a range of divalent cations, 

and are inhibited by others, these cation phenotypes might have arisen due to direct 

interactions with Mg2+ transport proteins.  However, they may also be due to disruptions to 

plant Mg2+ homeostasis in concert with cation competition. Both lines exhibited phenotypes 

suggestive of altered Mg2+ homeostasis in limited Mg2+ conditions (Sections 5.8.4 and 5.8.5) 

and CorA plants had elevated requirements for media Mg2+.  Atypical Mg2+ distributions in 

these plant lines could alter plant sensitivity to other divalent cations, due to differential 

capacities to respond to abiotic stress.  Moreover, complex interactions are likely to occur 

between the cations in the plant media and also in the apoplast, making it difficult to predict 

their availability for active transport, as well as the availability of Mg2+ itself.  Regardless of 

mechanism, the results show that CorA and crALR1 plants have altered cation sensitivity and 

provide additional phenotypes in support of altered transport activity in these transgenic lines.   
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5.8.10 In conclusion 

 

The results in this chapter suggest that CorA and crAlr1 are functionally active in plants and 

that both these microbial Mg2+ transport proteins can facilitate plant Mg2+ uptake.  Under 

specific Mg2+-limiting conditions both transgenic plant lines had improved growth, 

confirming beneficial effects of these proteins when Mg2+ is in limited supply.  However, 

constitutive expression of CorA and crALR1 using the CaMV 35S promoter resulted in both 

lines exhibiting signs of disrupted Mg2+ homeostasis.  The CorA and crALR1 plant lines are 

examined further in Chapter 6 to ascertain whether increased Mg2+ uptake confers any Al3+ 

tolerance phenotypes in these plants.  
  
 
  



 

CHAPTER SIX 

Phenotypic responses of 
crALR1 and CorA 
transgenic plants to Al3+  

6.1 Introduction 
 

Studies in yeast, and more recently in tobacco, have shown that overexpression of Mg2+ 

transport genes improve Mg2+ uptake and tolerance to Al3+ (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998; 

Deng et al., 2006).  Comparisons of the Al3+ sensitivities of microbial and plant Mg2+ 

transport proteins have suggested that the plant proteins might have heightened sensitivities to 

Al3+, which may contribute to the Al3+ toxicity syndrome in plants (Li et al., 2001; 

Drummond, 2004).  Moreover, Al3+ may alter Mg2+ homeostasis within the plant (reviewed in 

Bose et al., 2011a).  Therefore, overexpression of Mg2+ transport genes with reduced 

sensitivities to Al3+ was considered a useful approach for examining the relationship between 

Mg2+ and Al3+ in plants. 

 

In Chapter 4 of this work transgenic Arabidopsis lines were developed which constitutively 

expressed the bacterial CorA gene and a modified version of the yeast ALR1 gene, termed 

crALR1.  Both plant lines exhibited Mg2+-associated phenotypes attributable to improved 

Mg2+ uptake into the plants (Chapter 5).  For 35S::crALR1 plants, only mild phenotypes 

suggestive of improved Mg2+ uptake were detected, and only when plants were grown in 

Mg2+-limited conditions.  In contrast, 35S::CorA plants exhibited clear increases in Mg2+ 

uptake but plants had an elevated requirement for Mg2+ which was attributed to perturbed 

Mg2+ homeostasis.   

 

In this Chapter, the transgenic 35S::crALR1 and 35S::CorA plants were assessed for improved 

tolerance to Al3+.  The Schott bottle method developed in Chapter 3 was used to assess the 

responses of Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants to Al3+ treatment.  Since growing plants 
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raise the media pH (see Chapter 3 Section 3.11.12), plants were treated twice with low 

pH/Al3+ 24 h apart.  This approach effectively gave two strong ‘hits’ of low pH/Al3+ before 

the pH of the media rose and the low pH and Al3+ activities in the media were neutralized.  

The effects of Al3+ on root morphology, length and recovery were examined, together with 

overall plant appearances and Mg2+ uptake.  These results were compared with those of WT 

controls and the Al3+ responses previously described for WT plants in Chapter 3.      

 

 
6.2 Al3+ tolerance of transgenic crALR1 plants 
 

6.2.1 Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 plants have increased tolerance to Al3+ 

 

Five-day old crALR1 and WT plants grown under Mg2+-unstarved conditions were treated 

with a range of Al3+ concentrations at pH 4.  Unstarved plants were treated with 0- to 

200-µM Al3+, at pH 4 with a replacement of the media after 24 h.  After 2 d plants were 

examined for differences in overall appearances, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.  The health of all 

the plants decreased with increasing Al3+ concentrations, with plants showing a reduction in 

size and greenness of the shoots, reduced primary and lateral root growth and an apparent 

thinning of the primary root in the high Al3+ (100-200 µM) treatments.  The effect of low 

pH/Al3+ upon the crALR1 plants appeared milder than that seen for the WT controls in some 

of the Al3+ treatments.  In the 0-100 µM Al3+ treatments, the crALR1 shoots appeared larger 

and greener than those of WT and the crALR1 plants had longer lateral roots, especially in the 

10- and 50-µM Al3+ treatments (Figure 6.1 B).  The crALR1 plants also had significant 

increases in relative root elongation following the 10- and 50-µM Al3+ treatments in 

comparison with WT plants (Figure 6.2). 

 

The appearances of the primary and lateral root tips from the Mg2+-unstarved plants treated 

with low pH/Al3+ were examined under a compound microscope to look for differences in 

 
  
 
Figure 6.1 Appearances of Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 and WT plants treated with Al3+ 
One hundred 35S::crALR1 (line 47) and WT seed were germinated and grown for 5 d in Schott bottles (see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4.5 for methods) in 1/6th MS (contains 0.25 mM Mg2+ therefore termed ‘unstarved’).  
Plants were treated with 1/6th MS at pH 4 containing 0-200 µM Al3+ for 24 h, then the media replaced for a 
second 24-h treatment (all treatments in duplicate).  Following the second Al3+ treatment, representative WT and 
crALR1 plants were laid onto agar plates to allow comparison between the treatments (A).  Plant roots were 
mounted in water on cover slips to permit examination of root architecture differences between the lines, with 
the appearances of representative roots from the 0, 10, 50 and 100 µM Al3+ treatments presented (B, 150 and 
200 µM Al3+ are not shown).  Arrows indicate areas showing a marked difference between the two lines.  Scale 
bars represent 1 cm.  
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Figure 6.2 Relative root elongations of Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 and WT plants treated with Al3+ 
For each of the treatments described in Figure 6.1, the primary root lengths from 10 plants were measured before 
and after the two Al3+ treatments and the average root elongation (change in root length) over the 2-d treatment 
period (days 5-7) calculated.  At day 5, prior to treatment, average root lengths were 19.8 mm and 22.6 mm for 
WT and crALR1 plants respectively and at day 7, following treatment, average root lengths were 33.5 mm and 
37.0 mm.  No significant increases in root length were detected for the 100-, 150- and 200-µM Al3+ treatments of 
WT plants, or for the 150-µM Al3+ treatment of crALR1 plants using a student’s t test (see Appendix 11 for 
p-values).  The increase in root length for each bottle was standardized to the same starting root length to allow 
direct comparison between treatments.  From these, the percentage root elongation relative to the 0-µM Al3+ 
treatment of each line was calculated and plotted.  The average (standardized) increases in root length for the 
0-µM Al3+ treatments were 14.5 mm for WT and 15.7 mm for crALR1.  The values indicated with asterisks were 
found to be significantly different between the WT and crALR1 lines using a student’s t test (p<0.05, see 
Appendix 11 for p-values).  Error bars represent the combined standard error of the root length measurements 
from two independent bottle treatments (n=20).   
 

 

 

root tip morphology between the WT and crALR1 lines (Figure 6.3).  No clear differences 

were detected between WT and crALR1 plants in the 0- and 100-µM Al3+ treatments 

(Figure 6.3 A and D), with 0-µM Al3+-treated root tips appearing healthy and 100-µM Al3+-

treated root tips appearing necrotic and showing no signs of growth following the initial Al3+ 

treatment.  

 

 
 
Figure 6.3 Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 and WT roots treated with Al3+ 
Mg2+-unstarved plants from the experiment outlined in Figure 6.1 were examined under a compound microscope 
and the appearance of lateral roots and primary roots compared.  Representative images of lateral roots (above) 
and primary root tips (below) from unstarved WT and crALR1 plants treated with 0, 10, 50 and 100 µM Al3+ 
(A-E respectively).  Arrows highlight the main differences between the two lines.  All scale bars are 0.5 mm 
unless otherwise indicated (in mm).  Plants treated with 150 and 200 µM Al3+ appeared morphologically similar 
to the 100-µM Al3+ treatments and are not shown. 
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Roots treated with 10 and 50 µM Al3+ showed intermediate effects of Al3+ toxicity, with signs 

of necrosis as well as post-treatment growth and, in some cases, recovery (Figure 6.3 B and 

C).  As for WT plants treated with Al3+ in Chapter 3 Section 3.9, Al3+ treatment caused 

darkening and necrosis of the DTZs of the primary and lateral roots.  Where continued root 

growth was evident between the two Al3+ treatments (24 h apart), a second necrotic region 

was detected further down the root, presumably due to the formation of a second DTZ in 

between treatments. 

  

For both the 10- and 50-µM Al3+ treatments, clear differences in the appearances of lateral 

and primary root tips between crALR1 and WT plant lines were observed.  Following 

treatment with 10 µM Al3+, both crALR1 and WT lateral and primary root tips exhibited 

resumed growth (Figure 6.3 B).  However, the extent of post-treatment growth in the crALR1 

roots was greater than that observed for WT roots.  The crALR1 root tips had longer regions 

of extension between the necrotic DTZs and increased root hair abundance and length, 

especially in the newly-formed DZs.  Differences in elongation following the Al3+ treatments 

were particularly obvious in the lateral roots, consistent with the visual observations in 

Figure 6.1 B. 

 

The most pronounced differences between the crALR1 and WT plant lines were observed in 

the 50-µM Al3+ treatment (Figure 6.3 C).  The WT controls showed an almost complete 

inhibition of lateral root tip growth and only slight radial expansion and lengthening of the 

MZ in the primary root tip.  Overall, WT plants had very short lateral roots, a stunted primary 

root and very few root hairs.   In contrast, the primary and lateral root tips of the crALR1 

plants had greater radial expansion and elongation between the two Al3+ treatments (as 

evidenced by the region between the two darkened necrotic DTZs) and greater root elongation 

following the second Al3+ treatment.  The root tip MZs of the crALR1 plants also appeared 

undifferentiated and morphologically similar to 0- to 10-µM Al3+-treated plants, suggesting 

complete recovery of the root tip.    

 

Plant recovery following the 2-d treatment with low pH/Al3+ was examined.  Plants were 

returned to 1/6th MS media at pH 5.7 for 3 d after the 2-d low pH/Al3+ treatments.  Figure 6.4 

shows the appearances of these plants.  Plants treated with 0-50 µM Al3+ showed re-greening 

and an abundance of roots, suggesting either resumption of root growth from the primary root 

tips (expected for the 0- and 10-µM treatments given their appearances in Figure 6.3) or 

production of new lateral roots following the low pH/Al3+ treatments.  In the stronger Al3+ 

treatments (100-200 µM Al3+), differences in the appearances of the bottles were more 
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Figure 6.4 Recovery of Mg2+-unstarved WT and crALR1 plants following treatment with Al3+ 
Following the 2-d Al3+ treatments described in Figure 6.1, approximately 25 of the 7-d old Mg2+-unstarved WT 
and crALR1 plants were rinsed and treated with 1/6th MS media at pH 5.7 for one week.  Media was changed 
daily and the appearances of the plants in the bottles photographed at the end of the recovery period (A).  Close-
up images are shown of the 150-µM and 200-µM Al3+ treatments (B).  Scale bars are 1 cm and 0.5 cm in A and 
B respectively.  
 

 

pronounced.  In general, WT plants had fewer roots than crALR1 plants and their older shoot 

tissues failed to re-green.  In contrast, the crALR1 plants showed re-greening throughout the 

majority of their pre-existing shoot tissues and extensive root production.   
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Due to extensive growth, the roots from the 0- to 50-µM Al3+-treated plants were too tangled 

for closer examination or measurement.  In the 100- to 200-µM Al3+ treatments of the WT 

and crALR1 plants, the primary root tips showed no resumption of growth when viewed under 

a compound microscope (data not shown).  However, the lengths of the lateral roots in the 

crALR1 plants were much greater than those of WT (data not shown).  These lateral roots did 

not exhibit any necrosis, suggesting that they developed after the low pH/Al3+ treatments.  

Therefore, it can be concluded that the visual differences in root production between the WT 

and crALR1 plants in the 100- to 200-µM Al3+ treatments must be due to increased production 

of new lateral roots in the crALR1 plants.   

 

The results in this section show that Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 plants are less sensitive to 

10-200 µM Al3+ than WT plants.  With 10-50 µM Al3+ treatments, crALR1 plants had 

increased primary and lateral root tip growth, enlarged shoots and improved post-treatment 

recovery in comparison with WT plants.  The biggest differences between the two plant lines 

were observed following the 50-µM Al3+ treatments, from which crALR1 primary and lateral 

root tips recovered and resumed growth, whereas root tips from WT plants ceased to grow.  In 

the 100- to 200-µM Al3+ treatments, primary root growth in both lines was completely 

inhibited but crALR1 plants had improved shoot re-greening and growth in comparison to WT 

plants.  This effect was attributed to increased growth of newly-formed lateral roots in 

crALR1 plants.  Together, these results suggest that expression of crALR1 in plants improves 

tolerance to Al3+. 

 

 

6.2.2 Mg2+-starved crALR1 plants have increased tolerance to Al3+ 

 

Mg2+-starved crALR1 plants were also tested for tolerance to Al3+, using the same 

experimental approach as that outlined in Section 6.2.1.  The results are presented in 

Figure 6.5.   

 

 
 
Figure 6.5 Mg2+-starved WT and crALR1 roots treated with Al3+ and their recovery 
WT and crALR1 seed were germinated and grown in 1/6th MS media containing 0 µM Mg2+ (Mg2+-starved 
conditions) following the protocol outlined in Figure 6.1.  Plants were treated twice with 0-100 µM Al3+ at pH 
4.0 over a 2-d period (A) and then treated for a further 3 d with 1/6th MS to recover (pH 5.7, 1/6th MS contains 
0.25 mM Mg2+, media was changed daily).   Primary roots were visualized under a compound microscope 
following the first 2 d of Al3+ treatment (A) and following the 3-d recovery period (B).  Representative images 
are presented, scale bars represent 0.2 mm, and arrows indicate regions of particular interest.  The 25- to 100-µM 
Al3+ treatments appeared the same as the 10-µM Al3+ treatment in A and are not shown.  The appearances of the 
Schott bottles following each of the 3-d recovery treatments are shown in C, with close ups of the plants in the 0- 
and 10-µM Al3+ treatments in D.  Scale bars represent 1 cm and 0.5 cm in C and D respectively. 
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The Mg2+-starved WT and crALR1 plants were both highly sensitive to the Al3+ treatments 

tested (10-100 µM, Figure 6.5 A right, only the 10-µM treatment is shown).  The root tips 

appeared alike following the 2-d treatments, with no visible increases in cell size or root 

growth.  In the 0-µM Al3+ treatments (pH 4), radial swelling of meristematic cells was 

observed distal to the necrotic DTZ (Figure 6.5 A, left).  In the crALR1 plants, a second 

necrotic DTZ was observed in the root tip (dark region indicated by second arrow).  This 

observation suggests that crALR1 root tips grew sufficiently between the first and second 

low pH treatments for a new DTZ to form, whereas in the WT plants a second DTZ did not 

form. 

 

To test whether these root tips were able to resume growth following the low pH/Al3+ 

treatments, their appearances were assessed following a 3-d treatment with 1/6th MS media at 

pH 5.7 (Figure 6.5 B).  The WT root tips appeared the same as they did prior to the recovery 

period, indicating an inability to resume growth following any of the low pH/Al3+ treatments.  

In contrast, the 0-µM Al3+-treated crALR1 root tips exhibited a second region of radial cell 

expansion below the second necrotic DTZ and the 10-µM Al3+-treated root tips also had a 

small amount of swelling within the necrotic tip.  Together, these results show that crALR1 

root tips have a small amount of recovery growth following the 0- to 10-µM Al3+ treatments, 

whereas the WT root tips do not.  No differences were found for the higher Al3+ 

concentrations, for which no recovery was observed for either plant line (data not shown). 

 

The appearances of the plants in the Schott bottles following the recovery treatments were 

also observed and photographed (Figure 6.5 C and D).  The WT and crALR1 plants both 

showed greening of the shoots and growth following the 0-µM Al3+ treatments; however these 

effects were more extensive in the crALR1 plants (Figure 6.5 D, left).  In the 10-µM Al3+ 

treatment, the crALR1 plants had more extensive new shoot and root growth, while the WT 

plants showed no signs of recovery (Figure 6.5 D, right).  Microscope observations showed 

little overall growth in the roots that existed prior to these 0- to 10-µM Al3+ treatments and the 

increased root growth was attributed to newly-formed lateral roots, as described for the 

Mg2+-unstarved plants treated with 100-200 µM Al3+ in Section 6.2.1 (data not shown).  

Differences were also observed between the lateral roots in the recovering WT and crALR1 

plants.  The WT plants typically had a single new lateral root that formed close to the primary 

root and which replaced it as the main root.  In contrast, the crALR1 plants typically had 

several long lateral roots of similar length, while some plants also formed a long adventitious 

root from their hypocotyl (data not shown). 
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In summary, these results show that Mg2+-starved crALR1 plants are more tolerant to 

low pH/Al3+ than WT plants.  In the 0- to 10-µM Al3+ treatments, crALR1 root tips had 

increased radial expansion of MZ cells, lateral root growth, shoot re-greening and overall 

growth following a post-treatment recovery period than WT plants.  Both Mg2+-starved plant 

lines were highly sensitive to low pH/Al3+ toxicity in comparison with the Mg2+-unstarved 

plants described in Section 6.2.1 and the observed effects of the mildest Al3+ treatments 

(0-10 µM) upon Mg2+-starved plants resembled the effects of the strongest Al3+ treatments 

(100-200 µM) upon Mg2+-unstarved plants. 

 

 
6.2.3 crALR1 plants have increased media pH 

 

In Chapter 3 Section 3.10 it was observed that the Mg2+ status of plants influenced how 

quickly the pH increases following low-pH treatments.  To determine whether the improved 

tolerance found with the crALR1 plants in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 might be due to an 

enhanced ability to raise the media pH and thereby detoxify the low pH/Al3+, the pH values of 

the spent media from the 2-d Al3+-treated Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants were 

measured and compared (Figure 6.6).   

 

The pHs of the media taken from Mg2+-unstarved plants that were treated for 2 d with 

0-50 µM Al3+ and then left in the same media for a further 3 d were close to pH 6 

(Figure 6.6 A).  A similar rise in pH was observed previously for WT plants treated with Al3+ 

in Chapter 3 Section 3.10.  Results were the same for both the WT and crALR1 lines and these 

plants also showed similar signs of re-greening and recovery in Figure 6.4.  In the 100- to 

200-µM Al3+ treatments, the media pHs of the WT plants were close to pH 4, while for the 

150- to 200-µM Al3+-treated crALR1 plants the pHs much higher, at pH 6.  Again, these 

results reflected the recovery of plants after the same treatments in Figure 6.5.  Media from 

the 100-µM Al3+ treatment of crALR1 plants was only pH 4.5, which most probably reflects 

the differential growth observed for the two replicate crALR1 treatments in Figure 6.4 A.  

Combined, these results show that the pHs of the media correlate with how well the plants 

recover and grow following the Al3+ treatments. 

 

The pHs of the media from Mg2+-starved plants treated with Al3+ were higher than the starting 

pH 4, but were lower than the pHs measured for Mg2+-unstarved plants treated with the same 

Al3+ concentrations (Figure 6.6 B, only the 10 and 25 µM Al3+ treatment media were 

measured).  The amount of pH increase in the media from the crALR1 plants was greater than 

that from the WT plants, especially in the 10-µM treatment.   These results reflected the 
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recovery of the Mg2+-starved plants from the same treatments in Figure 6.5 C, for which the 

10- to 25-µM Al3+-treated crALR1 plants exhibited improved growth in comparison with WT 

plants. 

 
To test whether the pH differences between the WT and crALR1 plants occurred before or 

after the differences in growth and recovery, the pHs of the media from Mg2+-unstarved plants 

treated with 0-50 µM Al3+ were measured earlier, at 24 h after the second Al3+ treatment 

(Figure 6.6 C).  Media from the 0- to 10-µM Al3+-treated plants was raised to pH 5.9-6.0, 

while the 50-µM Al3+-treatments were lower at pH 5.6.  No differences existed between the 

media from the WT plants and that of the crALR1 plants, despite the pH having risen 

substantially from pH 4 and the plant lines having clear differences in root growth and 

morphology at this time point (Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3).  This suggests that the difference in 

pH between the WT and crALR1 plant media presented in Figure 6.6 (A and B) is a secondary 

effect that arises due to differences in growth between the two lines and is not the cause of the 

growth differences. 

 

 

 

 
 
A B C

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 pHs of media following 2-d Al3+ treatments of WT and crALR1 plants 
The pHs of the media were measured following the 2-d Al3+ treatments described in Figures 6.1 and 6.5.  All 
Al3+ treatments were pH 4 initially.  Following the Al3+ treatments, half the plants were transferred to Schott 
bottles for the recovery experiments outlined in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, and the remaining plants were left for a 
further 3 d in the original Al3+ treatment media (with no media changes after the second Al3+ treatment, therefore 
4 d total in the second Al3+ treatment). These plants showed signs of recovery similar to those observed in 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5.  Measurements were made using pH indicator paper and are approximate only.  The 
Mg2+-unstarved plants treated with Al3+ are shown in A and the Mg2+-starved plants treated with Al3+ in B.  The 
experiment was repeated for the 0- to 50-µM Al3+ treatments of Mg2+-unstarved plants and the pHs measured 
immediately following the 2-d Al3+ treatments using a pH meter (C, 1 d total in the second Al3+ treatment).  
Error bars represent the standard error of the pH readings from three independent bottle treatments.   
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6.3 Al3+ tolerance of transgenic CorA plants 
 

6.3.1 CorA root tips have increased sensitivity to Al3+ 

 

The effects of 2 d of Al3+ treatment upon the root tips of Mg2+-unstarved and Mg2+-starved 

CorA and WT plants were examined under a compound microscope (Figure 6.7 A and B).  

These plants were older at the time of treatment than the WT and crALR1 plants compared in 

Section 6.2, therefore the Mg2+-unstarved plants appeared larger and greener and the 

Mg2+-starved plants appeared more chlorotic (data not shown).   

 

The root tips from Mg2+-unstarved CorA plants treated with 50 and 200 µM Al3+ had 

increased sensitivity to Al3+, with necrosis in the DTZ and radial swelling in the MZ 

(Figure 6.7 A).  The WT root tips also showed sensitivity to 50-200 µM Al3+; however, these 

effects were mild in comparison with CorA and the area of dense cells in the MZ and root tip 

growth were not substantially affected.  Some of the cotyledons from the CorA plants had 

browning, while the leaves of the remaining CorA and WT plants appeared similarly green 

(data not shown). 

 

Mg2+-starved WT and CorA root tips treated with 0-10 µM Al3+ at pH 4 were highly sensitive 

to low pH/Al3+ treatments and showed no signs of growth following any of the 2-d treatments 

(Figure 6.7 B).  A few WT plants had very small, green, newly-developing shoots, indicating 

resumption of growth, presumably due to Mg2+ resupply in the media and uptake.  The CorA 

plants also showed signs of new growth, with some plants appearing much larger and greener 

than the WT controls in both the 0- and 10-µM Al3+ treatments (data not shown).   

 

The pHs of the media from each bottle after the Al3+ treatments were also measured 

(Figure 6.7 C).  The pHs of the media from the Mg2+-unstarved WT and CorA plants treated 

with 0 and 50 µM Al3+ were close to pH 6 for both lines.  In the 200-µM Al3+ treatment, the 

pH of the media from the CorA plants was slightly higher than that of the WT plants 

(p=0.05).  For the Mg2+-starved plants treated with 0 and 10 µM Al3+ no significant 

differences were measured between the WT and CorA plants, with the pH values between 4.2 

and 5.2 (Figure 6.7 D).  

 

Together, these results show that CorA plants exhibit increased sensitivity to Al3+ in 

comparison with WT plants, particularly in the root tip.  Improved shoot re-greening of 
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Mg2+-starved CorA plants and the more rapid rise in media pH with 200-µM Al3+ treatment of 

Mg2+-unstarved plants together suggest that CorA plants have enhanced growth in comparison 

with WT plants in spite of their more extensive root damage. 

 

 

6.3.2 CorA root tips have increased sensitivity to Mg2+ starvation 

 

The increased sensitivity of CorA root tips to low pH/Al3+ in Section 6.3.1 was unexpected 

given their elevated Mg2+ status (characterized in Chapter 5).  To determine whether CorA 

roots tips exhibit any unusual morphological phenotypes due to Mg2+ availability alone, root 

tips from 7-d Mg2+-starved plants were treated for 2 d with 1/6th MS media containing 0 or 

0.25 mM Mg2+.   

 

Results are presented in Figure 6.8.  The WT control plants (not shown) and CorA 

phenotype A (WT) plants appeared alike and showed a small amount of swelling in the root 

tip when treated with 0.25 mM Mg2+, suggestive of recovery and resumed growth and in 

agreement with the observations made in Chapter 3 Section 3.9.  Examination of the root tips 

of the CorA phenotype B (assumed to be heterozygous for CorA, as described in Chapter 5 

Section 5.5.1) and phenotype C (assumed to be homozygous for CorA) plants revealed clear 

morphological differences between these two phenotypes and both appeared different from 

WT plants and phenotype A.   

 

Following the 2-d treatments, CorA phenotype B plants had elongated cells in their root tips 

and the tips were twisted (Figure 6.8).  These results were found following both the 0- and 

 

 
 
Figure 6.7 CorA responses to Al3+ 
Fifty 35S::CorA line 6 (segregating) and WT seed were germinated and grown for 7 d in Schott bottles (see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4.5 for methods) in 1/6th MS with or without 0.25 mM Mg2+ (Mg2+-unstarved and 
Mg2+-starved).  Plants were treated with 1/6th MS at pH 4 containing 0-200 µM Al3+ for 24 h, then the media 
replaced for a second 24-h treatment.  A:  Representative compound microscope images of Mg2+-unstarved 
primary root tips treated for 2 d with 10-200 µM Al3+.  The plants selected for the CorA images are 
representative of the majority of the plants observed.  Arrows indicate the main differences observed (where 
present).  B: Representative compound microscope images of the primary root tips from Mg2+-starved CorA 
plants treated for 2 d with 0-10 µM Al3+ from plants labelled according to which of the three distinct CorA 
phenotypes they matched: A, B or C.  Phenotype A plants appeared the same as the WT plants for each 
treatment, phenotypes B and C are assumed to be the CorA heterozygous and CorA homozygous plants 
respectively (see Chapter 5 Section 5.5.1 for descriptions of these phenotypes).  C, D: The pH of the media from 
the plants treated in A and B was measured 24 h after the second Al3+ treatment using a pH meter and the data 
graphed (C: Mg2+-unstarved plants treated with Al3+, D: Mg2+-starved plants treated with Al3+).  Error bars 
represent the standard error of the pH readings from two independent bottle treatments.  All scale bars are in 
mm. 
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0.25-mM Mg2+ treatments, although the extent of cell elongation and twisting was much 

greater in the plants resupplied with Mg2+.  Mg2+-resupply increased the abnormal root tip 

growth found for the Mg2+-starved plants, suggesting that increased Mg2+ uptake and its 

abnormal distribution may cause the cell elongation and twisting observed. 

 

The root tips of the CorA phenotype C plants exhibited phenotypes resembling those of WT 

plants treated with low pH/Al3+ (Chapter 3 Figure 3.10).  The CorA phenotype C root tips 

exhibited necrosis following the 0-mM Mg2+ treatment, suggesting that prolonged Mg2+ 
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Figure 6.8 CorA responses to Mg2+ 
Fifty 35S::CorA line 6 (segregating) and WT seed were germinated and grown for 7 d in Schott bottles (see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.4.4.5 for methods) in 1/6th MS without Mg2+.  Plants were treated for 2 further days with 
1/6th MS at containing 0 or 0.25 mM Mg2+ at pH 5.7 (with one media change).  The three CorA genotypes 
described in Chapter 5 Section 5.5.1 were categorized according to the appearances of their shoots and 
representative roots from each are presented.  Phenotype A is assumed to be WT plants and appeared the same as 
the WT controls (not shown).  Phenotypes B and C are assumed to be the CorA heterozygous and CorA 
homozygous plants respectively.  Arrows indicate areas of particular interest (see text for descriptions).  All 
scale bars are in mm. 
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starvation causes damage to the root tip in these plants.  In the CorA phenotype C plants 

resupplied with Mg2+ for 2 d, necrosis was observed, below which cells of the MZ were 

enlarged and differentiated.  Together, these results suggest that the necrosis occurred as a 

result of the Mg2+ starvation and the root tips resumed growth in the region below the necrosis 

when Mg2+ became available in the media.  These results will be discussed in light of the 

phenotypes observed with low pH/Al3+ treatment of plant roots in Section 6.5. 

 

 

6.4 Mg2+ uptake in the presence of Al3+ by Mg2+-starved crALR1 and 
CorA plants 
 

To investigate whether the crALR1 and CorA plants had differential Mg2+ uptake in the 

presence of low pH/Al3+, Mg2+-starved plants were treated with 0 or 10 µM Al3+ in 1/6th MS 

(containing 0.25 mM Mg2+) at pH 4.  The Mg2+ concentrations of the plants over a 6-h 

treatment period were measured using flame AAS and the results graphed (Figure 6.9).  

Unlike earlier Mg2+ uptake studies (described in Chapter 5), three distinct phases of Mg2+ 

uptake were observed for the CorA plants: 0-15 min, 15-90 min and 90 min to 6 hr for the 

low pH/Al3+ treatments. 

 

No differences in Mg2+ uptake were observed between the crALR1 plants and the WT controls 

and results reflected those observed in Chapter 5 Section 5.6.  The CorA plants, however, 

showed a drop in the measurable Mg2+ concentration between the 15- and 90-min samples in 

both the low pH/Al3+ treatments (Figure 6.9, centre and right).  In the 0-µM Al3+ treatment at 

pH 4, the Mg2+ concentration in the 15- to 90-min time interval decreased by 9.5%, from 

0.63 µg mg-1 to 0.57 µg mg-1 (Figure 6.9 A, in blue).  Although lower than the 15-min 

measurement, the 90-min Mg2+ concentration was still higher than the starting Mg2+ 

concentration of the CorA plants (0.42 µg mg-1) and that of the WT controls at the same time 

point (0.41 µg mg-1).  After the 90-min time point the Mg2+ concentration increased at a 

similar rate to that observed for the WT controls, reaching 0.62 µg mg-1 at 6 h. 

 

The Mg2+ concentration of the CorA plants treated with 10 µM Al3+ dropped by 33% in the 

15- to 90-min time interval, to the same value as that of the WT controls (0.37 µg mg-1, 

Figure 6.9 B).  This was lower than the starting Mg2+ concentration of the CorA plants and 

therefore signifies a net loss of Mg2+ from the CorA plants as a result of the 10-µM Al3+ 

treatment.  The Mg2+ concentrations of the CorA plants rose to 0.46 µg mg-1 over the next 

4.5 h, a rate similar to that of WT and the 0-µM Al3+ treatments. 
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Figure 6.9 CorA plants show Mg2+ loss in response to low pH and Al3+ treatments  
One hundred WT, 35S::crALR1 (line 47) and 35S::CorA (segregating line 6, different sublines due to seed 
shortages) seed were germinated and grown in Schott bottles in 1/6th MS media without Mg2+ (see Chapter 2 
Section 2.4.4.5).  At 7 d, plants were treated with 1/6th MS containing 250 µM Mg2+ at either pH 5.7 (left), pH 4 
(centre) or pH 4 with 10 µM Al3+ (right).  Plant samples of approximately 20 plants were taken at five time 
points (0, 3, 15, 90 and 360 min), dried and their pooled Mg2+ concentrations measured using flame AAS (see 
Chapter 2 Section 2.9 for methods).  Two independent replicates from each treatment are shown in the same 
colour but with different data point markers.  Statistical comparisons are included in Appendix 12.  Data 
obtained in this experiment for Mg2+ uptake at pH 5.7 (including a fourth treatment with 10 µM Mg2+) are also 
presented in Chapter 5 Figure 5.12.   
 

 

 

These results suggest two main features.  Firstly it appears that CorA plants are highly 

sensitive to low pH, since plants treated with low pH (with or without Al3+) no longer 

exhibited an increased rate of Mg2+ uptake in comparison with WT or crALR1 plants.  This 

observation suggests that the activity of CorA may be completely abolished by low pH during 

this period.  Secondly, it appears that CorA plants initially lose Mg2+ in response to 

low pH/Al3+ and this effect increases with increasing strength of the treatment.  No Mg2+ loss 

was measured for WT or crALR1 plants.  The Mg2+ content of CorA plants decreased to a 

similar value to that of the other plant lines in the 10-µM Al3+ treatment.  This result suggests 
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that the Mg2+ component lost from CorA plants with Al3+ treatment may comprise the extra 

Mg2+ accumulated in these plants.  These results will be further discussed in Section 6.5. 

 
 
6.5 Discussion 
 

6.5.1 Summary  

 

This chapter examined whether the crALR1 and CorA plant lines developed in Chapter 4 

exhibited enhanced tolerance to Al3+.  Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 plants were more tolerant to 

moderate Al3+ concentrations than WT plants and exhibited improved primary and lateral root 

growth and increased shoot growth and re-greening post-treatment.  Mg2+-starved crALR1 

plants also appeared more tolerant to low Al3+ concentrations and low pH exposure than WT 

plants, although Mg2+ starvation greatly increased the sensitivity of both lines to low pH/Al3+. 

 

Transgenic lines expressing CorA were highly sensitive to low pH/Al3+ in comparison with 

WT plants, although Mg2+-starved CorA plants exhibited improved recovery post-treatment, 

consistent with their enhanced Mg2+ uptake capacity.  CorA root tips exhibited unusual 

patterns of cell expansion and torsion with Mg2+ starvation alone, while homozygous CorA 

root tips resembled WT root tips treated with low pH/Al3+.  CorA plants also presented net 

Mg2+ loss with low pH/Al3+ treatment and loss of the enhanced Mg2+ uptake rate associated 

with CorA activity in previous assays.  Together, these results suggest that the enhanced 

sensitivity of CorA plants to low pH/Al3+ may be associated with disruptions to Mg2+ 

homeostasis in the root tip and net Mg2+ loss, both of which may also be features of 

low pH/Al3+ toxicity to plants in general.   

 

6.5.2 Al3+ tolerance of cALR1 plants 

 

Mg2+-unstarved crALR1 plants exhibited increased tolerance to Al3+, with improved primary 

and lateral root growth and impaired recovery in comparison to WT plants (Section 6.2.1).  

Although both crALR1 and WT plants exhibited DTZ necrosis and radial expansion in 

response to Al3+ (10-50 µM), crALR1 root tips recovered better than WT tips post-treatment.  

The differences between crALR1 and WT roots were akin to the differences observed between 

WT plants treated with increasing concentrations of Al3+, suggesting that crALR1 expression 

reduces the toxicity of Al3+.  These results are consistent with previous studies where 

increased expression of Mg2+ transport genes in yeast (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998) and 

plants (Deng et al., 2006) conferred improved tolerance to Al3+. 
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Differences between crALR1 and WT plant lines were observed in Mg2+-starved plant lines 

treated with Al3+ (Section 6.2.2), although the overall Al3+ toxicity to both plant lines was 

much more severe than that observed in Mg2+-unstarved plants.  Increased Al3+ toxicity with 

reduced plant Mg2+ status was noted previously in Chapter 3 Section 3.9.  Therefore, small 

increases in Mg2+ uptake mediated by crALR1 plants may account for the increased tolerance 

in comparison with WT plants.  Alternatively, tissue-specific distribution of seed Mg2+ in 

Mg2+-starved crALR1 plants may differ from that of WT plants such that tolerance to Al3+ is 

enhanced. 

 

Interestingly, crALR1 plants exhibiting complete inhibition of root tip growth (as observed 

with 100- to 200-µM Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants in Section 6.2.1 and 0- to 

10-µM Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants in Section 6.2.2) had improved recovery in 

comparison to WT plants in terms of plant size, re-greening and new lateral root formation 

(Figures 6.4 and 6.5).  These results are consistent with crAlr1 mediating increased plant 

Mg2+ uptake in viable tissues and this Mg2+ uptake enhancing new root formation and 

recovery.  This observation suggests that not only pre-existing plant Mg2+ status, but also 

continued plant Mg2+ uptake during or following Al3+ treatment might contribute to Al3+ 

tolerance.  The mechanism involved in unclear, but it is possible that Al3+ disrupts internal 

plant Mg2+ distribution and homeostasis such that media Mg2+ uptake might be important for 

ameliorating such effects. 

 

Root architecture in recovering Mg2+-starved plants treated with Al3+ highlighted some 

interesting differences between crALR1 and WT plants (Section 6.2.2, Figure 6.5 C and D).  

In WT plants, a single dominant lateral root formed to replace the permanently damaged 

primary root, whereas in crALR1 plants several lateral roots of similar length formed instead.  

Adventitious roots also formed from the hypocotyls of recovering crALR1 plants, a feature 

not previously observed with any of the WT plants grown in Schott bottles in Chapters 3-6.  

These results suggest that crALR1 plants have alterations to phytohormone signalling that 

controls root initiation and apical dominance.  The most likely candidate is auxin, which 

initiates lateral and adventitious root formation and acts antagonistically with cytokinin, 

which is important for root formation and maintenance of root apical dominance (reviewed in 

Aloni et al., 2006).  Auxin is also implicated in both Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ homeostasis: 

inhibition of basipetal auxin transport is a feature of Al3+ toxicity (Hasenstein and Evans, 

1988; Kollmeier et al., 2000), while the vacuolar Mg2+/H+ proton exchanger AtMHX, which 

drives plasma membrane Mg2+ uptake, is up-regulated by auxin (David-Assael et al., 2006; 

Conn et al., 2011b).  Therefore, although regulation of auxin accumulation has not been 
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reported for Mg2+, it is conceivable that alterations to Mg2+ uptake or homeostasis in crALR1 

plants may directly or indirectly affect auxin distribution in the root. 

 

6.5.3 Sensitivity of CorA plants to low pH/Al3+ 

 

Both Mg2+-unstarved and Mg2+-starved CorA plants had increased sensitivity to Al3+ and 

low pH in comparison with WT plants (Section 6.3.1, Figure 6.7).  Root tips of 

Mg2+-unstarved CorA plants had increased radial expansion and differentiation of MZ cells, 

while the root tips of Mg2+-starved CorA plants appeared more necrotic than the WT 

phenotype with low pH/Al3+ treatments.  The appearances of the CorA root tips were 

consistent with earlier observations of low pH-/Al3+-induced damage to WT root tips (see 

Chapter 3 and Section 6.2.1 Figure 6.3); suggesting that CorA plants have increased 

sensitivity specifically to low pH/Al3+. 

 

The increased sensitivity of CorA plants to low pH/Al3+ is consistent with the Mg2+ 

distribution anomalies associated with these plants in Chapter 5.  CorA plants have increased 

Mg2+ uptake yet have an elevated requirement for Mg2+ (see Chapter 5 Section 5.2), 

suggesting that they have perturbed Mg2+ homeostasis.  Low Mg2+ status makes WT plants 

much more sensitive to low pH/Al3+ (see Chapter 3 Section 3.9); therefore disruptions to 

Mg2+ homeostasis in CorA plants may induce localized Mg2+ deficiencies in CorA root cells 

which increase the sensitivity of these tissues to low pH/Al3+.  These results, together with the 

results observed for crALR1 plants and WT plants with differential Mg2+ status (see 

Section 6.2.1 and Chapter 3 Section 3.9), further confirm the importance of adequate plant 

Mg2+ status for protecting against low pH/Al3+ toxicity.  

 

Although CorA expression conferred increased sensitivity to low pH/Al3+ in root tips, 

Mg2+-starved CorA plants had increased re-greening and growth post-treatment in comparison 

with WT plants.  This enhanced recovery was similar to that observed for crALR1 plants in 

Section 6.5.2 and was attributed to the increased Mg2+ uptake facilitated by CorA (see 

Chapter 5 Sections 5.5 and 5.6).  Together, these results suggest that CorA expression might 

improve plant tolerance to low pH/Al3+ were it not for tissue-specific Mg2+ deficiencies 

caused by ectopic CorA expression interfering with plant Mg2+ homeostasis. 
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6.5.4 Sensitivity of CorA root tips to Mg2+ starvation 

 

Mg2+-starved CorA root tips exhibited phenotypes not previously observed in WT plants in 

this work (Section 6.3.2 Figure 6.8).  Heterozygous CorA plants, which have elevated Mg2+ 

concentrations, showed increased greening and reduced growth in comparison with WT plants 

(see Chapter 5 Section 5.5), and also showed unusual cell elongation in the MZ of the root tip.  

Moreover, the extent of cell elongation increased with Mg2+ resupply and a torsional growth 

pattern resembling circumnutation was apparent.  It is unclear what processes might be taking 

place to elicit this phenotype; however, disruptions to Mg2+ redistribution in these plants may 

be affecting plant hormone regulation as noted previously for crALR1 plants (Section 6.5.2).  

Again, auxin is implicated, since moderate levels of auxin have a cell extension effect and 

auxin is also associated with circumnutation (Kollmeier et al., 2000; Stolarz, 2009). 

 

Root tips of Mg2+-starved homozygous CorA plants, which have a severely stunted growth 

phenotype and very high tissue Mg2+ concentrations, were necrotic and resembled root tips 

treated with Al3+ (see Section 6.2.2 Figure 6.5 A and Section 6.3.1 Figure 6.7 B).  Mg2+ 

resupply induced radial expansion and differentiation of the MZ proximal to the necrotic 

DTZ, which also resembled post treatment growth of low pH-/Al3+-treated plants.  These 

results suggest that severely disrupted Mg2+ homeostasis induces similar root morphological 

effects to low pH/Al3+ toxicity.  As for the heterozygous CorA plant root phenotype, the 

underlying mechanism is unclear, but it appears that auxin may be involved since disruption 

of basipetal auxin transport and increased auxin accumulation in the root tip is implicated in 

the morphology of Al3+ toxicity (see Chapter 1 Section 1.8.7).  In rice, low Al3+ 

concentrations have been shown to inhibit root circumnutation while higher concentrations 

inhibit root elongation in the DTZ (Hayashi et al., 2004).  Therefore, abnormal Mg2+ 

distribution patterns in CorA heterozygous and homozygous root tips may give rise to unusual 

auxin distribution patterns which, for homozygous CorA plants, resemble the auxin 

distribution patterns observed with Al3+ toxicity. 

 

6.5.5 Low pH/Al3+ causes Mg2+ efflux from CorA plants 

 

Surprisingly, net Mg2+ loss was observed from Mg2+-starved CorA plants over the 15- to 

90-min time period following treatment with low pH/Al3+.  These CorA plants had higher 

tissue Mg2+ concentrations prior to treatment than WT and crALR1 lines, yet their tissue Mg2+ 

concentrations dropped following 90 min of treatment with low pH or low pH + 10-µM Al3+ 

(Section 6.4 Figure 6.9; this decrease over 15-90 min was statistically significant for low 
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pH+Al3+ only).  The Mg2+ concentration of the Al3+-treated CorA plants decreased to a 

similar value to that of the starting Mg2+ concentration of the CorA plants prior to treatment 

(0 min), and this value also corresponded with that observed for the WT and crALR1 lines at 

the 90-min time point.  It is unclear whether these similarities at 90 min are coincidental, 

since higher concentrations of Al3+ were not tested; however, they suggest that some of the 

Mg2+ component associated with CorA activity is being lost.  This Mg2+ loss may be via 

direct CorA-mediated Mg2+ efflux, or it may be due to some indirect process in WT plants 

which is exacerbated by disruptions to Mg2+ homeostasis in CorA plants. 

 

Very high media Mg2+ concentrations can activate CorA-mediated Mg2+ efflux in Salmonella 

typhimurium (Snavely et al., 1989; Gibson et al., 1991), which in the absence of the other Cor 

loci occurs with a t1/2 of 30-60 min (Gibson et al., 1991).  This rate of Mg2+ loss is similar to 

that observed in the CorA plant lines in this work.  However, the media Mg2+ concentrations 

which activated CorA-mediated Mg2+ efflux in those studies were very high (10 mM); 

approximately forty times higher than the Mg2+ concentration used in the Mg2+ uptake assays 

in Section 6.4.  Therefore it is uncertain whether the media Mg2+ concentrations used in the 

Mg2+ uptake assay in this work would be sufficient to reverse CorA activity.   

 

CorA is also sensitive to membrane potential (Kehres and Maguire, 2002); application of 

nigericin, which hyperpolarizes the plasma membrane, increases intracellular Mg2+ in the 

presence of CorA, while application of valinomycin, which depolarizes the membrane, 

inactivates CorA activity (Froschauer et al., 2004).  Mg2+ extrusion mediated by CorA was 

observed by Froschauer et al. (2004) when intracellular Mg2+ was elevated and valinomycin 

was applied.  In plants, low pH toxicity causes proton influx and membrane depolarization 

(Shabala et al., 1997; Babourina et al., 2001).  Therefore it is possible that the Mg2+ loss 

measured for the CorA plants in Section 6.4 may be due to low pH treatment inducing 

membrane depolarization. 

 

Al3+ had an additive effect on the low pH-induced Mg2+ loss in Section 6.4.  There is evidence 

that Al3+ inhibits CorA-type Mg2+ transport gene activities in yeast (Liu et al., 2002), bacteria 

(Li et al., 2001) and plants (Ishijima et al., 2012); however, it is not clear whether Al3+ can 

induce Mg2+ efflux via these transporters.  High concentrations of Mn2+, but not Co2+ or Ni2+, 

have been shown to initiate Mg2+ efflux via CorA, leading to the suggestion that a 

Mg2+-sensor may exist which regulates CorA separately from the channel itself (Gibson et al., 

1991).  It is conceivable that Al3+ might competitively bind such a Mg2+ sensor and activate 

Mg2+ efflux via CorA.  Alternatively, Al3+ might directly interact with the transport channel 
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itself; mutations of the Alr1 pore can alter yeast sensitivity to Al3+ (Lee, 2006); therefore it is 

possible that Al3+ may affect CorA in a similar manner.  Although no Mg2+ loss was detected 

in the crALR1 plants in Section 6.4, this result may reflect low crALR1 expression and 

activity. 

 

The component of Mg2+ which is lost from CorA plants is also worth considering.  There are 

three possible Mg2+ components which may be lost: the newly-acquired Mg2+ from the 0- to 

15-min time period, the mis-allocated component of Mg2+ associated with CorA activity prior 

to treatment (that which accounts for the high Mg2+ concentration in Mg2+-starved CorA 

plants), or a different intracellular Mg2+ component.  The newly-acquired Mg2+ component is 

likely to be mostly apoplastic (see Chapter 3 Section 3.11.5).  The positive charges associated 

with low pH and Al3+ could compete with Mg2+ for negative charges on the cell wall and 

apoplast (see Chapter 1 Section 1.9.1), reducing apoplastic Mg2+ uptake.  It is possible that 

CorA plants may have different cell wall compositions from those of WT plants.  However, 

given the magnitude of Mg2+ loss over the 15 min period it seems unlikely that this effect 

could be accounted for solely by differences in cell wall charge composition in CorA plants. 

 

Symplastic Mg2+ loss from CorA plants might come from one of two locations.  CorA plants 

appear Mg2+-deficient even when their tissue Mg2+ concentrations are high, consistent with 

abnormal sequestration of CorA to an intracellular location such as the ER or vacuole 

(discussed in Chapter 5 Sections 5.8.4 and 5.8.8).  If this Mg2+ component accounted for the 

efflux observed in Section 6.4, then the question arises as to how it might be released from its 

intracellular site.  The Mg2+ deficiency symptoms observed in CorA plants suggest that 

endogenous plant transport mechanisms are unable to access this Mg2+ component.  

Therefore, how it might be released upon low pH/Al3+ treatment is unclear.  Another 

possibility is that the Mg2+ loss observed with low pH/Al3+ treatment is not the sequestered 

Mg2+ component associated with CorA activity, but rather cytosolic Mg2+.  Loss of cytosolic 

Mg2+ could be easily explained by reversal of CorA activity.  Moreover, it might account for 

the increased low pH/Al3+ sensitivity of CorA roots (discussed in Section 6.5.3), since loss of 

cytosolic Mg2+ when plants are already Mg2+ deficient could have numerous adverse effects 

due to the important regulatory roles or Mg2+ (discussed further in Chapter 8 Section 8.2.6).  

To ascertain which, if any, of these hypotheses might be correct further analysis of sub-

cellular and tissue-specific Mg2+ distributions in the CorA plants would be required. 

 

No Mg2+ loss was observed for WT plants in this experiment.  However, Mg2+ loss may also 

occur in WT plants in response to low pH/Al3+ treatment.  In support of this theory was the 
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observation that WT plants treated with increasing concentrations of Al3+ appeared to show a 

progressive reduction in tissue Mg2+ concentrations over 15-90 min (Chapter 3 Section 3.8, 

note that statistical significance was not found in this experiment and further analysis would 

be required to confirm this pattern).  Kinetics studies in Lolium roots have also detected Mg2+ 

loss with increasing Al3+ activities (Rengel and Robinson, 1989).  Therefore it is possible that 

the Mg2+ loss observed in CorA plants in Section 6.4 might be part of an endogenous plant 

response to low pH/Al3+ toxicity which is more readily observed in CorA lines. 

 

The Mg2+ concentrations of plants prior to treatment with low pH/Al3+ may be important in 

determining whether Mg2+ loss is detected.  In Section 6.4, the Mg2+ concentrations of CorA 

plants were substantially higher than those of WT plants, consistent with previous results in 

Chapter 5 Section 5.5.1.  In contrast, the WT plants in this experiment had much lower Mg2+ 

concentrations prior to treatment (0.14 µg mg-1 DW compared with 0.39 µg mg-1 DW in CorA 

plants).  Therefore, the relatively low Mg2+ concentrations in the WT plants may induce Mg2+ 

losses that are below the sensitivity of detection using flame AAS measurements of whole 

tissue.  In Chapter 3 Section 3.8, the WT plants treated with low pH+Al3+ were only 

moderately Mg2+-starved (approximately 0.5 µg mg-1 compared with 0.15 µg mg-1 in 

Section 6.4), which may explain why small Mg2+ concentration decreases were detectable for 

these plants.  The developmental stage of the plants may also be a factor in 

low pH-/Al3+-induced Mg2+ loss, since earlier developmental stages correlate with increased 

tissue Mg2+ concentrations (see Chapter 3 Section 3.3).  Mg2+-starved CorA plants are smaller 

and less developed than their WT counterparts (see Chapter 5 Section 5.5.1 and Appendix 7), 

while the WT plants in Chapter 3 Section 3.8 were only 3-d old when treated with Al3+.   

 

The process by which WT plants might lose Mg2+ upon low pH/Al3+ exposure is also not 

clear.  It is possible that plant plasma membrane Mg2+ transport genes are reversible under 

specific conditions such as low pH/Al3+.  The mitochondrion-localized Mg2+ transport protein, 

AtMRS2-6 is reversible (Li et al., 2008); therefore it is possible that low pH/Al3+ might 

activate Mg2+ efflux via the plasma membrane proteins AtMRS2-5 or 2-10.  In CorA plants, 

an additional Mg2+ efflux current might be initiated by low pH-/Al3+-activation of CorA, 

increasing the magnitude of Mg2+ loss.  Alternatively, Mg2+ losses may arise through damage 

to the plasma membrane by Al3+ (see Chapter 1 Sections 1.8.3 and 1.8.5) or increased 

membrane permeability associated with low pH treatment (reviewed in Vitorello et al., 2005).   
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6.5.6 Low pH abolishes CorA-mediated Mg2+ uptake 

 

The Mg2+ uptake rate of CorA plants treated with low pH/Al3+ over the 90- to 360-min period 

was the same as that observed for WT and crALR1 plants (Section 6.4 Figure 6.9 B and C).  

This Mg2+ uptake rate contrasts with that of Mg2+-starved CorA plants treated with pH 5.7 

media, for which the Mg2+ uptake rate was elevated in comparison to the other plant lines 

(Figure 6.9 A).  The apparent abolishment of CorA-mediated Mg2+ uptake over this time 

period was similar irrespective of whether Al3+ was present, suggesting that it might primarily 

be an effect of low pH. 

 

This result is consistent with inactivation of CorA activity by membrane depolarization, as 

discussed in Section 6.5.5.  In Chapter 4 of this work (Section 4.3), yeast alr1alr2 mutants 

transformed with CorA did not grow on LPM media (pH 3.5) even though the same CorA line 

could complement similarly low Mg2+ concentrations and permit growth on SC media 

(approximately pH 5.8).  The inhibition of yeast growth on LPM media was attributed to 

cation competition impeding Mg2+ uptake by CorA such that it could no longer sufficiently 

complement the mutant (see Chapter 4 Section 4.9.2).  However, combined with the results 

from the transgenic CorA plants in this Chapter it appears that CorA itself may be highly 

sensitive to inactivation by low pH. 

 

Some of the Mg2+-starved CorA plants treated with low pH/Al3+ over the 2 d treatment period 

had improved recovery in comparison to WT plants (described in Section 6.3.1).  This 

observation suggested that the CorA plants had enhanced Mg2+ uptake post-treatment, as 

discussed in Section 6.5.3.  However, the tissue density and growth rate of both the CorA and 

WT plant lines was low; therefore the pH of the media did not rise substantially during the 

treatment period (Figure 6.7 D).  Together, these observations would suggest that either CorA 

is not completely inactivated by low pH, or endogenous plant mechanisms are interacting 

with CorA.  For example, plants may adjust to the low pH such that membrane polarity and 

correct ion homeostasis are restored, which would also restore CorA activity.  Alternatively, 

continued CorA activity in cells which are not in contact with the low pH of the media may 

drive apoplastic Mg2+ uptake via endogenous Mg2+ uptake mechanisms which might be less 

sensitive to low pH.  
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6.5.7 Other considerations  

 

Due to the low quantities of segregating seed available from the CorA transgenic plant lines, 

phenotypic assessment of these plants for Al3+ tolerance and Mg2+ uptake in the presence of 

Al3+ was difficult.  Smaller quantities of CorA seed were used than in other Schott bottle 

experiments involving WT or crALR1 seed (such as those designed in Chapter 3 and in 

Section 6.2); therefore the pH rise in the media was repressed and the low pH/Al3+ toxicity 

was prolonged in comparison with other experiments.  Furthermore, the shortage of seed 

required that different CorA sublines were used for experimental replicates within the same 

experiment, which contributed to variability, for example in Section 6.4 Figure 6.9.  In this 

experiment, the starting Mg2+ concentrations of the two CorA sublines were different prior to 

treatment, which, although normalized to allow statistical comparison with other lines, is 

likely to affect plant health differentially and could also alter Mg2+ uptake rates between the 

sublines.  Moreover, because the CorA seed were segregating sublines, a mixture of 

homozygous, heterozygous and WT seed were present.  Where possible, plants which 

resembled the majority from the CorA experiments were examined and presented; however 

for Mg2+-unstarved CorA plants, which have no visible differences under normal growth 

conditions, ascertaining which were CorA heterozygotes, homozygotes and WT was more 

problematic and was only obvious when phenotypic differences arose from the low pH/Al3+ 

treatments (Section 6.3.1 Figure 6.7 A). 

 

Since the methodologies used for assessing plant tolerance to Al3+ were progressively 

developed in this chapter and in Chapter 3, differences in the measured sensitivities of WT 

plants exist between experiments.  Factors contributing to these differences include plant age 

prior to treatment (Al is more rhizotoxic to younger plants, Rengel, 1990), the extent of Mg2+ 

starvation of the plants prior to treatment (Mg2+ status protects against Al3+ toxicity, see 

Chapter 3 Section 3.9) and the number of plants, plant size and growth rate at the time of 

treatment (which influences nitrate use and thereby increases media pH and detoxification of 

Al3+, discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.11.12).  Such factors must be taken into consideration 

when attempting to quantify the magnitude of Al3+ tolerance between different plant lines 

within this study and also when comparing with lines used in other studies.  Nonetheless, the 

relative increase in crALR1 plant tolerance to Al3+ and the relative decrease in CorA plant 

tolerance to Al3+ (in comparison with WT controls in each experiment) were seen 

reproducibly in comparable experimental conditions.  
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6.5.8 In conclusion 

 

The transgenic crALR1 and CorA lines showed altered tolerance to low pH and Al3+, 

supporting the hypothesis that increasing plant Mg2+ uptake can affect sensitivity to low pH 

and Al3+. The results also support the conclusion from Chapter 3 that internal Mg2+ status is a 

key parameter of sensitivity to low pH/Al3+.  In addition, CorA plants grown in low Mg2+ 

gave symptoms consistent with Al3+ stress.  Together, these results suggest that low pH/Al3+ 

may disrupt Mg2+ homeostasis and Mg2+ and Al3+ may differentially interact with common 

signalling pathways which regulate root tip growth and responses to low pH.  The results also 

indicated a link between Mg2+ homeostasis and phytohormone signalling, possibly auxin.  In 

the next chapter, a transcriptomic approach is used to examine plant responses to Mg2+ and 

Al3+ in order to investigate what mechanisms might be involved in these processes. 

 

 
 



 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Effects of Mg2+ and Al3+ on the 
Arabidopsis transcriptome 

7.1 Introduction  

 

Direct comparison of Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ status in plants is complicated by the additional 

physiological changes associated with each treatment, such as differential effects upon growth 

and pH responses, as described in Chapter 6.  Such effects make it hard to untangle any 

underlying molecular mechanism or mechanisms by which the effects of Mg2+ and Al3+ might 

be interrelated.  As an alternative to the transgenic and physiological approaches presented in 

Chapters 3-6, a transcriptomic approach was used to assess broad plant responses to Al3+ and 

Mg2+ with the objective of identifying commonalities and differences in gene expression. 

 

Transcriptome analysis using microarray technologies provides a powerful method for 

analysis of plant genomic responses.  In recent years numerous stimuli and stress responses 

have been investigated using this approach, using a variety of different platform technologies 

and in a variety of different plant species.  In light of its agricultural significance, a number of 

microarray studies have already been published which examine root transcriptomic responses 

to Al3+ stress.  To date, root tissue from Al3+-treated wheat, maize, soy, Medicago and aspen 

(Guo et al., 2007; Chandran et al., 2008; Houde and Diallo, 2008; Maron et al., 2008; Duressa 

et al., 2010b; Grisel et al., 2010; Mattiello et al., 2010) has been examined using microarrays, 

with the majority of these studies focused on comparisons between Al3+-tolerant and 

Al3+-sensitive plant varieties.  Kumari et al. (2008) were the first to examine Al3+ responses in 

Arabidopsis roots, while Goodwin and Sutter  (2009) subsequently examined Al3+ responses 

using combined root and shoot tissues.  Other groups have also used microarrays to compare 
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Al3+ stress responses with those of other stresses, including salt, heavy metals and low pH 

(Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009). 

 

Reflecting the relative dearth of research on Mg2+ in plants, microarray analyses investigating 

Mg2+ responses have been few, in comparison to those investigating Al3+.  To date, only two 

groups have published array data directly examining Mg2+ responses in plants.  Hermans et al. 

(2010a, b) investigated responses to short- and long-term Mg2+ removal and resupply in 

Arabidopsis leaves and roots, while the effects of toxic levels of Mg2+ upon Arabidopsis were 

examined by Visscher et al. (2010). 

 

A single study has also examined the relationship between Mg2+ and Al3+.  Duressa et al. 

(2010a) compared Al3+ responses in soybean roots of Al3+-tolerant and Al3+-sensitive 

genotypes, in the presence or absence of media Mg2+.  This experimental design was based on 

earlier observations by Silva et al. (2001c) that small amounts of media Mg2+ strongly 

ameliorate Al3+ toxicity in this Al3+-sensitive genotype.  However, the ameliorative effect of 

micromolar Mg2+ was not observed in an Al3+-sensitive wheat cultivar in the same study and 

much higher concentrations of media Mg2+ (millimolar levels) were required to alleviate Al3+ 

toxicity.  This suggests that either physiological differences exist between Al3+-sensitive plant 

varieties or the importance of media Mg2+ in the amelioration of Al3+ toxicity may be 

influenced by the intracellular Mg2+ status of the plant (reviewed in Silva et al., 2001c).   

 

Extensive areas of overlap between the molecular activity of Mg2+ and the molecular targets 

of Al3+ (reviewed in Chapter 1) suggests that Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ are intimately associated, 

perhaps via common molecular activities which are differentially regulated by plant Mg2+ 

status and Al3+ stress.  In this chapter the relationship between Mg2+ and Al3+ was examined 

by focusing on plant Mg2+ status and Mg2+ uptake in the presence or absence of Al3+, rather 

than looking at the effects of Al3+ with or without media Mg2+.  A comprehensive assessment 

of Arabidopsis responses was made using Affymetrix ATH1 whole genome microarrays and 

combined root and shoot tissue.  A series of treatments were compared, investigating 

differential responses to early removal of Mg2+, long-term Mg2+ starvation, Mg2+ resupply and 

application of Al3+ (in the presence of Mg2+ and low pH) to Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-replete 

plants.  Together, these datasets allow direct comparison of plant transcriptomic responses to 

Al3+ and Mg2+ and provide insight into how Al3+ responses might be influenced by plant Mg2+ 

status. 
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7.2 Experimental design and data collection 
 
7.2.1 Experimental design 

 

The Schott bottle method developed in Chapter 3 was used to grow Mg2+-starved and 

Mg2+-unstarved plants for 7 d prior to treatment with Mg2+ or Al3+.  The treatments and 

background controls are presented in Figure 7.1.  The rationales for each of the main aspects 

of this experimental design are described in the remainder of this section. 

 

 
 
 

Starved background Unstarved background Al3+

Mg2+ no Mg2+

StMg Usno Mg 

+Mg2+ pH 4 

no Mg2+ 

St 

UsAlStAl 

Mg2+ 

Us 

 
 
 
Figure 7.1 Experimental design of microarray analysis investigating the relationship between Al3+ toxicity 
and Mg2+ status in Arabidopsis  
Two hundred and fifty plants were germinated and grown for 7 days in Schott bottles according the protocol 
described in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2, in two different Mg2+ backgrounds: starved (left-hand side of diagram) and 
unstarved (right-hand side of diagram).  Seven-day-old plants were treated for each of 30 min and 360 min (6 h) 
with three different media: ‘no Mg2+’, ‘Mg2+’ and ‘Al3+’.  All three media are based on 1/6th MS (as described in 
Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2) with or without 250 µM Mg2+ at pH 5.7 (‘Mg2+’ and ‘no Mg2+’ are the same as the 7-d 
growth media used for the Us and St plants respectively) or with 250 µM Mg2+ and 200 µM Al3+ at pH 4 
(‘Al3+’).  Plants were harvested immediately into liquid nitrogen following treatment, as described in Chapter 2 
Section 2.4.8.2.  As controls to assess differential expression at corresponding time points to each treatment, St 
and Us plants were treated for 30 min and 360 min with the same type of media in which they were grown 
(treatments ‘St’ and ‘Us’).  The effects of altered Mg2+ availability (Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved plants, 
‘StMg’, and Mg2+ removal from Mg2+-unstarved plants, ‘Usno Mg’) and the effects of treating 
Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants with Al3+ (in the presence of Mg2+ at pH 4, ‘StAl’ and ‘UsAl’ 
respectively) were examined.  For microarray analyses, each treatment was compared against the control 
treatment of the same background (either ‘St’ or ‘Us’).  The effects of steady-state Mg2+ starvation was also 
established by comparing the Mg2+-starved control plants treated with no Mg2+ (St) against the Mg2+-unstarved 
control plants treated with Mg2+ (Us).  
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Selection of treatments  

The main priority of this work was to investigate the broad effects of Al3+ toxicity on plants 

with differential Mg2+ status prior to treatment.  This was achieved by treating Mg2+-starved 

and unstarved plants with Al3+ (termed ‘StAl’ and ‘UsAl’).  However, given the 

hypothesis that Al3+ toxicity is due to interference with Mg2+-associated processes, it was also 

necessary to establish the Mg2+-associated processes at a transcriptomic level to allow 

comparisons and conclusions to be made.  Treatments were included that investigated 

transcriptomic responses to Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved plants (termed ‘StMg’) and 

Mg2+ removal from Mg2+-unstarved plants (termed ‘Usno Mg’).  A comparison was also 

made between Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants directly (using the ‘St’ and ‘Us’ 

treatments), to ascertain differential gene expression with long-term Mg2+ starvation.  The 

nomenclature used to represent each treatment and the expected responses are summarized in 

Table 7.1.  

 

To reduce the number of microarrays, the effects of Al3+ treatment in the presence and 

absence of Mg2+ was not investigated, nor were the effects of low pH on gene expression in 

the absence of Al3+.  Therefore, the effects of the ‘Al3+’ treatment on Mg2+-starved and 

unstarved plants must be interpreted as the combined effect of ‘Al3+ with Mg2+ and low pH’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment Arrays Expected genes responses Comparison

St 30 1, 13 Us 30 
St 360 2, 14 

Long-term (steady-state) Mg2+-starvation 
Us 360 

StMg 30 3, 15 St 30 
StMg 360 4, 16 

Short-term Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved plants 
St 360 

Usno Mg 30 5, 17 Us 30 
Usno Mg 360 6, 18 

Short-term Mg2+ removal from Mg2+-unstarved plants 
Us 360 

Us 30 7, 19 N/A 
Us 360 8, 20 

Control treatment (standard media) 
N/A 

StAl 30 9, 21 St 30 
StAl 360 10, 22 

Al3+ toxicity to Mg2+-starved plants, Mg2+ resupply in the presence 
of Al3+, effects of low pH on Mg2+-starved plants St 360 

UsAl 30 11, 23 Us 30 
UsAl 360 12, 24 

Al3+ toxicity and effects of low pH on Mg2+-unstarved plants 
(30 min), recovery following Al3+ and pH treatment (360 min) Us 360 

 
Table 7.1 Summary of treatments used in the microarray analysis 
Table showing the nomenclature used to represent the twelve different microarray treatments investigated in this 
work.  See Figure 7.1 for details of experimental design, abbreviations and media composition.  Arrows stand for 
‘treated with’ and ‘30’ and ‘360’ denote the 30-min and 360-min treatment times.  For each treatment, the 
sample numbers of the two biological replicates, which correspond to the array replicates, are shown alongside 
(column labelled ‘Arrays’) and the gene responses that each treatment was expected to find are described 
(‘Expected gene responses’).  The final column shows the comparison treatment used for the detection of 
differential gene expression in the microarray analysis. The Us treatment itself was not examined, but was rather 
used as a comparison for other treatments in the microarray analyses, hence no comparison treatment nor 
expected gene responses are shown for Us itself, although this treatment is expected to represent the default 
transcriptomic state of healthy plants grown for 7 d in Schott bottles.   
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upon each of these Mg2+ backgrounds.  Due to their different Mg2+ contents and physiological 

states, each Mg2+ background was expected to respond differently to the ‘Al3+’ treatment.  For 

the Mg2+-starved plants, the Mg2+ present in this media was expected to affect 

Mg2+-responsive genes and induce at least some changes similar to those found for 

Mg2+-starved plants treated with Mg2+ media (StMg), whereas such effects were not 

expected for the Us plants since they were not in an Mg2+-starved state.  The Mg2+-starved 

plants treated with the ‘Al3+’ media were also expected to respond differently to the low pH 

since, unlike unstarved plants, they do not rapidly raise the media pH (Chapter 3 

Section 3.10).  In contrast, in the unbuffered Al3+ treatment the Mg2+-unstarved plants were 

expected to raise the media pH and effectively detoxify the Al3+ earlier than the Mg2+-starved 

plants (see section below on selection of Al3+ concentration), which would also cause 

differences in expression patterns between the two Mg2+ backgrounds. 

 

Comparisons between treatments 

Due to the physiological differences between the Mg2+-starved and unstarved plants, as well 

as their expected differential responses to Mg2+, low pH and Al3+, comparisons against the 

control treatments (St and Us) were selected for the initial differential gene expression 

calculations for each treatment (summarized in Table 7.1).  That is, StMg and StAl plants 

were compared against the St control and Usno Mg and UsAl plants were compared 

against the Us control.  While the resultant gene changes obtained for each Mg2+ background 

potentially represent multiple effects (Al3+ toxicity, Mg2+ resupply and low pH), the use of 

this approach allows these factors to be taken into account, using subsequent statistical and 

interpretive comparisons with other treatments and using published accounts of differential 

gene expression (for example the effects of low pH on gene expression).   

 

The Schott bottle growth method 

The development and suitability of this method for investigating the effects of Mg2+ 

starvation, Mg2+ uptake and Al3+ toxicity in Arabidopsis is described in detail in Chapter 3.  

Although these plants are grown in non-physiological submerged conditions, their 

physiological responses to Mg2+ and Al3+ generally reflect those found for non-submerged 

plants.  Therefore this method was deemed suitable for examining transcriptomic responses to 

Al3+ and Mg2+.  For microarray experimentation, this method has the advantages that a large 

number of plants can be grown at once under sterile and near-uniform conditions (constant 

light, temperature, humidity), the growth media is easy to change (allowing rapid set-up of 

treatments under sterile conditions) and plant tissues can be easily harvested into liquid 

nitrogen with very little mechanical disruption (thereby avoiding RNA degradation). 
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Mg2+ starvation period 

Seven days of germination and growth in the absence of Mg2+ is sufficient to elicit a clear 

Mg2+-deficiency phenotype in Arabidopsis, with reduced plant weight, primary root length, 

reduced tissue Mg2+ content and visible chlorosis (Chapter 3 Section 3.2).  These plants are 

still viable at 7 d and upon Mg2+ resupply are able to take up Mg2+ and resume growth 

(Chapter 3 Sections 3.4 & 3.5).   

 

Concentration of Al 

To assess Al3+ toxicity to plants, a concentration of Al3+ sufficient to inhibit Arabidopsis root 

elongation without adversely affecting overall plant health was desired.  Two hundred 

micromolar Al3+ at pH 4 was selected, since a 1-h treatment significantly inhibited root 

elongation in Mg2+-unstarved plants, without substantially affecting overall plant weight 

(Chapter 3 Figure 3.7 A, B).  This Al3+ concentration also substantially reduces Mg2+ uptake 

in Mg2+-starved plants (Chapter 3 Figure 3.9).   

 

pH of the media 

When 7-d-old plants grown in Schott bottles are treated with Al3+ at pH 4, the pH of the 

media rises with time according to the Mg2+ status of the plants (Chapter 3 Figure 3.11).  

When Mg2+-starved plants are treated with 200 µM Al3+ at pH 4, the pH of the media rises 

only slightly, reaching pH 4.1 at 30 min and pH 4.3 by 360 min (6 h).  In contrast, for 

Mg2+-unstarved plants treated with the same media, the pH rises to pH 4.7 at 30 min and pH 

6.2 after 360 min, presumably reflecting the increased growth rate of the unstarved plants (see 

Chapter 3 Section 3.11.12).  Therefore the Al3+ ions are likely to remain soluble and toxic to 

the Mg2+-starved plants through both time points (StAl), whereas for the unstarved plants 

Al3+ toxicity is likely to occur only in the UsAl 30 treatment.  Gene changes detected in the 

UsAl 360 treatment are more likely to reflect Al3+ recovery, since Al3+ is not considered 

toxic to plants at pH values above 5 (Kochian et al., 2005). 

 

Time point selection 

Two treatment times were selected: 30 min to detect early responses to Al3+ and Mg2+, and 

360 min (6 h) to detect longer-term responses.  These time points were chosen based on a 

previous study in which early transient changes in Al3+-induced gene expression were 

identified in the first 15 min - 1 h following treatment and late response genes were 

maximally expressed over 4-8 h (Richards et al., 1998).  Several experiments in Chapter 3 

supported the suitability of both these time points for investigating Al3+ and Mg2+ responses: 

plant root growth is inhibited in Mg2+-unstarved plants treated for 1 h with Al3+ while 
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Mg2+-starved plants appear even more sensitive to Al3+ (Chapter 3 Figures 3.7 and 3.10), and 

uptake of 250 µM Mg2+ by starved plants is detected within minutes and continues for at least 

24 h (Chapter 3 Figure 3.4).  Therefore early and late responses to both Al3+ and Mg2+ are 

likely to be detected at these times. 

 

Sample numbers and replication 

Two microarray replicates were taken from each of two independent experiments for each 

treatment (the array numbers corresponding with the sample numbers for each treatment are 

listed in Table 7.1).  To minimize variation between the replicates and across treatment 

comparisons, a large number of plants were grown in parallel in each experiment.  For each 

treatment three Schott bottles with a suitable Mg2+ background were randomly selected from 

the rotary shaker (to allow for spatial variation in light intensity in the growth cabinet), 

treated, harvested into liquid nitrogen and the tissue combined prior to RNA extraction.  

Consequently, the RNA used for each microarray replicate represents pooled tissue from 

approximately 750 Arabidopsis plants. 

 

 
7.2.2 RNA preparation 
 

RNA was extracted from plants according to the protocol described in Chapter 2 Section 

2.4.8.2.  Prior to cRNA preparation and labelling, the yield and quality of the RNA from each 

sample was determined using a NanoDrop™ 1000 spectrophotometer and Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.6.1.1.  The RNA concentrations at 260 nm, 

260:280 ratios, 260:230 ratios and the Bioanalyzer electropherograms for all samples are 

included in Appendix 13 (note that the sample numbers in Table A13 correspond with the 

array numbers in Table 7.1).  The 260:280 ratios for all samples were between 2.04 and 2.14, 

while the 260:230 ratios were ranged from 1.95 to 2.49.  These values are within the 

manufacturer’s recommendations for pure RNA and are well above the suggested 260:280 

and 260:230 ratio thresholds of 1.8 for protein contamination and organic molecule 

contamination respectively.  The quality of the RNA according the Bioanalyzer 

electropherograms was high, with the 25S large cytoplasmic rRNA peak higher than that of 

the 18S small rRNA peak and all samples exhibiting a 25S:18S ratio between 1.5 and 1.9.  

There was low noise between peaks and in the low molecular weight range, suggesting little 

RNA degradation.  Standard RNA integrity number (RIN) calculations could not be made for 

the samples from plants with an Mg2+-unstarved background (Us, Usno Mg, UsAl) due 

to the presence of chloroplastic rRNA, which is not taken into account in the standard RIN 

algorithm (based on the 18S:28S ratio for mammalian rRNA).  Interestingly, RIN values 
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could be calculated for samples from plants with an Mg2+-starved background (St, StMg, 

StAl), since these plants have reduced chloroplastic RNA.  For these samples, the RIN 

values were all over 9.1 (where 10 is optimum for tissues without chloroplastic RNA such as 

animal tissues), suggesting that the samples have very good quality, intact RNA.  Overall, the 

similarity in appearance of the electropherograms obtained for the samples from plants with 

Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved backgrounds shows that consistently high quality total 

RNA was obtained for all the samples that were subsequently used for the microarray analysis 

(see Figure 7.2 and Appendix 13). 

 

A number of differences were observed between the RNA extracted from plants with an 

Mg2+-starved background and those with an Mg2+-unstarved background.  Firstly, the average 

RNA yield relative to tissue weight from plants with an Mg2+-starved background was 

approximately 6-fold lower than that of the plants from an unstarved background.  This 

reflects previous observations that RNA synthesis is reduced in Mg2+-starved plants (Galling, 

1963) and is consistent with the role of Mg2+ in stabilization of nucleic acids (Sreedhara and 

Cowan, 2002).  Although a low total RNA yield from the plants from a starved background 

could be compensated for by sampling RNA from a proportionally larger amount of tissue, 

the composition of the RNA was not alike between the two Mg2+ backgrounds (Figure 7.2 and  
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Figure 7.2 Representative RNA from St and Us plants 
Bioanalyzer electropherograms of RNA extracted from St (sample 1, St 30, at left) and Us (Sample 7, Us 30, at 
right) plants used in the microarray analyses.  The peaks corresponding to the main ribosomal subunits (5S, 18S 
and 25S) and control lower marker (C) are indicated, and additional peaks associated with chloroplastic RNA are 
indicated with asterisks.  Equivalent amounts of total RNA (250 ng) were loaded for each sample; therefore the 
total area of the combined peaks in each sample are expected to be equivalent.   
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Appendix 13).  For example, the relative heights of the 18S and 25S peaks differed, with the 

mean ratio of the two peaks significantly lower for samples from plants with a starved 

background than those for plants from an unstarved background (1.58 and 1.82 respectively, 

p<0.05, student’s t test, see Appendix 13, calculations not shown).   

 

As mentioned above, samples from plants with an Mg2+-starved background also had reduced 

chloroplastic rRNA in comparison to samples from plants from an unstarved background 

(shown in Figure 7.2).  A reduction in chloroplastic rRNA is typically observed for total RNA 

isolated from plant tissues with reduced photosynthetic activity (Babu and Gassmann, 2011); 

therefore this effect is unsurprising in the chlorotic Mg2+-starved plants.  The 260:230 ratios 

were also significantly reduced for samples from plants with a starved background compared 

with samples from plants with an unstarved background (p<0.05), which may reflect 

physiological effects of Mg2+ status on tissue composition.  There were no detectable changes 

in the RNA yields, ratios or electropherograms for any of the 30-min or 360-min treatments, 

suggesting that longer periods of Mg2+ resupply or removal are required to significantly alter 

any of these values.   

 

In light of these observations, the 30-min and 360-min treatments were compared with 

controls with the same Mg2+ background where possible (as shown in Table 7.1), irrespective 

of the treatment applied.  Although they were not measured directly, the mRNA yields for the 

samples from plants with starved backgrounds may be significantly lower than the yields for 

samples from plants with unstarved backgrounds, as was noted when the total RNA yields of 

each were compared.  For the steady-state Mg2+ starvation treatments (St 30 and St 360 

compared against the same Us time points), which directly compare the two Mg2+ 

backgrounds, it should be kept in mind that the adjustment that was made for differences in 

total RNA yields is likely to have artificially increased the abundance of transcripts in the St 

samples.  Therefore transcripts detected as up-regulated in the St treatment (against the Us 

background) may still have substantially lower abundance (relative to tissue weight) than in 

Mg2+-unstarved plants.  Differences in the relative proportions of mRNA to total RNA in 

samples from the two different Mg2+ backgrounds may also exist and could alter the detection 

of low abundance transcripts if different amounts of mRNA were used in the initial mRNA 

amplification step. 
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7.2.3 Pre-processing and normalization of array data 

 

Each of the RNA samples described in Section 7.2.2 was used to prepare fragmented cRNA 

and hybridised to an Affymetrix ATH1 GeneChip® at the Centre for Proteomics and 

Genomics, according the protocols in Chapter 2 Section 2.6.3.1.  One array failed (array 8, 

Us 360), one showed strong hybridisation artefacts (array 5, Usno Mg 30) and two had high 

signal intensities (arrays 12 and 17, UsAl 360 and Usno Mg 30 respectively).  All four 

were repeated.  Good data was obtained for the repeated array 5, arrays 12 and 17 were 

improved but still had relatively high signal intensities in comparison with the other arrays 

and array 8 again failed.  Because only 28 ATH1 GeneChips® were available, no further 

technical replicates could be carried out.  Therefore, for the Us 360 treatment only one 

biological replicate (array 20) was used in the analysis. 

 

Figure 7.3 A presents the raw data intensity box plots for each of the 23 arrays (the original 

arrays for 5, 12 and 17 are not shown).  The homogeneity between individual arrays is 

represented by similarities in box size and y-axis position of each array.  Arrays 15, 5, 17 and 

12 had higher signal intensities than the other arrays, although their expression densities and 

relative log expression (RLE) values were similar across all 23 arrays (see Appendix 14 

Figure A14, A and B).  The divergent arrays had increased variation within each probe set (as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Arrays before and after GCRMA normalization 
Log2 intensity box plots showing the intensity of each probe set in each array (see Table 7.1 for the treatments 
corresponding with each array).  The raw data signal intensities and the signal intensities following GCRMA-
normalization are shown in A and B respectively. 
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shown by the normalized unscaled standard error (NUSE) plot in Appendix 14 Figure A14 C 

and the pseudo chip weights in Appendix 14 Figure A14 D) but these arrays also had 

uniformly increased residuals (as shown by increased red and blue intensities in the pseudo 

chips presented in Appendix 14 Figure A14 E). This suggests the increased intensities of these 

arrays were due to background effects, such as differences in RNA concentrations between 

array hybridisations. 

 

To correct for such background effects and allow averaging of the biological replicates and 

comparisons between treatments, an array normalization method was applied.  Three 

commonly-used normalization methods were initially tested: probe-level models (PLM, 

Bolstad et al., 2003), robust multi-array averaging (RMA, Irizarry et al., 2003) and a modified 

version of RMA which takes into account both the perfect match (PM) and the mismatch  

(MM) probes (GCRMA, Wu et al., 2004).  The two replicates for each treatment were 

compared using MA plots, and it was found that only the GCRMA method completely 

removed the skewing of the data between the replicates (presented in Appendix 15).  The 

intensity box plot of the GCRMA-normalized arrays is presented in Figure 7.3 B and the near-

uniform distributions and positioning of the boxes further confirms the suitability of this 

method for allowing direct comparison between the different arrays. 

 
 
7.3 Identification of differentially expressed genes 
 
Following normalization, a linear model was fitted to the data and differentially expressed 

probe sets were identified for each treatment as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.6.3.2 (see 

Appendix 16 Supplementary File S1 for the AffylmGUI outputs for each comparison).  

VirtualPlant was used annotate the probe sets obtained for each comparison using The 

Arabidopsis Information Resource 2010 update (TAIR10, www.arabidopsis.org) Arabidopsis 

Genome Initiative (AGI) gene IDs and descriptions (Katari et al., 2010).  A number of probe 

sets were removed from the analysis to allow for changes to the annotation of the Arabidopsis 

genome that have been made since the ATH1 GeneChip® was designed in 2001; these 

included 1036 promiscuous probe sets which detected more than one AGI ID, 563 probe sets 

which did not correspond with any AGI ID, and 301 ambiguous probe sets which detected the 

same AGI ID as one or more other probe sets.  The remaining 20846 probe sets were deemed 

suitable for the subsequent gene expression analysis and represent 62% of the 33602 

Arabidopsis genes currently annotated in TAIR10.  For the full lists of all the annotated probe 

sets see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S2. 
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Figure 7.4 presents the volcano plots of the differentially expressed genes calculated for each 

treatment; a two-fold cut-off in differential expression and adjusted p-value threshold of 0.05 

were applied to select for the ‘significantly changed’ genes which were used for subsequent 

analysis in the remainder of this work (see Chapter 3 Section 2.6.3.2 for statistical methods 

used).  The numbers of genes up-regulated and down-regulated for each treatment are shown 

in red and green respectively and are summarized alongside.  For each of the StMg 30, 

StAl 30 and Usno Mg 30/360 treatments, fewer than 25 genes were detected as 

differentially expressed.  In contrast, the UsAl 30 treatment differentially regulated 561 

genes, and the StMg 360, StAl 360 and UsAl 360 treatments differentially regulated 

between 1126 and 2383 genes.  The steady-state Mg2+-starved treatments also differentially 

regulated large numbers of genes, which represented over 33% of the 20846 ATH1 probe sets 

selected.  For each treatment, similar proportions of genes were up-regulated or down-

regulated with the exception of the UsAl 30 treatment, which had over three times more 

up-regulated than down-regulated genes. 

 

 

7.4 Known Mg2+- and Al3+-responsive genes  
 

The gene changes detected for each microarray treatment were examined for changes to 

known Mg2+- and Al3+-responsive genes identified from other studies (described in 

Appendices 17-19).  Three out of five known Mg2+-regulated genes which were previously 

detected as up-regulated following Mg2+ starvation (using the same experimental protocol and 

real-time PCR detection, Deed, 2006) were detected as up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation in 

this work (described in Appendix 17).  Two Mg2+ transport genes, AtMRS2-11 and AtMHX, 

were also regulated during Mg2+ starvation and resupply (AtMRS2-11 only), while the 

remaining Mg2+-transport genes were mostly unchanged, consistent with Deed’s findings 

(2006).  Together the array results reflect those obtained using real-time PCR quantification, 

although the sensitivity of detection appeared slightly reduced in the microarray data. 

 

 
 
Figure 7.4 Volcano plots of changed genes identified for each treatment 
For each probe set the expression in the background control was subtracted from that of the treatment and the 
log2 fold change and adjusted p-value calculated, as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.6.3.2.  Each graph presents 
the negative log10 of the adjusted p-value on the y-axis against the log2-fold change in expression on the x-axis.  
Probe sets for which no differential expression (log2 fold change of 0) was detected are not shown.  For a list of 
the background controls used for comparison against each treatment, see Table 7.1.  Probe sets which meet the 
criteria selected as ‘significantly changed’, with a 2-fold or greater change in expression (log2 fold change of 
+/- 1) and adjusted p-value below 0.05 (y-axis value greater than 1.301) are shown in red (up-regulated) or green 
(down-regulated). 
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Eleven Al3+-regulated genes identified in the published literature were examined for their 

transcriptomic responses in this work (described in Appendix 18).  Six of these genes were 

detected as changed with Al3+ treatment (StAl or UsAl), including four genes which were 

up-regulated in both this work and the published Al3+ literature (AtALMT1, ALS3, pEARLI4 

and AtBCB).  This suggests that the Al3+ treatments used in this work elicit transcriptomic 

responses that are generally similar to those obtained in other Al3+ toxicity studies.  However, 

there is extensive variation in results between experiments conducted in different laboratories 

and using different experimental protocols (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S4 for a 

summary). 

 

To examine further how closely the transcriptomic responses to the Mg2+ and Al3+ treatments 

in this work reflected those in the published literature, a meta-comparison was made with data 

from other published microarray studies investigating Al3+, low pH and metal toxicity and 

Mg2+ removal/starvation and toxicity (described in Appendix 19).  In most cases fewer than 

5% of the genes detected as changed in this work were also detected as changed in the 

comparison studies.  Conversely, much higher proportions of the genes from the comparison 

studies were detected among the treatments in this study (in general 10-40% for comparable 

treatments), reflecting the generally higher numbers of genes detected as changed in this 

work.  The majority of common genes between the comparison studies and the treatments in 

this work were changed the same way, reflecting similarities between the Al3+, low pH, metal 

toxicity and Mg2+-removal/starvation treatments in the comparison studies and the Al3+ and 

Mg2+-starvation treatments in this work.  The Mg2+ resupply treatment (StMg 360), was 

changed mostly the opposite way to the intersecting genes found in the comparison studies, 

which was also anticipated since the comparison studies involving Mg2+ mostly examined 

Mg2+ removal and starvation (Hermans et al., 2010a, b).   

 

In summary, good agreement was found between the types of changes detected in this work 

and those of the other groups investigating transcriptomic responses to Al3+, low pH, metals 

and Mg2+.  Together with the results for the Mg2+- and Al3+-specific analyses (described in 

Appendices 17 and 18) the transcriptomic responses detected in this work were deemed to be 

suitably representative of responses to Al3+ toxicity and changes to Mg2+ status in 

Arabidopsis.  The remainder of this chapter specifically focuses on the types of responses 

detected for each of the treatments in this work and how they compare with one another. 
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7.5 Functional annotation of gene responses in each treatment 
 

7.5.1 Enriched GO categories detected for each treatment 

 

Genes induced in each treatment were assigned to one of fourteen broad functional categories 

using the GOslim software available on TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org) and are presented in 

Figure 7.5.  Four comparisons with only a small number of induced genes (StMg 30, 

StAl 30, Usno Mg 30/360) are not shown, since not all GOslim categories were present 

for these treatments, leading to disproportional representation of the data.  For the six 

remaining treatments (St 30/360, StMg 30, StAl 30, UsAl 30/360), similar proportions 

of genes were assigned to each of the GOslim categories (described in Figure 7.5 legend).  To 

examine further the responses for these six treatments, lists of up-regulated and down-

regulated genes from each were examined for enriched gene ontology (GO) categories using 

the BioMaps function in VirtualPlant (see Figure 7.5 legend for details).  Up-regulated and 

down-regulated genes from the four remaining treatments (StMg 30, StAl 30, 

Usno Mg 30/360) were also examined and no enriched gene ontology categories were 

found, with the exception of Usno Mg 30, for which the two down-regulated genes 

identified were assigned to the broad functional category ‘cell component organization and 

biogenesis’ and were associated with cytoskeleton organization (not shown in Figure 7.5 but 

described later on in Section 7.6.4). 

 

A large number of GO categories were similarly enriched in the two steady-state Mg2+ 

starvation comparisons (top two graphs in Figure 7.5).  This high similarity was expected, 

since these treatments are both examining long-term effects of Mg2+ removal and differences 

between the time points are expected to be solely due to transient changes during media 

replenishment, since both were treated with the same media in which they were grown (as 

described in Figure 7.1).  For both time points the up-regulated genes were enriched for GO 

categories associated with transcription and ribosome assembly and various stress responses 

(defence, defence regulation, salt stress, metal ion stress and salicylic acid responses), while 

the down-regulated genes were enriched for categories associated with photosynthesis and 

metabolism (primary, secondary metabolism and terpenoid and chlorophyll biosynthesis).   

 

A number of enriched categories were detected for only one of the steady-state time points 

and not the other.  St 30 was enriched with up-regulated genes associated with protein 

targeting to the mitochondrion and translation and enriched with down-regulated genes 
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associated with proteolysis and temperature stress.  St 360 was enriched for up-regulated 

genes associated with osmotic stress, ABA signalling and phosphorylation and enriched for 

down-regulated genes associated with DNA replication and cytoskeleton organization.  While 

each of these categories were not detected as enriched for both steady-state starvation time 

points, in each case the sets of enriched genes were significantly over-represented among the 

transcript changes detected for the other time point (see Table 7.2 later in this section) 

suggesting that these types of changes are common across both time points. 

 

The StMg 360 treatment was enriched for up-regulated genes associated with DNA 

replication, metabolism (primary, secondary and biosynthesis of phenolics) and stress (cold, 

drought and ABA signalling) and enriched for down-regulated genes associated with metal 

ion transport (in particular Ca2+ transport, see Section 7.7), stress (defence, defence regulation 

and general stress responses) and phosphorylation.  Given that the StMg treatment is 

compared against the St background, the oppositely enriched categories of DNA replication, 

primary and secondary metabolism, defence response and phosphorylation suggests that these 

responses may be directly affected by Mg2+ status in plants. 

 

Enriched categories among up-regulated genes detected for the StAl 360 treatment included 

phosphorylation, defence responses, biosynthesis of alkaloid secondary metabolites, cell 

communication, recognition and secretion.  Auxin signalling, polysaccharide catabolism and 

secondary metabolism (general and terpenoid metabolism) categories were enriched among 

the down-regulated genes.  Several of these categories (phosphorylation, secondary  

 

 
 
Figure 7.5 Over-represented Biological Function categories among up-regulated and down-regulated 
genes 
For each treatment, genes that were detected as significantly changed according to the criteria described in 
Section 7.3 were assigned to broad functional classes based on the Gene Ontology (GO) Biological Function 
classes using the GOslim function of TAIR.  Classes are shown as sectors in the pie graphs clockwise from top: 
■ Other cellular processes; ■ Other metabolic processes; ■ Unknown biological processes; ■ Response to stress; 
■ Response to abiotic stress or biotic stimulus; ■ Protein metabolism; 
■ Other biological processes; ■ Developmental processes; ■ Transport; ■ Cell organization and biogenesis; 
■ Transcription; ■ Signal transduction; ■ Electron transport or energy pathways; ■ DNA or RNA metabolism.  
Significantly up-regulated and down-regulated genes from each treatment were then separately analyzed using 
the BioMaps function of VirtualPlant (Katari et al., 2010) and significantly over-represented GO Biological 
Functional categories identified using a hypergeometric test against the background of 20846 uniquely detectable 
genes on the ATH1 GeneChip® with a 5% FDR adjustment (note that only 19991 of these genes were annotated 
in the gene ontology, therefore 855 genes were removed in this analysis).  Enriched groups are shown in red 
(over-represented among up-regulated genes) or green (over-represented among down-regulated genes) 
alongside the appropriate GOslim sector.  For simplicity, similar GO categories identified as enriched were 
grouped together under a common keyword.  The full lists of enriched categories, genes within these, 
corresponding keywords and GOslim classes for each treatment are provided in Appendix 16 Supplementary 
File S5. 
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metabolism and defence) were changed the same way as the St 30/360 treatments, indicating 

that these effects might be further exacerbated by the application of Al3+ (since the 

StAl 360 treatment is compared against the St 360 background).  Interestingly, these 

categories were oppositely changed in the StMg 360 treatment.  This suggests that the 

presence of Mg2+ in the StAl 360 treatment has limited effect when Al3+ (and low pH) is 

also present. 

 

For the UsAl treatments both the 30-min and 360-min time points were examined, since a 

large number of transcript changes were detected for each.  The UsAl 30 treatment was 

enriched with up-regulated genes associated with hormone and stress responses (defence, 

wounding, ethylene, jasmonic acid and salicylic acid responses) and protein metabolism 

(general and ubiquitination) and enriched with down-regulated genes associated with 

transcription and auxin signalling.  The 360-min treatment (UsAl 360) was enriched for 

up-regulated genes associated with stress (defence, drought, osmotic, toxin and ABA 

responses), polysaccharide catabolism and alkaloid biosynthesis and enriched for down-

regulated genes associated with ribosome assembly.  Enriched categories of genes associated 

with alkaloid biosynthesis and defence responses (among up-regulated genes) and auxin 

signalling (among down-regulated genes) were observed in two or more of the Al3+ treatments 

(StAl 360, UsAl 30 and UsAl 360), suggesting that these are typical effects of Al3+ 

toxicity to plants.  Defence responses were enriched among the up-regulated genes for all the 

steady-state Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatments and among the down-regulated genes for the 

StMg 360 treatment, suggesting that biotic stress responses are associated with both Al3+ 

toxicity and Mg2+ status in plants.   

 

 

7.5.2 Comparisons of enriched GO categories detected for each treatment 

 

GO categories detected as enriched in some but not all treatments were examined further to 

find whether the subset of genes detected within an enriched term might be significantly over-

represented among any of the other treatments.  Where a significant over-representation was 

detected (applying a hypergeometric test and p-value cut-off of <0.05), these GO categories 

(and their corresponding keywords) were termed ‘partially enriched’ (see Appendix 16 

Supplementary Files S6.1-6.8 for details of how these comparisons were made and the GO 

categories examined).  Table 7.2 presents all the enriched categories detected for the 

treatments in Figure 7.5 (shown by shaded boxes containing ‘e’) as well as any categories 

which were detected as ‘partially enriched’ (shaded boxes without ‘e’).  These categories 
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were subdivided according to whether they were Mg2+-responsive (changed in StMg 360), 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive (changed in St 30/360) or Al3+-responsive (changed in StAl 360 

or UsAl 30/360) and then similar responses grouped together within each heading. 

 

Group A (Table 7.2) contained categories detected as Mg2+-starvation-responsive, 

Mg2+-responsive, and Al3+-responsive.  For the majority of categories in this group, the type 

of change (up- or down-regulated genes) was similar for Mg2+ starvation and the Al3+ 

treatments, and opposite for StMg 360.  Genes within categories associated with secondary 

metabolism, biosynthesis of phenolics and light stress responses were down-regulated in 

Mg2+-starved plants and these responses were further down-regulated with Al3+ application 

(StAl 360) and reversed with Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360).  Responses which were up-

regulated following Mg2+ starvation as well as Al3+ treatment and down-regulated upon Mg2+ 

resupply were enriched within categories associated with a variety of stress responses 

(general, osmotic, salt, drought and defence), defence regulation, protein modification and 

phosphorylation, metal ion transport, signalling and hormonal responses to stress (ABA and 

salicylic acid (SA)).  For several of these categories (general stress, phosphorylation, drought 

stress, ABA responses - closely related to drought stress - and SA responses) both up- and 

down-regulated genes were detected as enriched or partially-enriched (as indicated by orange 

shading), suggesting two subsets of genes within these categories: those which are up-

regulated in response to the treatment being examined and those which are down-regulated.  

Two categories, responses to auxin and cell communication, were enriched across all 

treatments (down-regulated for auxin, up-regulated for cell communication).  Both these 

categories were detected as enriched for the StAl 360 treatment and partially-enriched in 

the St and StMg treatments. However, closer examination of the transcript changes in 

Appendix 16 Supplementary File S6.6 indicates that, as for the categories with orange 

shading, subsets of genes within these categories were changed in opposite directions to one 

another.  This result indicates that individual genes within these categories are regulated in 

different ways according to the treatment being examined and their regulation should be 

interpreted with care. 

 

Categories detected as Mg2+-starvation-responsive and Al3+-responsive are shown in Group B 

(Table 7.2).  The majority of these categories are changed similarly in the Mg2+-starvation 

treatments and Al3+ treatments, suggesting they may be general stress responses induced by 

both Mg2+ starvation and Al3+.  Enriched up-regulated categories included ubiquitination, 

catabolism, responses to toxin, wounding and jasmonic acid (JA) and JA-mediated signalling, 
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A Mg2+-STARVATION-RESPONSIVE, Mg2+-RESPONSIVE, Al3+-RESPONSIVE 

  Secondary metabolism (general) e e e e   
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  General protein modification     e  
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Table 7.2 Summary of enriched and ‘partially enriched’ functional categories detected among 
up-regulated and down-regulated lists of differentially expressed genes 
Table showing all the summary keywords presented in Figure 7.5 (highlighted at left with the colour 
corresponding to the appropriate GOslim class, as listed in Figure 7.5 legend).  Classes for which the GO 
biological function categories were detected as enriched using BioMaps are labelled ‘e’ and are shaded pink (up-
regulated genes) or green (down-regulated genes) under the appropriate treatment (listed at top).  Treatments 
where one or more of the GO biological function categories represented under a keyword were detected as 
‘partially enriched’ among the subset of enriched genes detected for another treatment are also highlighted 
(without ‘e’, see Appendix 16 Supplementary Files S6.1-6.8 for details of these comparisons).  Categories which 
were found to be enriched or ‘partially enriched’ separately for both up-regulated and down-regulated genes are 
shaded in orange.  Keywords summarizing the GO categories were sorted according to the types of changes 
detected  among the six treatments and grouped under nine headings (A-F) depending on whether the categories 
were Mg2+-responsive (enriched for StMg 360), Mg2+-starvation-responsive (enriched for St 30/360) or 
Al3+-responsive (enriched for StAl 360 or UsAl 30/360). 
 

 

 

while enriched down-regulated categories included cytoskeleton organization, transcription 

regulation and polysaccharide and terpenoid biosynthesis.  Several categories were also 

changed oppositely between Mg2+-starvation and Al3+ treatments: translation-associated 

processes (translation, protein targeting to the mitochondrion and ribosome assembly) and 

metal ion stress responses were up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation and down-regulated with 

Al3+ treatment (UsAl 360 and StAl 360 respectively), and the alkaloid metabolism 

category was down-regulated with Mg2+ starvation and up-regulated for St/UsAl 360. 

 

Only two categories were detected as enriched which were Mg2+-responsive, Al3+-responsive 

but not Mg2+-starvation-responsive in Group C, Table 7.2; cell secretion (which contained 

exocyst-associated genes) and cold stress (a subset of temperature stress in Group D), both of 

which contained up-regulated genes and only 9 and 5 genes respectively (see Appendix 16 

Supplementary Files S6.6 and S6.3).  This was unsurprising since it was expected that most 

genes which are Mg2+-responsive would also be Mg2+-starvation-responsive. 
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The third largest group of categories, Group D, contained enriched genes which were 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive and Mg2+-responsive, but not Al3+-responsive.  Categories 

enriched for genes which were down-regulated with Mg2+ starvation and up-regulated with 

Mg2+ resupply included primary metabolism, DNA replication, chloroplast biogenesis and 

organization, temperature stress (a subset of light stress detected in Group A) and 

photosynthesis, while the Ca2+ transport category (containing three auto-inhibited 

Ca2+-ATPase (ACA) genes, CAX4 and CNGC1, see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S6.3 

and Appendix 22 for details) was enriched for genes which were up-regulated with Mg2+ 

starvation and down-regulated with Mg2+ resupply (note that this category is a subset of the 

GO term ‘metal ion transport’ in Group A, additional genes included a multidrug efflux 

pump, DTX1, a potassium transporter, KUP6, and nine heavy-metal-associated domain 

containing proteins). 

 

A small group of categories were detected as Al3+-responsive but not Mg2+-responsive or 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive (Group E, Table 7.2).  These included up-regulated genes 

associated with signal transduction, including cell communication (mostly S-locus protein 

kinases, see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S6.6), ethylene responses and ethylene-

mediated signalling.  Genes were detected as up-regulated in StAl 360 and UsAl 30 but 

not Us360, suggesting that these may be responses associated with the low pH and Al3+ 

toxicity present in the StAl 360 and Us30 treatments. 

 

Two categories, proteolysis and chlorophyll biosynthesis, were enriched among 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive down-regulated genes, but were not Mg2+-responsive or 

Al3+-responsive (Group F, Table 7.2).  No enriched categories were detected solely as 

Mg2+-responsive but not Mg2+-starvation-responsive or Al3+-responsive. 

 

In summary, the results presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 illustrate that a large proportion of 

enriched functional categories detected in this work are responsive to both Mg2+ status and 

Al3+ (Groups A, B and C in Table 7.2).  These data provide a good overview of the types of 

responses detected overall for each treatment and how similar these responses are across 

treatments.  In the next section intersections of common differentially expressed genes 

between treatments will be specifically examined for enriched functional categories and the 

results from both these sections will be discussed in light of the relationship between Al3+ 

toxicity and Mg2+ status in the discussion (Section 7.8). 
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7.6 Intersecting genes between treatments 
 

7.6.1 Overview of intersections 

 

To investigate the similarities and differences between Mg2+- and Al3+-associated treatments, 

the percentage of genes which were common to each pair of treatments were examined 

(results presented in Table 7.3).  To allow for differences in the total numbers of genes that 

were significantly changed for each treatment, the percentage of intersecting genes was 

calculated twice, once against each treatment. 

 

Of the large number of genes detected as changed following 7 d of Mg2+ starvation (6920 for 

St 30 and 7237 for St 360), 12-13% were common to StMg 360, 15% common to 

StAl 360 and 5% and 20-24% common to UsAl 30 and 360 respectively.  These 

intersections represented half or more of the genes changed in StMg 360 (69-76%), 

StAl 360 (51-53%) and UsAl 30/360 (59-71%).  Treatments for which relatively few 

significantly changed genes were detected, StMg 30, StAl 30 and Usno Mg 30/360 

treatments, also had large percentages of their genes intersecting with the Mg2+-starved 

treatments (25-100%).  Together, these results show that among the genes detected as  
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Treatment Changed 6920 7237 6 1226 17 2029 2 24 561 2383 

St 30 6920  80.7 0 12.2 0.1 15.0 0 0.1 5.2 20.4 

St 360 7237 77.1  0 12.9 0.1 15.4 0 0.2 5.1 23.5 

StMg 30 6 50.0 50.0  16.7 50.0 66.7 0 0 0 0 

StMg 360 1226 68.8 76.1 0.1  0.2 27.5 0 0 10.4 17.9 

StAl 30 17 52.9 35.3 17.6 17.6  52.9 0 0 23.5 17.6 

StAl 360 2029 51.2 55.0 0.2 16.6 0.4  0 0 6.0 26.0 

Usno Mg 30 2 100 50.0 0 0 0 0  50.0 100 50.0 

Usno Mg 360 24 25.0 75.0 0 0 0 0 4.2  8.3 50.0 

UsAl 30 561 64.3 66.1 0 22.6 0.7 21.6 0.4 0.4  26.7 

UsAl 360 2383 59.4 71.4 0 9.2 0.1 22.2 0 0.5 6.3  

 
 
Table 7.3 Percentage of significantly changed genes in common with across treatments 
For each of the treatments listed at left, the percentage of significantly changed genes in common with each of 
the other treatments (listed at top) was determined.  Highlighted values listed alongside each treatment show the 
total number of significantly changed genes corresponding with each treatment (up-regulated and down-
regulated gene lists are combined).  Where the percentage of intersecting genes was greater than 10% of the 
background list (the treatment listed at left) values are bolded.  
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changed in Mg2+-starved plants, many are also responsive to short-term changes in Mg2+ 

status (StMg and Usno Mg treatments) as well as the presence of Al3+ (UsAl 

treatments and possibly also StAl). 

 

For the StMg 360 and StAl 360 intersections, 17-28% of genes were common to both 

treatments (depending on the background used), indicating that a proportion of genes 

responsive to Mg2+ resupply are also responsive to the StAl treatment (which contains both 

Mg2+ and Al3+).  Additionally, the StMg 30 treatment intersected more with the StAl 

treatments (50-67%) than it did with the later time point (StMg 360, 16.37%), while 

10-18% of the StMg 360 treatment genes intersected with both UsAl treatments.  

Combined, these results suggest that Al3+ (in the StAl and UsAl treatments) also 

regulates some Mg2+-responsive genes (detected for StMg 30/360).  These interactions 

were examined more closely by separation of the up- and down-regulated genes in 

Section 7.6.2. 

 

Like the Mg2+-starved treatments, the UsAl treatments intersected with all the main 

categories of treatment.  In addition to the aforementioned intersections with the Mg2+-starved 

and StMg 360 treatments, intersections were also found with the Usno Mg and StAl 

treatments.  Among the small numbers of genes changed in the Usno Mg treatments, 100% 

of the Usno Mg 30 genes and 50% of the Usno Mg 360 genes intersected with 

UsAl 30 and 360 respectively.  Of the genes changed in the StAl treatments, 6-26% were 

also changed in the UsAl treatments, which may represent common Al3+-responses that 

occur independently of Mg2+ status. 

 

For each type of media treatment, 17-81% of the genes changed in the 30-min time point were 

also detected as changed in the later 360-min time point.  As expected, a high proportion of 

genes were common to both the Mg2+-starved time points, reflecting the continual starvation 

of these plants.  Approximately 20% of the genes detected as changed in each of the 

Mg2+-starved treatments were different from the other time point.  These changes are assumed 

to be due to transient changes following 30 or 360 min of a fresh supply of growth media.  

 

 

7.6.2 Over-represented intersections between treatments 

 

Lists of intersecting genes were separated according to whether they were up- or down-

regulated in each treatment and whether these changes were in the same direction (both up or 
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both down) or in the opposite direction (up in one treatment, down in the other or vice versa) 

from the changes detected for these genes in the comparison treatment.  Results are 

summarized in Table 7.4.   For each of the four possible subsets of intersecting genes 

identified between a pair of treatments, hypergeometric tests were applied to determine 

whether the intersections were significantly (p<0.05) over-represented and therefore greater 

than might occur by chance alone.  Fifty-two intersections between up- and down- regulated 

groups of genes between treatments were identified as significant (bolded in Table 7.4), with 

36 intersections similarly changed (highlighted in blue) and 16 oppositely changed 

(highlighted in yellow).  

 

Removal of Mg2+ from the growth media (Usno Mg) down-regulated 2 or 11 genes (30-min 

or 360-min time points respectively) that were also detected as down-regulated with Mg2+ 

starvation (St), while Mg2+ resupply (StMg) reversed the expression of 3 or 862 genes 

detected as Mg2+-starvation-responsive.  However, no intersections were found between Mg2+ 

resupply (StMg) and Mg2+ removal (Usno Mg), indicating that the early transcriptomic 

responses to these processes are not alike.   

 

Treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants with Al3+ (UsAl) elicited similar down-regulation of 2 

and 9 genes detected in the Usno Mg treatments.  This indicates that Al3+ treatment may 

induce some similar effects to Mg2+ removal from the growth media.  Long-term Mg2+ 

removal (Mg2+ starvation) also elicited similar changes to Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved 

plants, with large numbers (312 and 1504) of intersecting genes detected.  Therefore Al3+ 

treatment affects genes associated with not only short-term, but also chronic Mg2+ deficiency.  

Intersections of Al3+-treated Mg2+-starved (StAl) and Mg2+-unstarved (UsAl) treatments 

were similarly changed (4 and 488), indicating common Al3+-responsive genes.  However, no 

intersections were found between StAl and Usno Mg, further confirming that likelihood 

that the gene changes found for Usno Mg are specific to Mg2+-unstarved plants. 

 

When Mg2+-starved plants treated for 360 min with Al3+ (StAl) were compared with 

Mg2+-starved plants (St), 732 genes were changed the same way and 207 genes were changed 

oppositely across the treatments.  The similarly changed genes may reflect genes similar to 

those that intersect between the St and UsAl treatments and the Al3+-responsive genes that 

intersect between the StAl and UsAl treatments, while the oppositely changed genes may 

be Mg2+-responsive genes responding to the Mg2+ resupply in the StAl treatment.  It is 

important to note here that gene expression in the StAl treatment was calculated against the 
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Treatment changed same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp 

3448   2736 1 0 3 47 395 1 3 260 230 0 0 1 1 247 24 652 220 St 30 
3472   2836 8 0 0 23 379 2 3 358 190 2 0 1 3 65 25 459 84 

3509 2736 8   1 1 48 439 1 3 326 207 0 0 1 3 268 25 805 147 St 360 
3728 2836 1   1 0 23 423 1 1 406 177 1 0 11 3 52 26 699 50 

2 0 0 1 0   0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 StMg 30 
4 0 3 1 1   1 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

644 47 379 48 423 0 0   1 0 101 64 0 0 0 0 7 10 51 41 StMg 360 
582 23 395 23 439 1 0   2 0 117 55 0 0 0 0 5 105 51 76 

9 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 0   4 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 StAl 30 
7 2 3 1 3 2 0 2 0   3 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 

1012 260 190 326 177 0 2 101 55 4 1   0 0 0 0 87 1 278 19 StAl 360 
1017 358 230 406 207 1 1 117 64 3 1   0 0 0 0 24 9 210 21 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0 0 0 Usno Mg 30 
2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   1 0 2 0 0 1 

10 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   0 0 2 0 Usno Mg 360 
14 1 3 11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0   1 1 9 1 

431 247 25 268 26 0 0 7 105 2 0 87 9 0 0 0 1   77 34 UsAl 30 
130 65 24 52 25 0 0 5 10 2 0 24 1 2 0 1 0   25 14 

1226 652 84 805 50 0 0 51 76 0 0 278 21 0 1 2 1 77 14   UsAl 360 
1157 459 220 699 147 0 0 51 41 1 2 210 19 0 0 9 0 25 34   

 
Table 7.4 Intersections of up- and down-regulated genes detected between treatments 
Intersecting genes identified as common between each pair of treatments (summarized in Section 7.6.1 and Table 7.3) were divided according to whether they changed the 
same way or differentially between treatments.  For each treatment shown at left, the total number of up- and down-regulated genes is shown in red and green respectively 
(column 2).  The number of these genes intersecting with each of the other treatments (shown at top) are divided according to whether they are changed the same way (‘same’ 
column) or the opposite way (‘opp’ column).  Where the number of common genes is higher than that expected by chance according to a hypergeometric test (p<0.05, see 
Appendix 20 for tabulated p-values) values are highlighted in blue (for similarly changed genes) or yellow (for oppositely changed genes).  Data values are identical on either 
side of the grey diagonal, hence one side is shaded.  To examine the full lists of genes intersecting across treatments see Appendix 16 and Supplementary file S7. 
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Mg2+-starved (St) background, while the Mg2+-starved treatment was calculated against the 

Mg2+-unstarved (Us) background.  As a result, oppositely changed genes detected from a 

comparison of the StAl and St treatments and considered to be Mg2+-responsive are likely 

to represent genes which are changed with Mg2+ starvation and returned to their normal (Us) 

expression level on Mg2+ resupply, while similarly changed genes represent genes which are 

changed due to Mg2+ starvation and then changed significantly further due to Al3+ treatment.   

 

Of particular interest is the comparison between Mg2+ resupply (StMg) and Mg2+ resupply 

with Al3+ and low pH (StAl).  The intersections for both time points included 3 and 218 

genes (30-min and 360-min intersections respectively) which were similarly changed and may 

represent Mg2+-responsive genes induced by the Mg2+ resupply in both treatments.  However, 

the 360-min intersections also included 119 oppositely changed genes.  These genes appear to 

be both Mg2+-responsive and Al3+-responsive, yet the responses are opposite, which suggests 

that they are differentially regulated by Mg2+ and Al3+.   

 

The 360-min intersection between StMg and UsAl included both similarly and 

oppositely changed genes.  The oppositely changed genes may represent genes which are 

responsive to Mg2+ resupply and also Al3+.  The significance of the similarly changed group is 

less clear, however comparisons between the two UsAl time points (see Appendix 21) 

shows that some genes are oppositely changed across time for this treatment.  Given that the 

UsAl 360 treatment has substantially higher pH than the 30-min treatment (see Chapter 3 

Figure 3.11), the 360-min treatment may include some transcriptomic responses that are 

associated with recovery from Al3+.  This is supported by the observation that only oppositely 

changed genes are found when the StMg 360 and UsAl 30 intersections are examined.  

Therefore the similarly changed genes found between StMg and UsAl at the 360 time 

point may represent Mg2+-responsive and Al3+-responsive genes which are being reversed 

upon recovery from Al3+ and therefore have similar changes to those found for Mg2+ resupply. 

 

 

7.6.3 Intersections of treatments with small numbers of genes changed 

 

To better understand what processes might be similarly or differentially affected by Mg2+ and 

Al3+, the genes within 31 of the 52 significant intersections in Table 7.4 were examined (see 

Appendix 16 Supplementary File S7 for the full lists of genes).  These 31 intersections were 

selected since they occur between the same time point for each treatment being compared.  

The exception to this was the UsAl 360 treatment, which was compared with both the 
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30-min and 360-min time points in the other treatments (where significant intersections were 

detected)  The rationale for this is that the UsAl 360 treatment may represent recovery from 

Al3+ toxicity due to the observed pH rise (described in Section 7.2.1).  For the treatments with 

small numbers of gene changes (StMg 30, StAl 30 and Usno Mg 30/360) individual 

genes detected in the intersections with other treatments were sorted according to whether 

they appeared Mg2+-responsive, Mg2+-starvation-responsive or Al3+-responsive.  Results are 

presented in Table 7.5.  These genes indicate early transcriptomic responses to Mg2+ removal 

(Usno Mg), Mg2+ resupply (StMg) and Al3+ toxicity (some genes in StAl) which are 

significantly in common between two or more treatments. 

 

The first group of genes in Table 7.5, Group A, included 15 genes which were detected as 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive, Mg2+-responsive and Al3+-responsive.  Three genes, 2-oxoglut (a 

2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase related gene), tRNA (encodes a tRNA-splicing 

endonuclease positive effector-related protein) and HVA22J (encodes an ABA-responsive 

HVA22 family protein) were identified from the intersection of St 30 and StMg 30.  These 

genes were up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation and this effect was reversed upon Mg2+ 

resupply (StMg).  When Al3+ was applied to the Mg2+-starved plants, the response of these 

genes appeared dependent on the time point, with early Al3+ application (StAl 30) reversing 

the expression of 2-oxoglut and tRNA (both these genes were also over-represented in the 

StMg 30 and StAl 30 intersection), possibly as a result of the Mg2+ present in the Al3+ 

media.  However, after 360 min of Al3+ application, the tRNA and HVA22J genes were both 

up-regulated, reflecting further up-regulation beyond that observed with Mg2+ starvation 

(since the StAl expression levels are  calculated against the St background).  Therefore 

these two genes appear to be up-regulated in response to Mg2+ starvation and further up-

regulated when Mg2+-starved plants are exposed to Al3+.  

 

Two genes, AtEXPA17 (encodes expansin A17) and FH2 (encodes a formin homology 2 

domain-containing protein) were identified from the intersections of Usno Mg 30 with both 

St 30 and UsAl 30.  Both these genes were down-regulated with early Mg2+ removal and 

Al3+ application and were also down-regulated with long-term Mg2+ starvation.  A further 9 

genes were found from the intersections of Usno Mg 360 with both St 360 and UsAl 360 

and were down-regulated in all three treatments: RNA pol (encodes a eukaryotic rpb5 RNA 

polymerase subunit family protein), SDR (encodes a short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase 

family protein), SAM (encodes a S-adenosyl-L-methionine:carboxyl methyltransferase family 

protein), GDSL (encodes a GDSL-motif lipase/hydrolase family protein), AtGA2OX4 
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A   MG2+-STARVATION-RESPONSIVE, MG2+-RESPONSIVE, AL3+-RESPONSIVE 

At1g52810 2-oxoglut 3.57 2.74 -1.14 -2.62 -1.27 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02         

At5g37140 tRNA 1.55 0.71 -1.48 -0.52 -1.08 1.94 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01         

At2g36020 HVA22J 3.09 0.67 -1.61 -0.66 -0.82 2.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00         

At4g01630 AtEXPA17 -4.73 -1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.24 -1.07 -4.73 3.37         

At4g15200 FH2 -3.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.23 0.00 -2.76 0.00         

At2g41340 RNA pol -0.19 -1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 -0.11 -1.20 0.19 -1.50        

At3g50560 SDR -0.15 -1.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 -1.12 -0.15 -1.39        

At5g38020 SAM -0.03 -2.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -1.15 -0.03 -1.03        

At5g45950 GDSL -0.23 -2.49 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.12 -1.83 -0.05 -2.47        

At1g47990 AtGA2OX4 0.00 -1.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.04 0.24 -1.07        

At5g17800 AtMYB56 -0.29 -1.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.29 -1.38 -0.29 -1.77        

At5g45970 ARAC2 -0.01 -1.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.19 0.24 -1.28        

AtCg00190 RPOB -0.49 -2.01 0.13 -0.13 0.18 0.01 -0.35 -2.03 -0.38 -2.21        

At5g14330 unknown -0.18 -1.49 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 -1.35 0.07 -1.30        

At3g06120 MUTE 0.16 1.28 1.77 0.49 2.00 -1.32 -0.05 0.02 -0.07 0.03         

                   

B   MG2+-STARVATION RESPONSIVE, NOT MG2+-RESPONSIVE, AL3+-RESPONSIVE 

At2g24600 ankyrin  -2.03 -0.93 -0.03 -0.05 1.42 1.07 0.12 -0.35 1.20 -1.46         

At2g46690 auxin -2.05 -1.63 -0.47 0.16 -2.07 -1.53 -0.22 -0.28 -1.47 -1.37         

At1g15100 RHA2A -1.03 -0.40 0.00 0.48 -1.05 -0.92 0.14 0.48 -1.22 0.28         

                    

D   MG2+-STARVATION RESPONSIVE, MG2+-RESPONSIVE, NOT AL3+-RESPONSIVE 

At1g56020 unknown -0.51 -1.02 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00 -0.21 -1.01 -0.47 -0.95        

                    

E   NOT MG2+-STARVATION RESPONSIVE, NOT MG2+-RESPONSIVE, AL3+-RESPONSIVE 

At1g61890 MATE  0.34 0.83 -0.31 0.66 1.01 -0.05 0.20 0.07 2.37 0.38         

 
 
Table 7.5 Early responses detected among intersecting up- and down-regulated genes  
Genes identified from significant intersecting groups among the 30-min treatments in Table 7.4 (other than 
UsAl 30) and the Usno Mg 360 treatment.  The genes shown at left (see text for full names) were sorted 
according to the types of changes observed and classified as Mg2+-responsive, Mg2+-starvation-responsive or 
Al3+-responsive using the same criteria as that used in Table 7.2 (Groups A, B, D and E).  For each of the 
treatments (listed at top) the log2 fold-change is presented; bolded and highlighted values represent significantly 
changed transcripts (red represents up-regulated, green represents down-regulated) and un-bolded values show 
transcripts which do not meet the cut-off criteria of at least 2-fold change and an adjusted p-value below 0.05.  
For the specific intersections in which each gene was initially detected, see text and Appendix 16 Supplementary 
File S7. The final eight columns show whether any of these genes were detected as significantly up- or down-
regulated in the published literature relevant to this work (as described in Section 7.4 and Appendix 19).  Only 
publications with significant changes among this set of genes are listed and are abbreviated as follows: Ku: 
(Kumari et al., 2008); Sa: (Sawaki et al., 2009); Zh: (Zhao et al., 2009); La: (Lager et al., 2010); HeA: (Hermans 
et al., 2010a); HeB: (Hermans et al., 2010b); Vi: (Visscher et al., 2010).  
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(encodes gibberellin 2-oxidase 4), AtMYB56 (encodes myb domain 56 transcription factor), 

ARAC2 (encodes a Rho-related GTP binding protein), RPOP (encodes an unknown 

chloroplast protein) and another unknown.  Together, these eleven genes appear to be down-

regulated by Mg2+ removal, Al3+ application and also by Mg2+ starvation.  Of particular 

interest was AtEXPA17, which was identified independently in three separate intersections 

(the aforementioned ones as well as the intersection of Usno Mg 360 and St 360) and was 

up-regulated in the UsAl 360 treatment.  This gene was identified as Al3+, low pH and Mg2+ 

responsive in three other studies (Kumari et al., 2008; Lager et al., 2010; Visscher et al., 

2010, respectively) and may represent a response to low pH which is directly associated with 

Mg2+ status (discussed further in Section 7.8.5) 

 

The final gene in Group A, MUTE, was identified from the intersection of StMg 30 and 

StAl 30.  This gene was up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation, early Mg2+ resupply 

(StMg 30) and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants (StAl 30) and down-regulated at the 

later StAl 360 time point.  Though this gene appears to be both Mg2+-responsive and 

Al3+-responsive, it does not appear to be differentially regulated by Mg2+ availability since it 

is up-regulated in response to both Mg2+ starvation and Mg2+ resupply; therefore, its 

significance is unclear. 

 

From the intersection of StAl 30 and UsAl 30, three genes were identified as 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive and Al3+-responsive, but not Mg2+-responsive (Group B).  The 

first, encoding an ankyrin repeat family protein, was down-regulated with Mg2+ starvation, 

up-regulated with Al3+ application to Mg2+-starved plants and initially up-regulated with Al3+ 

application to Mg2+-unstarved plants.  That this gene was down-regulated at the later UsAl 

time point and is also up-regulated in an Al + low pH experiment (Sawaki et al., 2009) and an 

Mg-removal experiment (Hermans et al., 2010a) suggests that it may be associated with 

Mg2+-dependent pH homeostasis.  The other two genes in this group, one encoding an auxin-

responsive family protein and the other RHA2A (ring-H2 finger A2A), were down-regulated 

with Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ application to both Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants.  

These genes may represent general stress responses common to Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ 

starvation. 

 

Only two genes were classed into the remaining two groups in Table 7.5.  The eleventh gene 

from the intersection of Usno Mg 360 with St 360, of unknown function, was classified as 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive and Mg2+-responsive but not Al3+-responsive in Group D.  

Group E contained a MATE efflux gene which was up-regulated in the intersection of 
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StAl 30 and UsAl 30 and was therefore classified as Al3+-responsive but not 

Mg2+-starvation-responsive or Mg2+-responsive. 

 

In summary, genes detected between the intersections of the early time points and with the 

Usno Mg treatments reflected the patterns observed among previous examination of gene 

responses between treatments; namely that Mg2+ starvation, Mg2+ removal and Al3+ treatment 

in general elicited similar responses, while Mg2+ resupply elicited opposite responses.  Three 

main patterns were observed among the detected genes: firstly genes which were up-regulated 

with Mg2+ starvation, reversed with Mg2+ resupply and similarly changed with early Al3+ 

treatment but later reversed again and up-regulated (three genes); secondly, genes which were 

down-regulated with Mg2+ starvation, Mg2+ removal and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved 

plants (two genes at 30 min and ten genes at 360 min); and thirdly, genes which were down-

regulated with Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment of both Mg2+-starved and unstarved plants 

(two genes).   

 
 
7.6.4 Enriched GO categories among intersections with greater numbers of 
gene changes 

 

Due to the large numbers of genes detected, significant intersections among the remaining 

360-min treatments (other than Usno Mg 360) and between UsAl 30 and the 360-min 

treatments (and St 30) were examined for over-represented GO categories using the BioMaps 

function of VirtualPlant.  Enriched GO categories were detected for ten of the sixteen 

significant intersections among the 360-min treatments and five of the six significant 

intersections with UsAl 30, and are summarized using representative keywords in 

Figure 7.7 (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S8 for the complete lists of enriched 

categories obtained for each intersection).  The intersections between the 30-min treatments 

described and presented in Table 7.5 were also examined for enriched GO categories.  No 

enriched categories were identified among these small groups of genes, with the exceptions of 

the Usno Mg intersections with the St and UsAl treatments, which are presented as 

three-way intersections in Figure 7.7.  The enriched categories identified among the 

intersecting genes for each pair of treatments are described as follows: 

 

St ∩ StMg 

As expected, a large number of GO categories were detected among the oppositely changed 

genes common to Mg2+ starvation and Mg2+ resupply (Figure 7.7, row 1).  Categories for 
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Figure 7.7 Enriched categories among intersecting treatments 
Enriched GO categories found among the significant gene intersections between treatments, as identified using 
the BioMaps function of VirtualPlant and summarized as described in Figure 7.4.  Intersecting treatments are 
shown as the overlapping region between two semi-circles for each pair of treatments.  For the Usno Mg 
intersections (second row), the same genes were enriched in the intersections with both St and UsAl, therefore 
these intersections were combined and are shown as three overlapping semicircles for each time point.  For each 
comparison, the overlapping regions are shaded according to whether the intersecting genes between the 
treatments were similarly or oppositely changed (blue and yellow respectively), as presented in Table 7.4.  
Where significant intersections of both similarly and oppositely changed genes were detected between two 
treatments, the overlapping region is highlighted in both blue and yellow.  Keywords representing the enriched 
GO categories detected among the intersecting genes are shown alongside each of the treatments being 
compared.  Keywords are highlighted red or green depending on whether they were detected among up- or 
down-regulated genes, respectively, for each treatment.  Keywords are matched to coloured boxes within the 
overlapping regions which correspond with the GOslim Biological Function categories presented in Figure 7.5 
and Table 7.2.  Intersections between pairs of treatments with the same time point (either 30 or 360 min) are 
shown, with the exception of the UsAl treatments, for which both the 30-min and 360-min time points were 
compared against the other treatments.  For the full lists of enriched categories and the genes within these 
categories, see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S8.  Pairs of treatments which significantly intersected in 
Table 7.4 but for which no enriched GO categories were detected (St 30 ∩ StMg 30, StMg 30 ∩ StAl 30 
and StAl 30 ∩ UsAl 30) are not shown here (however the genes from these intersections are presented in 
the preceding table, Table 7.5).  For each of the following pairs of treatments: StMg 360 ∩ StAl 360, 
StMg 360 ∩ UsAl 30, StMg 360 ∩ UsAl 360 and StAl 360 ∩ UsAl 360, two to four significant 
intersections were detected between up- and down-regulated genes in Table 7.4, yet enriched GO categories 
were only detected for one of the intersections found for each pair of treatments.  To view the genes in the 
remaining intersections (each of which were significant but no over-represented GO categories were detected 
among the group of genes), see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S7.   
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defence, defence regulation and phosphorylation were enriched among the genes up-regulated 

for Mg2+ starvation and down-regulated for Mg2+ resupply, while categories for primary 

metabolism, biosynthesis of phenolic secondary metabolites, general stress responses, protein 

targeting to the chloroplast and DNA replication were detected among genes which were 

down-regulated for Mg2+ starvation and up-regulated for Mg2+ resupply.  Therefore reversal 

of defence responses and phosphorylation, increased primary metabolism, biosynthesis of 

phenolics and DNA replication appear to be features of recovery following Mg2+ starvation.  

Increased protein targeting to the chloroplast and stress genes may be associated with the 

increased chloroplast biogenesis, photosynthesis and light stress associated with Mg2+ 

resupply (see Table 7.2). 

 

St ∩ Usno Mg ∩ UsAl 

Two GO categories were identified from the intersection of Mg2+ starvation (St) and Mg2+ 

removal (Usno Mg), one for each of the two time points, and the same GO categories and 

genes were identified with Al3+ treatment (in the intersection of Usno Mg with UsAl).  

The cytoskeleton organization category was enriched for the 30-min time point and contained 

two common genes (AtEXPA17 and a gene encoding a FH2-domain containing protein), while 

lipid metabolism was enriched for the 360-min time point and contained three common genes 

(encoding a S-adenosyl-L-methionine:carboxyl methyltransferase family protein, gibberellin 

2-oxidase 4 and a GDSL-motif lipase).  These genes will be discussed further in 

Section 7.8.5. 

 

St ∩ UsAl 

A large number of GO categories were similarly enriched between Mg2+ starvation (St) and 

Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants (UsAl) at the 30-min time point (Figure 7.7, 

row 2).  These included categories for defence responses, defence regulation, JA- and SA-

mediated signalling and ubiquitination among the up-regulated genes in each treatment and 

transcription, regulation of transcription and growth among the down-regulated genes.  For 

the later, 360-min time point, only defence responses were still enriched, while drought and 

ABA responses were also enriched among the up-regulated genes and genes associated with 

cytoskeleton organization were enriched among the down-regulated genes.  Together, the 

early and late responses to Al3+ appear to be associated with hormonal signal transduction 

associated with defence responses and possible growth features associated with these such as 

ubiquitination and changes to cytoskeleton organization as well as alterations to transcription 

factors and transcriptional regulation. 
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StMg ∩ UsAl 

Categories for defence and defence regulation were enriched among the oppositely changed 

genes in the intersection of Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360, down-regulated genes) and early 

Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants (UsAl 30, up-regulated genes, Figure 7.7, row 3).  

This was unsurprising, given that both these keywords were detected as enriched among the 

similarly and oppositely changed genes detected in the intersections of St and UsAl and St 

and StMg respectively.  Interestingly, the intersection of StMg 360 with the later 

360-min UsAl treatment revealed enriched keywords that were common to the up-regulated 

genes detected for both treatments: drought, cold and ABA responses and vitamin E 

biosynthesis.  Therefore these categories may represent common responses to alleviation of 

Mg2+-starvation stress with Mg2+ resupply and alleviation of Al3+ stress as the pH rises in the 

UsAl 360 treatment.  Although categories for drought and ABA responses were enriched 

among up-regulated genes in the St ∩ UsAl 360 comparison, examination of the genes 

detected within each intersection indicate two different subsets of genes changed in opposite 

ways within each category (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S7), suggesting non-uniform 

responses of these categories consistent with those described for Table 7.2. 

 

StAl ∩ UsAl 

Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants revealed a number of enriched 

categories that were common to both treatments: defence responses, defence regulation, 

phosphorylation, transcription and transcription regulation were enriched in the intersection of 

StAl 360 and UsAl 30, while categories for defence and ABA responses, alkaloid 

biosynthesis and cell wall catabolism were enriched in the intersection of StAl 360 with the 

later UsAl 360-min time point (Figure 7.7, row 4).  Of these categories, enriched up-

regulated genes associated with alkaloid biosynthesis and cell wall catabolism were notable 

exceptions to those detected in the St ∩ UsAl and St ∩ StMg intersections and may 

reflect Al3+-specific responses common to both Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants. 

 

St ∩ StAl 

Categories for defence responses and phosphorylation were enriched among the intersection 

of up-regulated genes between the Mg2+-starved plants (St) and Al3+-treated Mg2+-starved 

plants (StAl), while categories for brassinosteroid and glucosinolate biosynthesis and 

polysaccharide catabolism were enriched among the intersecting down-regulated genes 

(Figure 7.7, row 5).  As mentioned earlier, these intersections represent genes which are 

changed with Mg2+ starvation and changed significantly further in the same direction with 

Al3+ application.  Therefore, genes associated with defence responses and phosphorylation 
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appear to be further up-regulated with Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants, while genes 

associated with brassinosteroid and glucosinolate biosynthesis and polysaccharide catabolism 

are further down-regulated.  The transcription category was enriched within the intersection of 

up-regulated genes with Mg2+ starvation and down-regulated genes with Al3+ treatment of 

Mg2+-starved plants, suggesting reversal of these genes with Al3+-application to Mg2+-starved 

plants, which may be partly attributable to the Mg2+ present within the Al3+ media.  These 

genes (mostly transcription factors) were a distinct subset from those detected among the 

down-regulated genes in the St ∩ UsAl and StAl ∩ UsAl intersections (see 

Appendix 16 Supplementary File S7 for the lists of genes detected within each intersection). 

 

StMg ∩ StAl 

Finally, the intersection between up-regulated genes detected with Mg2+ resupply to 

Mg2+-starved plants (StMg) and down-regulated genes detected with Al3+ treatment 

(together with Mg2+ resupply) of Mg2+-starved plants (StAl) revealed an enriched category 

associated with biosynthesis of phenolics (Figure 7.7, row 6).  This intersection contained 

genes for five key enzymes associated with flavonoid biosynthesis, including chalcone 

synthase (CHS), chalcone isomerase (CHI), naringenin 3-dioxygenase (F3H), flavonoid 

3’-monooxygenase (F3’H) and dihiydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR), suggesting that Al3+ 

down-regulates flavonoid biosynthetic processes which would normally be up-regulated when 

Mg2+-starved plants are resupplied with Mg2+.  The possible significance of Al3+-regulation of 

this pathway when Mg2+ availability is restricted will be discussed further in Section 7.8.4. 

 

To summarize, many of the enriched GO categories detected among the genes in the 

intersections between treatments in this section were the same as those identified for each 

treatment individually (Figure 7.5).  Particular pathways of interest in terms of the 

relationship between Mg2+ status and Al3+ toxicity will be examined further in Section 7.8. 

 
 
7.7 Other genes of interest 
 

Besides the known Mg2+ and Al3+-responsive genes examined in Section 7.4, Ca2+ and auxin 

transport genes were also examined due to their associations with Mg2+ status and Al3+ 

toxicity respectively (see Appendix 22 for a detailed analysis).  Genes for autoinhibited 

Ca2+-transporting ATPases (ACA), calcium exchangers (CAX), cyclic nucleotide gated 

channels (CNGC) and glutamate receptors (GLR) were examined as well as the vacuolar 

two-pore channel (TPC1) gene.  In Appendix 22, Table A22.1 shows that a large proportion 
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of these genes were detected as differentially expressed, with similar changes observed for 

both Mg2+-starvation and Al3+ treatments.  These changes indicate the close involvement of 

Ca2+ homeostasis in plant responses to Mg2+ and Al3+.  A number of these genes were also 

responsive to low pH toxicity in a previous study (Lager et al., 2010), suggesting that Mg2+ 

deficiency and low pH may affect Ca2+ homeostasis in similar ways. 

 

Genes detected as enriched within the GO term ‘response to auxin stimulus’ for the 

StAl 360 and UsAl 30 treatments (Figure 7.4) were examined, as well as differentially 

expressed genes from the GO term ‘polar auxin transport’.  Differentially expressed genes 

within the ‘response to auxin stimulus’ term were divided into those which were similarly 

regulated by Al3+ treatment and Mg2+ starvation and those which were oppositely regulated by 

Al3+ treatment and Mg2+ starvation (see Appendix 22 Table A22.2). Genes responding to the 

StAl 360 and UsAl 30 treatments were mostly different, suggesting that there are 

differential transcriptomic auxin-associated responses, according to the underlying Mg2+ 

status of the plants treated with Al3+. 

 

Genes associated with polar auxin transport exhibited similar transcriptional responses to 

Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment.  Appendix 22, Table A22.3 shows that several genes, 

including PINOID (PID) and P-GLYCOPROTEIN 4 (PGP4) were up-regulated when 

Mg2+-unstarved plants were treated with Al3+, but these genes were unchanged when 

Mg2+-starved plants were treated with Al3+.  In contrast, different polar transport genes were 

differentially expressed in response to Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants, including 

CHALCONE SYNTHASE (CHS) and PIN-FORMED7 (PIN7).  These results also show that 

differential expression of particular polar auxin transport genes in response to Al3+ depends on 

the underlying Mg2+ status of the plants. 
 
 
7.8 Discussion 
 

7.8.1 Summary 

 

The objective of this work was to compare plant responses to Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ 

toxicity in order to examine how plant responses to Al3+ might be modulated by Mg2+ status.  

A large number of genes were detected as Mg2+- and Al3+-responsive in the majority of 

treatments, making a comprehensive review of individual gene changes problematic.  There 

were, however, clear patterns among up- and down-regulated genes that were associated with 
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specific plant Gene Ontology molecular functions (summarized in Figure 7.8).  The following 

main conclusions were drawn and will be discussed in the remainder of this section: 

 

1.  Mg2+ starvation resembled Al3+ toxicity primarily in that biotic stress responses were 

induced.   

 

2. Low Mg2+ status down-regulated genes associated with photosynthetic and metabolic 

processes and genes associated with these processes were up-regulated with Mg2+ resupply, 

particularly phenylpropanoid and flavonoid biosynthesis genes.   

 

3. Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants further down-regulated genes associated with certain 

metabolic pathways including flavonoid biosynthesis, while up-regulating genes associated 

with camalexin biosynthesis.   

 

4. Removal of Mg2+ from the media down-regulated genes associated with cytoskeleton 

organization and lipid metabolism and these genes were similarly regulated with Mg2+ 

starvation and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants. 

 

7.8.2 Mg2+ starvation resembles Al3+ toxicity 

 

Genes associated with a number of processes were similarly enriched between Mg2+ 

starvation and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved and Mg2+-starved plants (see Figure 7.8).  

Common across these treatments was the up-regulation of biotic stress response genes 

associated with defence against pathogen attack.  The signalling pathways for biotic stress and 

metal toxicity stress have numerous overlapping features, including increases in cytoplasmic 

 

 

 
Figure 7.8 Summary of enriched GO categories detected among microarray treatments 
Figure summarizing the GO biological function categories detected within and between the treatments examined 
in this array study (compiled from the data presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.7).  The five main treatments, St, 
StMg, StAl, Usno Mg and UsAl, are shown vertically down the centre with keywords summarizing the 
enriched GO categories identified among the up- (red boxes) and down- (green boxes) regulated genes detected 
overall for each treatment (both time points).  Significant intersections of similarly (blue) or oppositely (yellow) 
regulated genes are shown as lines connecting the treatments and keywords representing any enriched GO 
categories detected within these intersections are also shown, together with the time points being compared.  In 
all cases the same time points are compared between treatments (shown as ‘30’ or ‘360’) with the exception of 
comparisons with UsAl 30, for which ‘360, 30’ denotes comparison of the 360-min time point from the 
uppermost treatment with the UsAl 30-min treatment.  Where intersecting genes were oppositely-regulated 
between treatments boxes are shaded both red and green and the colour in the upper left of the box represents the 
regulation of the uppermost treatment in the comparison.  Abbreviations: ‘protein targ mito’: protein targeting to 
the mitochondrion; ‘protein targ chloro’: protein targeting to the chloroplast; ‘DNA repl’: DNA replication; ‘1º’: 
primary; ‘2º’: secondary; ‘brassino’: brassinosteroids; ‘glucosino’: glucosinolates; ‘polysacch catab’: 
polysaccharide catabolism. 
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Ca2+ and ROS production (reviewed in Poschenrieder et al., 2006).  Although the exact stress 

signalling pathways of Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ deficiency are not clearly understood, both Al3+ 

toxicity and Mg2+ deficiency are associated with increases in cytosolic Ca2+ and ROS 

production (Cowan, 1995; Jones et al., 2006).  Therefore, some of the transcriptomic 

similarities observed between Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ toxicity in this work may reflect up-

regulation of ROS and/or Ca2+-mediated stress signalling pathways.       

 

The other enriched categories detected from comparisons of these treatments are likely to be 

associated with the aforementioned stress responses.  Increases to JA- and SA-mediated  

signalling are associated with defence responses to biotic stress (Reymond and Farmer, 1998), 

while ABA is associated with biotic stress and abiotic stresses such as drought and cold 

(Raghavendra et al., 2010).  Ubiquitination is associated with hormonal signalling and 

mediates cross-talk with biotic defence signalling pathways (reviewed in Dreher and Callis, 

2007).  Genes associated with multidimensional cell growth and microtubule-based processes 

were down-regulated (terms ‘growth’ and ‘cytoskeleton’ in Figure 7.8, see Appendix 16 

Supplementary File S8 for details) and genes associated with cell development and 

programmed cell death were up-regulated (under term ‘defence’ in Figure 7.8) with both 

Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants.  Together, these results suggest 

that Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ treatment may be similarly regulating genes associated with 

plant growth and development following activation of defence responses and hormonal 

signalling pathways.  These responses are likely to be associated with the growth inhibition 

and/or general stress which arise with both Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ toxicity.  However, the 

two stresses do not induce the same physiological responses (see Chapter 3.11.13), suggesting 

that these pathways overlap but are not the same. 

 

7.8.3 Mg2+ resupply up-regulates phenylpropanoid biosynthesis 

 

Genes down-regulated by Mg2+ starvation were associated with both primary and secondary 

metabolism, presumably reflecting the crucial role of Mg2+ in photosynthesis and energy 

production via the Calvin cycle (Pakrasi et al., 2001), as well as its role in activating 

metabolic enzymes (Cowan, 2002). 

 

Six hours of Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved plants reversed the expression of genes associated 

with a number of processes associated with Mg2+ starvation, including both primary and 

secondary metabolism (see Figure 7.8).  The up-regulated secondary metabolism genes were 

associated with phenylpropanoid biosynthesis and included ten of the key enzymes in the 
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phenylpropanoid pathway and its derivative flavonoid biosynthetic pathways (shown in 

Figure 7.9, pathways at left).  These genes were preferentially transcribed as the metabolic 

deficiency associated with Mg2+ starvation was alleviated, suggesting that early 

phenylpropanoid biosynthesis is an important aspect of plant recovery from Mg2+ starvation.  

Increased biosynthesis of metabolites in these pathways may be important for several 

processes associated with Mg2+ status.  These could include flavonoid-mediated protection 

against photooxidative stress (Havaux and Kloppstech, 2001; Cakmak and Kirkby, 2008), 

flavonoid regulation of plant development (Buer and Djordjevic, 2009) and an increased 

requirement for cell wall components such as lignin as plant growth resumes (Li et al., 2010).  

 
7.8.4 Al3+ modulates secondary metabolism in a metabolite-deficient 
environment 

 

When Mg2+-starved plants were treated with Al3+, in spite of the Mg2+ present in this media, 

distinct metabolic effects were observed in comparison to the Mg2+-resupply treatment.  Six 

of the key flavonoid biosynthetic enzymes were down-regulated, while eight enzymes from 

the indole pathway and its derivative camalexin pathway were up-regulated (see Figure 7.9). 

 

Given the common precursor, chorismate, in each of the phenylpropanoid and indole 

biosynthetic pathways, down-regulation of the enzymes in one branch might increase 

chorismate availability to the other.  This could have particular importance in Mg2+-starved 

plants, which have reduced primary and secondary metabolism and thereby reduced 

abundance of metabolic precursors.  Indeed, the observation that genes for flavonoid 

biosynthetic enzymes were not differentially regulated with Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved 

plants, further supports this theory.  Nonetheless, the genes for two key enzymes in the 

phenylpropanoid biosynthetic pathway, prephenate dehydratase (PD1 in Appendix 21, shown 

as PD in Figure 7.9) and 4-coumarate CoA ligase (4CL) were down-regulated with Al3+ 

treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants (see Figure 7.9).  Therefore Al3+ treatment may still 

reduce flavonoid biosynthesis in Mg2+-unstarved plants by reducing the abundance of 

4-coumarate CoA, which is required for flavonoid biosynthesis. 

 

Up-regulation of genes for indole and camalexin biosynthetic enzymes was observed with 

Al3+ treatment, irrespective of the underlying Mg2+ status of the plants prior to treatment 

(Figure 7.9).  Camalexin is the main phytoalexin in Arabidopsis and is produced as part of the 

plant defence response to biotic stress (Glawischnig, 2007).  Heavy metals can act as elicitors 

of biotic defence responses (Mert-Turk et al., 2003), suggesting an overlap between biotic and  
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abiotic stress in camalexin induction.  Camalexin is associated with ROS, JA, SA and 

ethylene signalling pathways, although aside from its antimicrobial effects, the exact role of 

camalexin is unclear (reviewed in Glawischnig, 2007).  That genes for camalexin biosynthetic 

enzymes were up-regulated with Al3+ treatment further confirms the overlap between Al3+ 

toxicity and defence responses (as described in Section 7.8.2) and suggests that camalexin 

biosynthesis may be an important response to Al3+-induced stress in plants.  Interestingly, 

genes for camalexin biosynthetic enzymes were not up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation (Figure 

7.9, left hand side), suggesting a divergence between the stress responses induced by Mg2+ 

starvation and Al3+ toxicity. 

 

The increased transcription of camalexin biosynthesis genes upon Al3+ exposure in 

Mg2+-starved plants, even at the expense of other important metabolic pathways, suggests that 

camalexin biosynthesis is an important aspect of plant defence to stress.  However, camalexin 

biosynthesis may be adapted to combat acute stress, such as pathogen attack, rather than long-

term stress and its ongoing production may be energetically expensive.  This could exacerbate 

metabolic deficiencies in Mg2+-starved plants.  Furthermore, in spite of modulating other 

metabolic pathways to favour camalexin biosynthesis, plants with reduced primary 

metabolism (as a result of Mg2+ deficiency or other metabolic stresses) may not produce 

adequate quantities of camalexin to sufficiently combat Al3+ stress. 

 

Alterations to the flavonoid and indole biosynthetic pathways to favour increased camalexin 

biosynthesis upon Al3+ exposure could indirectly affect other processes associated with Mg2+ 

 

 
 
Figure 7.9 Biosynthesis of chorismate-derived secondary metabolites 
Figure showing the products of the metabolic pathways downstream of chorismate, in particular the 
phenylpropanoid, flavonoid, indole, camalexin, auxin (IAA) and indole glucosinolate biosynthetic pathways.  
Enzymes which were detected as differentially expressed in one or more treatments in this work are bolded and 
the change detected for each of Mg2+ starvation (St 30/360 treatments), Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360 treatment), 
Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants (StAl 360 treatment) and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants 
(UsAl 360 treatment) is shown in the boxes alongside from left to right respectively (up-regulated is 
highlighted in red, down-regulated in green, no-change in white and both up- and down-regulated in brown).   
Abbreviations are as follows: ICS, isochorismate synthase; CM, chorismate mutase; PDH, prephenate 
dehydrogenase; PAT, prephenate aminotransferase; PD, prephenate dehydratase; AAAAT, aromatic amino acid 
aminotransferase; TyrA, arogenate dehydrogenase; ADT, arogenate dehydratase; PAL, phenylalanine/tyrosine 
ammonia lyase; C4H, cinnamate 4-hydroxylase; 4CL, 4-coumarate CoA ligase; CCR, cinnamoyl-CoA reductase; 
CAD, cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase; CHS, chalcone synthase; CHI, chalcone isomerase; FS; flavone 
synthase; IFS, isoflavone synthase; F3H, flavonone 3-hydroxylase; F3’H, flavonone 3’-hydroylase; F3’5’H, 
flavonone 3’5’-hydroxylase; FLS, flavonol synthase; DFR, dihydroflavonol reductase; ANS, anthocyanidin 
synthase; F3GT, flavonol 3-o-glucosyl transferase; ASN, anthranilate synthase; PRT, phosphoribosyl 
anthranilate transferase; PAI, phosphoribosyl anthranilate isomerase; IGPS, indole-3-glycerol phosphate 
synthase; TSα, tryptophan synthase alpha subunit; TSβ, tryptophan synthase beta subunit; CYP, cytochrome 
P450; NIT, nitrilase. 
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status and Al3+ toxicity.  As discussed in Section 7.8.3, phenylpropanoid pathway derivatives 

have important roles in alleviating light stress and modulating growth, while the indole 

biosynthetic pathway derivative, tryptophan, is the precursor not only of camalexin, but also 

of the auxin indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and indole glucosinolates (reviewed in Tzin and 

Galili, 2010).  Auxin biosynthetic pathways are incompletely characterized (Zhao, 2010), 

although transcripts for known auxin biosynthetic enzymes were not detected as enriched in 

this work.  However, different subsets of auxin-responsive genes were enriched for each Al3+ 

treatment, depending on the underlying Mg2+-status of the plants (see Appendix 22) and 

differentially expressed polar auxin transport genes detected in these treatments also 

suggested regulation according to Mg2+ status.  Flavonoids have previously been shown to 

regulate auxin transport in a number of studies (reviewed in Peer and Murphy, 2007); 

therefore, reduced flavonoid biosynthesis in Mg2+-starved plants could alter Al3+-induced 

auxin responses and differentially regulate plant growth.  

 

Interestingly, a MATE efflux gene was identified as up-regulated from analysis of early 

transcriptomic responses to Al3+ in both Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants (Table 7.5).  

Although not regulated by Mg2+ in this work, previous studies have shown that this gene is 

also up-regulated in leaves during early Mg2+ removal and Mg2+ starvation (Hermans et al., 

2010a, b).  The protein that this gene encodes was identified in a proteomic analysis of 

tonoplast proteins (Shimaoka et al., 2004) and the gene groups into a clade of MATE genes 

which includes a transparent testa mutant (tt12) that is associated with flavonoid transport into 

the vacuole in proanthocyanidin (PA)-accumulating cells (Marinova et al., 2007; Shoji et al., 

2009).  Therefore, besides modulating flavonoid biosynthesis, Al3+ and Mg2+ may also 

regulate flavonoid localization.  This process could be important for flavonoid accumulation 

in cell types that provide phytoprotection against stress, such as the Al3+-tolerant root apex 

epidermal cells found in camphor roots (Osawa et al., 2011). 

 

Genes associated with terpenoid biosynthesis were down-regulated in both the Mg2+-starved 

and StAl treatments (Figure 7.8), although besides genes associated with brassinosteroid 

biosynthesis, genes within specific pathways were not significantly enriched.  Terpenoids 

encompass a large variety of secondary metabolites, including the phytohormones ABA, 

gibberellins and brassinosteroids, and pigment molecules such as carotenoids and vitamins 

(reviewed in Zwenger and Basu, 2008).  Their down-regulation with both Mg2+ starvation and 

Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants may reflect metabolic insufficiencies or stress in 

general.  Brassinosteroids are phytohormones produced from triterpenes and are associated 

with numerous cellular and physiological processes, including spatial growth regulation and 
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photomorphogenesis (reviewed in Sasse, 2003).  They are also associated with tolerance to 

abiotic and biotic stress, which may be mediated by ROS signalling (Xia et al., 2009).  

Therefore down-regulation of brassinosteroid biosynthesis genes with Mg2+ starvation and 

Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants may be associated with either the reduced growth or the 

stress associated with both these treatments. 

 

Four genes associated with glucosinolate biosynthesis were also down-regulated in both the 

Mg2+-starved and StAl treatments (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S8 for details).  

These genes are part of the aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthetic pathway and are independent 

of the phenylpropanoid and indole biosynthetic pathways in Figure 7.9 (reviewed in Sonderby 

et al., 2010).  The possible reason for down-regulation of this metabolic pathway with Mg2+ 

starvation and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants is unclear, since biosynthesis of 

glucosinolates are primarily associated with pathogen defence (Halkier and Gershenzon, 

2006) and both these treatments seemingly up-regulated defence responses (Section 7.8.2).  

This anomaly may reflect as-yet uncharacterized roles of glucosinolates in plant development 

or may be due to cross-talk between the hormonal and signalling pathways activated by Mg2+ 

deficiency and Al3+ toxicity stresses. 

 

Several genes associated with polysaccharide catabolism were down-regulated with Mg2+ 

starvation and further down-regulated by Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants.  These 

included xylosidases involved in xyloglucan modification and genes associated with starch 

degradation (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S8 for specific genes).  Down-regulation of 

the majority of these genes has previously been observed in Mg2+-starved Arabidopsis leaves 

(Hermans et al., 2010b), suggesting that both processes are associated with Mg2+ starvation.  

Increased starch accumulation is a known feature of Mg2+ deficiency in plant leaves (Hermans 

and Verbruggen, 2005), while altered abundance of cell wall components, including 

hemicelluloses, have been reported following Al3+ treatment, together with reduced cell wall 

extensibility and growth (Tabuchi and Matsumoto, 2001; Hossain et al., 2006).  Therefore 

both Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants may be similarly affecting 

sugar partitioning and cell wall modifications.  However, these genes were insensitive to Al3+ 

treatment in Mg2+-unstarved plants and in other Al3+ array studies (see Appendix 16 

Supplementary File S8).  Therefore it is unclear whether differential expression of these genes 

in Mg2+-starved plants treated with Al3+ reflects an Al3+-specific response, or whether it is 

associated with an overall increase in general stress which exacerbates the responses already 

elicited with Mg2+ starvation. 
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7.8.5 Mg2+ removal down-regulates Al3+-regulated genes 

 

Relatively few genes were differentially expressed in response to Mg2+ removal from the 

media in comparison with the other treatments examined (Section 7.3 Figure 7.4).  However, 

five down-regulated genes were identified which were associated with cytoskeleton 

organization and lipid metabolism (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S8 for details).  

These genes were also down-regulated with longer-term Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment of 

Mg2+-unstarved plants, although the significance of these genes changes in these treatments is 

uncertain, given the large numbers of gene responses detected for each.  It is possible that the 

five genes may be associated with sensing the external Mg2+ in the media, irrespective of the 

Mg2+ status of the plant.  If so, the similar down-regulation of these genes when Al3+ and 

Mg2+ are supplied together (in the ‘Al’ treatment) suggests that Al3+ may interfere with the 

sensing of media Mg2+, or may itself elicit an effect which mimics Mg2+ removal.  

Surprisingly, no genes were detected which were regulated by both Mg2+ removal from the 

media and Mg2+ resupply (Section 7.6.2).  This result suggests that that plant responses to 

removal of media Mg2+ are distinct from those associated with Mg2+ resupply (discussed in 

Section 7.8.3). 

 

Early removal of media Mg2+ (30 min) down-regulated two genes associated with 

cytoskeleton organization: a formin homology 2 (FH2) domain-containing protein and an 

expansin, AtEXPA17 (see Section 7.6 Table 7.5).  Formins are associated with polarized cell 

growth (a feature of pollen tubes and root hairs) and are intermediates in signal-transduction 

cascades involved in cytoskeleton reorganization (reviewed in Deeks et al., 2002).  Expansins 

are associated with cell wall loosening to allow multidimensional cell growth and their down-

regulation may be associated with reduced growth (Choi et al., 2006).  Down-regulation of 

AtEXPA17 was previously observed when Arabidopsis roots were exposed to low pH, 

suggesting that this gene may be associated with cell wall modification in response to low pH 

toxicity (Lager et al., 2010).  This observation was supported by the finding that AtEXPA17 

was initially down-regulated at pH 4 in the UsAl treatment but up-regulated at the later 

360-min time point, in which the pH is closer to 5.7 (Chapter 3 Section 3.10).  That 

AtEXPA17 was also down-regulated by Mg2+ removal suggests that the absence of media 

Mg2+ may affect growth in a similar way to low pH toxicity.   

 

A large number of the differentially expressed genes detected in this work were previously 

identified as responsive to low pH by Lager et al. (2010, see Appendix 19).  In particular, 

members of the Mg2+-associated Ca2+ transport gene families reviewed in Chapter 1 
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Sections 1.3.5 and 1.4.3 (genes for cyclic nucleotide gated channels, CNGCs; Ca2+ 

exchangers, CAXs; autoinhibited Ca2+-transporting ATPases, ACAs; glutamate receptors, 

GLRs; and the two-pore channel, TPC1) were identified as responsive to Mg2+ starvation and 

Al3+ treatment (see Appendix 22).  The differential expressions of these genes were, where 

detected, similar between Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment, with opposite effects observed 

for Mg2+ resupply.  Furthermore, many of these genes were differentially expressed the same 

way with low pH toxicity (Aarts et al., 2003; Lager et al., 2010, see Appendix 16 

Supplementary File S8 for details).  This observation suggests that Mg2+ starvation regulates 

the expression of Ca2+ transport genes in a similar way to that of low pH toxicity and supports 

the hypothesis that these transcription changes may arise in response to similar signal 

transduction cascades initiated by each treatment.  Whether Al3+ might play an additional role 

in such processes is unclear, since Al3+ toxicity and low pH toxicity are not easily separated 

and no attempts to do so were made in this microarray study.  Possible interactions between 

low pH, Mg2+, Al3+ and Ca2+ will be discussed further in Chapter 8 Section 8.2.1. 

 

Following 360 min of Mg2+ removal, three genes associated with lipid metabolism were 

down-regulated; an S-adenosyl-L-methionine:carboxyl methyltransferase (SAMT)-like 

protein, a gibberellin (GA) oxidase gene, AtGA2OX4, and a GDSL-motif lipase/hydrolase 

family protein (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S8 for details).  SAMT enzymes 

methylate secondary metabolites like the phytohormones JA and SA (Zubieta et al., 2003); 

hence this gene may play a role in transduction of the defence-associated responses detected 

for Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ stress (Section 7.8.2).  This particular SAMT-like protein is 

rapidly up-regulated with gravity stimulation (Kimbrough et al., 2004), suggesting that it may 

play a specific role in root growth responses.   

 

Gibberellin oxidases inactivate GAs, which are important for stimulating cell elongation 

(reviewed in Rieu et al., 2008).  These enzymes are responsive to abiotic stress, including 

cold, drought, salt and wounding (Achard et al., 2008; Rieu et al., 2008).  Eriksson et al. 

(2006) have proposed that they may play a role in preventing GAs in the shoot apex from 

coming into contact with the shoot meristem.  Therefore down-regulation of AtGA2OX4 with 

Mg2+ removal, Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment may be associated with the different 

morphological effects of Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ toxicity on root meristematic cells (see 

Chapter 3 Section 3.9).  

 

The function of the GDSL protein is less clear, although previous Al3+ toxicity and Mg2+ 

starvation studies have identified two other down-regulated GDSL proteins (Goodwin and 
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Sutter, 2009; Hermans et al., 2010b), while increased expression of a third GDSL was 

associated with an Al3+-tolerant maize genotype (Mattiello et al., 2010).  GDSL lipases are 

associated with plant development and morphogenesis (reviewed in Akoh et al., 2004), 

therefore differential expression of GDSL proteins may represent growth effects induced by 

Mg2+-starvation and Al3+-toxicity. 

 

Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved plants did not reverse the expression of any of the five genes 

described, suggesting that they transduce a response to Mg2+ removal, but not Mg2+ supply.  

Nonetheless, Visscher et al. (2010) found that AtEXPA17 was up-regulated following 

exposure to toxic concentrations of Mg2+; therefore differential expression of this gene may 

be associated with maintenance of cellular homeostasis following substantial deviations from 

normal media Mg2+ concentrations.  The five genes were also not further regulated by Al3+ 

treatment of Mg2+-starved plants, suggesting that the effects of Mg2+ removal and low 

pH/Al3+ toxicity are not additive. 

 

7.8.6 Other considerations 

 

The transcriptomic responses detected in this work used combined root and shoot tissue, 

providing a good overview of the transcriptional responses to Mg2+ and Al3+ in Arabidopsis.  

Tissue-specific expression was not determined.  In future work it would be useful to measure 

whether similar responses are detected in the root tip, which is particularly sensitive to Al3+ 

(Ryan et al., 1993).  Furthermore, measurements of secondary metabolites identified in this 

work, including flavonoids, camalexin and auxin, would help determine whether their 

abundance or localization or both is modified.  Moreover, root-specific quantification and 

localization of other differentially expressed genes of interest would also be of particular 

interest, as well as measurements of changes in cytosolic Ca2+ (discussed further in Chapter 8 

Section 8.3.3). 

 

The experimental design was constrained by a number of features which could affect 

transcriptional responses to Mg2+ and Al3+, including the submerged conditions in the growth 

method, tissue differences between Mg2+-starved and unstarved plants, differences in RNA 

abundance and the low pH required for the Al3+ treatments (each described in Section 7.2).  In 

particular, the low pH required for Al3+ activity made it impossible to separate transcriptomic 

responses to Al3+ and low pH.  This issue is commonly encountered with Al3+ toxicity studies 

and although the two stresses appear different in some studies (Plieth et al., 1999; Ahn et al., 

2002; Bose et al., 2010a), attempts to distinguish them are problematic (Kinraide, 1991). 
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Therefore it should be kept in mind that many of the responses attributed to Al3+ toxicity in 

this discussion could in fact be due to low pH toxicity.  Some transcriptional responses 

detected in this work implicated low pH rather than Al3+ (for example differential expression 

of Ca2+ transport genes and AtEXPA17 regulation).  However, for the remaining responses 

attributed to Al3+, further experiments investigating low pH on its own would be required to 

conclusively show that these responses are not instead a result of low pH treatment. 

 

Categorization of genes using an ontology system such as the Gene Ontology (GO) is useful 

for interpreting large datasets of differentially expressed genes, such as those obtained in this 

work (reviewed in Curtis et al., 2005).  However, since the biological functions of 

approximately one third of Arabidopsis genes are still unknown (Kourmpetis et al., 2011), 

many are not assigned to functional categories.  Furthermore, there is extensive overlap 

between GO categories, which can complicate data interpretation (for example drought stress 

responses, which overlap with ABA responses, see StMg 360 up-regulated genes in 

Appendix 16 Supplementary File S5).  Therefore, where GO categories were detected as 

enriched, it is still important to examine individual gene responses, since genes within a 

particular category may be sub-divided further according to the particular treatment being 

investigated (see Section 7.5 and responses shaded in orange in Table 7.2).  Individual genes 

which were not detected within an enriched process, but were differentially expressed in 

response to a treatment, may still be of biological importance for understanding the molecular 

processes involved.  Therefore, although examination of enriched GO categories provides a 

good overview of the molecular processes that are likely occurring, examination of individual 

genes and gene products (such as proteins and metabolites) are still important for confirming 

a particular molecular response.  Although some genes were interpreted individually in this 

work, the large numbers of differentially expressed genes detected leaves extensive room for 

further analysis and interpretation of this data. 

  

Only two microarray replicates were used for examining each treatment in this work and 

quantitative PCR confirmations were not made.  The data quality obtained from the replicates 

was high (Section 7.2.2) and there was good agreement with similar microarray studies as 

well as detection of individually characterized Mg2+- and Al3+-associated genes (Section 7.4 

and Appendices 17-19), suggesting that the results obtained in this work are representative of 

the treatments being investigated.  However, it would still be useful to use real-time PCR to 

quantify the expression patterns of specific genes of interest identified in this analysis. 
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7.8.7 In conclusion 

 

This work presents the first reported comparison of the transcriptomic effects of Al3+ toxicity 

and Mg2+ status in plants.  Similar biotic stress responses were up-regulated by Al3+ 

application and Mg2+ starvation, suggesting overlapping signalling pathways between these 

two treatments.  Mg2+-resupply to Mg2+-starved plants reversed Mg2+-starvation responses 

and up-regulated genes associated with phenylpropanoid biosynthesis, suggesting the 

importance of these metabolites for resumed photosynthetic and developmental processes.  In 

contrast, Al3+ application to Mg2+-starved plants down-regulated genes associated with 

phenylpropanoid biosynthesis and instead up-regulated genes associated with biosynthesis of 

the phytoalexin, camalexin.  Together, these results suggests that Al3+ differentially regulates 

secondary metabolism, particularly in metabolically restricted conditions such as Mg2+ 

starvation, and differential regulation of secondary metabolism by Al3+ may adversely affect 

photosynthetic and development processes.  Mg2+ removal from Mg2+-unstarved plants also 

identified a small set of genes similarly down-regulated by Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved 

plants and Mg2+-starvation, which may be associated with growth, possibly via pH sensing 

and Ca2+-mediated signal transduction.  In conclusion, this work shows that Mg2+ starvation 

and Al3+ toxicity elicit many common transcriptional responses and identifies several genes 

and pathways of interest for future research. 
 
 
 
  
 



 
 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

Concluding discussion 

8.1 Synopsis 
 

Al3+ toxicity is one of the major limitations to agricultural productivity, yet its molecular 

mechanism remains unknown.  The objective of the work in this thesis was to investigate, 

using physiological, transgenic and genomic approaches, how the primary mechanism of Al3+ 

toxicity is associated with Mg2+ status in plants. 

 

Physiological studies showed that plant Mg2+ status was protective against Al3+ (and low pH) 

toxicity, although Mg2+ deficiency and Al3+ toxicity were not physiologically alike.  Removal 

of media Mg2+ induced some transcriptomic changes similar to those observed with Mg2+ 

starvation and Al3+ treatment; however, the presence or absence of media Mg2+ did not 

substantially affect the extent of Al3+-induced root tip damage.  Therefore, it was concluded 

that the mechanism of Al3+ toxicity to plants is not solely inhibition of Mg2+ uptake from the 

media, but rather it must involve one or more Mg2+-associated processes which are dependent 

on internal plant Mg2+ status.   

 

Expression of the high-affinity bacterial CorA and yeast ALR1 genes in transgenic 

Arabidopsis plants produced some surprising phenotypes which provided valuable insights 

into the relationship between Al3+ and Mg2+ in plants.  Previous studies had shown that 

increased or heterologous expression improved both Mg2+ uptake and Al3+ tolerance in yeast 

(MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998) and plants (Deng et al., 2006).  Similar results were 

obtained for crALR1 plants (at least in terms of Al3+ tolerance), but expression of the CorA 

gene in plants resulted in phenotypes opposite to those expected.  By examination of 

segregating CorA lines, it became evident that CorA plants had disruptions to Mg2+ 
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homeostasis which were dependent on media Mg2+ and the strength of CorA expression.  

Perhaps of most interest was the root tip morphology of Mg2+-starved CorA plants, which 

resembled WT plants that had been treated with Al3+.  Therefore, it was concluded that Al3+ 

toxicity may disrupt Mg2+ homeostasis in WT plants directly, perhaps by interfering with 

Mg2+ transport and redistribution within the plant or by interacting with a process which is 

regulated by Mg2+. 

 

Microarray analyses complemented the physiological and transgenic studies, providing 

further insight into molecular pathways regulated by both Mg2+ and Al3+.  Genes associated 

with biotic stress, hormone responses and Ca2+ transport were similarly regulated by both 

treatments suggesting induction of common signalling pathways.  Al3+ differentially induced 

auxin-responsive and polar auxin transport genes, according to plant Mg2+ status prior to 

treatment, suggesting that Mg2+ modulates plant Al3+-induced auxin responses.  Mg2+ was 

important for primary and secondary metabolite biosynthetic pathway gene expression and 

Al3+ modulated some of the same pathways; in particular, genes associated with the flavonoid 

biosynthetic pathway were up-regulated by Mg2+ resupply and down-regulated by Al3+, 

possibly to favour of biosynthesis of camalexin for Al3+-induced defence responses.  

Flavonoids are also associated with auxin regulation and plant development (reviewed in Peer 

and Murphy, 2007); therefore flavonoid biosynthesis may be associated with regulation of the 

downstream signalling pathways associated with Mg2+ and Al3+. 

 

To my knowledge, this work provides the most comprehensive assessment of the involvement 

of Mg2+ with Al3+ toxicity undertaken to date in Arabidopsis.  The physiological, transgenic 

and genomic data presented in this thesis collectively show that plant Mg2+ status directly 

affects sensitivity to Al3+.  The observation that ectopic expression of two Mg2+ transport 

genes, each with different Mg2+-associated phenotypes can either increase or decrease Al3+ 

sensitivity shows that specifically targeting Mg2+ transport alters Al3+ toxicity.  Moreover, a 

phenotype resembling that of Al3+ toxicity was obtained by altering Mg2+ transport in plants.  

These data strongly support the hypothesis that Mg2+ plays a key role in the mechanism of 

Al3+ toxicity.  Mg2+ also directly affected plant sensitivity to low pH, and low pH toxicity was 

morphologically indistinguishable from Al3+ toxicity, albeit milder.  Therefore, low pH, Mg2+ 

and Al3+ may all interact in the same molecular process. 

 

In this chapter, putative mechanisms of Al3+ toxicity are discussed in terms of the data 

presented in this work.  Future avenues of research to test these hypotheses are also addressed, 

together with other areas of interest which arose during the course of this work.  Finally, the 
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implications of establishing the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity are considered, as well as 

the possible applications of an improved understanding of Mg2+ homeostasis in plants. 

 
 
8.2 The mechanism of Al3+ toxicity 
 

8.2.1 Overview 

 

The primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity probably centres on a single initial effect, with 

myriad other effects arising downstream of this process.  The timing and localization of Al3+ 

toxicity in plant roots suggest that any such effect must be initiated within minutes and 

specifically target the Al3+-sensitive DTZ.  Results from this work and other studies suggest 

that plant Mg2+ status and low pH are closely associated with the primary mechanism of Al3+ 

toxicity.  This hypothesis reflects findings in yeast, for which Al3+ toxicity was only 

detectable when media pH and Mg2+ availability were both reduced (MacDiarmid and 

Gardner, 1996).   

 

The molecular targets at which Al3+, low pH and Mg2+ interact are unknown.  In this section, 

three possible explanations for the primary molecular mechanism of Al3+ toxicity are 

discussed that could fit with the data obtained in this work (summarized in Figure 8.1): 

 

1. Al3+ might exacerbate low pH toxicity by, for example, inhibiting H+-ATPase activity or 

proton uptake (Figure 8.1 A). 

 

2.  Al3+ might activate GLRs, causing cytosolic Ca2+ influx and triggering signal transduction 

processes (Figure 8.1 B). 

 

3. Al3+ might disrupt intracellular Mg2+ distributions by interacting directly with Mg2+ 

transport proteins (Figure 8.1 C).   

 

The first two possible mechanisms involving low pH toxicity and Ca2+ influx are discussed in 

Sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3, then how plant Mg2+ status might fit with each of these mechanisms 

is discussed in Section 8.2.4.  The suitability of the original hypothesis proposed at the 

commencement of this work that Al3+ directly inhibits Mg2+ uptake is considered in 

Section 8.2.5, and finally, Section 8.2.6 considers whether Al3+ might instead activate Mg2+ 

efflux. 
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8.2.2 Al3+ interactions with pH homeostasis 

 

When plants are exposed to low pH, protons enter the cytosol and the membrane depolarizes 

(Shabala et al., 1997; Babourina et al., 2001).  If the low pH exposure is sufficiently extreme, 

cytosolic pH also drops within a few minutes and remains at a reduced value for at least the 

 

 

 
 
Figure 8.1 Three proposed mechanisms of Al3+ toxicity 
Schematic of a plant cell summarizing three possible mechanisms of Al3+ toxicity described in Sections 8.2.2 to 
8.2.6 of this Chapter. A: Al3+ disrupts the electrochemical gradient across the plasma membrane by inhibiting 
H+-ATPases or proton uptake which may activate voltage-dependent cation channels (VDCCs), leading to Ca2+ 
influx into the cytosol; B: Al3+ activation of outward anion (X-) channels activates voltage-independent cation 
channels (VICCs), which in turn may activate VDCCs; C: Al3+ inhibition of Mg2+ uptake and enhanced Mg2+ 
release leads to reduced cytosolic Mg2+ availability for Mg2+-regulated processes presented in A and B, reducing 
ATPase activity and enhancing Ca2+ influx.  All three scenarios lead to an abnormal rise in cytosolic Ca2+ which 
initiates signal transduction cascades which ultimately give rise to the morphological effects of Al3+ toxicity 
observed in the DTZ.  The vacuole is shown in blue, dots representing H+ (low pH), Al3+, Ca2+, Mg2+ and X- are 
shown in black, red, blue, green and grey respectively.  See text and Chapter 1 Section 1.3.5 for descriptions of 
rca, GLR, ACA, CAX and TPC1 transporters. 
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next 30 min (Plieth et al., 1999).  A rise in cytosolic Ca2+ is also observed, which correlates 

with the pattern of pH decline (Plieth et al., 1999) and may be mediated by voltage-gated Ca2+ 

channels in the plasma membrane and intracellular organelles (summarized in Figure 8.1 A).  

Proton influx is greatest in the DTZ (Ryan et al., 1992; Bose et al., 2010b) and correlates with 

an increase in apoplastic pH, returning it to that of normal growth media (approximately pH 

5.5, Bose et al., 2010b).  This rapid movement of H+ into the cell may be a protective 

response to maintain a normal electrochemical gradient across the plasma membrane in order 

to retain correct ion transport and sensing of external stimuli in the DTZ (Ahn et al., 2002). 

 

Al3+ toxicity is impossible to separate from low pH, since bioactive Al3+ is only active at pH 

values below 5 (Kinraide, 1991).  The effects of low pH on plants are temporally and spatially 

similar to those of Al3+ toxicity, suggesting that they may share a common mechanism of 

toxicity (reviewed in Vitorello et al., 2005).  Moreover, work examining a mutant sensitive to 

proton rhizotoxicity, stop1, has revealed that genes involved in pH homeostasis and Al3+ 

tolerance are similarly regulated, suggesting that low pH and Al3+ toxicities initiate similar 

tolerance responses (Sawaki et al., 2009).  The additive effect observed when Al3+ was 

combined with already toxic low pH treatments in this work suggests that Al3+ exacerbates 

low pH toxicity.  There are three possible ways in which Al3+ might increase toxicity 

associated with low pH: Al3+ could promote low pH toxicity directly, Al3+ could interfere 

with plant defences against low pH toxicity, or Al3+ toxicity could trigger a downstream effect 

which is the same as that triggered by low pH.   

 

The simplest explanation for how Al3+ might increase low pH toxicity is by promoting 

excessive H+ influx into the cytosol, through reduced H+ efflux or reduced intracellular 

storage, such that acidification of the cytosol and toxicity effects arise.  Intracellular pH is 

tightly controlled (reviewed in Rengel, 2002); however, excessive H+ influx could cause a 

detrimental cytosolic pH drop which could trigger acute stress responses and cell death.  

Plasma membrane and tonoplast H+-ATPases are important for controlling cytosolic pH; 

therefore their reduced activity or excessive H+ influx could impair pH homeostasis.  This 

theory is supported by reports that Al3+ rapidly depolarizes the plasma membrane, reduces 

cytosolic pH, inhibits H+-ATPase activity and H+ efflux in isolated membrane vesicles and 

causes cytosolic Ca2+ influx (Ahn et al., 2001; Moseyko and Feldman, 2001; Sivaguru et al., 

2003a; Illes et al., 2006).  However, severely Al3+-damaged wheat roots maintain their proton 

extrusion capacity (Kinraide, 1988); therefore impaired plasma membrane integrity or plasma 

membrane H+-ATPase activity does not adequately explain the Al3+ toxicity observed in some 

plants.     
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Other studies have found that Al3+ application has opposing effects to low pH and instead 

reduces H+ influx, hyperpolarizes the membrane, increases cytosolic pH, reduces apoplastic 

pH and reduces cytosolic Ca2+ (Plieth et al., 1999; Ahn et al., 2002; Bose et al., 2010a).  

Although alleviation of low pH toxicity by Al3+ has been reported for some media 

combinations (Kinraide, 1993), the data obtained by Bose and co-workers correlated with 

increases in Al3+ concentration and toxicity (2010b).  Therefore, a second possibility is that 

Al3+ interferes with the H+ influx associated with low pH tolerance in the apoplast, causing 

hyperpolarization of the membrane.  Interestingly, a mutant resistant to both low pH and Al3+ 

also had increased H+ influx and apoplastic pH in comparison with WT plants (Degenhardt et 

al., 1998; Bose et al., 2010a).  The tolerance of this mutant was abolished if the external 

media was buffered; suggesting that changes to the electrochemical gradient in the DTZ may 

be associated with both low pH and Al3+ toxicities.  Combined, these data suggest that Al3+ 

might promote low pH toxicity by interfering with plant defences against low pH in the DTZ 

apoplast. 

 

There are several explanations by which Al3+ could cause increased acidification of the 

apoplast under low pH conditions.  Al3+ might specifically interact with membrane 

transporters such that H+ cotransporters are inhibited or H+ efflux to the apoplast is activated.  

Alternatively, Al3+ might interact with the cell wall or the cell membrane to affect ion 

homeostasis indirectly by causing structural changes to the wall or membrane composition 

(reviewed in Chapter 1 Sections 1.8.1 and 1.8.3).  Al3+ might enter the cell and directly 

interact with V-ATPases, inhibiting their activity and thereby reducing H+ sequestration into 

the vacuole (discussed further in Section 8.2.4).  An Al3+-tolerant wheat variety with 

increased V-ATPase and metabolic activity has increased Al3+ tolerance (Hamilton et al., 

2001); however this may be an indirect protective effect associated with increased metabolic 

activity.  Whichever the case, Al3+-induced acidification of the apoplast and the associated 

membrane hyperpolarization could trigger a signal transduction cascade which leads to cell 

death and the root tip damage observed with Al3+ toxicity.   

 

In the absence of Al3+, treatment with very low pH or reduced metabolic activity might 

similarly cause acidification of the apoplast and membrane hyperpolarization.  Under low 

Mg2+ conditions, metabolic activity and V-ATPase activity would likely be reduced; therefore 

H+ influx and sequestration from the apoplast might be also be reduced when plants are 

exposed to low pH.  Although low pH toxicity in Mg2+-unstarved plants was not detected in 

this work, Koyama et al. (2001) detected low pH toxicity only in actively growing plants, and 

non-growing plants exhibited no low pH toxicity.  This observation may reflect the already 
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high metabolic energy requirements existing in actively growing plant roots such that 

V-ATPase activity cannot be adequately maintained. 

 

The third possibility for how Al3+ might increase low pH-associated toxicity is by activating 

some downstream effect which is also activated independently by low pH toxicity.  Several 

groups have suggested that Al3+ toxicity and low pH toxicity are not alike (Ryan et al., 1992; 

Koyama et al., 1995; Bose et al., 2010b); for example, Ryan et al. found that the 

Al3+-mediated inhibition of low-pH-associated H+ influx does not always precede 

Al3+-induced root growth inhibition (1992).  Therefore, the apparently additive effects of Al3+ 

and low pH toxicities observed in this work might reflect similar growth responses which are 

triggered by two independent primary mechanisms. 

 

8.2.3 Cytosolic Ca2+ and glutamate  

 

Besides being highly sensitive to low pH and Al3+, the DTZ is also the most sensitive region 

of roots to exogenous Ca2+ (reviewed in Baluska et al., 2004).  Transient Ca2+ rises are 

important for initiating and transducing numerous responses to environmental stimuli, 

including biotic and abiotic stress and the patterns of these Ca2+ rises are very specific to 

particular stimuli and the responses elicited (reviewed in Kudla et al., 2010). Both low pH and 

Al3+ treatments increase cytosolic Ca2+ (see Section 8.2.2 and Chapter 1 Section 1.8.8), 

although two studies have shown that Al3+ represses the rise in cytosolic Ca2+ associated with 

low pH toxicity (Plieth et al., 1999; Bose et al., 2010a).  Application of the iGluR-specific 

inhibitor 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoate blocks Al3+ toxicity, with Ca2+-associated cortical 

microtubule depolymerization observed within 3 min of Al3+ application (Sivaguru et al., 

2003a).  These authors suggested that Al3+ toxicity might trigger rapid cytosolic Ca2+ spikes 

and membrane depolarization over seconds rather than the longer time periods used for 

cytosolic Ca2+ measurements in conflicting studies.   

 

The same study showed that both Al3+ and glutamate initiate membrane depolarization and 

cortical microtubule depolymerization and the iGluR inhibitor abolishes these effects, 

presumably through inhibition of GLRs (Sivaguru et al., 2003a).  Activation of GLRs is 

associated with membrane depolarization via Ca2+ influx and inhibition of root growth (Qi et 

al., 2006; Walch-Liu et al., 2006; Vincill et al., 2012), although GLRs themselves are 

voltage-independent (Demidchik et al., 2004, see Chapter 1 Section 1.4.3).  Sivaguru and co-

workers found that the effects of Al3+ on membrane polarity and microtubule polymerization 

lagged behind those of glutamate and were not additive, suggesting that Al3+ acts upstream of 
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glutamate.  Anion channel blockers inhibited the Al3+-induced responses, therefore it was 

proposed that Al3+ might trigger anion efflux which then acts at the same target site as 

exogenous glutamate to activate GLRs (2003a).  Although it hasn’t been measured, the most 

likely anion involved may be glutamate itself, since exogenous glutamate affects plant growth 

and appears to regulate auxin transport (Walch-Liu et al., 2006; Forde and Lea, 2007), which 

is also implicated in Al3+ toxicity (see Chapter 1 Section 1.8.7 and Section 8.4.3).  

 

A recent study in tobacco cells has shown that cryptogein, a fungal elicitor of plant defence 

responses, activates glutamate efflux into the apoplast and also activates GLR-type Ca2+ 

channels (Vatsa et al., 2011).  A second study has shown that bacterial pathogenesis elictors 

and chitin induce Ca2+ currents consistent with GLR activation (Kwaaitaal et al., 2011).  The 

cyanobacterial neurotoxin BMAA acts as both an agonist and antagonist of mammalian 

iGluRs and also agonizes plant GLRs to inhibit root growth (Brenner et al., 2000).  This 

BMAA-induced defence response is blocked by a mutation in the proteasomal regulatory 

particle AAA-type ATPase-3, suggesting that GLR activation may trigger downstream 

ubiquitination processes (Brenner et al., 2009).  In this work, both defence responses and 

ubiquitin-associated genes were detected as up-regulated with both the Mg2+-starvation and 

Al3+ treatments, therefore these responses might arise from glutamate release into the apoplast 

and activation of GLR-type Ca2+ channels.  In cultured rat hippocampal slices, omission of 

media Ca2+ triggered glutamate efflux and this efflux was exacerbated with omission of media 

Mg2+ (Stridh et al., 2008). If plant glutamate efflux is similarly regulated, this study by Stridh 

et al. (2008) could provide insights into why certain plant studies have found that media Ca2+ 

ameliorates low pH or Al3+ toxicity (Rengel, 1992; Koyama et al., 2001), as well as how 

media Mg2+ in some studies has been shown to ameliorate Al3+ toxicity (Silva et al., 

2001a, b).   

 

Recent mammalian studies testing plant indole alkaloids for therapeutic effects have shown 

that they activate the EAAT1/GLT-1 glutamate transporters which mediate glutamate 

reuptake from the synapse and are protective against ischemic brain injury (Li et al., 2011; 

Zhao et al., 2012).  Although the mechanism of glutamate uptake in plants has not been 

characterized, W. Koch and W. Frommer identified a high affinity glutamate uptake system in 

Arabidopsis roots (pers. comm. in Walch-Liu et al., 2006).  Therefore, it is possible that the 

up-regulation of indole alkaloid biosynthetic genes induced by Al3+ in this study may be to 

promote glutamate reuptake as part of a plant tolerance response targeted at reducing 

Al3+-induced apoplastic glutamate concentrations.  Indole alkaloid biosynthesis is also 
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induced by biotic stress (Mert-Turk et al., 2003), suggesting that a similar process may be 

taking place in plant defence responses. 

 

Neither the nature of the Al3+-induced anion channels described by Sivaguru et al. (2003b) 

nor the way that Al3+ might activate these is known.  It is also unclear whether low pH alone 

might trigger anion efflux in a similar manner to Al3+.  Pattern 1 type OA release is immediate 

and involves activation of pre-existing anion channels (reviewed in Ma, 2005); therefore Al3+-

induced anion efflux might share the same transporters or have similar regulatory processes to 

those of OAs.   

 

Mammalian NMDA-type iGluR receptors are activated by membrane depolarization which 

arises from a rapid Ca2+ influx mediated by the voltage-independent AMPA-type iGluRs 

located in the postsynaptic terminus (reviewed in Zito and Scheuss, 2009).  In plants, 

glutamate-activated Ca2+ channels appear to be voltage-independent (Demidchik et al., 2004), 

suggesting that their activity may more closely resemble that of the AMPA-type iGluRs.  

However, plants also have voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, including the tonoplast TPC1 

channel and the as-yet uncharacterized plasma membrane rca-type channel (described in 

Chapter 1 Sections 1.3.5 and 1.8.8).  Therefore membrane depolarization might arise by two 

different processes according to whether the toxicity is Al3+-induced or low-pH induced.  Al3+ 

might induce anion efflux and activation of GLR-type voltage-independent channels to cause 

a strong Ca2+ rise and membrane depolarization; in the case of low pH toxicity, excessive 

proton influx could depolarize the membrane.  In either case, depolarization might then 

trigger common Ca2+-mediated signal transduction pathways through the opening of voltage-

dependent Ca2+ channels such as TPC1 or the rca channel.  This hypothesis, summarized in 

Figure 8.1 B, could explain the additive effect of low pH and Al3+ observed in this work, 

since the magnitude of membrane depolarization could be increased by H+ influx combined 

with VICC-mediated Ca2+ influx.  In the case of biotic stress, both rapid H+ influx and 

GLR-type Ca2+ influx have been reported (Rengel, 2002; Kwaaitaal et al., 2011; Vatsa et al., 

2011); therefore it is possible that under certain circumstances both mechanisms may cause 

membrane depolarization. 

 

8.2.4 Plant Mg2+ status is protective against low pH and Al3+ toxicity 

 

Plant Mg2+ status prior to treatment was strongly protective against low pH/Al3+ toxicity in 

this work.  Moreover, Mg2+-deficient plants exhibited increased sensitivity to low pH/Al3+ 

toxicity and had many transcriptomic responses similar to those induced by Al3+ toxicity, in 
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particular biotic stress responses.  Mg2+ has a protective effect against stress in general, which 

may account for its protective effects against low pH and Al3+ toxicities.  However, the 

observation that transgenic expression of single Mg2+ transport genes can increase or decrease 

low pH/Al3+ susceptibility, combined with the observation that Mg2+-starved CorA plants 

have damage to their root tips resembling low pH/Al3+ toxicities, suggests that disruptions to 

Mg2+ homeostasis might be closely associated with the primary mechanisms of low pH and 

Al3+ toxicity. 

 

It is hypothesized that the mechanisms of low pH and Al3+ toxicity are oppositely regulated 

by internal plant Mg2+ levels.  This involvement of Mg2+ in both processes may be at a single 

site, which could be the same as the primary site of Al3+ toxicity, low pH toxicity, both (if 

they act at the same site), or at independent but closely associated sites.  Al3+ is very similar in 

size to Mg2+ but the higher charge density of Al3+ makes it much more reactive, enabling it to  

competitively bind Mg2+ target sites (reviewed in Macdonald and Martin, 1988).  

Consequently, a mechanism is favoured in which Al3+ and Mg2+ compete for the same target 

site that can account for the results obtained in this work and those of others.   

 

Mg2+ plays an important role in pH maintenance and regulation of cytosolic Ca2+ (reviewed in 

Chapter 1 Sections 1.3 and 1.4.3), highlighting possible target sites at which Mg2+ might 

regulate the effects of low pH/Al3+ toxicities if their primary mechanisms involve either of 

these processes.  Mg2+ is required for H+-ATPase activity as well as for hydrolysis of ATP 

itself (reviewed in Chapter 1 Section 1.9.3).  Mg2+ starvation also down-regulated genes 

associated with primary metabolic processes in this work (see Chapter 7 Section 7.5); 

decreased metabolic activity and ATP availability would reduce H+-ATPase activity and 

thereby pH maintenance capacity.  If the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity is inhibition of 

H+-ATPase activity, Al3+ might act by displacing Mg2+ from the C-terminal regulatory 

domain and irreversibly binding to and inactivating H+-ATPase.  For Al3+ to bind at this site it 

would have to enter the symplast, since the regulatory domains of plasma membrane 

H+-ATPases are located in the cytosol (Rengel, 2002).  Although cytosolic pH overall 

probably does not drop sufficiently for Al3+ to be bioactive throughout the cell, acidification 

of the cytosol is non-uniform (Moseyko and Feldman, 2001), therefore sufficient 

concentrations of bioactive Al3+ might be present at the cytosolic surface of the plasma 

membrane to inactivate plasma membrane H+-ATPases.  However, it is unclear whether the 

cytosolic pH decrease would be sufficient for Al3+ to interact with V-ATPases at the tonoplast 

and inhibit H+ sequestration to the vacuole. 
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If the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity involves activation of anion channels, Ca2+ influx 

and subsequent membrane depolarization similar to that induced by low pH toxicity, the 

protective role of intracellular Mg2+ might centre on its regulation of Ca2+ transporters 

involved in Ca2+ removal from the cytosol.  These transporters could include the 

Ca2+-ATPases and CAX exchangers, which are known to be regulated by Mg2+ (see Chapter 1 

Section 1.4.3) and can themselves shape Ca2+ signal transduction signatures (Bose et al., 

2011b).  In this work, microarray analyses showed that members of several of the Ca2+ 

transport gene families, including ACAs, GLRs, CNGCs and CAXs, as well as TPC1, were 

similarly regulated by Al3+ application, Mg2+-starvation and low pH application (this work 

and that of Lager et al., 2010).  These changes may reflect tolerance mechanisms aimed at 

correct maintenance of cytosolic Ca2+ or induction of specific Ca2+ signal transduction 

cascades.  Moreover, the mammalian NMDA-type iGluR contains an Mg2+ block that is 

removed upon membrane depolarization, and in rat cortical neurons low Mg2+ status increases 

the likelihood that the NMDA channel will be activated and cause aberrant Ca2+ rises 

(Robinson et al., 1993).  Whether plant iGluRs or other Ca2+ transport channels in plants have 

Mg2+-gating mechanisms has not been examined but similar regulatory processes may exist.  

In the case of Mg2+-starved CorA plants, very low Mg2+ concentrations in specific locations 

might disrupt Ca2+ channel regulation or Ca2+ removal activity, such that Ca2+ transients 

initiated by normal growth processes are uncontrollably amplified and cause deleterious 

growth effects. 

 

Another possibility is that Mg2+ and Al3+ oppositely regulate anion release.  In mammalian 

cells, cellular Mg2+ status is protective against glutamate release from the synapse (Rothman, 

1983), although the mechanism by which this occurs is unknown (reviewed in Vink and 

Cernak, 2000).  Although it has not been examined, a similar situation might exist in plants.  

Mg2+ and Al3+ might both act at the same ion transporter or regulatory site to control anion 

efflux, or Mg2+ might act indirectly by maintaining membrane integrity such that permeability 

of the plasma membrane to anions is reduced.  If Mg2+ controls release of the Al3+-induced 

anion itself, then Mg2+-starved CorA plants might have insufficient Mg2+ to regulate this 

process, resulting in uncontrolled anion release and downstream signalling and growth effects 

resembling those of Al3+ toxicity. 

 

8.2.5 Al3+-mediated inhibition of Mg2+ transport 

 

One of the problems with determining the mechanism of Al3+ toxicity is that there are 

numerous molecular events triggered by Al3+ exposure (reviewed in Chapter 1 Section 1.8).  
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While mechanisms involving pH homeostasis and Ca2+ signalling are both evidently involved 

with low pH/Al3+ toxicity, these processes are also associated with normal plant growth and 

tolerance to biotic and abiotic stress.  Therefore, H+ fluxes, changes in membrane potential 

and Ca2+ fluxes are likely to be activated, if not as the primary targets of low pH/Al3+ toxicity, 

then as downstream effects of these stressors. 

 

An alternative hypothesis for the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity previously proposed by 

our research group is that Al3+ inhibits Mg2+ uptake in plants, possibly by blocking Mg2+ 

transport channels (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1996).  Although electrophysiological evidence 

is limited, several genetic studies in yeast and plants support this hypothesis.  Overexpression 

of native Mg2+ transport genes in yeast confers increased Mg2+ uptake and increased Al3+ 

tolerance (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  Conversely, mutation of the same genes causes 

the opposite effects (MacDiarmid and Gardner, 1998).  Moreover, site-directed mutagenesis 

of Alr1p residues found that modification of Alr1p could increase Al3+ tolerance both with 

and without concomitant increases in Mg2+ uptake (Lee, 2006).  This finding suggests that 

Al3+ might specifically interact with the pore of Alr1p such that Mg2+ binding and transport 

are affected.  Expression of plant AtMRS2 genes in yeast and bacterial systems suggests that 

they are highly sensitive to Al3+ (Li et al., 2001), while an Mg2+ depletion study found that 

Al3+ inhibited Mg2+ uptake in whole plants in a non-competitive manner (Rengel and 

Robinson, 1989).  Most recently, functional reconstitution of AtMRS2-10 in liposomes has 

shown that Mg2+ accumulation is inhibited by micromolar concentrations of Al3+ (Ishijima et 

al., 2012), further supporting the hypothesis that Al3+ inhibits plant Mg2+ uptake via AtMRS2 

transporters. 

 

Genetic testing of the hypothesis that Al3+ inhibits Mg2+ uptake in plants is problematic due to 

the multicellular nature of plants, as well as the large number of incompletely characterized 

Mg2+ transport genes with partially overlapping expression patterns (reviewed in Chapter 1 

Section 1.3.5).  In this study and that of Deng et al. (2006), it was shown that ectopic 

expression of Mg2+ transport genes (crALR1 and AtMRS2-10) could increase Al3+ tolerance in 

plants, suggesting that Al3+ does indeed directly inhibit Mg2+ uptake.  However, the opposite 

effect was observed in CorA plants, which exhibited increased Mg2+ uptake but reduced Al3+ 

tolerance.  This discrepancy in CorA plants may be explained by the increased 

Mg2+-deficiency phenotypes observed with CorA expression, which suggested that these 

plants may have heightened sensitivity to Al3+ due to reduced intracellular Mg2+ availability. 
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What is not clear from the transgenic approaches expressing Mg2+ transport genes in plants is 

whether Al3+ inhibition of plant Mg2+ transporters is associated with the primary mechanism 

of Al3+ toxicity.  An alternative explanation for the phenotypes observed is that increased 

intracellular Mg2+ accumulation mediated by these transporters simply confers an internal 

protective effect against stress in general, including Al3+ stress (or, in the case of CorA, a 

reduced protective effect).  In this work, it was found that intracellular Mg2+ was highly 

protective against both low pH and Al3+ toxicities in WT plants, while the presence or 

absence of media Mg2+ had little effect upon plant sensitivity.  These observations suggest 

that if the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity is inhibition of plant Mg2+ transport, then Al3+ 

must somehow rapidly affect intracellular or intercellular Mg2+ distributions in order for Al3+ 

to be toxic within a short time frame. 

 

Mg2+ distribution mechanisms within and between plant cells and tissues are not well 

understood.  CorA plants had phenotypes which could be rescued by supplementation with 

media Mg2+, suggesting that these plants may be less able to redistribute seed stores, causing 

localized Mg2+ deficiencies.  That the roots of Mg2+-starved CorA plants resembled those of 

plants treated with Al3+ supports the hypothesis that Al3+ might act by blocking Mg2+ 

transport, creating similar Mg2+ deficiencies to those observed in CorA plants.  The sites of 

such deficiencies are unclear; however, the damage to the DTZ suggests the root tip may be 

severely Mg2+-deficient in both scenarios.  Severe Mg2+ deficiencies could detrimentally 

affect the homeostatic roles of Mg2+, affecting primary metabolism, pH homeostasis and Ca2+ 

signalling.   

 

For Al3+-induced inhibition of Mg2+ transport to be the primary target of Al3+ toxicity, a 

model would be required which could explain how Mg2+-unstarved cells and tissues might 

rapidly develop Al3+ toxicity symptoms in the cortical cells of the DTZ.  These cells might 

have an elevated requirement for Mg2+ in comparison with other cells, especially when 

exposed to abiotic stress conditions.  Therefore increased Mg2+ acquisition, either through 

media Mg2+ uptake or plant Mg2+ redistribution might be important.  The simplest explanation 

is that Al3+ inhibits Mg2+ uptake from the media; however, the presence or absence of media 

Mg2+ had few observable effects on Al3+ toxicity symptoms in either Mg2+-starved or 

Mg2+-unstarved plants in this work.  This result suggests that, if Al3+ inhibits Mg2+ transport, 

it must be acting at some other location which involves redistribution of Mg2+ stores within 

the plant. 
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In theory, Al3+ could act intracellularly by inhibiting unloading of Mg2+ stores from 

intracellular organelles or from the vascular bundle.  However, whether Al3+ would be 

sufficiently bioactive at these intracellular sites and whether it could reach these sites and 

affect Mg2+ homeostasis within the time frame in which Al3+ toxicity manifests, is disputable.  

It is also possible that plants redistribute Mg2+ between adjacent cells by active efflux into the 

apoplast and reuptake, in which case apoplastic Al3+ might interfere with this process.  

However, it is more likely that Mg2+ is redistributed between adjacent cells symplastically, via 

plasmodesmata, rather than via the apoplast.  This process could be affected by callose 

formation, which blocks plasmodesmata and is associated with Al3+ toxicity, membrane 

depolarization and cytosolic Ca2+ rises (see Chapter 1 Section 1.8.2).  However, Al3+ toxicity 

symptoms precede callose formation and callose formation is not essential for Al3+-induced 

root growth inhibition (Yamamoto et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2006), suggesting that reduced 

symplastic Mg2+ transport via plasmodesmata does not underpin the mechanism of Al3+ 

toxicity. 

 

If inhibition of Mg2+ transport is the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity then an explanation 

as to how low pH alone might elicit a similar physiological effect in the absence of Al3+ is 

required.  Since H+ is physically very different from Al3+, it is unlikely to directly compete 

with Mg2+ for Mg2+-binding sites.  CorA is inactivated by membrane depolarization (Kehres 

and Maguire, 2002; Froschauer et al., 2004); therefore, it is possible that cytosolic H+ influx 

at low pH might inactivate Mg2+ transport proteins in a similar manner to Al3+ exposure.  

Alternatively, low pH toxicity might act at a Mg2+-requiring site which is indirectly affected 

by Al3+-mediated inhibition of Mg2+ transport.  One such candidate is the ATPases, since their 

activity is important for pH homeostasis and maintenance of the electrochemical gradient, as 

well as restoration of cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations (discussed in Sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.4).  

Exposure to low pH would require increased H+-ATPase and Ca2+-ATPase activity, both of 

which would be impaired by limited intracellular Mg2+ availability. 

 

8.2.6 Does low pH/Al3+ toxicity cause Mg2+ efflux 

 

Another possibility, which has not been considered to date in the published literature, is that 

low pH and Al3+ might cause acute cytosolic Mg2+ deficiency by activating Mg2+ efflux into 

the apoplast.  In this study, CorA plants exhibited Mg2+ loss with Al3+ treatment and low pH 

also appeared to induce a similar, albeit milder, effect.  Although it was not clear whether low 

pH/Al3+ might cause similar effects in WT plants, Mg2+ loss upon Al3+ treatment was 

previously reported by Rengel and Robinson for high concentrations of Al3+ (1989).  In 
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traumatic brain injury and ischemia, reduced oxygen availability and energy metabolism leads 

to cytosolic acidosis, Ca2+ influx and a rapid loss of up to 60% of free cytosolic Mg2+ that 

corresponds with an overall loss of 10% of tissue Mg2+ (reviewed in Vink and Cernak, 2000).  

The Mg2+ loss is observed with a variety of indirect assaults, including alcohol and drug 

consumption, migraine and spinal cord injury, suggesting that cytosolic Mg2+ loss may be a 

feature of brain injury in general.  This Mg2+ loss occurs within 30 min of injury and persists 

for several days, depending on the severity of assault, and pre-treatment with Mg2+ prior to 

injury has a greater protective effect than treatment immediately following assault (Enomoto 

et al., 2005).  Although the mechanism of Mg2+ efflux from brain cells is unknown, as is the 

reason for its occurrence, it is thought to be mediated by an active efflux mechanism (Vink 

and Cernak, 2000).  Results in this work suggest that a similar process might take place in 

plants whereby low pH/Al3+ toxicity initiates Mg2+ efflux, thereby disrupting intracellular 

Mg2+-regulated processes. 

 

The loss of cytosolic Mg2+ in mammalian brain cells following assault coincides with a rise in 

cytosolic Ca2+ (Altura et al., 1997; Giza and Hovda, 2001), suggesting that abnormally low 

cytosolic Mg2+ might lead to abnormal cytosolic Ca2+ rises and signal transduction processes.  

Although an Mg2+ efflux current has been reported in plants (Shabala and Hariadi, 2005), its 

underlying genetic component and how it is regulated remain to be identified.  In this work an 

additive effect of Al3+ was observed on low-pH-induced Mg2+ loss in CorA plants.  This 

result suggests that Al3+ might increase Mg2+ loss, either by directly binding an Mg2+ 

transporter to potentiate Mg2+ efflux or by some indirect process by which low pH and Al3+ 

have additive effects, such as disruptions to membrane integrity or the electrochemical 

gradient in the DTZ.  Interestingly, several CorA-type Mg2+ transport proteins have been 

shown to direct reversible currents with either membrane depolarization, high external Mg2+ 

supply, or both (Snavely et al., 1989; Gibson et al., 1991; Liu et al., 2002; Kolisek et al., 

2003; Froschauer et al., 2004; Li et al., 2008); therefore it is possible that low pH/Al3+ might 

trigger Mg2+ efflux through plant AtMRS2 proteins (discussed further in Section 8.3.1).    

 

The time period over which the Mg2+ loss was detected for CorA plants treated with low 

pH/Al3+ (15-90 min) is similar to that in which the earliest signs of Al3+-mediated root growth 

inhibition are detected (30 min to 2 h, Barcelo and Poschenrieder, 2002).  If low pH/Al3+ were 

to trigger rapid Mg2+ loss, then this could be the primary effect of low pH/Al3+ toxicities, 

since glutamate release, pH homeostasis and regulation of Ca2+ channels are all 

Mg2+-associated processes which could arise from reductions to physiological levels of free 

cytosolic Mg2+ (see Figure 8.1 C for a summary).  According to this model the capacity of 
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Mg2+-starved plants to replace lost cytosolic Mg2+ would be impaired due to reduced Mg2+ 

stores.  Moreover, in Mg2+-starved CorA plants, disruptions to Mg2+ homeostasis alone could 

be sufficient to reduce free cytosolic Mg2+ concentrations in certain tissues to non-

physiological levels that allow activation of processes similar to those initiated by low 

pH/Al3+ application.  This model could also explain why media Mg2+ has been found to have 

an ameliorative effect against Al3+ toxicity in some studies, since increased media Mg2+ 

uptake might compensate for low pH-/Al3+-induced cytosolic free Mg2+ losses. 

 

8.2.7 Assessment of the possible mechanisms of Al3+ toxicity 

 

The three general mechanisms of Al3+ toxicity proposed in Section 8.2.1 centre on 

interactions between the four ions - Al3+, H+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ - and have various overlapping 

features.  The first two mechanisms, increased low pH toxicity (1) and Al3+ activation of 

GLRs (2), are initially distinct, although both may lead to similar Ca2+ influxes and signal 

transduction processes.  For each of mechanisms 1 and 2, the importance of Mg2+ may centre 

on ATPase activity and/or regulation of Ca2+ channel activity such that cytosolic Ca2+ rises 

correlate with reduced plant Mg2+ status.  The third mechanism proposes that Al3+ and low pH 

toxicities directly affect plant cytosolic Mg2+ homeostasis, by inhibiting Mg2+ transport and/or 

activating Mg2+ efflux from plant cells.  This mechanism is favoured, since inadequate plant 

Mg2+ status alone could account for the processes described in 1 and 2. 

 

 

8.3 Future research to test the mechanism of Al3+ toxicity 
 

Experiments in this work examined plant responses to Al3+, Mg2+ and low pH using Mg2+ 

quantification assays, growth assays and transcriptome analysis of whole plant, or shoot and 

root, tissues.  These approaches were suitable for a preliminary investigation of the 

relationship between plant Mg2+ status and the mechanism of Al3+ toxicity, and provided 

useful insights as to the possible mechanism of Al3+ toxicity (discussed in Section 8.2).  In 

future research, it would be beneficial to extend these experiments to investigate cytosolic 

Mg2+ distributions, glutamate activity and changes to cytosolic Ca2+, focusing specifically on 

the low pH-/Al3+-sensitive DTZ.  This section describes some of the approaches which could 

be used to clarify which, if any, of the scenarios proposed in Section 8.2 underpin the 

mechanism of Al3+ toxicity. 
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8.3.1 Identifying the primary target of Al3+ toxicity 

 

Changes in cytosolic Mg2+ with low pH and Al3+ application 

 

To investigate whether Al3+ rapidly interferes with Mg2+ distributions in plant cells as part of 

its primary mechanism, it would be beneficial to examine Mg2+ distributions within tissues 

and subcellular organelles prior to and following treatment with Al3+.  The Mg2+ loss 

observed when CorA plants were treated with low pH or Al3+ in Chapter 6 Section 6.4 was 

not examined in detail and further experiments are required to verify this result.  It would be 

interesting to extend this experiment to assess whether Mg2+ loss is a feature of low pH/Al3+ 

toxicity in Mg2+-unstarved CorA and WT plants, focusing specifically on changes to cytosolic 

Mg2+.  Further evaluation of Mg2+-starved CorA plants (discussed later in Section 8.4.1) 

would also be beneficial to determine whether the Al3+-type morphological damage in these 

plants is associated with disruptions to Mg2+ distributions, in particular cytosolic Mg2+ 

concentrations in the root tip.  Although the AKT1::CorA plant line in this work failed to 

show any phenotype suggestive of increased Mg2+ uptake, this plant line, together with 

AKT1::crALR1 might be useful for more refined tissue-specific or cell-specific analyses of 

Mg2+ distributions. 

 

Although mammalian studies have shown that large proportions of cytosolic Mg2+ are lost 

following brain injury, this is a relatively small proportion of total tissue Mg2+ (Vink and 

Cernak, 2000).  Therefore, direct measurement of changes to plant cytosolic Mg2+ levels 

would require an alternative method to the AAS method used in this work, which requires 

large amounts of tissue and is therefore unsuitable for cell-specific or intracellular Mg2+ 

assays.  Non-invasive methods such as microelectrode ion flux estimation (MIFE) have been 

used successfully to examine changes in cellular Mg2+ distributions in planta, as described by 

Shabala and Hariadi (2005).  This method could be applied to low pH-/Al3+-treated roots to 

examine whether changes in cytosolic Mg2+ rapidly arise in cortical cells of the DTZ 

following low pH/Al3+ application in the plants of interest.   

 

Intracellular Mg2+ distributions could also be specifically examined by pre-loading cells with 

Mg2+-sensitive fluorescent dyes.  Historically, such approaches have been hindered due to 

detection overlaps and preferential binding to Ca2+ (reviewed in Stout and Reynolds, 1999).  

However, more recently, researchers have developed highly Mg2+-selective probes with much 

greater selectivity for Mg2+ such as Magnesium Green™ and KMG-104, which have been 
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successfully used to quantify cytosolic Mg2+ in root and neuronal cells (Komatsu et al., 2004; 

Bose et al., 2011a) and to distinguish Mg2+ from Ca2+ in the cytosol (Shindo et al., 2010). 

 

Resolution of the CorA structure in 2006 has greatly contributed to the understanding of how 

the structures of the CorA family proteins are likely to relate to their functions.  Mutagenesis, 

genetic studies and Mg2+ and tracer uptake assays involving various CorA family members 

have helped determine the kinetics and specificities of the proteins, which share many 

features (reviewed in Chapter 1 Section 1.3).  However, there are still significant questions 

concerning the activities of these transporters which are relevant to this study.  How do these 

proteins interact with Mg2+ to mediate its transport?  What activates Mg2+ efflux?  Are they 

affected by membrane potential?  Does Al3+ interact directly with the transporters, and if so, 

how? 

 

Firstly, it would be interesting to examine which specific conditions, if any, activate reversal 

and Mg2+ efflux from cells by CorA family proteins.  Although several of the CorA family 

members have previously been shown to induce reversible Mg2+ currents, including CorA, 

Alr1p, Mrs2p and AtMRS2-6 (Snavely et al., 1989; Liu et al., 2002; Kolisek et al., 2003; Li 

et al., 2008), little attention has been paid to the possible significance of such activity.  High 

concentrations of media Mg2+ can reverse the activity of CorA, Alr1p and AtMRS2-6 

(Snavely et al., 1989; Liu et al., 2002; Li et al., 2008), yet CorA and the yeast mitochondrial 

channel Mrs2p show Mg2+ efflux with membrane depolarization in the absence of media 

Mg2+ (Kolisek et al., 2003; Froschauer et al., 2004).  Both mechanisms may be associated 

with regulation of cytosolic Mg2+ and pH homeostasis.  Under normal conditions vacuolar 

Mg2+ uptake drives plasma membrane Mg2+ uptake and alters the proton balance through the 

exchanger activity of AtMHX (see Chapter 1 Section 1.3.5).  For Mg2+ to be stored in the 

vacuole requires V-ATPase activity; therefore plants must have feedback mechanisms 

through which they can sense excess Mg2+ in order to prevent disruptions to the 

electrochemical gradients from excessive media Mg2+ or alterations to ion gradients.  Certain 

Mg2+ transporters may fulfil this purpose through their sensitivity to membrane potential 

and/or high extracellular Mg2+.  Li et al. (2008) found that AtMRS2-10, which localizes to the 

plasma membrane, is not reversed by high concentrations of Mg2+ like AtMRS2-6 but rather 

remains activated with increasing Mg2+ concentrations up to 10 mM.  Although AtMRS2-10 

was not affected by high media Mg2+ concentrations it would be interesting to examine 

whether its activity in planta is inactivated or reversed with membrane depolarization.  It 

would also be interesting to examine the activity of the other known plasma 
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membrane-localized transporter, AtMRS2-5, to find whether it is reversed with changes in 

membrane potential or media Mg2+. 

 

There is evidence to support the long-standing hypothesis that Al3+ directly inhibits the 

activity of CorA-type Mg2+ transport proteins (Lee, 2006; Ishijima et al., 2012).  How Al3+ 

interacts with these transporters is not clear, nor whether Al3+ might act to reverse their 

activity.  Liu et al. (2002) showed that Al3+ suppressed both inward and outward 

Alr1p-associated Mg2+ currents in yeast protoplasts; however, low pH media did not affect 

Alr1p activity, possibly reflecting the relative insensitivity of yeast to low pH.  It would be 

interesting to examine whether valinomycin-induced membrane depolarization reverses Alr1p 

activity in a similar way to that observed for CorA (Froschauer et al., 2004) and whether Al3+ 

still suppresses outward Mg2+ currents once membrane potential is reduced.  Results from 

CorA plants in this work suggested that Al3+ promotes low-pH induced Mg2+ loss; if this is 

the case, then Al3+ may be interacting with the transporters at the same target site as high 

extracellular Mg2+ to promote efflux.  A better understanding of how extracellular Mg2+ 

activates CorA-mediated Mg2+ efflux at the structural level might provide clues as to whether 

Al3+ interacts via the same process through its similar chemical properties.   

 

The role of media Mg2+ in Al3+ toxicity remains unclear.  For the majority of experiments 

investigating low pH and Al3+ toxicity in this work, Mg2+ was included in the media, although 

a comparison of the morphological effects of low pH and low pH+Al3+ treatments on both 

Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants found few visible differences associated with the 

presence or absence of media Mg2+ (Chapter 3 Section 3.9).  This finding suggested that 

media Mg2+ is relatively insignificant in comparison to plant Mg2+ status prior to treatment.  

One of the microarray treatments in this work found that removing media Mg2+ from 

Mg2+-unstarved plants initiated some, albeit few, transcriptomic responses.  These responses 

were associated with cell wall modifications, growth and pH homeostasis (see Chapter 7 

Section 7.8.5), suggesting that extracellular Mg2+ may play a role in some sensing mechanism 

associated with pH homeostasis.  In other studies in mammalian and yeast cells, removal of 

media Mg2+ triggers glutamate efflux, increased Ca2+ uptake and up-regulation of calmodulin-

associated genes (Wiesenberger et al., 2007; Stridh et al., 2008).  Up-regulation of 

calmodulin-associated genes was also observed in soybean roots upon exposure to Al3+, with 

media Mg2+ mitigating these effects and reducing Al3+ toxicity symptoms (Silva et al., 2001c; 

Duressa et al., 2010a).  One possibility is that media Mg2+ may regulate Mg2+ transport genes 

to control Mg2+ transport; inadequate Mg2+ availability or the presence of Al3+ may disrupt 

this process, triggering Mg2+ efflux and Ca2+-associated signal transduction processes.  Again, 
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an improved understanding of how Mg2+ interacts with CorA-type Mg2+ transporters could be 

beneficial for elucidating the underlying mechanism involved. 

 

Al3+ induced anion efflux and glutamate activity 

 

The possible involvement of Al3+-induced anion efflux in the mechanism of Al3+ toxicity was 

not investigated in this work.  There are quite a few questions concerning this process which 

are as yet unanswered.  Firstly, it would be useful to identify the anion involved, and whether 

it is indeed glutamate, as suggested by Sivaguru et al. (2003a).  Vatsa and co-workers 

detected glutamate exocytosis in response to cryptogein in tobacco cell cultures using an 

extracellular glutamate assay and the vesicle trafficking and actin depolymerization inhibitors 

brefeldin A and cytochelasin D (2011).  The same methods could be used for testing whether 

Al3+ treatment of plant cells triggers glutamate efflux and whether exocytosis is involved.   

 

To date the possible involvement of Mg2+ in Al3+-induced anion efflux and glutamate activity 

in plants has not been tested.  It would be interesting to examine whether Mg2+ regulates GLR 

activity and Al3+-induced anion release in plants in similar manners to those by which it 

regulates NMDA activity and glutamate release respectively in the brain.  Also, once the 

Al3+-induced anion has been identified, it would be useful to examine whether a reuptake 

mechanism for it also exists in plants and, if so, whether Al3+-induced secondary metabolites 

like the indole alkaloid camalexin promotes this reuptake process. 

 

This work and those of other groups have found that Al3+ toxicity upregulates processes 

which are similar to pathogen-initiated responses, including up-regulation of genes associated 

with biosynthesis of biotic defence metabolites and cell wall proteins, programmed cell death 

processes that are characteristic of the hypersensitive response, and induction of ROS and 

NO.  Ca2+ rises are also initiated in response to pathogens through the activities of CNGCs 

and GLRs (reviewed in Demidchik and Maathuis, 2007).  Vatsa et al. (2011) proposed that 

cryptogein binds to a receptor at the cell surface which triggers an early Ca2+ influx causing 

glutamate exocytosis and in turn GLR activation.  The nature of the receptor to which 

cryptogein binds was not determined, but it was proposed that it may be part of the plant 

innate immune response associated with pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP) 

binding.  Interestingly, several plant pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) were detected as 

differentially regulated in this work in response to Al3+ application (see Appendix 16 

Supplementary File S7); it would be interesting to examine whether these PRRs interact 

directly with Al3+.  As an aside, alum (a form of aluminium hydroxide) is frequently used as a 
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vaccine adjuvant in humans and has been shown to interact with a NOD-like receptor, which 

is a type of PRR (reviewed in De Gregorio et al., 2008).  While the exact mechanism by 

which alum induces a humoral immune response is still unclear, ongoing mammalian studies 

may provide useful insights into possible mechanisms of Al3+-PRR interactions in plants. 

 

Although the entire root tip is usually exposed to Al3+ or low pH, it is primarily the DTZ 

which is morphologically affected.  The DTZ is the most sensitive part of the root tip to 

changes in apoplastic pH, Al3+, exogenous Ca2+, exogenous glutamate (Ryan et al., 1993; Ahn 

et al., 2002; Baluska et al., 2004; Walch-Liu et al., 2006), and has the strongest correcting 

response to changes in its electrochemical gradient (Bose et al., 2010b).  Combined, these 

observations suggest that the DTZ may be the most important part of the root tip for sensing 

and responding to environmental stimuli.  Indeed, Baluska et al. (2003) have proposed that 

this is due to its characteristically high levels of vesicle trafficking, which may be important 

for glutamate and auxin transport.  Ca2+ oscillations and propagation of Ca2+ spikes with 

spatial synchronicity have also been detected specifically in the DTZ using multiple electrode 

arrays (MEAs), a method commonly used in neurobiology but not previously applied to plants 

(Masi et al., 2009). Together, these data suggest that the root tip may play a central role in 

sensing and transducing environmental and developmental signalling processes.  The 

researchers involved in these studies draw analogies between plant root signalling and 

synaptic signalling and have controversially coined the term plant neurobiology (Brenner et 

al., 2006).  Future work could reveal whether the interactions between glutamate, Al3+ and 

Mg2+ detected in the mammalian brain do indeed also take place in plant roots tips and 

whether there are in fact overlaps between the mechanisms of Al3+ toxicity in the mammalian 

brain and plant root apices.  If overlaps do exist, then plants could provide a useful model 

system for investigating the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease, which has long been 

associated with Al3+-induced neurotoxicity (reviewed in Miu and Benga, 2006). 

 

8.3.2 Characterization of cytosolic Ca2+ signatures 

 

Central to the mechanisms proposed in Sections 8.2 is the assumption that low pH toxicity 

and Al3+ toxicity trigger similar patterns of cytosolic Ca2+ rises, which initiate signal 

transduction cascades and that Mg2+ acts somehow to inhibit these effects.  This assumption 

was based on findings in this work; for example the differential regulation of Ca2+ transport 

genes and stress response genes by Mg2+ and Al3+ in the microarray analyses described in 

Chapter 7, as well as the similar morphological effects of low pH and Al3+ toxicities 

(Chapter 3 Section 3.9).  However, no direct Ca2+ measurements were made in this work; 
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therefore, it would be useful to examine the Ca2+ signatures which arise with these toxicities, 

focusing specifically on the root tip DTZ and to assess whether plant Mg2+ status influences 

these signatures.  Intracellular approaches such as the simultaneous measurement of 

fluorescent Ca2+- and Mg2+-specific dyes using confocal microscopy in planta could be used, 

allowing visualization of ion changes that arise to due redistribution of intracellular ion stores.  

Shindo et al. (2010) used this approach to observe glutamate-induced cytosolic Ca2+ influx 

and mitochondrial Mg2+ release in neuronal cells; therefore it might also prove useful for 

investigating whether media glutamate induces changes to cytosolic Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the 

plant root tip.  However, although these approaches might provide a useful overview of the 

Ca2+ signatures involved with low pH/Al3+ application and changes in plant Mg2+ status, more 

sophisticated fluorescence resonance imaging and modelling methods are likely to be required 

before the exact identities of the Ca2+ signatures associated with low pH/Al3+ toxicity and 

plant Mg2+ status can be fully characterized and conclusively compared.  

 

8.3.3 Resolving low pH and Al3+ toxicity discrepancies 

 

Changes to the electrochemical gradient are apparent in both low pH and low pH+Al3+ 

toxicity studies, although results from different studies are conflicting as to whether these 

changes are similar or opposite (discussed in Section 8.2.2).  Different methodologies 

between studies could account for these discrepancies, since use of different growth 

conditions and plant species can cause very different effects.  In this study, treatment of 

Arabidopsis with pH 4 media induced adverse morphological effects resembling Al3+ toxicity 

only when plants were Mg2+-deficient prior to treatment (Chapter 3 Section 3.9).  In contrast, 

the low-pH-treated plants examined by Bose et al. (2010b) were not Mg2+-starved prior to 

treatment; therefore the ion fluxes observed in that study may have reflected low pH tolerance 

responses rather than toxicity effects.  Use of low ionic strength media also increases plant 

sensitivity to low pH (Koyama et al., 1995), as does increased metabolic requirements such as 

active growth (Koyama et al., 2001).  Consequently, low-pH control data from Al3+ toxicity 

studies should be interpreted with care in studies where proton rhizotoxicity symptoms are 

absent.  Future studies specifically examining the effects of low pH under experimental 

conditions which induce adverse morphological effects might go some way to addressing 

whether proton rhizotoxicity induces similar electrochemical responses to those induced by 

Al3+.  
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8.3.4 Closer examination of transcriptomic responses 

 

Although the primary mechanism of Al3+ toxicity is likely to be initiated over a shorter time 

frame than that in which transcriptomic changes occur, measurement of transcript changes 

would still be beneficial for furthering several other aspects of this work.  Conn et al. (2011a) 

recently described the use of single cell sampling and analysis (SiCSA, Tomos and Sharrock, 

2001) to examine how AtMRS2 expression levels are changed with vacuolar elemental 

profiles in Arabidopsis mesophyll cells.  Laser microdissection (LMD) or SiCSA could be 

similarly applied to root tissues, focusing specifically on the cortical cells of the DTZ to 

examine the transcriptomic effects of Al3+, low pH and alterations to Mg2+ status in both WT 

and transgenic CorA and ALR1 plants.  Expression levels of genes of interest identified in the 

microarray work in Chapter 7 could be examined using quantitative PCR, including genes 

associated with Ca2+ transport, auxin responses, auxin transport, flavonoid and alkaloid 

biosynthesis and defence responses.  Moreover, treatments which were not specifically 

examined in the microarray analyses in this work, such as responses to low pH toxicity and 

Al3+ treatments in the absence of media Mg2+ might also be examined, as well as 

transcriptomic responses in the transgenic CorA and crALR1 plant lines. 

 
 
8.4 Other areas of interest arising from this work 
 

Although the work in this thesis focused on the role of Mg2+ in the mechanism of Al3+ 

toxicity, results obtained from the transgenic plant lines and transcriptomic data could be 

investigated further to improve our understanding of plant Mg2+ homeostasis and distribution, 

as well as the involvement of Mg2+ in developmental processes, flavonoid biosynthesis and 

auxin regulation. 

 

8.4.1 Mg2+ in plant development 

 

The CorA plants examined in Chapters 4-6 had developmental abnormalities which could be 

remedied through increased media Mg2+ availability, suggesting that plant Mg2+ homeostasis 

is tightly regulated and its disruption induces developmental and growth abnormalities in 

CorA plants.  Very little is known about how Mg2+ distributions in plants change as they 

germinate.  Although whole tissue assessments using flame AAS were suitable for the global 

assessments required in this work, it would be valuable to use more sensitive Mg2+ detection 

methods to investigate how seed Mg2+ is redistributed as plants germinate and grow.   
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To examine Mg2+ distributions in whole tissues such as the leaf or root, methods like laser 

ablation inductively-coupled mass spectroscopy (LS-ICP-MS) or secondary ion mass 

spectroscopy (SIMS), could be used (reviewed in Husted et al., 2011).  Such approaches 

would be useful for obtaining a good overview of the Mg2+ distributions in CorA and WT 

plants at different developmental stages and how they might differ.  More sensitive methods 

could then be employed to target specific cell types isolated using LMD or SiCSA; for 

example, cryo scanning electron microscopy (cryoSEM) and X-ray microanalysis (XRMA) 

have both been used successfully for quantifying Mg2+ in isolated Arabidopsis cells (Conn et 

al., 2011a) and a number of other methods are also available which might be of use (reviewed 

in Salt et al., 2008; Conn and Gilliham, 2010).  Alternatively, a molecular detection method 

like the CAX3 promoter-luciferase sensor described in Kamiya et al. (2011) could be used.   

 

The CorA plants developed in this work could also be used to investigate whether expression 

levels of the AtMRS2 Mg2+ transport genes are altered in these plants, perhaps to compensate 

for Mg2+ distribution disruptions caused by CorA activity.  Quantitative PCR in different 

tissues during seed germination and early development could be used to examine the 

expression of these AtMRS2 genes in CorA plants (as described in Section 8.3.4).  Another 

approach would be to express CorA in the AtMRS2 promoter-GUS fusion lines generated by 

Gebert et al. (2009) and examine whether the known patterns of AtMRS2::GUS expression 

alter when CorA is active.  Together these data could provide insight into the crucial roles of 

AtMRS2 proteins in early plant development and how CorA interferes with these processes. 

 

Mg2+ is a crucial macronutrient; increasing Mg2+ accumulation in plants could improve plant 

productivity through increased photosynthetic activity as well as reducing Mg2+ deficiency 

stress.  Plants with enhanced Mg2+ accumulation could also have direct benefits for herbivore 

nutrition; for example, increased Mg2+ contents in ryegrass would alleviate grass tetany in 

ruminants, a major agricultural problem (reviewed in Martens and Schweigel, 2000).  It is 

estimated that 9% of adults consuming Western diets consume insufficient Mg2+ and are at 

risk of developing hypomagnesemia (Broadley and White, 2010).  Hypomagnesemia 

contributes to a wide variety of diseases, including cardiovascular disease, hypertension, 

diabetes, metabolic syndrome, osteoporosis and alcoholism (reviewed in Weglicki, 2012).  

Increased Mg2+ consumption through foods is one approach by which a dietary Mg2+ 

deficiency might be addressed. 

 

Results from this work clearly showed that ectopic expression of a high affinity Mg2+ 

transport gene can significantly increase plant Mg2+ uptake under Mg2+-limited conditions 
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(Chapter 5 Section 5.5.3), proving that such an approach might be useful for developing plant 

varieties with elevated Mg2+ accumulation.  However, work with CorA transgenic plants also 

showed that without proper regulation, increased Mg2+ uptake comes at a cost in terms of 

plant growth and survival.  An improved understanding of plant Mg2+ homeostasis should 

allow the development of plants that have increased Mg2+ uptake without these adverse 

effects.  One approach would be to use an inducible promoter or a promoter that is active only 

in mature plant tissues, such that disruptions to early seed Mg2+ distribution do not arise and 

adversely affect plant development.  Alternatively, Mg2+ redistribution mechanisms could be 

modified to sequester excess Mg2+ to specific organelles or tissues to circumvent disruptions 

to Mg2+- regulated homeostatic processes that are essential for growth. 

 

Expression of Mg2+ transport genes remains a possible approach for developing Al3+ tolerant 

plant varieties.  Although CorA plants exhibited increased sensitivity to Al3+ in all the 

conditions tested, crALR1 plants had a mild, but measurably increased, tolerance to Al3+.  

However, two major obstacles need to be overcome in order for this approach to Al3+ 

tolerance to be successful: low expression levels of the transgenes, and the requirement not to 

interfere with Mg2+ homeostasis in the plant.  The protein mislocalization of GFP-CorA 

suggests that it might be difficult to get this transporter expressed suitably in plant cells.  

However, low expression of crALR1 in the transgenic lines was probably a result of sub-

optimal plant codon usage and cryptic post-transcriptional processing sites in the remaining 

66% of crALR1 which was not reconstructed (Robison, 2002).  Further reconstruction could 

be used to improve plant crALR1 expression.  However the second obstacle may be even 

more difficult: how to get the protein expressed in the correct target tissue for Al3+ tolerance 

without interfering significantly with plant Mg2+ homeostasis.  Mg2+ homoeostasis in plants is 

as yet quite poorly understood, and a great deal of further work investigating plant Mg2+ 

transporter activities and plant Mg2+ distributions would be required.  In addition, this 

approach would benefit from the use of a promoter that restricts transgene expression to cells 

within the DTZ of plant roots, the primary target tissue for Al3+ toxicity. 

 

8.4.2 Mg2+ in flavonoid biosynthesis and accumulation  

 

The effect of plant Mg2+ status on flavonoid biosynthesis and distribution is worth 

investigating further.  Results from microarray analyses found that Mg2+-deficient plants 

resupplied with Mg2+ preferentially up-regulated phenylpropanoid and flavonoid biosynthetic 

genes, suggesting that Mg2+ availability regulates flavonoid biosynthesis.  Mg2+ has 

previously been shown to increase anthocyanin accumulation in grape cultures and floral 
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structures (Shaked-Sachray et al., 2002; Nissim-Levi et al., 2007; Sinilal et al., 2011), but 

increased abundances of anthocyanins in previous reports have been attributed to reduced 

catabolism and enhanced stabilization rather than increased biosynthesis.  Anthocyanins are 

important for combating free radical production during photosynthesis (Havaux and 

Kloppstech, 2001); therefore, the up-regulation of anthocyanin biosynthesis in Mg2+-starved 

plants resupplied with Mg2+ may reflect an increase in photooxidative stress as plants resume 

photosynthesis in conditions which are still Mg2+-limiting (Cakmak and Kirkby, 2008). 

 

Both CorA and crALR1 plants grown in moderately limited Mg2+ concentrations appeared to 

have increased anthocyanins in their cotyledon apices.  It is thought that at low Mg2+ 

concentrations both CorA and crALR1 plants have disruptions to Mg2+ homeostasis such that 

they appear Mg2+ deficient even when they are not.  These conclusions are consistent with 

previous reports that Mg2+-deficient plants with high light exposure have increased 

appearances of anthocyanins (Marschner and Cakmak, 1989).  CorA plants also exhibited 

distinctive patterns of brown pigmentation, possibly oxidized phenolics, which correlated 

with reduced Mg2+ supplementation, increased CorA expression and reduced plant growth.  

Again, these results are consistent with Mg2+ deficiency increasing plant requirements for 

flavonoids to combat photooxidative stress.  However, the brown pigmentation was also 

present in non-photosynthetic tissues, suggesting that oxidative stress in general might be 

unusually elevated in these CorA plants.  

 

Interestingly, Sharma and Dixon (2005) found that overexpression of proanthocyanidin (PA) 

biosynthetic genes in Arabidopsis resulted in purpling and stunted growth in T1 transgenic 

lines which was very similar in appearance to the ‘ball phenotype’ observed for CorA T1 

homozygous lines in this work.  Therefore, it is possible that CorA plants, due to localized 

Mg2+ deficiencies, are subject to unusual elevations in light stress which increase their 

requirements for flavonoid biosynthesis.  Since flavonoids negatively regulate 

auxin-associated genes (reviewed in Peer and Murphy, 2007),  it is possible that disruptions to 

Mg2+ distributions in germinating CorA plants could cause flavonoid elevations in specific 

tissues.  Such elevations could then affect auxin transport, resulting in perturbed plant 

development.  Further analysis of the CorA plants would be useful to ascertain whether the 

Mg2+ distributions in these plants correlate with increased flavonoid accumulation and 

whether the brown pigmentation observed in Mg2+-starved CorA plants is, indeed, oxidised 

phenolics. 
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The apparent involvement of Mg2+ in flavonoid biosynthesis found in this work suggests that 

plant Mg2+ status might be modified to control flavonoid biosynthesis in an inducible manner 

for commercial applications.  However, a much better understanding of Mg2+ homeostasis and 

the roles of Mg2+ and flavonoids in plant development would first be required in order to 

circumvent adverse growth effects.  Enhanced flavonoid biosynthesis in plants has many 

potential applications, including foods with improved nutritional qualities.  Although 

preliminary DMACA staining failed to detect elevated PAs in CorA plants, it is noteworthy 

that condensed tannins bind protein and are protective against ruminant bloating (reviewed in 

Aerts et al., 1999).  Therefore, closer examination of the specific effects of plant Mg2+ on PA 

biosynthesis is warranted, since moderate increases in intracellular Mg2+ sequestration might 

allow development of high Mg2+-PA grasses which reduce both grass tetany as well as pasture 

bloat. 

 

8.4.3 Mg2+ status and auxin 

 

Several aspects of this work implicated plant Mg2+ status in auxin-associated developmental 

responses.  CorA plants grown in Mg2+-limited conditions or with increased CorA expression 

were stunted in size and roots of homozygous Mg2+-starved CorA plants were coralloid in 

appearance, suggesting reduced polar auxin transport characteristic of Al3+-treated roots.  

Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved heterozygous CorA plants induced unusual cell extension and 

torsion patterns in the root tip, while Mg2+ resupply to Mg2+-starved crALR1 plants treated 

with low pH/Al3+-treated induced adventitious roots and increased lateral roots.  These results 

are consistent with the hypothesis that altered Mg2+ distributions in CorA and crALR1 plant 

lines affects auxin-associated growth processes.  An effect of plant Mg2+ status in auxin-

associated processes was also observed in WT plants, with microarray analyses revealing that 

different subsets of auxin-responsive and auxin transport genes responded to Al3+ treatment, 

according to plant Mg2+ status prior to treatment.   

 

Auxin transport and its regulation is extremely complex and, despite extensive research, its 

characterization is far from complete (reviewed in Peer et al., 2011); therefore, how plant 

Mg2+ status might affect its regulation is unclear.  However, the involvement of Mg2+ in 

auxin-associated processes and plant growth may centre on its regulation of Ca2+ signatures 

that arise in response to specific environmental stimuli, as proposed in Sections 8.2.4 to 8.2.6.  

Indeed, reduced auxin transport in the root tip is a well-known feature of Al3+ toxicity and 

most likely accounts for the morphological effects of this toxicant (see Chapter 1 

Section 1.8.7), as well as that of low pH (Wilkinson and Duncan, 1989).  Therefore it would 
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be interesting to more closely examine how changes to plant Mg2+ affect auxin distributions 

and further investigate the phenotypes of the CorA and crALR1 plants under conditions which 

induce unusual auxin-associated phenotypes.  Expression of CorA and crALR1 in an auxin-

inducible reporter background such as DR5::GUS (Ulmasov et al., 1997) might be a useful 

approach for determining whether auxin accumulation is elevated in specific tissues within 

these plants.  Combined with characterization of tissue Mg2+ distributions and cell-specific 

qPCR analysis of auxin-associated gene expression (as described in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.3.4, 

respectively), the data acquired might help to untangle the involvement of plant Mg2+ status in 

auxin-associated processes.  

 

It would also be interesting to compare flavonoid and auxin distributions in CorA plant lines, 

especially those grown in Mg2+-starved conditions.  Flavonoids negatively regulate auxin 

transport and usually accumulate in areas of high auxin accumulation (Peer et al., 2011); 

which is consistent with the increased browning and reduced growth phenotypes of CorA 

plants grown in limited Mg2+.  However, the exact processes by which flavonoids regulate 

auxin are poorly understood and experiments using the chalcone synthase mutant tt4 have 

shown that although flavonoids affect auxin transport, they are not essential for plant 

developmental processes (Brown et al., 2001; Peer et al., 2004; Peer et al., 2011).  Instead, 

the co-localization of flavonoids and auxin may reflect increased ROS formation associated 

with auxin catabolism in regions where auxin is elevated (discussed in Peer et al., 2011).  

Low Mg2+ status might exacerbate stress conditions as well as increasing auxin accumulation, 

further increasing plant flavonoid biosynthesis requirements.  Further investigation of the 

Mg2+, flavonoid and auxin distributions in CorA, crALR1 and WT plants will help to address 

these issues. 

 
 
8.5 Final thoughts 
 

This work assessed the involvement of Mg2+ in the mechanism of Al3+ toxicity in Arabidopsis 

using a broad range of approaches.  The key findings were that plant Mg2+ status was more 

important than media Mg2+ in protecting against Al3+ toxicity, that mild expression of the 

crALR1 Mg2+ transport gene increased plant tolerance to Al3+ whilst strong expression of the 

CorA Mg2+ transport gene disrupted plant Mg2+ homeostasis and that increased plant 

sensitivity to Al3+, and Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ toxicity induced similar transcriptomic 

responses.  Together, these data allowed three hypotheses for the primary molecular 

mechanism of Al3+ toxicity to be developed: namely that Al3+ increases low pH toxicity, Al3+ 
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activates GLR-type Ca2+ channels, or Al3+ directly interacts with Mg2+ transport proteins.  

The latter of these is favoured. 

 

Although this work does not claim to unambiguously identify the primary mechanism of Al3+ 

toxicity, it is my belief that in the near future a central role of intracellular Mg2+ in the 

regulation of Ca2+-associated signal transduction processes in the root DTZ will be further 

confirmed, together with the mechanisms by which toxicants like Al3+ and low pH 

specifically interfere with this regulatory process.  Elucidation of the primary mechanism of 

Al3+ toxicity has substantial agricultural applications and would allow more targeted 

development of Al3+-tolerant plant species as well as improved methods of crop management 

to combat Al3+ stress.  An improved understanding of how plant Mg2+ status is involved in the 

mechanism of Al3+ toxicity will contribute to this process. 
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Appendix 1: Sequence of ALR1 showing nucleotide positions 
modified in rALR1 and rA1S1 
 
The entire 2580-nt sequence of ALR1 (numbered 5’-3’) is presented below, together with upstream and 
downstream sequences to which the ALR1/3 and ALR1/4 primers bind (originally designed by C. MacDiarmid, 
this lab).  The following features are indicated: 

ALR1 primer binding sites – green lines  
Unique restriction sites used for the generation of ALR1 variants - highlighted yellow: 

PstI and EcoRI - define the 874-nt rebuilt region found in rALR1 and crALR1  
XbaI – used for the generation of rA1S1 by homologous recombination 
BstXI – used for the correction of the G deletion in rALR1 by homologous recombination 

Cryptic polyadenylation and splice sites experimentally identified from the expression of unmodified 
ALR1 in Arabidopsis (K.Richards, S.Robison, this lab; not exhaustive): 

Polyadenylation cut sites identified in mRNA transcripts – blue arrows 
Introns identified in mRNA transcripts – underlined in red (5’- and 3’ splice sites bolded)  

Other relevant features: 
ALR1 start and stop codons – highlighted grey 
G deletion found in pBC/rALR1 clone and corrected in crALR1 – highlighted green  
A1S1 single amino acid mutations – highlighted orange 
CorA superfamily TM domains A and B – highlighted pale blue 
GMN conserved motif of CorA superfamily – highlighted blue 

 

                    CTCGAGCGAATATTGCTAGAAAGCGTAAAAGCATTTTACC  

ATGTCATCATCCTCAAGTTCATCAGAGTCATCGCCTAATTTATCGCGGTCAAACTCACTG    1-60 

ALR1/3 

Start 

GCTAACACGATGGTTTCCATGAAAACAGAAGACCATACGGGATTGTACGACCATAGGCAG  61-120 

CACCCTGACTCACTGCCGGTCCGTCACCAACCTCCAACATTGAAGAACAAGGAAATTGCT 121-180 

AAGTCCACTAAACCTTCTATTCCTAAGGAGCAGAAGAGTGCAACGAGATACAACAGCCAT 181-240 

GTGGATGTGGGAAGCGTACCCAGTAGGGGCCGCATGGATTTTGAAGATGAAGGGCAGGGT 241-300 

ATGGATGAAACGGTTGCTCATCATCAATTGAGGGCATCTGCCATTTTAACTTCTAACGCG 301-360 

AGGCCTTCCAGACTAGCCCACTCCATGCCACATCAAAGGCAGCTTTATGTGGAAAGTAAT 361-420 

ATACACACACCACCAAAGGATGTAGGTGTAAAGAGAGACTATACTATGTCATCTTCTACT 421-480 

GCATCATCAGGTAACAAATCCAAGCTGAGCGCATCTTCCTCGGCAAGTCCTATTACGAAG 481-540 

GTTAGAAAATCTTCGCTGGTCAGTCCTGTTCTTGAGATCCCACACGAATCGAAATCTGAT 541-600 

ACACACTCCAAGCTGGCTAAACCCAAGAAGAGGACATATTCTACCACATCTGCGCATTCA 601-660 

TCTATCAATCCCGCAGTTTTACTGACGAAAAGCACATCCCAAAAATCGGATGCAGATGAT 661-720 

GATACATTGGAAAGAAAACCAGTACGTATGAATACTAGAGCTTCTTTTGATAGTGACGTA 721-780 

TCACAGGCGTCGAGAGATTCTCAAGAGACGGAAGAAGATGTTTGTTTCCCTATGCCACCA 781-840 

CAATTGCATACCAGAGTTAACGGTATAGATTTCGATGAACTGGAAGAGTACGCTCAGTTT 841-900 

GCAAACGCGGAGAAGAGTCAATTTTTGGCAAGTCTGCAAGTGCCCAACGAACAGAAGTAC 901-960 

AGTAACGTTTCTCAGGATATCGGGTTTACCAGCTCTACTTCCACTTCGGGATCATCAGCT  961-1020 

GCCCTAAAATATACACCAAGAGTTTCGCAGACTGGTGAAAAGAGCGAGAGTACCAATGAA 1021-1080 
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ACAGAAATCCATGAAAAGAAGGAAGACGAGCATGAGAAAATCAAGCCTAGTTTACACCCT 1081-1140 

GGTATATCTTTCGGTAAAAATAAAGTTGAAGGGGAAGAGAATGAAAACATTCCATCCAAT 1141-1200 

GACCCGGCGTATTGCTCTTACCAGGGTACAGACTTTCAAATTCCTAATAGATTTTCTTTT 1201-1260 
deletion 

TTCTGTTCCGAATCTGATGAAACCGTTCATGCTAGTGATATCCCTTCCTTAGTGTCTGAG 1261-1320 

GGACAAACATTCTATGAATTATTCAGGGGAGGTGAGCCAACATGGTGGTTAGATTGTAGT 1321-1380 
ALR1/5 BstXI 

TGTCCAACTGATGATGAAATGCGTTGCATAGCAAAGGCGTTTGGTATCCATCCATTGACT 1381-1440 
PstI 

GCAGAAGATATCAGAATGCAAGAAACACGTGAAAAGGTGGAACTTTTCAAATCGTATTAC 1441-1500 

TTCGTTTGTTTCCATACCTTTGAAAATGATAAAGAATCAGAGGATTTCCTGGAACCTATT 1501-1560 

AACGTTTACATTGTTGTCTGTAGGTCAGGTGTTTTAACATTCCATTTTGGCCCAATATCT 1561-1620 

CATTGTGCTAATGTCAGAAGGCGTGTAAGACAGTTACGTGACTATGTCAATGTCAATTCA 1621-1680 

GATTGGTTATGTTATGCTTTAATCGATGACATTACTGATAGTTTCGCTCCTGTAATTCAA 1681-1740 

TCTATTGAATATGAAGCAGATGCAATCGAAGATTCTGTGTTCATGGCTCGTGACATGGAT 1741-1800 

TTTGCAGCAATGTTACAAAGAATTGGTGAAAGTAGGCGTAAGACAATGACGTTGATGAGA 1801-1860 

CTTCTTAGTGGTAAGGCTGATGTTATCAAAATGTTTGCCAAAAGATGCCAAGATGAAGCT 1861-1920 

AATGGTATTGGACCGGCACTAACATCTCAAATAAATATTGCTAACTTACAGGCAAGGCAG 1921-1980 

GATAACGCCAGTCATATCAAAAATAATAGTTCGACAACTGTACCAAATAATTATGCGCCC 1981-2040 

ACCACATCACAACCGAGGGGGGATATCGCCCTATACTTGGGTGATATTCAAGATCATTTG 2041-2100 

TTGACAATGTTTCAAAATTTGCTGGCGTACGAAAAAATTTTTTCTAGATCCCATACAAAC 2101-2160 

TACTTAGCTCAACTGCAAGTGGAATCATTTAATTCTAATAATAAAGTGACAGAAATGTTG 2161-2220 

GGTAAAGTCACCATGATAGGTACAATGCTAGTTCCATTAAATGTTATCACTGGTCTTTTC 2221-2280 

GGTATGAATGTTAAAGTTCCGGGGGAGAATTCCAGTATCGCGTGGTGGTTTGGGATATTG 2281-2340 

GGTGTGCTGCTTTTGCTGGCCGTCCTTGGTTGGTTCTTGGCCAGCTATTGGATTAAAAGA 2341-2400 

ATAGACCCTCCTGCAACACTTAACGAGGCCGCTGAAAGTGGAGCCAAATCGGTTATTTCG 2401-2460 

AGCTTCTTGCCAAAAAGAAACAAGAGATTCAATGATCGTTCCAAAAATATAAATGTAAGA 2461-2520 

GCCGGTCCTTCAAACAAATCAGTTGCAAGTCTTCCTAGTAGATATAGCCGCTACGACTGA 2521-2577 

TTAGTGATGTGGCGGCCGC  
Stop 

XbaI 

N733S 

I746L 

EcoRI F777Y 

ALR1/4 
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Appendix 2: Generation of plasmid constructs 
 
The Table overleaf presents specific details of the generation of each plasmid construct.  The steps used in the 
generation of the constructs using homologous recombination or cloning are detailed in Chapter 4 and the 
protocols in Chapter 2.  The specifics included in each column of the table are listed below.  Any changes to the 
approaches outlined in Chapter 4 Figure 4.2 are specified in the additional notes for each construct (13). 
 

1. Name of plasmid construct 
2. Names of precursor plasmids 
3. Method used to generate construct: homologous recombination (HR) or cloning 
4. Reference to page outlining the strategy used to generate the construct 
5. HR primers used (if applicable) 
6. Primers used for PCR-based screens of clones 
7. Number of initial transformant clones screened 
8. Number of clones found to contain the correct-sized plasmid or PCR-product 
9. Number of clones checked with restriction enzyme (RE) cuts of plasmid DNA 
10. Enzymes used for cuts to determine correct size of insert 
11. Enzymes used for cuts to determine correct orientation of insert (if applicable) 
12. Number of clones giving correct size and orientation of insert 
13. Additional notes  
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1 

Name 
2 

Precursors 
3 

Method 
4 

Strategy 
5 

HR primers 
6 

PCR primers 
7 

# initial 
pYES/rALR1 
 

pBC/rALR1 
pYES3 

Cloning p 123 - - 18 

pYES/crALR1 
 
 
 

pYES/rALR1 
YEpGALR1 
 
 
 
 

HR p 123 5’crALR1 XhoI 
3’crALR1 

- 
 
 

6 

pYES/rA1S1 
 

pYES/crALR1 
pFL38:A1S1 
 
 
 
 

HR p 123 5’rA1S1 
3’S1 

5’rA1S1 
3’S1 
 
 

6 

pYES/GFP-crALR1 pYES/crALR1 
pTVL2 

HR p 123 GFPL 
GFPLA 

NtermGFP1 
NtermGFP2 

12 

pYES/HA-crALR1 pYES/crALR1 
pFL38:GAL-HA-
ALR1 

HR p 123 pYES HA XhoI 
GAL-HA-r 

pYES HA XhoI 
ALR1/8 

12 

pGTE/CorA 
 
 
 
 
 

pGTE 
CorA PCR 

Cloning p 122 - T7 forward 
M13 reverse 

6 

pYES/CorA 
 
 

pGTE/CorA 
pYES3 

Cloning p 122 - - - 

pYES/GFP-CorA pYES/CorA 
pTVL2 

HR p 122 GFPL 
GFPRC 

NtermGFP1 
NtermGFP2 

12 

pYES/HA-CorA 
 

pYES/CorA 
pFL38:pGAL-HA-
ALR1 

HR p 122 pYES HA XhoI 
HA CorA 

PYES2 5’F 
CorA R 

21 

pVK/crALR1 pVK 
pYES/crALR1 
 

Cloning p 131 - - 196 

pVK/rA1S1 pVK 
pYES/rA1S1 

Cloning p 131 - - 64 

pGTE/GFP pGTE 
pTVL2 
 

Cloning p 130 - GFP1 
GFP2 

4 

pVK/GFP pVK 
pGTE/GFP 
 

Cloning p 131 - - 80 

pVK/GFP-crALR1 pVK 
pYES/GFP-crALR1 

Cloning p 131 - - 99 

pVK/HA-crALR1 pVK 
pYES/HA-crALR1 

Cloning p 131 - - 54 

pVK/GFP-CorA pVK 
pYES/GFP-CorA 

Cloning p 131 - - 192 

pVK/HA-CorA pVK 
pYES/HA-CorA 

Cloning p 131 - p27.35S 
p27.ocs 

7 

pSR pART27 
pART7-AKT1 
 
 

Cloning p 344 - - 2 

pSR/crALR1 pSR 
pYES/crALR1 

Cloning p 131 - - 89 

pSR/rA1S1 pSR 
pYES/rA1S1 

Cloning p 131 - - 192 

pSR/GFP pSR 
pGTE/GFP 

Cloning p 131 - -  
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8 

# correct 
9 

# cut 
10 

Enzyme cuts 
11 

orientation 
12 

# correct 
13 

Additional notes 
18 
 

2 HindIII+EcoRI, 
SalI+XhoI, ClaI 

- 2 Fully-sequenced rALR1 gene, identified 
deletion at 1214 

1 1 XhoI, HindIII, 
BglII,  
HindIII+BglII 

- 1 Gel-purified large fragment of 
pYES/rALR1.  Transformed CM66 and 
selected on low-Mg2+ media, no PCR 
checks prior to transformation of 6 clones 
into E.coli.  Fully-sequenced crALR1 
gene. 

6 
 

5 HindIII - 5 Gel-purified large fragment of 
pYES/crALR1.  Transformed CM66 and 
selected on low-Mg2+ media, used E.coli 
dam- strain RB404 to avoid methylation of 
XbaI site in ALR1, sequenced region 
covering XbaI through to the end of ALR1 

7 2 XhoI 
 

- 2 Sequenced GFP gene and across its 
ends 

10 
 
 

4 XhoI+BstXI - 4 HR performed in CM66 and selected on 
low Mg2+, sequenced across N-terminus 
and HA 

4 
 

2 EcoRI - 2 CorA was PCR-amplified from gDNA from 
plants transformed previously with 
pVK/CorA (Nayagar, 2003) using 35S and 
ocs primers, blue/white screening was 
used for initial transformants.  CorA gene 
sequenced. 

6 
 

6 EcoRI KpnI+SpeI 2 CorA fragment gel-purified from 
pGTE/CorA digest, no initial transformant 
screen. 

5 
 

2 XhoI - 2 Sequenced GFP gene and across its 
ends 

4 
 
 

- - - 2 PCR-checked E.coli transformants from 2 
clones Didn’t do digests of plasmid DNA, 
sequenced across HA and ends 

2 
 

2 XhoI EcoRI 2 Diagnostic cuts with HincII, BamHI, NcoI, 
PstI, NotI and SalI.  Fully-sequenced 
crALR1 gene. 

2 
 

2 XhoI EcoRI 2 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1.  Fully 
sequenced rA1S1 gene. 

4 
 

3 EcoRI SalI 1 GFP PCR from pTVL2 was A-tailed to 
allow insertion into pGTE, didn’t do size- 
screen.  Sequenced GFP gene. 

3 
 

3 NotI, EcoRI NotI, EcoRI 2 Dignostic cuts with HincII, SstII, BglII, 
BstYI+HindIII, BamHI, EcoRI, NcoI, PstI, 
PvuI, MunI, SalI, EcoRV 

14 
 

14 XhoI EcoRI 8 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1 

4 
 

4 XhoI EcoRI 2 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1, 
sequenced across ends of HA-crALR1 

10 
 

10 XhoI EcoRI 2 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1 

4 4 XhoI XhoI 1 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1, 
sequenced across N-terminus of crALR1 

1 
 

1 NotI, SalI, XhoI, 
EcoRI+EcoRV, 
KpnI, SmaI, ClaI, 
XbaI, HindIII+SalI,  

BamHI 1 Didn’t do size-screen 

2 
 

2 XhoI EcoRI 2 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1, fully 
sequenced crALR1 gene 

7 
 

7 XhoI EcoRI 2 Diagnostic cuts as for pVK/crALR1, 
sequenced ends with 35S & ocs primers 

2 
 

2 HindIII NotI 2 - 
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Appendix 3: Generation of pSR Agrobacterium binary vector for 
gene expression in plants under the AKT1 promoter 
 

The pSR binary vector was generated for the purpose of investigating expression of Mg2+ 

transport genes under a root-specific promoter.  The AKT1 promoter was selected due to its 

preferential expression in mature root regions and root hairs of Arabidopsis (Lagarde et al., 

1996). To generate pSR, the AKT1 promoter region from pART7-AKT1 was inserted into an 

Agrobacterium binary vector as shown (Figure A3).  The CorA and ALR1 genes were then 

cloned into pSR as described in Chapter 4 Figure 4.2. 

 

 
 

MCS 

 
 
 
Figure A3 Generation of the pSR vector 
The AKT1 promoter (PAKT1) was formerly cloned into the cloning vector pART7 to generate pART7-AKT1 
(J. Li, this lab).  The AKT1-ocs3’ expression cassette was excised at NotI restriction sites and ligated into the 
pART27 binary vector (Gleave, 1992) at NotI as shown. 
 

ori 

AmpR 

f1 ori 

lacZ 

pART7-AKT1 
5.7kb 

ocs3’ 

NotI

NotI 

LB 

Pnos 

pART27 
11.7kb 

lacZ
RBoriV

trfA

nptII 

pSR 
14.5kb

MCS

PAKT1 

ocs3’ori 

SpecR

LB

Pnos

lacZ
oriV

trfA 

RB

nptII

nos3’

oriT

lacZ

nos3’ 

oriT 

NotI 

ori 

SpecRPAKT1 
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Appendix 4: Comparison of AKT1 and 35S promoter strengths 
 

To compare the expression levels of the root-specific AKT1 promoter with the constitutive 

CaMV 35S promoter, total root and shoot RNA was isolated from AKT1::GFP and 35S::GFP 

control plants and compared by northern blot analysis (Figure A4).   

 

Results showed that GFP transcript expression was approximately ten times higher in the 

roots than in the shoots of the AKT1::GFP plants (100 pg/10 µg total RNA in roots compared 

with 10 pg/10 µg total RNA in shoots, shown in Figure A4 A).  This confirms previous work 

that has shown that AKT1 is primarily a root-specific promoter in Arabidopsis (Basset et al., 

1995; Lagarde et al., 1996).  In contrast, transcript expression levels in the roots and shoots of 

the 35S::GFP plants were similar to one another (approximately 1 ng/10 µg total RNA), 

reflecting the constitutive expression under the 35S promoter (relative expression levels of 

AKT1::GFP and 35S::GFP illustrated in Figure A4 B).  Overall, GFP expression under the 

AKT1 promoter was 10–100 times weaker than that under the 35S promoter. 

 

Fluorescence microscopy was used to visualize the GFP protein expression from the plant 

lines used for northern blot analysis.  A strong and uniform GFP signal was detected from all 

 

 

  S    R     S    R    S    R 

AKT1
GFP 

35S
GFP WT 

B
  S    R     S    R     S    R 

AKT1 
GFP 

35S 
GFP WT 

A

 
 
Figure A4 GFP expression in AKT1::GFP and 35S::GFP plants 
Shoot (S) and root (R) tissue from 2.5-week-old AKT1::GFP line 1 and 35S::GFP line 8 plants grown on vertical 
1 x MS plates were harvested and separated using a clean scalpel and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
Total RNA was isolated, and 10 µg of each sample was electrophoresed, northern blotted and hybridised with a 
radioactively-labelled GFP PCR product (see Chapter 2 Section 2.6.2 for methods, GFP1 and GFP2 primers 
were used for the PCR).  Two exposures of the same hybridisation are shown to allow comparison of the 
different intensities of transcripts (A, B).  In each, the upper image presents the radiograph from the northern 
hybridisation with main bands visible at approximately 1.4 kb (ladder not shown).  The lower image presents the 
band corresponding with the expected size for 28S rRNA from methylene-blue staining of the blot prior to 
northern hybridisation, for loading comparisons.  To test the sensitivity of detection, a dot blot was loaded with 
1 ng, 100 pg and 10 pg of un-labelled GFP PCR product prior to hybridisation and is presented to the right of the 
other images (1 ng at top). 
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the 35S::GFP plant tissues (data not presented, see Chapter 2 Section 2.8.2.2 for methods).  

No GFP signal was detected from the shoots of the AKT1::GFP plants, however low GFP 

levels were detectable in the roots.  These relatively higher root expression levels are 

consistent with the ten-fold differences in mRNA transcript levels found in the northern blot 

hybridisations and results from the localization of AKT::GUS presented by Lagarde and 

co-workers (1996, data not shown). 
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Appendix 5: Confocal microscope settings  
 
 

PMT gain (V) 
Image 

Plant 
Line GFP PI 

Optical 
Zoom 

A GFP-crALR1 693 824 1.8 

B WT 780 875 1.0 

C, left GFP 638 - 1.8 

C, centre GFP-crALR1 693 - 1.8 

C, right GFP-CorA 775 - 1.9 

D GFP-CorA 753 - 7.16 

E GFP-crALR1 681 - 1.7 

F GFP-CorA 681 - 1.7 

G, top GFP-crALR1 698 913 5.04 

G, bottom GFP-crALR1 733 772 4.09 

H, top GFP-CorA 733 761 1.58 

H, bottom GFP-CorA 742 800 5.17 

 

 
Table A5 Settings used for images captured using confocal microscopy in Chapter 4 Section 4.8.3 
For each of the images in Figure 4.14 the photomultiplier (PMT) gain for the emission signals (GFP or PI or 
both) are presented in volts (V).  The optical zoom used to capture each image is also provided.  Details of the 
other microscope settings are provided in Chapter 2 Section 2.8.2.3. 
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Appendix 6: Statistics from Chapter 5 Figure 5.3 
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WT vs 
crALR1 

WT vs 
CorA 

0 0.4929 0.0024 
3 0.4936 0.0163 
15 0.4041 0.0006 
90 0.6881 0.0151 
360 0.4902 0.0038 

Times WT crALR1 CorA 

0-3 nd nd nd 

0-15 nd nd nd 

0-90 nd nd nd 

0-360 nd nd nd 

3-15 0.2929 0.8952 0.303 

3-90 0.1778 0.4041 0.0459 

3-360 0.067 0.1078 0.0973 

15-90 0.3233 0.4107 0.0018 

15-360 0.0804 0.0965 0.1196 

90-360 0.1311 0.8273 0.3889 

Times WT crALR1 CorA 

0-3 0.0012 0.0038 0.0396 

0-15 0.0002 0.0018 0.0088 

0-90 0.0004 0.0025 0.0093 

0-360 0.0005 0.0027 0.0028 

3-15 0.0053 0.0564 0.0215 

3-90 0.003 0.0196 0.0179 

3-360 0.002 0.0114 0.0034 

15-90 0.0087 0.0576 0.0436 

15-360 0.003 0.0211 0.0039 

90-360 0.0151 0.0897 0.0313 

B

C

E F

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0 90 180 270 360

WT
crALR1
CorA 

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

0 90 180 270 360

Time (min) 

Time 
(min) 

WT vs 
crALR1 

WT vs 
CorA 

0 1 1 
3 0.5883 0.4233 
15 0.3306 0.0358 
90 0.6075 0.0869 
360 0.4453 0.0108 

H

D

Time 
(min) 

WT vs 
crALR1 

WT vs 
CorA 

Time 
(min) 

WT vs 
crALR1 

WT vs 
CorA 

0 nd nd 
3 0.5918 0.3894 
15 0.1917 0.0035 
90 0.6720 0.0025 
360 0.5862 0.1078 

G

A
0 nd nd 

3 0.4429 0.0092 
15 0.1299 0.0001 
90 0.7181 0.0003 
360 0.5211 0.0187 
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Figure A6 Statistical analysis of the data presented in Chapter 5 Figure 5.3 
The 35S::crALR1 and 35S::CorA plant lines examined in Chapter 5 Figure 5.3 were compared against the WT 
plant line at each time point using student’s t tests and the p-values obtained were tabulated (A for 10 µM Mg2+ 
and B for 250 µM Mg2+).  P-values below 0.05 were considered significant and are bolded.  Pairs of time points 
were also compared within each line using a series of student’s t tests and the p-values obtained are tabulated in 
C and D (10 µM Mg2+ and 250 µM Mg2+ respectively).  To examine further whether the Mg2+ uptake rates were 
different between the CorA and WT plant lines, the starting Mg2+ concentrations of the CorA plants were 
normalized to those of WT plants (by subtracting the average difference between WT and CorA at 0 min from 
all the CorA values).  The data obtained was used to re-plot the uptake curves from Chapter 5 Figure 5.3 in E 
(10 µM Mg2+) and F (250 µM Mg2+).  Student’s t tests were carried out to compare the normalized CorA uptake 
at each time point with that of WT.  The p-values calculated from these comparisons are tabulated in G and H 
(10 µM Mg2+ and 250 µM Mg2+ respectively).  Only one replicate for each line was available for the 0 min time 
point in the 10 µM Mg2+ treatments; therefore, statistical comparisons could not be made against these 
treatments (shown as ‘nd’ in tables). 
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Appendix 7: CorA phenotype B plants grown in 0 µM Mg2+  
 
 
                            

 

A

B

C D

 
Figure A7 Examples of CorA phenotype B plants grown in 0 µM Mg2+ 
Additional representative dissecting microscope images of CorA phenotype B plants grown in 0 µM Mg2+ as 
described in Chapter 5 Figure 5.6.  Images of whole plants (A) and close up images of shoots (B) hypocotyl (C) 
and detached cotyledons (D) are presented.  Scale bars are 0.5 mm. 
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Appendix 8: P-values from limited-Mg2+ treatments in Chapter 5 
Figure 5.8 
 
 
 

A vs WT 
 

crALR1 CorA B CorA C 
CorA B vs CorA C 

0 0.6191 0.0068   

5 0.6919 0.0423   

10 0.9775 0.0204 <0.0001 0.1261 

25 0.8009 0.0335 0.002 0.3276 

100 0.0875  0.0113  

 

B vs WT 
 

crALR1 CorA B CorA C 
CorA B vs CorA C 

0 0.2648 0.0065   

5 0.0568 0.3927   

10 0.083 0.4072 0.0281 0.1316 

25 0.0494 0.1323 0.0022 0.0217 

100 0.1009  0.0095  

 

C vs WT 
 

crALR1 CorA B CorA C 
CorA B vs CorA C 

0 0.2464 0.6384   

5 0.089 0.1244   

10 0.0924 0.1434 0.658 0.1547 

25 0.0564 0.0786 0.0252 0.0468 

100 0.4902  0.0242  

 
 
 
Table A8: Calculated p-values for the data presented in Figure 5.8 
For each of the graphs presented in Figure 5.8, student’s t tests were carried out to find whether the Mg2+ 
concentration (A), dry weight (B) and total Mg2+ (C) per plant in the transgenic lines crALR1 and CorA 
(phenotypes B and C) were significantly different from those of WT plants.  The p-value for each comparison is 
presented, with values that are below 0.05 (considered to be significantly different) shown in bold.  The final 
column in each table presents the p-values obtained from t tests comparing the two CorA phenotypes, B and C, 
with one another.  
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Appendix 9: P-values from root and shoot measurements in 
Chapter 5 Figure 5.9 
 
 
 

A vs WT 
 crALR1 

shoot 
crALR1 

root 
CorA 
shoot 

CorA root 

5 0.6433 0.0063 0.0362 0.0212 

10 0.9495 0.2214 0.0105 0.2175 

25 0.1922 0.0036   

 
 

B vs WT 
 crALR1 

shoot 
crALR1 

root 
CorA 
shoot 

CorA root 

5 0.978 0.0807 0.9155 0.7632 

10 0.0025 0.0170 0.3647 0.5593 

25 0.0285 0.0931   

 
 

C vs WT 
 crALR1 

shoot 
crALR1 

root 
CorA 
shoot 

CorA root 

5 0.8943 0.1011 0.1261 0.2235 

10 0.0649 0.0458 0.1305 0.301 

25 0.0414 0.0760   

 
 
 
 
 
Table A9: Calculated p-values for the data presented in Figure 5.9 
For each of the graphs presented in Figure 5.9, student’s t tests were carried out to find whether the Mg2+ 
concentration (A), dry weight (B) and total Mg2+ (C) per plant in the shoot and root tissues isolated from the 
transgenic plant lines crALR1 and CorA (phenotype B) were significantly different from those of WT plants.  
The p-value for each comparison is presented, with values that are below 0.05 (considered to be significantly 
different) shown in bold.  Student’s t tests were only carried out for crALR1 plant samples treated with 5-25 µM 
Mg2+ and CorA plant samples treated with 5-10 µM Mg2+, for which two experimental replicates were available 
(see text in Figure 5.9 for details of sampling). 
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Appendix 10: CorA plants have increased sensitivity to cation 
competition 
 

To assess cation competition, plants were germinated and grown on 1/6th MS supplemented 

with 1 x MS levels of individual cations and on 1 x MS supplemented with 1/6th MS levels of 

individual cations.  Figure A10 A shows the concentration of each divalent cation in these 

media relative to the toxic levels estimated from the results in Chapter 5 Section 5.7.1.  

Concentrations of all the cations tested in these media were well below the toxicity levels 

detected in Chapter 5 Section 5.7.1.  The effect of the cationic antibiotic kanamycin (kan) was 

also tested, since it was noted in Chapter 4 Section 4.6.2 that the ‘CorA phenotype’ appeared 

stronger on kan-selective media.   
 

Photographs of the plant growth results from this experiment are presented in Figure A10 B.  

For the plants treated with elevated cations (1/6th MS + 1 x cations, Figure A10 B, left side), 

the following observations were made: 

 

 In the elevated cation treatments, the Mg2+ deficiency phenotype of the CorA plants 

appeared stronger in comparison with the plants on the control plates, with the 

exceptions of Fe2+ and kan, for which toxicity was the main phenotype observed 

(Figure A10 B, left side). 

 The Mg2+ concentrations of all plants in the elevated cation treatments decreased in 

comparison with those of the control plates, with the exception of ‘CorA’ line 6 on 

kan (Figure A10 C, left side; see Appendix 10 for p-values). 

 The Mg2+ concentrations of at least one line of ‘CorA’ plants were significantly higher 

in the elevated cation treatments than those of the WT plants in the same treatment, 

with the exceptions of Co2+ and Zn2+, for which no significant differences were 

detected (Figure A10 C, left side). 

 

For the plants treated with reduced cations (1 x MS + 1/6th cations, Figure A10 B, right side), 

the following observations were made: 

 

 In the reduced cations treatments, the Mg2+ deficiency phenotype of the CorA plants 

was similar to, or weaker, in comparison with the plants on the control plates 

(Figure A10 B, right side). 

 The Mg2+ concentrations of the CorA plants in the reduced cation treatments were 

generally similar to those of the CorA plants on the control plate, with the exception 

of Ca2+ and kan, for which the Mg2+ concentration was increased slightly, and Fe2+, 
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for which the Mg2+ concentration was decreased slightly.  The Mg2+ concentrations of 

the WT plants were slightly reduced in the Co2+, Zn2+ and kan treatments in 

comparison with the WT plants on the control plate (Figure A10 C, right side; see 

Appendix 10 for p-values). 

 

Collectively these results show that the relative cation levels in MS affect both the phenotype 

of CorA plants and the Mg2+ concentration of both WT and CorA plants.  For most of the 

cations tested, these differences are consistent with altered cation competition for Mg2+ 

uptake.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure A10 Effects of altering other cations in MS mediaA:  
Table showing the concentrations of each divalent cation in 1 x and 1/6th MS media, together with the toxicity 
ranges determined in Chapter 5 Section 5.7.1.  These concentrations were sufficient to either cause toxicity to 
WT plants in 1/6th MS, or, in the case of Co2+, Mn2+ and Zn2+, to cause increased toxicity to ‘CorA’ plants 
(indicated by *).  B: The effects of individual cation levels in 1/6th and 1 x MS media were assessed following 
the same protocol as that outlined in Chapter 5 Figure 5.1.  All the divalent cations in MS media were assessed 
(Ca2+, Co2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Mn2+ and Zn2+) with the exception of Mg2+ (presented in Chapter 5 Figure 5.1).  The 
effects of kan were also investigated, using the levels normally used in selective media (100 µg L-1) or 1/6th of 
this amount.  KanR 35S::GFP plants are used as the controls for these latter plates (denoted by ‘G’).  Note that 
1/4 of the plants in the segregating ‘CorA’ lines are WT and are sensitive to kanamycin.  C: Mg2+ concentrations 
of plants sampled from the plates in B (see Figure 5.1 for protocol).  One of the plates from the 1 x MS + 1/6th 
Cu2+ treatment was contaminated; hence data from only one plate is presented.  Error bars show one standard 
error from the two replicate plates for each treatment.  Asterisks indicate where ‘CorA’ values are significantly 
different from WT (or GFP) for the same treatment according to a student’s t test (p<0.05).  The p-values 
comparing each treatment with the control treatment for the same line are presented in Table A10. 

 

Cation 1x MS (µM) 1/6th MS (µM) Toxicity in 1/6th MS (µM) 
Ca2+ 3000 500 Not tested 

A
Co2+ 0.1 0.02 10-60 * 
Cu2+ 0.1 0.02 40-60 
Fe2+ 100 16.7 Not tested 
Mg2+ 1500 250 10000-20000 
Mn2+ 100 16.7 100-500 * 
Zn2+ 30 5 200-300 * 
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1/6th MS + 1x cations 1x MS + 1/6th cations 
 

WT (GFP*) CorA 5 CorA 6 WT (GFP*) CorA 5 CorA 6 

Ca2+ <0.001 0.002 0.028 0.203 0.036 0.069 

Co2+ 0.003 0.003 0.016 0.0224 0.2021 0.637 

Cu2+ 0.004 0.032 0.043  no data no data no data 

Fe2+ <0.001 <0.001 0.016 0.486 0.327 0.007 

Mg2+ 0.010 0.001 0.030  0.001 0.019 0.006 

Mn2+ <0.001 0.017 0.047 0.469 0.268 0.250 

Zn2+ <0.001 0.015 0.045 0.098 0.740 0.802 

kan <0.001* 0.030 0.432 0.090* 0.049 0.023 

 

 
Table A10: Calculated p-values for Mg2+ concentrations in Figure A10 and Chapter 5 Figure 5.1 
For each of the cation treatments tested in Figure A10 and Chapter 5 Figure 5.1, student’s t tests were carried out 
to find whether the Mg2+ concentration of each plant line (WT, CorA 5 or CorA 6) was significantly changed 
from the Mg2+ concentration of the same plant line in the control treatment (1/6th MS or 1 x MS).  The p-values 
for each treatment compared with the control are shown.  Treatments with p-values below 0.05 (considered to be 
significantly different) are bolded.   
*For plants grown on kanamycin, 35S::GFP transgenic plants expressing the kanamycin-resistance gene nptII 
were tested instead of WT plants, which are highly sensitive to kanamycin.  Values presented for these plants are 
tested against those of WT plants in the control treatments. 
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Appendix 11: P-values from relative root elongation data presented 
in Chapter 6 Figure 6.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A11 Calculated p-values for the data presented in Chapter 6 Figure 6.2 
The first table (A) presents the p-values calculated from student’s t tests comparing the primary root lengths at 
day 7 (following 2 d of Al3+ treatments) with the root lengths obtained at day 5 (from the same bottles).  The 
bolded values show treatments in which there was a significant increase in root length between days 5 and 7 
(p<0.05).  The second table (B) presents the p-values calculated from a student’s t test comparing the increases 
in root length between the standardized crALR1 and WT lines (standardized to the same starting root length).  
Differences that were found to be significant (p<0.05) are bolded. 

µM Al3+ crALR1 vs WT 

0 0.441 

10 0.001 

50 0.030 

100 0.271 

150 0.622 

200 0.131 

7 d vs 5 d 
µM Al3+ 

WT crALR1 
A B

<0.001 <0.001 0 
<0.001 0.008 10 
<0.001 0.007 50 

100 0.273 0.010 
150 0.123 0.505 
200 0.733 0.007 
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Appendix 12: Normalized data and statistics from Chapter 6 
Figure 6.9 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A12 Normalized Mg2+ uptake curves and p-values from date presented in Chapter 6 Figure 6.9 
To adjust for different levels of Mg2+ starvation between the two replicates measured in Chapter 6 Figure 6.8 
(especially in the case of the 35S::CorA plants), data from each were normalized to 1 by dividing each time 
point value by the 0 min time point value for that replicate.  The normalized data for each plant line was then 
multiplied by the average 0 min time point value from all the replicates used in this experiment (n=8) to adjust 
for different levels of Mg2+ starvation between the different plant lines.  These data were used to re-plot the 
uptake curves from Chapter 6 Figure 6.8 in A and B (pH 4 and pH 4+10-µM Al3+ respectively).  Student’s t tests 
were carried out to compare the different treatments across the plant lines and time points and p-values 
calculated (C-F).  Each of the crALR1 and CorA lines were compared with WT controls for each time point 
(shown in C for pH 4 and in D for pH 4+10-µM Al3+) and differences between pairs of time points were 
examined in E (pH 4) and F (pH 4+10-µM Al3+).  Where p-values were below 0.05 they were considered 
significant and are bolded. 
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0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0 90 180 270 360

Time 
(min) 

WT vs 
crALR1 

WT vs 
CorA 

D
0 0.6191 0.0068 

3 0.5302 0.0312 

15 0.9300 0.0276 

90 0.7924 0.4730 

360 0.2840 0.3875 

Time 
(min) 

Times WT crALR1 CorA 

0-3 0.0005 0.0077 0.1839 

0-15 0.0003 0.0127 0.0490 

0-90 <0.0001 0.0002 0.0738 

0-360 0.0015 <0.0001 0.1264 

3-15 0.0042 0.0898 0.2489 

3-90 0.0005 0.0086 0.5537 

3-360 0.0042 0.0034 0.3932 

15-90 0.0019 0.2354 0.3891 

15-360 0.0084 0.0434 0.9622 

90-360 0.0339 0.0020 0.5796 

Times WT crALR1 CorA 

0-3 0.0084 0.0025 0.2413 

0-15 0.0044 0.0017 0.1101 

0-90 0.007 0.0246 0.1732 

0-360 0.0041 0.0054 0.5135 

3-15 0.0716 0.0340 0.5483 

3-90 0.0317 0.0884 0.0931 

3-360 0.0126 0.0188 0.3002 

15-90 0.0936 0.1843 0.0470 

15-360 0.0238 0.0389 0.1176 

90-360 0.1116 0.6632 0.0507 

E F

WT vs 
crALR1 

WT vs 
CorA 

C
0 0.6191 0.0068 

3 0.7153 0.0336 

15 0.5410 0.0194 

90 0.0295 0.0451 

360 0.4011 0.1928 
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Appendix 13: Quality of RNA used for microarrays 
 
 
Table A13 (overleaf): RNA concentrations and quality 
Table presenting the NanoDrop™ spectrophotometer readings and Bioanalyzer readings for each of the 24 RNA 
samples used in the microarray analysis described in Chapter 7 Section 7.2.2.  For details of the methods used 
for the NanoDrop™ and Bioanalyzer analyses, see Chapter 2 Section 2.6.1.1.  The electropherograms obtained 
from the Bioanalyzer analysis of each sample are included on pages 361 and 362, with the representative gel 
electrophoresis bands shown underneath (see Table A13 for the treatment corresponding with each sample 
number; samples highlighted with red at the top of gel lane have Us background, remaining un-highlighted 
samples have St background). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Sample details         NanoDrop™     Bionananalyzer 

Experimental 
replicate Sample Treatment Background Media Time 

RNA concentration 
(ng µL-1) 260/280 260/230 RIN 25S/18S 

First 1 St 30 St no Mg2+ 30 198.8 2.10 2.23 9.6 1.5 

  2 St 360 St no Mg2+ 360 199.9 2.09 2.14 9.1 1.5 

  3 StMg 30 St Mg2+ 30 258.7 2.09 2.11 9.7 1.5 

  4 StMg 360 St Mg2+ 360 578.9 2.12 2.28 9.8 1.6 

  5 Usno Mg 30 Us no Mg2+ 30 1926.8 2.08 2.22 NA 1.8 

  6 Usno Mg 360 Us no Mg2+ 360 1831.8 2.05 2.46 NA 1.8 

  7 Us 30 Us Mg2+ 30 3123.5 2.14 2.36 NA 1.8 

  8 Us 360 Us Mg2+ 360 2318.5 2.07 2.47 NA 1.8 

  9 StAl 30 St Al3+ 30 255.0 2.13 1.99 9.5 1.6 

  10 StAl 360 St Al3+ 360 177.7 2.07 2.12 9.7 1.6 

  11 UsAl 30 Us Al3+ 30 2296.0 2.09 2.30 NA 1.8 

  12 UsAl 360 Us Al3+ 360 1571.8 2.08 2.32 NA 1.7 

Second 13 St 30 St no Mg2+ 30 202.4 2.09 2.24 9.5 1.5 

  14 St 360 St no Mg2+ 360 147.1 2.05 2.06 9.6 1.6 

  15 StMg 30 St Mg2+ 30 424.4 2.12 2.19 9.7 1.6 

  16 StMg 360 St Mg2+ 360 257.4 2.07 2.14 9.7 1.7 

  17 Usno Mg 30 Us no Mg2+ 30 982.3 2.04 2.41 NA 1.8 

  18 Usno Mg 360 Us no Mg2+ 360 1312.3 2.07 2.33 NA 1.9 

  19 Us 30 Us Mg2+ 30 1076.5 2.07 2.32 NA 1.9 

  20 Us 360 Us Mg2+ 360 846.0 2.04 2.42 NA 1.9 

  21 StAl 30 St Al3+ 30 378.9 2.09 2.12 9.6 1.6 

  22 StAl 360 St Al3+ 360 212.0 2.07 1.95 9.5 1.6 

  23 UsAl 30 Us Al3+ 30 1380.0 2.10 2.49 NA 1.7 

  24 UsAl 360 Us Al3+ 360 1280.8 2.11 2.22 NA 1.9 
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Bioanalyzer electropherograms: experimental replicate 1, samples 1-12 
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Bioanalyzer electropherograms: experimental replicate 2, samples 13-24 
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 Appendix 14: Quality of raw array data 
 
 
Figure A14 Quality assessments of raw array data 
The raw data .CEL files obtained from the Affymetrix GeneChip® operating software (GCOS) for the 23 arrays 
described in Chapter 7 Section 7.2.3 were analyzed in AffylmGUI and presented as follows: 
A: Intensity density distribution plot with the four divergent arrays labelled. 
B: Relative log expression (RLE) box plot showing the log2 expression for each probe set in each array relative 
to the median for that probe set across all arrays.   
C: Normalized unscaled standard error (NUSE) box plot showing the standard error of each probe set in each 
array relative to the median standard error for that probe set across all arrays (normalized to 1). 
D (overleaf): Pseudo chip images presenting the weighted error for each probe on each array against the overall 
error for that probe set across all arrays.  Points in green represent probe sets with low weighting and therefore 
increased error.  Treatments are indicated at top and array numbers underneath. 
E (overleaf): Pseudo chip images of the residuals calculated for each probe on each array.  Red represents 
residual intensities higher than the mean for that probe set across all arrays and blue represents residual 
intensities lower than the mean.  Treatments are indicated at top and array numbers underneath. 
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D   St 30   St 360
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Appendix 15: Normalization of array data 
 
 
Figure A15 MA plots comparing array replicates following GCRMA normalization 
To compare the similarities between the two biological replicate arrays for each treatment and test the suitability 
of the normalization methods, MA plots were generated for each pair of arrays.  In each graph the x-axis shows 
the A value, which is the average log2 signal intensity of each probe set from the two arrays, and the y-axis 
shows the M value, which is the difference in log2-fold expression between the two arrays.  All pairs of arrays 
were compared prior to normalization (A) and following normalization with PLM (B), RMA (C) and GCRMA 
(D) methods.  A-D show the MA plots comparing arrays 3 and 15 from the StMg 30 treatment.  The MA plots 
comparing the GCRMA-normalized data for each pair of arrays for all the treatments are shown in E; the MA 
plots of the raw data and following application of the other normalization methods are not shown for the 
treatments other than StMg 30.  The single array for Us 360 (array 20) was compared separately against each 
of the Us 30 arrays (arrays 7 and 19) and similar results were obtained for each (the comparison against array 19 
is shown in E).  Dotted lines indicate the +/- 1 log2-fold change in expression boundaries (described in text in 
Chapter 7 Section 7.2.3). 
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Appendix 16: Electronic files included in supplementary data CD 
 

The transcriptional changes obtained for the microarray data described in Chapter 7 are 

included in the supplementary CD as the following electronic files (Microsoft Excel 2003 

Worksheet format, .xls): 

 
S1 Comparison data obtained from AffylmGUI 
This file contains the outputs obtained for each comparison made in AffylmGUI (as presented in Chapter 7 
Table 7.1).  A separate worksheet is included for each of the twelve treatment comparisons made.  In each, the 
first set of six columns (A-F) presents the probe set ID (Affymetrix ATH1), M value (log2 fold change in 
expression), A value (average signal intensity), t statistic, p-value (adjusted for a 10% false discovery rate) and 
B-statistic (posterior log-odds or moderated t statistic) obtained for all the ATH1 probe sets (22810 in total). The 
second set of six columns (H-M) presents the same data but only for the probe sets which exhibited a 2-fold or 
greater change in expression (M values ≥ +/- 1) and an adjusted p-value below 0.05.  These data correspond with 
the red and green data points presented in the volcano plots in Chapter 7 Figure 7.4. 
 
S2 AGI annotation of probe set IDs 
This file annotates the 22810 ATH1 probe sets using The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2010 (TAIR10) 
Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (AGI) IDs and descriptions.  It separates the probe sets into five separate 
worksheets: 20846 unique probe sets each corresponding with one AGI ID, 64 control probe sets (AFFX 
prefixes), 1036 promiscuous probe sets each detecting more than one AGI ID (only the first ID is shown), 563 
probe sets with no AGI ID and 301 ambiguous probe sets which detect the same AGI ID as one or more other 
probe sets.  Data from probe sets exhibiting increased expression are highlighted in red, those exhibiting reduced 
expression in green and those with no change are in black.  Genes which met the selection criteria for 
significantly changed expression (2-fold change in expression and adjusted p-value below 0.05) are bolded in 
either red (up-regulated) or green (down-regulated). 
 
S3 All genes changed for each treatment  
This file lists the significantly changed genes detected for each treatment (with a 2-fold cut-off and adjusted 
p-value below 0.05 applied) in separate worksheets.  For the list of genes in each worksheet, the log2-fold 
expression is shown in column C in red or green text for up- or down-regulated genes respectively.  Columns 
E-M show which, if any, of the genes for that treatment are also changed in the other array treatments and these 
are highlighted according to whether they are changed the same way (in blue) or oppositely (in yellow) to the 
treatment of interest.  The remaining columns indicate any of the genes in that treatment which were also 
detected as changed in the published microarray studies examined in Appendix 20 and detailed in the last 
worksheet labelled ‘key to other arrays’ (expression levels are not shown due to differences in experimental 
design). 
 
S4 Lists of genes selected as differentially expressed in comparison microarray studies 
Genes identified as differentially expressed in other microarray studies and used for the meta-analyses in 
Appendix 19 are presented in this file.  These lists of genes were also used for comparisons against genes 
identified as differentially expressed throughout Chapter 7 and Appendices 17-22.  The worksheet entitled ‘key’ 
lists the name of each study (used in this work for comparison purposes) in column A, the publication describing 
the data in column B, the number of genes identified as differentially up-regulated or down-regulated in columns 
C and D (applying a two-fold cut-off and an adjusted p-value of 0.05 to the publicly available datasets) and 
column E refers to the worksheet in which the differentially expressed genes are listed (these worksheets are in 
the same format as that described in File S3; where there were multiple similar treatments each treatment is 
listed, although these data were combined for meta-analysis purposes).  The final column, F, briefly states the 
growth parameters used.   
 
S5 Over-represented GO categories for each treatment 
This file accompanies Chapter 7 Figure 7.5 and presents the over-represented Gene Ontology (GO) terms 
(determined by applying a hypergeometric test with a 5% FDR and p-value cut-off of 0.05 using the BioMaps 
tool within VirtualPlant, Katari et al., 2010) obtained for the up-regulated and down-regulated gene sets in each 
treatment.  Columns A and B contain the GOslim (TAIR) colour key and GOslim term within which each 
BioMaps-derived GO term lies (note that GOslim terms are simplified versions of the full set of GO terms 
available through BioMaps).  Column C presents the keyword used to summarize similar GO terms together in 
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Chapter 7 Figure 7.5.  Columns D to J present the data outputs from BioMaps: D: the GO category term detected 
as enriched; E: the observed frequency (the number of the up- or down-regulated genes for that treatment which 
lie within that category); F: the percentage observed frequency; G: the expected frequency (the number of up- or 
down-regulated genes that would be expected by chance for that category); H: the percentage expected 
frequency; I: the adjusted p-value for the hypergeometric test to find whether the number of changed genes 
found within that category for that treatment is higher than that which would be expected by chance (note all 
categories with p-values ≥ 0.05 have been excluded); J: the AGI gene IDs for the genes detected within that 
category for that treatment. 
 
S6.1-6.8 Partially enriched genes detected in discrepancy GO terms 
These files investigated the keywords presented in Figure 7.5 which exhibited discrepancies between similar 
treatments to find whether the subset of detected genes within each enriched GO term were significantly over-
represented in any of the other treatments. The files list the discrepancy keywords detected for each of the 
following treatments (see text Chapter 7 Section 7.4 and Figure 7.5 for the keywords discrepancies): 
 
S6.1 Discrepancies St 30 – keywords found in St 30 but not St 360 
S6.2 Discrepancies St 360 – keywords found in St 360 but not St 30 
S6.3 Discrepancies St to Mg 360 – keywords found in StMg 360 but not St 30 or St 360 
S6.4 Discrepancies St 30 not in St to Mg – keywords found in St 30 but not StMg 360 
S6.5 Discrepancies St 360 not in St to Mg – keywords found in St 360 but not in StMg 360 
S6.6 Discrepancies St to Al 360 – keywords found in StAl 360 but not in both UsAl 30 and UsAl 360 
S6.7 Discrepancies Us to Al 30 – keywords found in UsAl 30 but not in StAl 360 and UsAl 360 
S6.8 Discrepancies Us to Al 360 – keywords found in UsAl 360 but not in StAl 360 and UsAl 30 
 
For each enriched GO term within a discrepancy keyword, the subset of genes detected as changed in that 
treatment are presented in a separate worksheet (see the summary worksheet for the nomenclature), along with 
the change in expression levels detected for those same genes in each of the other treatments, with up-regulated 
genes in red, down-regulated genes in green and significantly changed genes bolded.  This data is compiled in 
the summary file, with the genes detected as significantly up- or down-regulated in each of the other treatments 
shown as a percentage (relative to the total number of genes in the GO term subset) and an absolute number (in 
brackets, part A of summary worksheet).  A hypergeometric test was applied to determine the probability that the 
genes detected for each treatment were significantly over-represented (p<0.05) among the subset of genes within 
the enriched GO term (presented in the summary worksheet, B).  Significantly enriched overlaps are bolded.  For 
each hypergeometric test, the set of 20846 unique detectable genes was used as the background population and 
the total number of up- or down-regulated genes for each of the treatments being compared was used as the 
sample size.  Where several GO terms were present for a single keyword, each GO term was examined 
separately (unless they overlapped completely with other GO terms).  For each comparison treatment, the most 
abundant type of change (up-regulated or down-regulated) was compared against the subset of genes detected as 
enriched, unless there were large number of both up- and down-regulated transcript changes detected within a 
treatment, in which case comparisons and hypergeometric tests were made for both sets.   
 
S7 Genes in significant intersections between treatments 
This file presents the lists of genes from the 31 significant intersections between treatments described in 
Chapter 7 Section 7.6.3.  The worksheet entitled ‘key’ presents each of the treatments being compared in 
columns A and B (bolded in red for up-regulated genes or in green for down-regulated genes).  Column C states 
the number of genes in the intersection and indicates whether the common genes identified between these 
treatments are changed the same way (highlighted in blue) or oppositely (highlighted in yellow).  Column E refer 
to the worksheet (A-P) in which these genes are listed and the final three columns (F, G and H) state whether this 
intersection contained any over-represented GO terms (presented in File S8), was examined in Chapter 7 Table 
7.5 (examines early response genes) or in Chapter 7 Figure 7.7 (enriched GO terms identified from treatment 
intersections).  For details of how worksheets A-P are laid out see the description for File S3. 
 
S8 Over-represented GO categories among significant intersections 
Significant intersections between treatments described in Chapter 7 Section 7.6.3 which contained over-
represented GO terms are presented in this file.  Columns A-C in the worksheet entitled ‘key’ are laid out in the 
same manner as those in the key for File S7.  Column E indicates which worksheet contains the list of over-
represented GO terms for each intersection (these worksheets are presented in the same format as File S5) and 
column F indicates corresponding worksheets which present the genes within each of the smallest GO categories 
identified in the GO terms worksheet (presented in the same format as File S3). 
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Appendix 17: Differential expression of known Mg2+-responsive 
genes 
 

Using the same experimental design as that used in this work, R. Deed (this laboratory) 

previously used real-time PCR to identify six Mg2+-regulated genes, AtPHI1, AtASN1, 

AtGSTF7, AtNADK1, EF1α and AtCAB, which were differentially expressed during Mg2+ 

starvation and when Mg2+ was added back to the medium (Deed, 2006).  Table A17.1 

presents the expression levels found in this experiment for five of the genes (AtCAB2 is not 

detected on ATH1), alongside the log2 fold-change detected by Deed (2006).   

 

In the microarray analysis three of the genes, AtPHI1, AtASN1 and AtNADK1, were 

up-regulated during Mg2+ starvation and this change was reversed for AtPHI1 when Mg2+ was 

resupplied (StMg 360).  The same changes were detected by Deed (2006), confirming that 

the changes detected in these arrays are consistent which those detected using quantitative 

PCR.  AtGSTF7 and EF1α exhibited no significant change in these arrays, in contrast to their 

up-regulation during Mg2+ starvation detected by Deed.  However, the probe sets used to 

detect these genes on ATH1 are non-specific and bind additional gene transcripts; therefore 

accurate AtGSTF7 and EF1α expression levels cannot be determined using the ATH1 

GeneChip® used in this work. 
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At1g35140 AtPHI1 4.24 5.05 -0.16 -1.39 0.20 0.42 0.63 -1.88 2.87 -0.74   

At3g47340 AtASN1 -0.39 3.50 -0.91 -1.29 -1.01 4.09 -0.93 0.01 0.43 1.96   

At3g21070 AtNADK1 1.70 2.85 0.20 -0.34 -0.03 0.69 -0.01 0.68 0.38 0.27   

At1g02920 AtGSTF7 0.11 -0.28 -0.19 0.22 -0.04 0.75 0.06 -0.23 0.17 0.63   

Atg60390 EF1α 0.33 0.14 0.02 0.08 -0.11 -0.13 0.11 0.04 -0.05 -0.12   

 
 
Table A17.1 Differential expression of five Mg2+-regulated genes  
For each of five Mg2+-regulated genes previously identified R. Deed (2006), the log2 fold-change for the ten 
array treatments are presented (highlighted at top).  The detected log2 fold-change is shown for every treatment; 
bolded and highlighted values represent significantly changed transcripts (red represents up-regulated, green 
represents down-regulated) and un-bolded values show transcripts which do not meet the cut-off criteria of at 
least 2-fold change and an adjusted p-value below 0.05.  Two of the selected genes, AtGSTF7 and EF1α each 
bind probe sets which are non-specific on ATH1 (probe sets 262119_s_at and 247644_s_at respectively) that 
bind multiple gene transcripts. Genes detected as up-regulated and down-regulated using real-time PCR on tissue 
harvested from plants grown using the same methods (St, StMg and Usno Mg, both time points for each) in 
the work of Deed (2006) are presented at right (only treatments which had significant changes are shown). 
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To determine whether genes associated with Mg2+ transport in Arabidopsis were differentially 

expressed in response to any of the treatments in this work, the expression levels of these 

genes were examined individually (Table A17.2).  AtMRS2-11 and AtMHX were both down-

regulated during Mg2+ starvation (St 30/360) and down-regulation of AtMRS2-11 was 

reversed when Mg2+ was resupplied for 360 min (StMg 360).  Similar results were found by 

Hermans et al. (2010b) in leaf tissues following 7 d of Mg2+ starvation (shown at right of 

table) and by Deed (2006).  The CorA-like gene (At2g04305) was up-regulated in starved 

plants (St 360) and was also up-regulated in unstarved plants treated for 360 min with Al3+ 

(UsAl 360), while AtMRS2-2 was down-regulated following 360 min of Al3+ treatment of 

starved plants (StAl 360).   Overall, transcriptional changes among the Mg2+ transport 

genes were minimal, suggesting that they are mostly not transcriptionally regulated.   
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At1g16010 AtMRS2-1 0.52 0.99 0.17 -0.58 0.27 -0.20 -0.15 -0.03 -0.18 0.17      

At5g64560 AtMRS2-2 0.29 0.34 0.07 -0.51 0.10 -1.07 -0.07 0.14 0.10 0.15      

At3g19640 AtMRS2-3 0.72 0.93 0.29 -0.10 0.20 -0.11 -0.02 -0.08 -0.23 0.59      

At3g58970 AtMRS2-4 -0.61 0.08 0.23 -0.30 0.07 -0.07 -0.22 -0.12 -0.27 0.13     

At4g28580 AtMRS2-6 0.00 0.14 0.29 -0.14 0.00 -0.14 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00     

At5g09690 AtMRS2-7 0.00 -0.44 -0.12 -0.45 -0.14 -0.19 0.14 0.00 -0.37 0.16     

At1g80900 AtMRS2-10 0.28 0.39 0.27 -0.30 0.44 0.28 -0.24 0.18 -0.25 0.49      

At5g22830 AtMRS2-11 -2.74 -2.35 -0.03 1.51 0.38 0.33 0.01 0.67 -0.08 0.86        

At2g04305 CorA-like 0.44 2.04 -0.13 -0.10 0.46 0.59 0.03 1.08 1.14 1.85     

At2g47600 AtMHX -3.91 -2.17 0.29 0.70 0.55 0.08 -0.30 -0.12 -0.19 0.40       

At5g09720 AtMRS2-8 0.41 -0.04 -0.15 -0.49 -0.19 0.26 0.22 -0.19 0.09 0.00        

At5g09710 AtMRS2-9 0.41 -0.04 -0.15 -0.49 -0.19 0.26 0.22 -0.19 0.09 0.00     

 AtMRS2-5                

 
 
Table A17.2 Differential expression of known Mg2+ transport genes    
Expression levels (log2 fold-change, red=increase, green=decrease) for each of the eleven AtMRS2 family 
members, AtMHX and At2g04305, (exhibits homology to CorA) are presented as described for Table A17.1.  
The ATH1 GeneChip® detects AtMRS2-8 and AtMRS2-9 with the same probe set (250489_s_at) and does not 
contain a probe set that detects AtMRS2-5.  The final four columns of the table show genes that were detected as 
significantly changed in the works of Hermans et al. (2010b, abbreviated to ‘He’) and Deed (2006, abbreviated 
to ‘De’). 
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Appendix 18: Differential expression of known Al3+-responsive 
genes 
 

Besides the Al3+-regulated genes identified from previous microarray studies (examined in 

Appendix 19), a number of Al3+-responsive genes have been identified elsewhere in the 

published Arabidopsis literature.  These genes were examined for differential expression in 

the microarray treatments in this work and the results compared with those found in previous 

studies as presented in Table A18. 
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At1g08430 AtALMT1 3.85 3.45 -0.37 0.05 -0.18 1.34 -0.11 0.04 0.07 7.34           

At2g37330 ALS3 0.34 0.20 0.34 -0.06 0.57 1.50 -0.41 -0.22 -0.77 3.02            

At1g21250 WAK1 1.15 0.78 0.44 -0.21 0.37 -1.62 0.27 0.31 0.12 1.00            

At4g12480 pEARLI1 0.40 -0.20 -0.19 0.08 -0.09 -0.49 0.06 0.05 0.17 -0.30            

At2g20960 pEARLI4 0.19 1.29 -0.05 0.23 0.69 2.08 -0.03 0.03 0.91 0.53            

At5g20230 AtBCB 1.92 5.26 0.06 -0.18 0.03 0.71 0.18 -1.00 0.92 3.43            

At1g08830 CSD1 0.59 0.48 0.00 0.17 0.01 0.37 0.01 -0.22 0.07 0.65            

At1g23310 GGT1 -3.25 -2.74 0.05 0.75 0.34 1.24 -0.02 -0.06 -0.19 -0.09            

At4g35090 CAT2 -0.78 -0.12 0.32 0.97 0.51 -0.54 0.02 0.16 -0.27 -0.20            

At4g38970 Aldolase -4.66 -5.09 -0.43 1.55 0.05 0.62 0.03 0.07 -0.18 -0.79            

At4g11600 AtGPX6 0.66 1.31 -0.16 0.09 -0.12 -0.01 0.06 0.08 -0.04 0.93            

At1g02920 AtGSTF7  0.11 -0.28 -0.19 0.22 -0.04 0.75 0.06 -0.23 0.17 0.63            

At1g02930 AtGSTF3  0.11 -0.28 -0.19 0.22 -0.04 0.75 0.06 -0.23 0.17 0.63            

 
Table A18 Differential expression of Al3+-regulated genes 
The differential expression (log2 fold-change, red=increase, green=decrease) of 13 Arabidopsis genes detected as 
Al3+-responsive in previous published literature are shown.  Two further genes, At2g34430 and At3g49120 
(CAB and PER respectively in Richards et al., 1998) were not detected on the ATH1 GeneChip® and are not 
shown in this table.  Al3+-responsive cDNA clones which had no available annotation are also not shown (see 
Richards et al., 1998 for details).  AtGSTF7 (GST1) and AtGSTF3 (GST11) are detected using the same probe set 
on ATH1 (262119_s_at) therefore expression levels cannot be detected individually for these genes.  Up-
regulated and down-regulated genes are presented as described in Appendix 17 Table A17.1.  The detected Al3+ 
responses of each of these genes in the published literature (other than microarray studies) are indicated to the 
right under the relevant publication.  The final four columns show any significant changes detected for these 
genes among the four Al3+ microarray datasets published to date (Kumari et al., 2008; Goodwin and Sutter, 
2009; Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009; see the specific publications for details of the growth method used 
and treatment times). Abbreviations: Ho: Hoekenga et al., 2006; Lar: Larsen et al., 2005; Si: Sivaguru et al., 
2003; Ri: Richards et al., 1998; SS: Sugimoto and Sakamoto, 1997; Ez: Ezaki et al., 2004; GS: Goodwin and 
Sutter, 2009; Ku: Kumari et al., 2008; Sa: Sawaki et al., 2009; Zh: Zhao et al., 2009. 
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Among the eleven Al3+-regulated genes that could be suitably detected using the ATH1 

GeneChip®, seven were significantly changed in response to Al3+ in this work.  Of these, four 

genes, AtALMT1 (Al3+-activated malate transporter 1, Hoekenga et al., 2006), ALS3 (Al3+-

sensitive mutant 3, Larsen et al., 2005), pEARLI4 (early response to Al 4, Richards et al., 

1998) and AtBCB  (encodes blue copper binding protein, Richards et al., 1998) were up-

regulated following 360 min of Al3+ treatment of either Mg2+-starved or unstarved plants 

(StAl 360 and UsAl 360) and were induced as previously reported.  Two genes, WAK1 

(wall-associated kinase 1, Sivaguru et al., 2003a), and GGT1 (glutamate:glyoxylate 

aminotransferase 1, Richards et al., 1998), were significantly changed in response to Al3+ in 

Mg2+-starved plants, but were changed the opposite direction from that observed in published 

reports.  In Mg2+-starved plants, all six genes were significantly changed in the same direction 

as detected in the literature for responses to Al3+, suggesting that these genes may be similarly 

regulated by Al3+ and Mg2+ starvation. 

 

Five genes, pEARLI1 (early response to Al 1, Richards et al., 1998), CSD1 (Cu2+/Zn2+ 

superoxide dismutase 1, Richards et al., 1998), CAT2 (catalase 2, Richards et al., 1998), a 

fructose bisphosphate aldolase (Richards et al., 1998) and AtGPX6 (glutathione peroxidase 6, 

Sugimoto and Sakamoto, 1997), had no significant changes in response to Al3+ here, although 

aldolase and AtGPX6 were detected as significantly down- and up-regulated, respectively, in 

response to 7 d of Mg2+ starvation. The two glutathione S-transferases, AtGSTF7 (GST11, 

Ezaki et al., 2004) and AtGSTF3 (GST1, Ezaki et al., 2004) also showed no significant 

changes here, although individual expression levels could not be determined for each due to 

their detection by a common probe set on the ATH1 GeneChip®. 

 

Of the eleven Al3+-regulated genes, only AtALMT1, pEARLI1 and CAT2 were detected as 

significantly changed in any of the four other Al3+ microarrays datasets.  AtALMT1 was 

detected by Sawaki et al. (2009) and Zhao et al. (2009), while pEARLI1 and CAT2 were each 

detected only by Kumari et al. (2008) and Goodwin and Sutter (2009) respectively.  The 

infrequency of detection of the Al3+-responsive genes among the Al3+ microarray datasets 

highlights the extensive variation in results between different experimental protocols.   

 

Overall it was concluded that detection of six of the eleven Al3+-responsive genes, four of 

which were changed the same way as detected in the published literature was a good 

correlation. 
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Appendix 19: Meta-comparison with data from other microarray 
experiments 
 

A number of other groups have published Arabidopsis microarray data pertaining to changes 

in Mg2+ availability and starvation (Hermans et al., 2010a, b; Visscher et al., 2010) as well as 

Al3+ toxicity and its similarities and differences from pH and metal toxicity in general 

(Kumari et al., 2008; Goodwin and Sutter, 2009; Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009).  

These other experiments used a range of methodologies different from those in this work 

(summarized in Appendix 16 Supplementary File S4).  However, it was anticipated that a 

proportion of these genes might be similarly regulated across treatments.  A meta-comparison 

of the data was therefore undertaken to test for over-represented overlaps. 

 

The complete lists of significantly changed genes obtained in this work were compared with 

published datasets from microarray analyses of Arabidopsis investigating Mg2+, Al3+ and pH 

responses (see Appendix 16 Supplementary File S4 for the full lists of genes compared and 

methodology used).  Four datasets were used which investigated Al3+ responses (Kumari et 

al., 2008; Goodwin and Sutter, 2009; Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009), two of which 

investigated additional effects of pH effects and metal stress (Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 

2009).  Responses to low pH were also investigated by Lager et al. (2010), and three studies 

presented responses to Mg2+ removal, starvation, re-supply and toxicity (Hermans et al., 

2010a, b; Visscher et al., 2010).   

 

The percentages of significantly changed genes in common between this study and the 

comparison studies were examined first (presented in Table A19.1).  Of all the genes detected 

as changed in this work, only a small proportion, typically 5% or fewer for each relevant 

treatment, were also found in the comparison array datasets (values in un-shaded rows in 

Table A19.1).  A high proportion (over 50% for most treatments) of genes changed in this 

study were also detected as changed in Mg2+-starved leaves by Hermans et al. (2010b), 

reflecting the similarly large number of genes also detected as changed in that study.  The 

highest percentage of genes detected as changed in the Al3+ treatments (StAl and UsAl) 

which were also detected as changed for the comparison Al3+ studies were found for the 

intersection with Zhao et al. (2009) ‘Al3++metals’ (4.6-11.8% in common depending on 

treatment and time point), suggesting that this is the most similar of the Al3+ studies in terms 

of transcriptome responses.  Additionally, a high proportion of the genes changes detected for 

the Al3+ treatments in this work were also detected as responsive to low pH by Lager et al. 

(2010; 11.8-30.8% of genes detected). 
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Comparison study 6969 7286 6 1244 17 2046 2 24 564 2405 
total Al (GS) 1.1 1.1 0 1.4 5.9 1.2 0 0 1.2 2.0 

153 51.6 51.0 0 11.1 0.7 16.3 0 0 4.6 31.4 

roots Al (Ku) 4.1 3.8 0 3.4 5.9 4.4 50.0 8.3 5.9 4.6 

694 40.6 39.8 0 6.1 0.1 13.0 0.1 0.3 4.8 15.7 

roots Al only (Sa) 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.3 0 0 0.2 0.3 

23 56.5 47.8 0 8.7 0 26.1 0 0 4.3 34.8 

roots Al only (Zh) 0.4 0.4 0 1.0 0 0.7 0 4.2 0 0.8 

56 51.8 55.4 0 21.4 0 25.0 0 1.8 0 32.1 

roots Al+pH (Sa) 0.2 0.3 0 0.2 0 0.5 0 0 0.2 0.6 

33 48.5 57.6 0 6.1 0 33.3 0 0 3.0 42.4 

roots Al+metals (Zh) 3.5 3.7 0 3.7 11.8 4.6 0 4.2 8.4 7.2 

415 57.8 64.6 0 10.8 0.5 22.7 0 0.2 11.3 41.4 

roots pH only (Sa) 0.2 0.2 0 0.3 0 0.1 0 0 0.4 0.3 

19 68.4 63.2 0 21.1 0 15.8 0 0 10.5 36.8 

roots pH (La) 8.7 9.3 0 12.7 11.8 12.1 50.0 8.3 30.8 15.5 

1010 59.6 66.9 0 15.4 0.2 24.4 0.1 0.2 17.1 36.5 

roots metals only (Zh) 2.5 2.8 0 3.4 0 5.2 0 0 5.5 3.0 

313 55.9 65.8 0 13.4 0 33.5 0 0 9.9 23.0 

leaves no Mg (HeA) 2.9 2.8 0 5.2 23.5 4.5 0 4.2 8.6 4.3 

392 51.0 51.5 0 16.3 1.0 23.5 0 0.3 12.2 26.3 

roots no Mg (HeA) 1.0 0.8 16.7 1.1 5.9 1.3 0 4.2 3.0 0.9 

112 64.3 53.6 0.9 11.6 0.9 23.2 0 0.9 15.2 19.6 

leaves Mg St (HeB) 51.1 50.6 50.0 55.5 41.2 47.3 0 58.3 59.2 51.4 

6265 56.4 58.4 0 10.9 0.1 15.3 0 0.2 5.3 19.6 

roots Mg St (HeB) 1.3 1.3 0 2.0 5.9 2.0 0 8.3 5.2 1.3 

168 53.0 54.2 0 14.3 0.6 23.8 0 1.2 17.3 18.5 

roots high Mg (Vi) 2.9 2.9 0 3.9 5.9 3.4 50.0 4.2 7.5 4.3 

434 46.8 48.2 0 11.1 0.2 15.9 0.2 0.2 9.7 23.7 
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Table A19.1 Percentage of significantly changed genes in common with other microarray data 
Table showing the percentages of intersecting genes detected as significantly changed in each of eight published 
microarray studies (termed ‘comparison studies’ and listed at left) compared against each of the ten different 
array treatments in this work (listed at top).  The total number of significantly changed genes detected for each 
comparison study and treatment in this work is listed under the relevant heading.  The percentage of intersecting 
genes as a proportion of the number of genes changed in each treatment in this work is shown in the un-shaded 
rows.  The percentage of intersecting genes calculated as a proportion of the number of genes changed in each 
comparison study is shown in the shaded rows, with values greater than 10% arbitrarily bolded.  For each of the 
comparison studies, lists of significantly changed genes were generated by applying a two-fold cut-off and an 
adjusted p-value of 0.05 to the publicly available datasets.  Where multiple sampling times were used, lists were 
combined and genes which changed oppositely across time were disregarded.  Genes which were not uniquely 
detectable using ATH1 (using the criteria specified in Chapter 7 Section 7.3, ie 20846 genes) were also 
disregarded.  For the full lists of genes selected as changed for each comparison study see Appendix 16 
Supplementary File S4.  Abbreviations: GS: Goodwin and Sutter, 2009; Ku: Kumari et al., 2008; Sa: Sawaki et 
al., 2009; Zh: Zhao et al., 2009; La: Lager et al., 2010; HeA: Hermans et al., 2010a; HeB: Hermans et al., 
2010b; Vi: Visscher et al., 2010. 
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To compensate for the different numbers of genes detected in the comparison study datasets 

(which biases the percentages to favour comparison studies which detected greater numbers 

of genes such as Hermans et al. (2010a) and Lager et al. (2010)), the percentage of genes 

from each comparison study that were also detected in this work was calculated (values 

highlighted in grey in Table A19.1).  The most similar Al3+ datasets were those of Sawaki et 

al. (2009) and Zhao et al. (2009), with 22.7-42.4% of the genes detected in each also detected 

in the 6-h Al3+ treatments in this work (StAl and UsAl), although the remaining two 

datasets also detected 13-31% of the same genes (Kumari et al., 2008; Goodwin and Sutter, 

2009).  Among the pH-responsive genes detected by Sawaki et al. (2009) and Lager et al. 

(2010), 16-24% were changed in the StAl 360 treatment and approximately 37% were 

changed in the UsAl 360 treatment.   

   

Overall, 39-68% of all the genes detected in each of the Al3+-responsive comparison studies 

were detected as changed in the Mg2+-starvation treatments in this work, indicating that 

approximately half of the genes that respond to Al3+, pH and metal stress are also changed in 

response to Mg2+ starvation.  Of the pH- and metal-responsive genes, 13-21% were changed 

in response to 360 min of Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360), while 11-21% of Al3+-responsive 

genes detected in three of the four Al3+-associated array studies (Goodwin and Sutter, 2009; 

Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009) responded to Mg2+ resupply in the StMg 360 

treatment.  Among the Mg2+-associated array studies, 15-25% of the genes were significantly 

changed in both the 360-min Al3+ treatments in this study (StAl 360 and UsAl 360).  

Together, these findings show that there are significant areas of overlap between Al3+- and 

Mg2+-associated gene changes. 

 

To more closely examine the data presented in Table A19.1, gene lists from each of the 

comparison studies were divided into up- and down-regulated genes and the intersecting 

genes from each of the treatments in this work were assigned as similarly or oppositely 

changed to the responses detected in each comparison study.  This gives four possible types of 

intersections: genes up-regulated in both the treatment in this work and the comparison study, 

genes down-regulated in both the treatment and the comparison study, genes up-regulated in 

the treatment and down-regulated in the comparison and genes down-regulated in the 

treatment and up-regulated in the comparison. A hypergeometric test was then applied to each 

intersection to determine whether the number of changes was significantly over-represented 

(p<0.05).  Results are presented in Table A19.2 and the p-values obtained from the 

hypergeometric tests are included in Appendix 20.    
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Table A19.2 shows that a large number of the groups of genes common to the comparison 

studies and treatments in this work are significantly over-represented and more abundant than 

would likely occur by chance (p<0.05)  Common genes detected between the Mg2+-starvation 

and Al3+ treatments and the majority of the comparison studies (with the exceptions of 

Kumari et al. (2008) and Visscher et al. (2010)) were mostly changed the same way 

(highlighted in blue in Table A19.2).  This shows that the responses to Mg2+ starvation and 

Al3+ treatment in this work in general reflect those obtained for Mg2+ starvation/removal, Al3+ 

and low pH in previous microarray studies.  Mg2+ resupply (StMg) elicited mostly opposite 

responses to the comparison studies (highlighted in yellow in Table A19.2), consistent with 

the fact that the comparison studies examining Mg2+ responses mostly involved Mg2+ 

removal/starvation.  For the high-Mg2+ study by Visscher et al. (2010), a combination of both 

similar and opposite responses were observed among the treatments in this work, which may 

reflect a combination of metal stress responses associated with toxic Mg2+ concentrations as 

well as Mg2+ resupply responses.  Common genes detected as changed in the Al3+ study by 

Kumari et al. (2008), were changed the opposite way in the treatments in this work.  This was 

inconsistent with the three comparison studies investigating responses to Al3+ (Goodwin and 

Sutter, 2009; Sawaki et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009), for which similar changes were detected 

and may reflect differences in the experimental design or data analysis in that study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Table A19.2 (Overleaf) Hypergeometric tests of genes changed similarly or oppositely to other datasets 
The comparison studies described in Table A17.1 were divided into significantly changed genes which were 
up-regulated (highlighted red in column 2) and down-regulated (highlighted green in column 2).  Significantly 
changed genes detected in each of the treatments in this work (listed at top) which were changed in the same 
direction as those in the comparison study are presented in the column labelled ‘same’, while genes detected in 
each treatment which were changed in the opposite direction from each comparison study are presented in the 
column labelled ‘opp’.  Where the number of common genes in each intersection was higher than that expected 
by chance according to a hypergeometric test (p<0.05), the intersection was considered to be over-represented 
and common genes are highlighted in blue (for similarly changed genes) or yellow (for oppositely changed 
genes).  Details of the hypergeometric test and p-values for each comparison are provided in Appendix 20. 
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Comparison study Changed same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  
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71 28 3 28 4 0 0 0 3 1 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 32 3 total Al (GS) 

82 39 9 41 5 0 0 3 11 0 0 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 4 

379 75 80 69 80 0 0 12 11 0 0 16 36 0 1 0 2 12 4 29 26 roots Al (Ku) 

315 60 67 51 76 0 0 10 9 1 0 13 25 0 0 0 0 3 14 14 40 

15 7 3 8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 roots Al only (Sa) 

8 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

32 11 7 13 7 0 0 4 4 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 roots Al only (Zh) 

24 8 3 7 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 0 

5 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 roots Al+pH (Sa) 

28 11 2 12 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1 

238 147 22 154 14 0 0 5 23 1 0 53 7 0 0 0 0 38 1 115 5 roots Al+metals (Zh) 

177 60 11 91 9 0 0 7 10 1 0 30 4 0 0 0 1 4 4 49 3 

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 roots pH only (Sa) 

17 9 3 9 3 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 

668 376 59 414 58 0 0 19 109 2 0 150 32 0 0 0 1 153 4 271 24 roots pH (La) 

334 143 24 180 24 0 0 7 21 0 0 45 19 1 0 1 0 11 5 68 6 

167 68 23 92 17 0 0 8 20 0 0 54 7 0 0 0 0 27 1 41 3 roots metals only (Zh) 

146 70 14 84 13 0 0 3 11 0 0 39 5 0 0 0 0 2 1 20 8 

287 112 27 126 22 0 0 36 23 4 0 47 25 0 0 0 1 39 3 64 10 leaves no Mg (HeA) 

105 55 6 49 5 0 0 2 3 0 0 11 9 0 0 0 0 3 3 24 5 

102 49 18 50 7 0 1 3 9 0 1 20 3 0 0 0 1 16 1 15 4 roots no Mg (HeA) 

10 4 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

2966 1553 126 1593 116 1 2 50 297 4 1 386 157 0 0 1 3 252 21 554 235 leaves Mg St (HeB) 

3298 1755 100 1866 84 0 0 29 305 2 0 305 111 0 0 5 5 41 18 359 77 

148 57 26 58 29 0 0 9 14 1 0 30 9 0 0 0 2 28 0 26 5 roots Mg St (HeB) 

20 5 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

154 39 27 38 23 0 0 3 10 1 0 16 6 0 1 0 1 22 5 11 10 roots high Mg (Vi) 

280 52 85 52 96 0 0 25 10 0 0 18 29 0 0 0 0 4 11 35 47 
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Appendix 20: P-values from hypergeometric tests 
 

The p-values obtained from hypergeometric tests in Chapter 4 Figure 7.4 and Appendix 19 

Table A19.2 are presented in Tables A20.1 and A20.2, respectively. 

 

 
Table A20.1 (page 380) Significance of hypergeometric tests of intersecting genes in Chapter 7 Table 7.4 
Hypergeometric tests were carried out to test the odds that the intersection between one group of changed genes in 
a specific treatment (for example St 30 up-regulated genes) and a second group of changed genes in a second 
treatment (for example StMg 360 down-regulated genes) might arise by chance alone.  Intersections with 
p-values below 0.05 (bolded) were interpreted as over-represented and therefore unlikely to have occurred by 
chance.  Gene sets in column 2 were used as the population success values for the hypergeometric tests and the 
gene sets from the groups at listed top as the sample sizes.  Note that identical p-values are obtained on either side 
of the diagonal (which represents swapping of the population success and sample success groups), with the 
exception of intersections involving the Usno Mg 30 treatment, for which p-values cannot be calculated when 
its up-regulated genes set (0 genes) is used as the sample size group (shown as N/A).   

 

 
Table A20.2 (page 381) Significance of hypergeometric tests of intersecting genes in Appendix 19 Table 19.2 
Hypergeometric tests were carried out to test the odds that the intersection between one group of changed genes in 
a specific treatment (for example total Al, GS, up-regulated genes) and a second group of changed genes in a 
second treatment (for example St 30 down-regulated genes) might arise by chance alone.  Intersections with 
p-values below 0.05 (bolded) were interpreted as over-represented and therefore unlikely to have occurred by 
chance (highlighted in blue where sets of common genes were changed in the same direction or highlighted in 
yellow where sets of genes were changed in opposite directions).  Gene sets in column 2 were used as the 
population success values for the hypergeometric tests and the gene sets from the groups listed at top as the 
sample sizes. 
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Treatment changed same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp same opp 

3448   <0.001 1 1 0.02 1 <0.001 0.804 0.094 <0.001 <0.001 N/A 1 0.836 0.415 <0.001 0.311 <0.001 0.01 
St 30 

3472   <0.001 1 1 1 1 <0.001 0.33 0.806 <0.001 0.04 0.03 N/A 0.922 0.838 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 

3509 <0.001 1   0.308 0.522 1 <0.001 0.81 0.098 <0.001 0 N/A 1 0.842 0.427 <0.001 0.264 <0.001 1 
St 360 

3728 <0.001 1   0.545 1 1 <0.001 0.748 0.83 <0.001 0.644 0.326 N/A <0.001 0.259 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 

2 1 1 0.308 1   1 1 0 1 1 0.095 N/A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
StMg 30 

4 1 0.02 0.545 0.522   0.107 1 <0.001 1 0.181 0.01 1 N/A 1 1 1 1 1 1 

644  <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1   0.246 1 <0.001 <0.001 N/A 1 1 1 0.981 0.01 0.02 0.201 
StMg 360 

582 1 <0.001 1 <0.001 0.107 1   0.02 1 <0.001 <0.001 1 N/A 1 1 0.298 <0.001 0 <0.001

9 0.804 0.806 0.81 0.83 0 1 0.246 1   0 0.363 N/A 1 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.085 
StAl 30 

7 0.33 0.094 0.748 0.098 <0.001 1 0.02 1   0 0.294 1 N/A 1 1 0 1 0.33 1 

1012 <0.001 0.04 <0.001 0.644 1 0.01 <0.001 <0.001 0 0.294   N/A 1 1 1 <0.001 0.998 <0.001 1 
StAl 360 

1017 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0 0.181 0.095 <0.001 <0.001 0 0.363   1 N/A 1 1 <0.001 0.999 <0.001 1 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 
Usno Mg 30 

2 0.03 1 0.326 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   0 1 <0.001 1 1 0.114 

10 0.836 0.838 0.842 0.259 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 N/A 1   1 1 0.114 1 
Usno Mg 360 

14 0.992 0.415 <0.001 0.427 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 N/A   0.084 0.254 <0.001 0.572 

431 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.981 <0.001 0.01 1 <0.001 0.999 N/A 1 1 0.254   <0.001 0.252 
UsAl 30 

130 <0.001 0.311 <0.001 0.264 1 1 0.298 0.01 0 1 <0.001 0.998 <0.001 N/A 0.084 1   <0.001 0.02 

1226 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.02 <0.001 1 1 <0.001 1 N/A 0.114 0.114 0.572 <0.001 0.02   
UsAl 360 

1157 <0.001 0.01 <0.001 1 1 1 0 0.201 0.33 0.085 <0.001 1 1 N/A <0.001 1 <0.001 0.252   
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Comparison study Changed same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  same opp  

71 <0.001 1 <0.001 0.999 1 1 1 0.332 0.034 1 0.008 0.973 1 1 1 1 0.017 1 <0.001 0.77 total Al (GS) 

82 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.999 1 1 0.409 <0.001 1 1 <0.001 0.983 1 1 1 1 1 0.508 0.038 0.72 

379 0.062 0.017 0.241 0.071 1 1 0.526 0.398 1 1 0.764 <0.001 1 0.036 1 0.026 0.102 0.214 0.07 0.169roots Al (Ku) 

315 0.168 0.014 0.831 <0.001 1 1 0.414 0.66 0.102 1 0.789 0.007 1 1 1 1 0.316 0.007 0.852 <0.001

15 0.006 0.468 0.001 0.948 1 1 1 0.349 1 1 0.001 1 1 1 1 1 0.269 1 <0.001 1 roots Al only (Sa) 

8 0.315 0.764 0.433 1 1 1 1 0.223 1 1 0.331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.385

32 0.011 0.277 0.001 0.343 1 1 0.017 0.012 1 1 0.201 0.019 1 1 1 1 1 1 <0.001 0.84 roots Al only (Zh) 

24 0.035 0.783 0.122 0.593 1 1 0.146 0.17 1 1 0.11 0.108 1 1 1 0.011 1 1 <0.001 1 
5 0.035 1 <0.001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 <0.001 1 1 1 1 1 0.099 1 <0.001 1 roots Al+pH (Sa) 

28 0.004 0.958 0.002 0.962 1 1 0.552 0.586 1 1 0.002 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 <0.001 0.818

238 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.867 <0.001 1 1 <0.001 0.951 1 1 1 1 <0.001 0.775 <0.001 0.998roots Al+metals (Zh) 

177 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.239 0.051 1 1 <0.001 0.993 1 1 1 0.081 0.025 0.504 <0.001 0.999

2 0.303 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.095 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.012 0.003 1 roots pH only (Sa) 

17 0.001 0.55 0.001 0.564 1 1 0.001 1 1 1 0.201 1 1 1 1 1 0.1 1 0.013 0.645

668 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.695 <0.001 0.039 1 <0.001 0.594 1 1 1 0.366 <0.001 0.603 <0.001 0.994roots pH (La) 

334 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.842 0.002 1 1 <0.001 0.281 0.032 1 0.283 1 <0.001 0.829 <0.001 1 

167 <0.001 0.882 <0.001 0.998 1 1 0.156 <0.001 1 1 <0.001 0.951 1 1 1 1 <0.001 0.651 <0.001 0.996roots metals only (Zh) 

146 <0.001 0.996 <0.001 0.999 1 1 0.78 0.007 1 1 <0.001 0.993 1 1 1 1 0.236 0.996 <0.001 0.659

287 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 1 <0.001 0.004 1 1 1 0.176 <0.001 0.266 <0.001 0.963leaves no Mg (HeA) 

105 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.813 0.592 1 1 0.017 0.08 1 1 1 1 0.03 0.387 <0.001 0.771

102 <0.001 0.453 <0.001 1 1 0.02 0.46 0.003 1 0.03 <0.001 0.886 1 1 1 0.067 <0.001 0.473 0.001 0.83 roots no Mg (HeA) 

10 0.1 0.863 0.611 0.868 1 1 0.17 1 1 0.657 0.424 0.097 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.467 0.134

2966 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 0.264 0.099 1 <0.001 0.042 1 <0.001 0.163 1 1 0.783 0.319 <0.001 0.294 <0.001 <0.001leaves Mg St (HeB) 

3298 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 1 1 1 <0.001 0.306 1 <0.001 1 1 1 0.057 0.012 <0.001 1 <0.001 1 

148 <0.001 0.417 <0.001 0.323 1 1 0.041 <0.001 0.068 1 <0.001 0.3 1 1 1 0.004 <0.001 1 <0.001 0.919roots Mg St (HeB) 

20 0.231 0.973 0.72 0.975 1 1 0.436 1 1 1 1 0.63 1 1 1 1 0.117 1 1 1 
154 0.003 0.419 0.008 0.856 1 1 0.86 0.01 0.071 1 0.003 0.771 1 0.015 1 0.098 <0.001 0.003 0.3 0.352roots high Mg (Vi) 

280 0.24 <0.001 0.376 <0.001 1 1 <0.001 0.382 1 1 0.156 <0.001 1 1 1 1 0.099 0.015 <0.001 <0.001
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Appendix 21: Comparisons between time points for gene 
intersections 
 

Comparing between time points for the same treatments (30 min vs 360 min) in Chapter 7 

(Table 7.4), most intersections were, where significant, changed the same way, suggesting 

that similar types of gene changes occur across the time points.  The only exception was the 

intersection of the two UsAl treatments, for which both similarly and oppositely changed 

genes were detected, including a set of 14 genes which were down-regulated in the first 30 

min of treatment and up-regulated after 360 min (Table 7.4).   

 

Table A21 examines these genes in more detail.  They include several genes associated with 

primary and secondary metabolism, plant development and cell wall composition, including 

PPCK2 (encodes a phophoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, Fontaine et al., 2002), PD1 

(PREPHENATE DEHYDRATASE 1, involved in phenylalanine synthesis, Warpeha et al., 

2006), UGT72E2 (encodes a glucosyltransferase which directs monolignol production, Lanot 

et al., 2006), AtEXPA17 (alpha-expansin 17, possibly involved in cell wall loosening, 

reviewed in Choi et al., 2006), LEP (LEAFY PETIOLE, directs cell division polarity, van der 

Graaff et al., 2000), SCL3 (SCARECROW-LIKE 3, promotes gibberellins signalling, Zhang 

et al., 2011) and FRA8 (FRAGILE FIBER8, involved in xylan biosynthesis, Zhong et al., 

2005).  Early down-regulation of these genes, followed by their later up-regulation (as plants 

presumably recover from low pH/Al3+ toxicity) suggests that these genes may be early 

responses to low pH/Al3+ toxicity.  While a number of these genes may be general stress 

response genes which are induced by both Al3+ and Mg2+ starvation, two of them, PD1 and 

AtEXPA17, were also responsive to Mg2+ resupply (StMg) and removal (Usno Mg) 

respectively, suggesting that these two genes may be responsive to both Mg2+ availability and 

Al3+ (discussed in Chapter 7 Section 7.8). 
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At4g01630 AtEXPA17 -4.73 -1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.24 -1.07 -4.73 3.37    
At5g13910 LEP -3.14 -1.68 -0.22 0.66 -0.42 0.14 0.01 0.21 -1.76 2.66    
At2g27820 PD1 -2.09 -1.38 0.13 1.20 -0.48 0.03 -0.15 0.23 -1.60 1.01    
At3g04530 PPCK2 -1.70 -0.97 -0.59 0.37 -1.28 -2.04 0.00 0.02 -1.57 1.64    
At5g19430 C3HC4 -1.55 0.55 -0.17 -0.79 -0.20 -0.50 -0.12 0.11 -1.04 1.29    
At1g62770 invertase -1.50 0.22 -0.35 -0.85 -0.17 -2.00 -0.43 0.16 -1.58 4.13    
At1g71130 AP2-dom -1.18 0.56 -0.25 -0.24 -0.41 -0.05 -0.04 -0.25 -1.38 1.63    
At5g66690 UGT72E2 0.47 0.11 0.11 0.40 -0.27 -3.23 -0.26 0.65 -1.74 1.22    
At2g39380 AtEXO70H2 1.73 1.04 -0.16 -1.16 -0.03 0.19 -0.58 -0.03 -2.05 1.88    
At1g29400 AML5 0.29 1.22 -0.03 0.58 -0.27 -0.02 -0.06 -0.05 -1.08 1.10    
At5g01720 FBL3 1.28 1.87 -0.26 -0.20 -0.33 0.60 0.13 0.31 -1.18 2.23    
At1g50420 SCL3 1.94 2.13 0.31 -0.45 0.04 -0.18 0.00 -0.22 -1.11 1.66    
At5g27920 F-box 1.33 2.38 0.05 -0.22 -0.26 0.42 -0.48 0.11 -3.12 2.03    
At2g28110 FRA8 1.90 3.40 -0.11 0.50 -0.43 -0.45 -0.34 -0.35 -1.74 1.74    

 
 
Table A21 Intersecting genes oppositely changed between UsAl 30-min and 360-min treatments  
List of fourteen genes identified from the intersection of oppositely changed genes identified between the 
UsAl 30 and UsAl 360 treatments in Chapter 7 Table 7.4.  For each of the treatments (listed at top) the log2 
fold-change is presented; bolded and highlighted values represent significantly changed transcripts (red 
represents up-regulated, green represents down-regulated) and un-bolded values show transcripts which do not 
meet the cut-off criteria of at least 2-fold change and an adjusted p-value below 0.05.  The final six columns 
show whether any of these genes were detected as significantly up- or down-regulated in the published literature 
relevant to this work (see Appendix 19 for details of these studies).  Only publications with significant changes 
among this set of genes are listed and are abbreviated as follows: Ku: (Kumari et al., 2008); Sa: (Sawaki et al., 
2009); La: (Lager et al., 2010); Zh: (Zhao et al., 2009); HeB: (Hermans et al., 2010b); Vi: (Visscher et al., 
2010).  Abbreviated gene names or descriptions are shown in column 2, see text or search Appendix 16 
Supplementary File S2 by AGI ID for full gene names. 
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Appendix 22: Other genes of interest  
 

Calcium transport genes 

 

Five genes associated with the GO term ‘calcium ion transport’ (a subset of ‘metal ion 

transport’), ACA1, ACA10, ACA11, CAX1 and CNGC1, were detected as significantly over-

represented among the down-regulated genes detected for the StMg 360 treatment (see 

Chapter 7, Figure 7.4).  Expression of these five genes, the remaining members of their gene 

families, the glutamate receptor family, GLR, and the Mg2+-regulated two-pore channel gene, 

TPC1, were investigated due to their associations with Mg2+ transport and regulation in plants 

(see Chapter 1 Section 1.3.5 and 1.4.3).  Ten ACA, nine CAX, sixteen CNGC and seventeen 

GLR family members, as well as the TPC1 gene were detected on the ATH1 GeneChip® 

(excluding promiscuous probes) which detected two further genes for each of the CAX, 

CNGC and GLR families).   Of these, significant transcriptional changes were detected for at 

least one treatment for eight ACA, six CAX, seven CNGC and twelve GLR family members 

and TPC1 (presented in Table A22.1). 

 

Clear trends were detected across the ACA, CAX, CNGC and GLR gene families presented in 

Table A22.1.  A large proportion of the genes were detected as changed in response to Mg2+ 

starvation (St 30/360, 25 out of 34 genes) or Al3+ treatment (StAl 30/360 and/or 

UsAl 30/360, 23 out of 35 genes), the majority of which were up-regulated.  Four ACA 

genes (1, 4, 12 and 13), four CAX genes (1, 7, 8 and 9), two CNGC genes (10 and 13) and six 

GLR genes (1.2, 1.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.5 and 3.7) were differentially expressed in at least one 

Mg2+-starved treatment (St 30/360) as well as at least one Al3+ treatment (StAl 30/360 

and/or UsAl 30/360).  For all sixteen of these genes, the direction of change (up- or down-

regulated) was the same for both Mg2+ starvation and Al3+ treatment.  Three of these genes,  

  

 

 
Table A22.1 Differential expression of Ca2+ transport genes of interest in this work 
Table showing the differential expression of Ca2+ transport genes from the ACA, CAX, CNGC and GLR families 
and the TPC1 gene, detected in this work.  Up-regulated and down-regulated genes are presented as described in 
Appendix 17 Table A17.1 (log2 fold-change, red=increase, green=decrease).  Only genes with significant 
differential expression detected for at least one treatment are shown.  No significant changes were detected for 
ACA8 and 7, CAX2, 10 and 11, CNGC5-9 and 15-18, nor GLR2.1, 2.6, 3.1, 3.3 and 3.6 (data not shown).  Three 
promiscuous probes, 264533_s_at, 263776_s_at and 263316_s_at, detected CAX5 and 6, CNGC3 and 11 and 
GLR2.2 and 2.3 respectively (data not shown).  For these three probes, no significant changes were detected.  
Where differential expression of the presented genes was detected in the published microarray literature 
(examined in Appendix 19) it is indicated to the right under the appropriate heading (Abbreviations: Ku: Kumari 
et al., 2008; Zh: Zhao et al., 2009; La: Lager et al., 2010; HeA: Hermans et al., 2010a; HeB: Hermans et al., 
2010b; Vi: Visscher et al., 2010) 
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AUTOINHIBITED CA2+-TRANSPORTING ATPASES (ACA) 

At3g63380 ACA12 5.87 6.97 -0.28 -0.68 -0.43 -0.83 -0.07 0.42 -0.14 3.38   s s  s   

At3g22910 ACA13 7.13 9.66 -0.04 -1.25 -0.08 0.10 0.04 -0.35 2.56 4.64   s   s  o

At1g27770 ACA1 0.44 1.62 0.13 -2.08 0.66 -0.89 0.04 -0.12 1.25 -0.09   s   s   

At4g29900 ACA10 0.39 1.14 0.16 -1.26 0.41 -0.36 -0.01 0.06 0.04 0.94      s   

At2g41560 ACA4 -2.04 -2.15 -0.13 -0.41 0.08 -3.12 0.02 0.29 -0.08 -2.43      s   

At4g37640 ACA2 0.69 0.99 0.15 -0.59 0.29 1.34 0.24 0.01 0.40 0.31      s   

At3g57330 ACA11 0.58 0.74 -0.12 -1.41 0.36 -0.32 0.20 -0.05 0.40 -0.58 s     o   

At3g21180 ACA9 0.21 -1.60 -0.21 -0.27 0.12 -0.17 0.00 -0.77 0.00 -1.98   s      

                   

CALCIUM EXCHANGERS (CAX) 

At5g01490 CAX4 2.26 2.12 -0.19 -1.59 -0.05 0.73 0.06 -0.05 0.59 0.32      s   

At5g17850 CAX8  1.99 4.98 0.10 -1.02 0.14 0.36 -0.07 -0.53 0.08 2.25   s   s   

At5g17860 CAX7 1.49 3.28 0.01 -0.31 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.40 0.09 3.78 s  s   s   

At3g14070 CAX9 0.48 1.06 0.04 -0.08 0.77 1.44 0.17 -0.04 0.21 0.95         

At2g38170 CAX1 -2.15 -2.91 -0.12 -0.43 0.22 -1.56 0.19 0.36 -0.06 -1.73     o    

At3g51860 CAX3 0.51 -0.11 -0.01 -0.72 0.15 -1.30 0.32 0.35 0.10 0.53  o    o  s

 

CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDE GATED CHANNELS (CNGC) 

At1g01340 CNGC10 1.67 3.60 0.09 -0.99 0.30 0.19 -0.20 0.39 0.41 1.84      s   

At4g01010 CNGC13 1.16 2.18 0.19 -1.03 0.30 0.53 -0.02 -0.43 0.93 1.63   s   s   

At3g17690 CNGC19 2.26 4.95 0.22 -3.59 0.47 -1.37 0.17 -0.85 2.02 0.81   s   s s s

At5g54250 CNGC4 -4.18 -4.51 0.46 1.33 1.14 -0.01 0.36 0.23 0.16 0.72         

At2g46450 CNGC12 -0.72 -1.27 0.40 0.20 0.40 -0.43 0.04 -0.16 -0.11 -0.02         

At2g24610 CNGC14 -0.99 -2.06 -0.37 -0.42 0.21 -0.89 0.42 -0.21 0.67 -2.10   o   s   

At5g53130 CNGC1 0.52 0.98 -0.01 -1.04 0.05 -0.17 0.02 -0.34 0.59 0.47      o   

                    

GLUTAMATE RECEPTORS (GLR) 

At5g11210 GLR2.5 5.90 7.10 -0.12 -1.52 0.22 1.43 0.13 0.13 0.73 4.19   s   s   

At5g48400 GLR1.2 5.69 5.82 -0.43 -0.99 -0.42 1.16 0.39 0.35 0.60 2.07  s    s   

At5g48410 GLR1.3 1.90 4.15 0.00 -0.44 0.17 0.78 -1.03 0.57 -0.90 2.39 o s    s   

At4g31710 GLR2.4 3.85 4.47 -0.15 -0.28 -0.50 0.25 0.34 0.00 0.02 0.00         

At3g07520 GLR1.4 0.57 1.11 0.70 -1.00 -0.09 2.03 0.06 0.02 -0.06 -0.14      s   

At2g32400 GLR3.7 -0.40 -1.47 0.21 -0.48 0.21 -1.14 0.25 -0.32 0.57 -1.46         

At2g32390 GLR3.5 -0.83 -1.13 -0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.08 -0.60 0.38 -0.49 -1.02      s   

At1g05200 GLR3.4 -3.97 -3.84 0.36 0.32 0.50 0.43 -0.19 -0.33 -0.23 -0.17         

At3g04110 GLR1.1 -1.25 -0.83 -0.71 -0.34 0.56 0.38 -0.03 0.22 0.18 -0.64         

At2g29110 GLR2.8 0.09 0.38 -0.02 -0.27 3.70 5.35 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.00     s s   

At2g29100 GLR2.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 4.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00      s   

At2g29120 GLR2.7 1.26 0.49 0.27 -1.01 1.19 2.25 -0.28 -0.17 0.95 0.21   s   s   

                    

TWO-PORE CHANNEL (TPC) 

At4g03560 TPC1 -0.36 0.77 0.26 -0.90 0.28 -0.30 -0.04 0.25 -0.33 1.06         
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ACA4, CAX1 and GLR3.7 (formerly known as GLR5), were detected as changed following 

Al3+ treatment of both Mg2+-starved and Mg2+-unstarved plants (in each case down-

regulated).  CNGC10 and TPC1, both previously shown to transport Mg2+ in addition to Ca2+ 

(see Chapter 1 Figure 1.4), were both up-regulated in the UsAl 360 treatment, while 

CNGC10 was also up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation.  Overall, the ACA, CAX and GLR 

family genes appeared the most responsive to Mg2+ starvation and Al3+, while the CNGC 

family genes detected as differentially expressed in this work were mostly responsive to Mg2+ 

starvation but not Al3+. 

 

Seven of the 34 genes in Table A22.1 were responsive to Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360, ACA1, 

ACA10 and ACA11, CAX4 and CAX8, and CNGC1 and CNGC19), in all cases down-

regulated.  Five of these genes responded to both Mg2+ starvation and Mg2+ resupply 

(St 30/360 and StMg 360; ACA1 and ACA10, CAX4 and CAX8 and CNGC19), and these 

changes were opposite, indicating reversal of Mg2+-responsive genes.  

 

Comparison of the responses of these Ca2+ transport genes with the published data from the 

microarray studies examined in Appendix 19 showed good agreement with the pH toxicity 

and Mg2+-starvation studies carried out by Lager et al. (2010) and Hermans et al. (2010b), 

respectively (Table A22.1, at right).  This suggests that many of the transcriptomic responses 

detected among these genes may be associated with Mg2+ regulation of pH homeostasis 

(discussed further in Chapter 7 Section 7.8). 

 

Auxin-responsive genes 

 

The GO term ‘response to auxin stimulus’ was detected as enriched among down-regulated 

genes detected as changed in both the StAl 360 and UsAl 30 treatments (Chapter 7 

Figure 7.5), with a total of 31 genes detected between the two treatments (24 for StAl 360, 

6 for UsAl 30 and 1 for both.  Results for this subset of genes are presented in Table A22.2. 

 

Of the 25 auxin-responsive genes down-regulated in StAl 360, 21 were responsive to Mg2+ 

starvation and/or Mg2+ resupply in this study and a further three were responsive to Mg2+ 

starvation in the comparison study by Hermans et al. (2010b).  Ten genes were down-

regulated with Mg2+ starvation (PGP19, AIR1, AIR9, GRH1, DFL2, MYB28, MYB60, GH3.17 

and two genes encoding auxin-related family proteins) and four of these were also down-

regulated in the UsAl 360 treatment (GH3.17, MYB60, MIF1 and a gene encoding an 
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ENRICHED STAL 360 

At4g12550 AIR1 -1.33 -1.49 -0.03 -0.74 0.23 -2.59 0.07 -0.13 0.08 -0.50 r      

At4g00880 arfp -2.32 -2.57 -0.79 0.05 -0.73 -2.53 -0.28 -0.14 -0.42 -0.01      g

At4g03190 GRH1 -2.61 -2.00 0.16 0.32 0.17 -2.35 -0.06 0.54 -0.34 -0.72   g g  g

At5g61420 MYB28 -5.24 -5.80 0.10 0.40 -0.51 -1.95 0.06 0.31 -0.69 -0.60      g

At3g28860 PGP19 -3.31 -3.54 -0.50 0.51 -0.17 -1.92 -0.27 -0.08 -0.23 -1.11      g

At4g03400 DFL2 -1.18 -0.33 0.12 0.43 0.01 -1.38 -0.10 -0.25 -0.93 -0.42       

At2g34680 AIR9 -1.72 -1.60 -0.31 -0.10 0.10 -1.27 -0.07 0.11 -0.09 -1.18      g

At1g08810 MYB60 -1.24 -1.37 0.21 0.14 0.07 -1.44 -0.75 0.42 -0.97 -1.55       

At1g28130 GH3.17 -0.07 -1.84 0.44 0.74 0.31 -1.77 -0.48 -0.18 -1.15 -2.60      g

At1g74660 MIF1 -0.03 -0.80 -0.07 -0.92 0.11 -1.20 0.42 0.06 0.86 -1.05      g

At2g38120 AUX1 -0.48 -0.60 -0.04 -0.69 0.14 -1.77 0.00 0.52 -0.06 -0.41      g

At2g36910 PGP1 0.28 0.16 0.16 -0.46 0.33 -1.53 -0.06 0.17 -0.33 0.07      g

At3g16500 PAP1 0.68 0.29 -0.25 0.02 -0.34 -1.44 -0.02 -0.32 -0.19 -0.59       

At4g29080 PAP2 -0.08 -0.18 -0.12 -0.11 -0.39 -1.78 -0.11 0.28 -0.26 0.43       

At3g12830 arfp -0.28 0.02 -0.08 -0.59 0.17 -2.26 0.13 0.07 -0.58 0.05   g    

At1g04240 SHY2 0.28 0.06 -0.38 -1.33 -0.54 -1.28 0.19 -0.40 0.19 -1.53  g    g

At5g43700 AUX2-11 0.19 -0.27 -0.44 -1.14 -0.99 -1.46 -0.14 -0.33 -0.34 -0.19       

At5g62470 MYB96 1.74 3.40 -0.18 -1.55 0.41 -1.23 -0.48 -0.09 0.49 -0.32       

At1g15580 IAA5 4.77 5.43 -0.52 -2.00 -0.86 -1.30 0.10 0.00 0.31 0.18      r 

At1g70000 DNA binding 1.74 2.62 0.28 -0.77 0.00 -1.24 -0.06 0.23 0.13 1.39      r 

At3g12955 arp-rel 2.57 3.23 -0.55 -1.34 -0.77 -1.63 -0.27 -0.14 -0.61 -0.04     r r 

At1g04550 IAA12 1.01 0.60 -0.46 -0.74 -0.32 -1.12 -0.04 0.12 0.09 -0.09       

At5g59780 MYB59 1.06 0.86 -0.28 -0.19 -1.88 -1.55 -0.12 0.03 -1.40 -0.76       

At3g47600 MYB94 0.83 1.58 -0.52 -0.06 0.25 -1.27 -0.67 0.28 -0.70 -0.14     r  

                  

ENRICHED USAL 30 

At4g34760 arfp -4.66 -5.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 -0.05 -0.12 0.40 -2.27 -1.54       

At4g31320 SAUR C -4.32 -4.90 -0.05 0.56 -0.52 -0.13 -0.60 0.03 -3.71 -1.39  g g    

At4g34750 SAUR E -0.76 -1.49 0.00 0.12 -0.49 0.11 0.12 0.75 -1.54 -0.56       

At1g16510 arfp 0.40 0.35 0.02 -1.12 -0.32 -0.69 -0.58 0.02 -2.14 0.24       

At2g45210 arp-rel 0.25 1.18 0.07 0.00 -0.70 -0.99 -0.19 -0.30 -1.93 0.82      r 

At1g22640 MYB3 2.35 2.65 0.27 0.34 -0.48 -0.62 -0.30 -0.39 -1.56 0.63       

                  

ENRICHED STAL 360 AND USAL 30 

At2g46690 arfp -2.05 -1.63 -0.47 0.16 -2.07 -1.53 -0.22 -0.28 -1.47 -1.37      g

 
 
Table A22.2 Auxin-responsive genes detected as enriched in the StAl 360 and UsAl 30 treatments 
List of down-regulated genes which were detected as enriched within the GO term ‘response to auxin stimulus’ 
in the StAl 360 and UsAl 30 treatments presented in Chapter 7 Figure 7.5.  Genes are separated according 
to whether they were detected only in one of the treatments (‘Enriched StAl 360’ and ‘Enriched UsAl 30’) 
or were detected in both treatments (‘Enriched StAl 360 and UsAl 30’).  Auxin-responsive family proteins 
and auxin-responsive protein-related genes are abbreviated to ‘arfp’ and ‘arp-rel’ respectively in column 2.  Up-
regulated and down-regulated genes are presented as described in Appendix 17 Table A17.1 (log2 fold-change, 
red=increase, green=decrease).  See Table A22.1 for details of the comparison treatments shown at right. 
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auxin-related family protein).  These latter four genes are therefore down-regulated with Mg2+ 

starvation and further down-regulated with Al3+ treatment of Mg2+ starved plants, suggesting 

they are regulated by both Mg2+ and Al3+.  

 

Seven genes were up-regulated with Mg2+ starvation (MYB96, MYB59, MYB94, IAA5, IAA12, 

and genes encoding a DNA binding protein and an auxin-responsive protein-related protein).  

Two of these genes were reversed with Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360, MYB96 and IAA5), and 

an additional two were unaltered with Mg2+ starvation but down-regulated with Mg2+ 

resupply (SHY2 and AUX2-11).  Therefore, these genes also appear to be responsive to both 

Mg2+ and Al3+, although it appears that they may be oppositely regulated by Mg2+ starvation 

and Al3+ treatment. 

 

Only one gene, encoding an auxin-responsive family protein (At2g46690) was identified 

among the enriched auxin-responsive genes detected for the StAl 360 and UsAl 30 

treatments.  This implies that auxin responses are mostly different between Mg2+-starved and 

unstarved plants.  Among the seven down-regulated genes in the UsAl 30 treatment, six 

were responsive to Mg2+ starvation; with four down-regulated (SAUR C, SAUR D and two 

genes encoding auxin-responsive family proteins) and two up-regulated (MYB3 and a gene 

encoding an auxin-responsive protein related protein).  Overall most of the auxin-responsive 

genes detected for the UsAl 30 treatment are responsive to both Mg2+ starvation and Al3+, 

although some are regulated the same way and others the opposite way.  

 

Polar auxin transport 

 

Inhibition of basipetal auxin flow is implicated in Al3+ toxicity (see Chapter 1 Section 1.8.7).  

Therefore the treatments in this work were examined for differential expression of the genes 

included in the GO term ‘polar auxin transport’.  Of the 51 genes in this term, 43 were 

uniquely detected on the ATH1 GeneChip® and 22 of these were significantly changed in at 

least one of the treatments in this work (presented in Table A22.3).  Three genes, AUX1, 

PGP1 and PGP19, were also included in the GO term ‘response to auxin stimulus’ and are 

presented only in Table A22.2. 

 

With the exceptions of AUX1, PGP1, PIN1 and CIPK6, all the genes differentially expressed 

within the term ‘polar auxin transport’ were responsive to Mg2+ starvation, with six up-

regulated (PID, PDR2, APP1, PGP4 and two genes encoding auxin efflux proteins) and 

twelve down-regulated (PGP19, CHS, PIN2, PIN3, PIN4, PIN7, ACL5, NPY1, EIN2, WAG2, 
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and genes encoding an amino acid permease and an unknown protein).  Of the six up-

regulated genes, five were also up-regulated with Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-unstarved plants 

(UsAl 30/360: PID, PDR9, APP1, PGP4 and one of the genes encoding an auxin efflux 

protein) and two of these genes were reversed with Mg2+ resupply (StMg 360: PGP4 and 

the gene encoding an auxin efflux protein).  Of the eleven down-regulated genes, four were 

further down-regulated with Al3+ treatment of Mg2+-starved plants (StAl 360: PGP19, 

CHS, PIN7 and the gene encoding the amino acid permease).  One of these genes was 

reversed with Mg2+ resupply (CHS).  Nine of the 22 genes were responsive to Mg2+ status 

(Mg2+ starvation or Mg2+ resupply) but not Al3+ (PIN2, PIN3, PIN4, ACL5, NPY1, EIN2, 

WAG2, the gene encoding the other auxin efflux protein and the gene encoding the unknown 
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At2g34650 PID 4.26 4.81 -1.56 -0.59 -1.17 0.29 -0.07 1.31 2.32 1.80  r     

At3g53480 PDR9 3.44 3.09 -0.19 -0.69 -0.20 -0.47 0.16 -0.46 0.26 1.53       

At4g36760 APP1 1.02 1.22 0.01 -0.23 0.14 0.04 0.01 -0.15 0.01 1.31       

At1g76520 efflux 1.72 2.14 -0.53 -1.26 -0.26 0.22 -0.24 -0.05 -0.08 1.28   r    

At2g47000 PGP4 (MDR4) 2.64 3.60 -0.16 -1.40 -0.12 -0.20 -0.19 -0.12 -0.49 1.44      r 

At2g17500 efflux 1.34 0.42 -0.30 -0.19 -0.34 0.73 -0.02 -0.51 0.32 0.96  r r  r r 

At4g30960 CIPK6 -0.06 0.60 -0.04 1.16 -0.30 0.69 0.15 0.31 0.24 1.59       

At5g13930 CHS -0.56 -2.04 0.36 2.58 0.34 -2.67 0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.89   g g   

At1g70940 PIN3 -3.09 -3.36 -0.49 1.36 -0.34 -0.13 -0.53 -0.05 -0.89 -0.51      g

At5g57090 PIN2 -2.00 -2.22 -0.56 -0.40 -0.36 -0.64 -0.26 0.17 -0.41 -1.03       

At2g01420 PIN4 -2.97 -2.04 -0.12 0.81 -0.57 -0.95 -0.47 0.13 -0.55 -0.78      g

At1g23080 PIN7 -1.43 -1.88 -0.24 0.65 -0.34 -1.45 0.20 0.79 -0.10 -0.03 g     g

At1g73590 PIN1 0.08 -0.12 -0.59 -0.77 -1.12 -1.42 -0.30 0.23 -0.25 -0.26       

At1g77690 aa permease -2.01 -3.13 -0.35 0.08 -0.24 -2.64 0.02 0.06 -0.11 -1.65      g

At5g19530 ACL5 -1.09 -1.84 -0.45 0.29 -0.33 -0.71 0.07 0.35 -0.01 0.87    g   

At4g31820 NPY1 -1.52 -0.62 0.05 0.08 -0.02 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.21 0.50      g

At5g03280 EIN2 -0.75 -1.14 0.19 -0.08 0.09 -0.49 -0.11 0.05 -0.56 -0.26       

At2g31190 unknown -0.17 -1.13 -0.06 0.64 0.36 -0.40 0.18 -0.11 -0.18 -0.64       

At3g14370 WAG2 -0.69 -2.74 0.10 0.14 -0.12 0.11 0.00 0.60 -0.55 -0.27       

 
 
Table A22.3 Differentially expressed genes associated with auxin polar transport 
Table showing the differential expression of genes from the GO term ‘auxin polar transport’ which were 
detected as significantly changed in one or more of the treatments in this work (excluding the three genes, AUX1, 
PGP1 and PGP19, which are shown in Table A22.2).  Up-regulated and down-regulated genes are presented as 
described in Appendix 17 Table A17.1 (log2 fold-change, red=increase, green=decrease).  See Table A22.1 for 
details of the comparison treatments shown at right. 
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protein).  Three genes (AUX1, PGP1 and PIN1) were responsive to Al3+ but not Mg2+ 

starvation or resupply.  However, these genes were down-regulated with Al3+ treatment of 

Mg2+-starved plants (StAl 360), suggesting that Mg2+ status may still play an indirect role 

in their regulation.   

 

In general, genes associated with polar auxin transport were differentially expressed with 

Mg2+ starvation and a proportion of these were similarly changed by Al3+ treatment.  This 

suggests that low Mg2+ status and Al3+ similarly regulate some of the polar auxin transport 

genes.  As found above for the auxin-responsive genes, the direction of change of 

Al3+-regulated transcripts was associated with the Mg2+ background of the plants.  

Mg2+-unstarved plants treated with Al3+ exhibited up-regulation of Al3+-responsive polar 

auxin transport genes, while Mg2+-starved plants treated with Al3+ exhibited down-regulation 

of a different set of Al3+-responsive polar auxin transport genes.  Together these results show 

that Mg2+ status affects the expression of polar auxin transport genes and Al3+ differentially 

affects auxin transport genes depending on the underlying Mg2+ status of the treated plants.  

These results will be discussed further in Section 7.8. 
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